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Abstract

Since the passage of the Education for All Handicapped Children Act

of 1975 (Public Law 94-142). each child receiving special education ser-

vices is mandated to have 'an individualized education program (IEP).

1/4

Despite a. series of Ampieinertaiioe: studies, very little is currently

known *boUt what happens in the classroom subsequent to the completion-Af

an IEP. A parallel situation exists in the more general area of indi4-.

_-1

vidualized attempts to evaluate the impact of individuali-I.
.

zation have been diffuse; feur have moved beyond description of a par-
t

ticular approach in order to assess qualitative effects of progratiis and

practices upon children or the degree- to which indil02dualization was ocT

Curring. Very little research .exists on the utilization of Individu-

alized plans by teachers and their relation to student outcomes. It was

the purpose pf this study- to examine what constitutes a child's

"individualized7'program,'using the IEP as,a case d. -point and emplOying .

4

naturalistic methods to measure it, so that bOth educational ideology and

public policy, might be more adequately infbrmed.,.

) A proposition foi a triangulated study of tte phenomenon of. indi-

vidualization was put forth, and the stbdy- was conceptualized as .the.

/
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t

investigation of the relationshi,b4:amOng three components of in4ividuali-

zatiop:" the contractual (or written) plan, the,phenomenological plan (br
. .

.

the program as intended by the teacher) and the empirical plan (or the

___.-
programas,expeplenced by the child). Th4 objeciive'of the study was,to

* .

document the extent of match between intent (contractual and phenotheno-
.

.

.

logical Opens/ and plan): This was accomplished
. ...

-.-.

through a naturalistic case study of a teacher and a five -year old child
2 -..

in:a publiCschool preschool program for handicapped children.

Mixed, multiple strategies for data collection and analysiet, were

Utilized to portray the characteristics of each of the three coMPonents

of individualization. The data archives included.documents, field notes,

transcripts of teacher interviews, and a videoscript (a specialized for-
-

mat designed to highlight videotape transcripts, setting ,descriptions,
0

and teacher retrospections of the child in situ). Strategies from con-

tent analysis, ethnography, and ecological psychology were used to

unitize and categorize the various data forms so thatcomparisons across'

plans and reality could be* made. A model for consideratiOn of the pro-

cess of individualization emerged.

The results illustrated'how individualization is more than just

written plan. Although congruence across written plan, teacher ifttent,

and 'the child's program-as-experienced was found, the data also indi-

cated how teacher values and professional perspectives mediated the

contractual IEF; they also evidenced.the proactive behavior of the child

in influencing"program content and direction. The study not only,raised

implications for teacher practice and the 'formulation of education
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s

policiesi
-

bUtalso-highlighted. issues in the application of-naturalistic

. . .

research- methods tp _the study of classroom"teaching/learning settings.
. -

4,
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CHAPTER I ,

IO-POLITICALAND EMEATIONAL.,CONTEXT .

In 1November o 1975, t* United States Congress enacted legisla-'
;

tion which had ignificant impact upon the public schools of this

country. .-rftiejEducatiOn for: All.Handicappedaildren Act (Public Law

94-142) was the federal legislative response to events 'and concerns

1 that had arisen as a. result of litigation, parent;activisM,. state

legislative activities, and the posture of the special .education.
*,

. . .

community regarding the proper support of education for handicapped
.-.. %-1.
.:., ,

childrlyi.' While regpgni*ng the constitutional authority of the
- .

'7,.. --;,r:...., , .".''
. r'...! '.

.

.,',..

....:.*Ipa0 to govern elduca4O0 the federal government provided additional

. , .
I ,

. .. .

redress to handicapped sqlOol -aged children .and their Parents'. by man-.
* ;....- ...

.

- ..;....:1..
,... ,,,,,.

.

,datpliT,. itr:'the 41/4(=t that. they all "have available . to them . . . a free..
g--,....,, *(irr, , ,, i),,:

e pgblic,education" no laterthan'Beptember 10978 (Section

60 ',,,-... 41 effect, this implementing legislation confirmed for

:, 4
handica ped-chil Wwhat(the courts had earlier declared in the Brown

,.,,,,,i,i.--4m4,-.7..... '1.:...
'

,..-:.; "
..,,,

Pt(Abt!Y ::
and14!l in the landmark civil rights cases of the early

r.l'..2, hildren were entitled to the opportunity of a public
f .... .

,t,,...,..

71.1,,,, ....,-

' r4;!.A-.PICe=,..11413.7*.1.11d4cap, asde, could-no longer be a reason for
-4...----...-...-...--7.0.,

-'24,,,t,-.1, '0..w....,,,...
44

°.,-

'---:-='44.:ie- 5 tli'Yerences in public educational services...;,..
::,....*,...,

l
..,

,,,,,.;

76

nies were cammitted to state and local education agen-,

'adininistrative
.

and evaluative mechanisms were instituted

assist, influence, even coerce, the states into implementing the pro-

..;;
visjohs of the law. Unusually quick implementation efforts followed,

albeit not without stress and strain; in fact, many states instituted

fulalservices even before tilt mwidatory startup date (U.S. 'Department

."
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of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of Education, 1978a). Within

tWo years, 'about, 259,000 more handicapped children were receiving

special education and related services, and the number of children

served under Public Law 94-142 surpassed 3.8 million (U.S. Department

of 'Education, Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services,

1980b).

'INot only did Public Law 94-142 commit the states to support the

education of handicapped children with publid funds, at no cost to

parents (Sectidn, 4 (a) (18)), it also gave authority to particular

ways in which that education was to be delivered. It legitiMized
. ,

parents as active decision-makers in the development)and evaluation of

their childten'a programs (Section 4 (a) (19)) and guaranteed avenues

of due process to. theM (Section 615). bre germane to this dis-

cussion, the legislation AlsO defined thSedUcation of handicapped

children as special, to include "speciall: designed-ihstrUction

to meet the needs of a dicapped.child" (Section 4 (a) (16) ) . RIF-

ther, the provisions stipulated that this special education was to be

condudted in conformance with an individualized edUcation program

(Section 4 (a) (18)). These two notions, that of specially deigned

instruction and the individualized education program (IEP) in par-

titular; are the substance of this study.

The inclusion of the concept of an individualized, education pro,-

gram into Public Law 94-142 was significant in that an educational

ideology (i.e., individualized,instruction) became a matter of public

policy. This phenomenon, however, did not develop in isolated `fashion

in the halls of Congress; it emerged' from a nationwide climate that

had become increasingly concerned and lactive'regarding the exclusion



and inappropriate education of handica d children. The legislation
*'

reflection of what had already occurred"(in various, arenas:

government, other federal agencies, the special education

,mss a

state

community, an active parent movement, and ially the courts. A

description of their influence upon Public Law 94-142 has been de-

tailed elsewhere (Pappas, Note 1). This discussion will review the

intent of Congress and the courts'in order to illustrate the support

they provided towardS legitimizing individual programming as public

polic It will also highlight the educational context from which the

conceptualization of an individual plan emerged.

The Pole of the Courts

. The courts proved to be one of the strongest influences f9i change

in education, as parents of handicapped children turner

t, ,content over the lack of educational opportunity

available to their offspring. For many handicapped children in this

-country, education had been neither free, appropriate, nor in ,many

Cases even existent prior to 1975. Although most state,laws,affirmed

gffirstate's right and obligation to provide all children with an edu-

cation, handicapped children were generally excluded tt)tough the use

of provisions in compulsory ateendance lam5,which exempted, them as

being unable to profit from schooling (Weintraub & Abeson, 1976).

Even as late as 1960, 19 states had .such exclusionary provisions

(Zigler et al, Note 2).

Practices such as these reflected public values. which held that

handicapped individuals we dangerous, nuisances, and/or burdens, and

7 197

that appropriate "treatment" consisted of isolation from the



mainstream Hof sbdiety. -Attitudes existed 'which held that such

children were not the responsibilitY of thelpublic schools, that they

could not learn, and that effOrts to. educate them were a waste of re-

sources more appropriately allOcateq to those who might profit from

instruction OatiOnal Association of Retarded Citizens, 1977; Sontag,
,

1976). However, these beliefs and concomitant practice's, were shaken

in 1954 by:the Supreme Court. In its decision in Brown v. Topeka

Kansas Board of Education (1954), the Court ruled that statutes such

as those° jus . described were, inconsistent with the 14th Amendment,
/

which guarantees rights of equal protection and due process. Although

the specific complaint concerned racial alscimination,'the .Brown case

has --en credited with establishing the rights of all datizens to an
,

equal education (National Association of Retarded Citizens, 1977).

During the late 60s and early 70s, the. courts continued to play a

major role, in redirecting publicrpO1icies regarding the eqUal, treat-

ment of handicapped Ohiilren in the public schools.-,By the time.of

(
li.w

..

.the introduction' of the Senate bill !...!hich culminated in.PUbiic 1,6w
.,- .. , .

94-142, '46 court cases regarding education for handicapped children.

°had been decided or were pending- in 28 of the states (U.S. Congress,

Rouse of Repr sentatives, 1975).

During the 92nd 'Congress,, one case in particular had a profound

impact. In 19 l, parents of 13 mentally retarded',childien in

Pennsylvania sued the state .for failing to provide their children and

others with a publicly-sUpported education; , they cited their situ-

ation as a violation of the 14th Amendment. This class action suit

resulted in a consent decree which gave mentally retarded children the

right to an education in Pennsylvania (PARC v. the CoMmonwealth of

G0



Pennsylvania, 1971). This decision was affitmed and extended in a

later 1971 case, which held that all children, handicapped or not,
,

were entitled to publicly-supported education, and that lack of funds

was insufficient reason for their exclusion (Mills v. the Board of

Edpcationi of the District of 'Columbia, 1972). .Thtis, by the time the

Hot/Se and Senate bills re rding education for handicapped children

were introduced in the U.S. Congress in 1973, conclusions from he

.r judicial branch of government were clearl' evlAent: 1) that education-

w vital; 2) that handicapped children could educated; and 3)

that the public schools were responsible for their educat

(President's Committee on Mental Retardation, 1975).
-4t,1

-Not only had the courts applied-the concept of equal protection

education', but they also,be4an to lay some groundwork for the support
!

of individualized programming;for handicapped children. Both the'PARC

agreement and the;Mills decision referred to the obligation of states

to provide an "appropriate" (PARC) or "suitable" (Mills) education for

childien.with handicaps. Although none of the courts defined these

terms, they did discuss special educational opportunities that should

ore-.
be made available to handicapped children (Turnbull & Turnbull, 1978).

Othet court cases in the 70s also supported that theme, especially

litigation which dealt with misclassification and subsequent inapprO -.

priate placement of children. Another landmark case resulted

standards far nondiscriminatory testing' and due process procedures to

ameliorate practices of mislabeling (Diana v. the. State Board of

Education of California, 1970). This case ,especially, infltenced

Congress to develop policy which assured that individual needs rather

.1;



than categorization Tamil

. decisions.

6

be the basis of placement and programming

In 1972, another cas
e'

was even

right to treatment of

more explicit. In addressing the
oc

ntally, retarded residents of a state:institu-
i

tion, the court promulgated and ordered implemented the Minimal

Constitutional Standards for Adequate Habilitation df the Mentally

Retarded (Wyatt. v. StiCkney.:1,72). In these Standards, the right of

the 'residents to habilitation (which included education) suited to

their needs was stipulated, and -in a certain way: each resident,

within.14 days after 'admission to an'institution, was-to have an indi-.

vidual habilitation plan in place. The judge's specification of the.

components of that plan were similar' to what later' emerged.in the pro-
.

visions of Public w 94-142.

The events in

44-

the courts, then, reflected national' coricernover

the status of, ha dicapped Children,- and provided legal solutions

towards ameliorati g the inapbroptiaLte conditiOns that existed. Thege

.,solutioys legitim -Zed _the provision of services to handicapped

.children, as well as the uti4zAtion of individualized 'programming for

them, This benc rk litigation did not go unnoticed in Congress, and
e

provided a Significant context which shaped legislative processes

there, Congress molted to develop an\implementation mechanism to di-
.

rect the transformation of judicial intent to practice.

Congressional Background

Although there had been a

handicapped persons prior to

cursors of Public Law 94=142

long history of federal legislation for.

1970, the most direct legislative pre--

can ,be found in the amendments regarding

22
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'handiCapped children in the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
.

0 (ESEA) of 1965. Fir9t mention of education f4 r the handicapped

occurred in the _amendments to ESEA, Title 1, where.federal assistance
I .

was authorized for the education of children in state- operated and

state-supported schools (Public IA64'894313, 1965). Subsequent amend-,

44' meats 'to ESEA, 'Title VI, led to increases in federal funds to States

1)

for the expansion of special education services (Public Law $9-750

1966), arNit finally to the repeal of Title VI for the sake of Creating

a separate act dealing solely `with the edi4cation of the handicapped
r, 1

(Public Law
IN,

91-230, 1970).
. \ .

During the 93rd 'Congress; both the HOlie and Senate. took action on

6litheB bills designed to-amend.:And. reauthorize Public Law 91-230; In

August of 1974, Title VI-B was passed,, which extended Public Law
vi.

91-230 for three additional years and affirmed the right of handi-,
4

capped children, to an education (Public Law 93-380, 1974). Public Law

93=380 also ,carrier a strong recommendation fOr individualized

planning:

It is the intend of,Congress to encourage, wilere
feapible, the development for each educationally'
deprived child participating in a program under
this title of an individualized written educational
plan (maintained and ,periodically evaluated),
agreed upon joAntly, by the local education agency,
a parent or guardian of the child, and when ap-
propriate, the child'(Title I, Section 141 (b)).

Several Other bills under consideration at the same time contained

even more specific provisions for an IEP. In January of 1973, Senator

.4
Harrison Williams (Derriocrat, New Jersey), chairperson of the Senate

Connie on Labor and. Public Welfare, along with a host of other

1 co-sponsors, had introduced S6 to provide financial assistance to the

23
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,

.
.

. .

stakes for im bved special'education services (U.S. Congress; Senate,.

1973). The bill contained essentially\ they same provisions describihg

IEPs that later wer, to appearin Public Law 94-142. _ N,

Similar activity had also occurred on the douse side. Rep1esenta7

. .

tive Albert Quote \61dabliCan, Minnesota0acting on'a' legislative,

memorandum. from minOxity.legiSlative associate Martin LaVor (Note 3Y,

the, first'House version of legislation describing an IEP in

d detail (U.S. Congress, House of Representatives, 1973). Quie's de-

scription of the writtien individualized educ#ional plan was _very
,

close to what Williams was concurrently proposing in S6.

:;,* :/-

In;ad itionr, the concept of individualized plans was cropping up

in the other-than-edudation legislation. During both the 93rd and

-94th Congresses pribr;to the passage of Public Law 94-142, legislators

(and the same committees) were formulating amendments to bills geared

.

toward other. handicapped constituencies, particularly the yocationa17
4

Rehabilitation Act and the Developmental Disabilities Services and

Construction" Act. At-the time, there was considerable' concern in the

rehabilitation sector that too much control of a disabled person't

life rested in the hands of iheyvocational rehabilitation counselor
. -

(Walker, Note 4). As a result, the concept of an individual plan

appeared in the Vocational Rehabilitation Act Amendments of 1973

(Public Law 93-112, 1973).. Likewise, the Developmentally Disabled

Assistance and Bill of RightscAct (Public Laid 94-103, 1975) beCame law

in pctober of 1975, and contained .provisions requiring .individual

habilitation
c

plans* In both of these pieces of legislation, the

provisiont for individual plans paralleled whatwas to emerge in the

education bill later in 1975.
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As the794th Conress began action in the House and Senate to amend_

ESEA, Title VI-B (Public Law 93 -380) to make its authorization perma-
.

nent, both the Quie and Williams bills, which' had been introduced in

the preViods Con9ies ; .were passed by overwhelMing majorities -a0s.

Congrpsp,.Senate, 1975). They included similax171Tcvitions outlining

the development and 'use of individual plans. These provisiont legiti-

mized the concept of the IEP as the vehicle for, planning.anddeliver-.

ing"spe9i,ally designed instruction . to meet the needs of a_

nandicapped child." .9

One such provision gave an explicit meaning to the IEP: it was to

be' a Nritten statement for each handicapped child," including the")

following components:

a. a statement of present levels of eduo0Ational
performance of such child;

b. a statement of "annual goals, including spgrt-
'term instructional objectives;

a stat-eMent of the special educational services
to be provided such child, and the extent to
which such child will be able to participate in
regular education programs;

d. the projected date for initiation and antici-
pated duration of such services; and

e. appropriate objective criteria and evaluation
proceddres and schedules for determining, on at
least arnnual basis, whether instructipnal
objectives are being achieved (Section 74 (a)

(19)).

-In addition to the denotative meaning of the IEP, two other pro-
-

visions extended its meaning of the IEP in a connotative sense

associating the IEP with other concepts. FOr instance, the IEP was

established as at least.One of the measures of a "free appropriate

public education" in Section 4 (c) (18):



but

The term 'free appropriate public
spdeial education and related service

a. havq, been proVi public expe
.

lic supervision direction,
e .0harge; - -

cation' means

b. meet the stakdards of the State
..agency; ts

-
.

c. include an'appropyietepreSchool elementary, or
Secondatyl sC110 , : 1dtt 1 in the State' in-
volved;' and

e under pui)-
and withdut

educational

d. are;t1roOd ity with an individual-
ized educe ion:,

Another,proVision'Jthe4214hk,AOt so much on ;the form.of the IEP,

10

the procedS,by,wifiall'it was k71pe- formulated. The IFP was to

"developed

..

present:

in any meeting, shet
:

p.A3he following types of people
4

a.represe
or an int4
be qualif'
vision 'of;

local education agency
cational unit who shall

to prgii e, or supervise the pro-
pecialIY °designed instruction to

meet.the needs of'handicapped,children;'

the teacher; ,

,
. .

the, parents'or guardians of such child; and

1,-
t%,-

d. whenever appropriatesUch child (Section 4 (c)

-1" (19)-).
% --,.-?-)_,

,,J 4; , ,'!

k , T t ''..4 :p4
Thus, the-CongresssOt in motion.a policy

be

were

established the IEP

as a documentokhich,Yeflected "specially designed instruction," devel-

oped through a process of ,parental professional collaboration, and

which would meet at least one of tpe Critleria for an "appropriate"

education for children with handicaps. The minor differences in the

Hou6it1163 Senate bills we reconciled in conference sessions, and

,approved in both' Houges with a broad-based coalition and
A

A°
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nog-partisan suppogp.7 'President Gerald Ford 'Signed the legislation

into law as on, for A110005dicapped Children Act of 1975.-,

(Public Law 94.142): on;Dicivember 29th. The process of implementation

was in mot'On'and full compliance by the states was expected by

September 1, 1978.

Legislative Intent,.

As cited Previously, the language of ',the law ,indicated that'

Congress was rimmed with improving the quality of educh4on for

handicapped children as well as with assuring'theim access to' public'
,

and special educational- services. Gr.,Ven sane evidence. Of what Con-

gressional sponsors. oft the legislation valued and the specificity of

the IEP provisions in the law, it might be expected" that legislative
)

',intent% and ubsequent implementatidn procedures would have been

1/Clear. Home because the legislative process was a, political one
eL?

which reflected the agendas,of aril Compromises among zany parties% the'

11'

intents betand'the law were mOltiple. Subsequent, implementation and

evalUation haVe borne the oonseqUences of'that reality.

3

Clearly, the intent of individualization was a central one.
r

legislation'srdefiiknitions and other -statements .of purpose showed that

improved services and proPriate education included individualized

programming. In its preamble to the Act, Congress affirmed the right

of handicapped children' to a special 'education,' "designed tb

their unique needs".,(Section 3 (c)). Furthermorer the definitio

an°'"apprOpriate" education was link to the develOpment of an

individualized planfor each child (Section 4 ;(c) (18)Y.

NUmerous citations' in .the Cop4retsional commentaries of the

2 1
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deliberations and hearings that_were field with regard to the Act sup,

C

-
port this intent. pu;ing the Senate debates, Senator Jennings

Randolph (Democrit, West Virginia); chairperson of the Subcommittee on

y the Handicapped and one of the originrponsors, of S6, made the

follsbWing statement:

A feature of thet,measure. that w411 .prorno& the
educational development of handicapped children is
the .individualized planning _Conference. It 'has, -

long been recognized by educators that individual-,
ized attention to. a. child beings rich rewards to
the 'child . We will promote the educational
deVelopment of handicapped.' children through the
processes of individdalized 'planning: conferences
(National Advisory Committee on the Handicapped,
1977, pp. 25,-26).

!

p

( .

. ,

Senator Walter MOndale (DeMocrat, Minnesota), another committee

!member and co- sponsor, added:

In the past, many children have simply n placed
in institutions or segregated in school and class-
rooms with little emphasis on adeqd4,education
and training. Under §6,,, an individual' planning
conferenCe will provide a tailored progra0 for each:
handicapped youngster to meet his :special !edu-
cational needs. (NationalAdviSory Committee, oh the
Handicapped, 1977., p. 30).\,

. .
--k---"--

Similar statements cali be identified in House Report 94-332 (U.S.

.Congress, House of Representatives, 1975), where acknowledgemea of

the growing trend towards individualitation of "instruction was-cited

as'the reason for including the provision for IEPs. The intent to

improve and indicadualize instruction Was included in the final ver-
.

sion of the House bill, and during its,debate, Representative ,John

Brademas (D, Indiana) made the following point:

Individualized plans are of great imp6r nce in the
educatiow,of handicapped children in or r to help'

4
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theM develop their full potential. (National Advisory
Committee on the Handicapped, 1977, p. 31).

But individualization was'not the--,'Only intent of Congress. An

official Congressional report classified its intents into ee broad

rc-

categories: improved educahonal .nstruction, parental involvement,

and accountability for the provision ofiservices .(U.S. Congress, Hodse

of Representatives, 1975). The following statements elaborated these

three fundamental tenets of the' IEP:

0
1. Each child requires an educational plan that is

tailored to achieve his or her maximum poten-
tial.%

2. All principals in the child's educational en-
vironment, including the child, should have the
opportunity for input in the development of an
individualized program of instruction.

3. Individualization means specifics, and time-
tables for those specifics, and the need for
periodic review of those specifics --- all of
which produce greatly enhanced fiscal and edu-
cational accountability. (p. 13)

So rather than articulating a single, consistent statement of in-

tent, the sources illustrate that "intent" was, in fact, multi-
,

-farious. This factor created same of the more nettlesome problems in

dmplementing the concept of an IEP. While the detail of the defi-

nitio and provisions of the law added specific4ty to the concehr

they also, by their nature, created ambiguity in implementation, and

'.-left room for multiple interpretations.

The provisions which specified the required elements of IEPs

spawned a host of implementation questions regarding the nature and

specificity of the components and the provisions of regular education

services. Concerns were also raised regarding the schools' ac-
.

countability for specifiC; outcomes, evaluation criteria,- and
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.

144 or, .FUrthermore, by linking the definition of the rEP to an

14

'appropriate education, questions'of liability were heightened. Despite

7 ,e
attempts to'clarify that theirEP'was not a contract (U.S. Congress,

Senate, 1975; U.S. Department of 'Health,. Edu on' and Welfare,

Office of Education, 1977, Section 121(a) (349)) andthat schools were

responsible only for the provision of services rather than learner

outcomes, (U.S. COngreA, House of-Representatives, 1977), concerns

over legal responsibility for child change remained and have yet to be

reconciled.

,
%tile the intended purpose(s) of the IEP remain ambiguous, prac-

tice has made explicit a variety' of uses. IEPs serve adminstrative

and management functions such as auditing, budgeting, and general

....____irecord-keeping; they also serve as key documents for state and fed-1-

eral level. reviews of compliance (Maiver, Note 5). Another function

of the IEP has been)to involve parents in the planning process; the

IEP process's integral:i.ink tothe required due process provisions of

the law has .nudged school districts to afford parents more partici-

pation'and control of their children's education (U.S. Department of

Education, _Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services,

1980b). Very few refleCt the proceSs of individualization,-for which

Public Law 94-142 was the implementation mechanism.

More recent policy clarifications have downplayed the relationsfiip

of the IEP to classroom instruction. An Office of Special Education

policy paper listed six functions of the IEP, only the st making

reference to the classroom program and then only in an evaluative

sense (U.S. Department of EducatiOn, Office of Special Education and

Rehabilitation Services, 1.980aj. Primarily, the policy paper

'1
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described the-putposes of the IEP as a document which 1) serves as 'a

vehicle to foster. communication with parents; ,2) serves as a focal

poijnt in the resolution of differences between them and the school;

3) sets forth a commitment of resources; 4) serves as 4 management

tool to assure appropriate services are provided; .5) serves' as .a

compliance/monitoring documOnt to assure the child is receiving a free

appropriate education as agreed upon; and 6) serves as an evaluation

device to determine the extent of the child's progress towards the

projected outcomes. These recent rules resulted in a compliance pro-

cess which was measurable, but not related to the purpose of the law,

that of quality programming.

Thus, a gap remains.' What constitutes an "appropriate education"

and "specially designed, instruction" continues to be an enigma.

Clearly the IEP is involved, but whether it is simply at the level of

agreement to provide services or to assure due process, or at the more

substantive level of influencing the instructional program in the

classroom remains problematic. Legislative and regulatory policies

'have specified and clarified the inputs to the development of .IEP and

have chosen to consider outputs in terms of procedures and provision

of, services. Implementation strategies and evaluation studies have

been curiously .hesitant to consider what happens tp the child's pro-

gram once the IEP has been approved. Two final quOtations.summarize

the dilemma that supports the need for further study into this area:

The law does not contain explicit requirements for
the use, of IEPs nor does it call for 'individual
instruction' per se --- but the implicit rationale
for the IEP requirement is the assumption that the
best way to ensure that a child's program is'appro-
priate is to construct an individual program, based
on his or _her unique instructional needs . . . The



question arises, however, whether
document is used in the instructional
(Marver, pp. 1-2, Note 6)

. . . when the IEP, is not used' on
systematic basis for instructional
spirit of Public Law 94-142 has
(Morgan, 1981, p. 5).

Studies iof Implementation Effects

Another provision of Public Law 94-142 instructed the Commissioner

of Education to report annually to -COngress the "findings of an evalu-

ation of the implementation of the Act (Section 618). Since then, the

and ,how flame
process . . .

a continuous,
planning, the
been ignored.

16

Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (BEH), and now the Office of

Special Education Programs in the Department of Education has sup-

ported a program of evaluation studies'and field-initiated research.

The bulk of the findings regarding the evaluation of the IEP pro-
.

visions has emanated from this. However, their funding patterns have

yet to reflect concern over the instructional impact of theTEP.

In 1975, BEH developed, an evaluation plan which focused upon six

questions designed to provide information on the implementation ef-

fects of Public Law 94-142. These questions have guided. subsequent

special' studies funding, and includedi

1. Are the intended beneficiaries being served?

2. In What-settings are beneficiaries being served?

3.. What services are being provided to bene-
ficiaries?

4. What are the consequences of implementing the
Act?

5. What administrative procedures are in place?

6. To what extent is the intent of the Act being
met? (U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, Office of Education, 1978, p. 61) .

32
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The studies which were commissioned to research questions four and six

are of specific relevance to the thesis presented, in this paper.

Vt The investigations into those two questions may be categorized

into three levels of inquiry: existence, scope, and substantive ef-

fects. At the existence level, studies ighich indicated the extent to

which IEPs were in place and desc the characteristics of the

"oci.mient were reviewed. Both Pyecha (1979) and Narver and David

(1978) reported on the properties of IEPs, particularly with respect

to compliance with the mandated ccmponents, descriptions of formats,

and interrelationships of, the content. Further, Annual Reports to

CoNress from the Office of SpeciallEdwation reported the, extent to

which IEPs are in place for children in special education from data

supplied by state education agencies (U.S. Department of Health,

Education and Welfare, Office'of Education, 1978, ;0979; U.S. Depart-

ment of Education, Office of Special. Education and Rehabilitative

Services, 1980b).

The majority of studies regarding IEP implementation were In-

.

ducted at the level of scope, and dealt with a variety of implementa-

tion issues. Marty documented the effects on teachers, especially with

respect to their attitudes and satisfaction with the process, demands

on their time, and their new roles and interstaff relationships

(Blaschke, 19794 Engler et al, 1978; Lewis, 1977; Marver & David
4

1978; National Education Association, 1978; prton, 1977; Penney,

1977; Safer et al, 1978; Sagstetter, 1977; Stearns et al, 1978; and

U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Office Of Education,

1979). Davis (in Safer et al, 1978) and ,Price- and Goodman (1980)
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\ss

calculated time and cost effects of ,IEP development. A series of re-

`fated studies described various aspects. of group decision-Inaking pro-

cesses in IEP development (Fenton et al, 1978b; Semmel et al, 1978;

and Yoghida et al, 1977, 1978). Still others examined parental ef-
.

fects, including attitudes about and satisfaction with their new,

active -roles in determining their children's programs (Budoff, 1976;

'Lewis 1977; Marver & David, 1978; Salett, Note 7; Sagstetter,

1977; Stearns,149.28; and Yoshida, 1978). Finally, a 'group,of stud-

ies was focused upon changes ih administrative arrangements and prac-

tices resulting from the IEP mandate (Blaschke, 1979; Engler et al,

1978; NationalEducation Association, 1978; Safer et al, 1978; and

Stearns et al, 1978).

In contrast to this wealth of effort'at the scope level, very

little work :has directly contributed findings at the substantive

ilevel, virtually none regarding the impact of tie developmentwgi IEPs

on either instructional programs or child outcomes. Impact studies

more recently funded by the Department of Education have emphasized

consequences to families (U.S. Department of Education, Office of

Special Education and Rehabilitative. Services, 1980b).. Peripheral

findingS in sane of the foregoing studies of scope, however, spur fur-
.

ther thought in this area.

Inteelview data from the studies which assessed the effects of IEP

implementation on teachersindicated,a general dissatisfaction with

the process, primarily,because it was time-consuming, focused on cam-
.

pliance'and paperwork, and (most crucial here) lacked utility,in the

classroom (Lewis, 1977; Narver & David, 1,78; Norton, 1977; Penney, .
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1977; Safer et al, 1978; and Sagstette, 1977). In fact, many

teachers perceived the IEP process to detract from their instructional

time and role. ,t
It is-significant, however, that Safer et al (1978) differentiated

a cohort of teachers in their study who were satisfied withthe IEP,
4 ,

'concept. These teachers spoke strongly of the value the IEP played in

their instructional planning; de-Spite high demand on their time,

'they believed the IEP provided direction, saved time, indicated, growth

or lack of'growth, and motivated children. This group of teachers

considered the IEP process an-integral part of their instuctional

role. There was, 6 no in-depth followup to determine how these

teachers used the IEP or how their instructional style* r6?ay have been

influenced.' ci4

In other studies, discontent surfaced about IEPS when .the,intent

of the Act was interpreted as a means to improve instructiri while

implementation focused upon procedural matters (Penney, 1977;

Sagstetter, 1977); NottOn (1977 also repOrted that in school dis-

tricts where the IEP process and documentation had.both adminiStrative

and instructional utility, negative responses diminished. Dissatis-

'faction with increased time demands resulting from the IEP process

proved most pervasive when teachers saw the process as separate from

their instructional activities.

, MOre recent results indicate that teaCher attitudes concerning the

-IEP have been positive; for example, Blaschke (1974) reported' far

fewer teachers in rural areas question the instructional validity and

utility of IEPs than-he found during the 1977-1978 school year. Like-

wise, a compilatiOn of the inservice training topics across the

I
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,country indicates that IEPs and instructional procedures were high

priorities for teachers (.J.S. Department of Education, Office of

Special Education and Rehabilitative Services, 1980b). ,

TO date, only ne investigator has focused directly updh the rela-

tionship between the IEP and the teacher who would'use it. During the

1977-78 school year, .Marver (Note 8) interviewed 122 teachers re-
.

t-
garding their use of IEP in the.claesroam. These teachers 'came from

school districts whicia'were experienced with IEP: or IEP-like regula-

tions. Thirty-eighttpercent of the teachers reported they regularly

referred to 4EPs. TV used them to formalize their intentions,

facilitate construction of lesson plans, guide planning and record-'

keeping, and chronicle progress. The most frequently used components

of the IEP were its goals, objectives, and current level of
3

functioning. Another 45% of the teachers found the IEP process useful

in setting a direction for the year and providing a framework for

working with a particular child. While many of these respondeits read

the IEPs only at the beginning of the-school year, they reported they

had "internalized" the cOntent.and/or what they had learned about the

child during referral, assessment, and the IEP meeting process. Only ,

NI 12% of those Marver interviewed reported they did not use the IEP at

all..

Marver also .found that utilization of IEPs in the classroom or-

related with writing the IEP and participating in the overall pro-

4ss. He, like Safer and her associates, identified key factors con-

ducive to utilization of IEps: an individualized and data-based

teaching approach; preservice training in individualization and the

use. of objectives; inservice training regarding IEPs and Public Law

36
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94-142; -data banks and data management systems; :and the use of sup-
7

. port- 'personnel such as aides and specialists. Unforunately, while

these investigators initiated much-needed pursuit of an undeOr'

represented area of jnquirye none moved further to provi information

regarding how the IEP was implemented in the classroom.

Individualization and the Schools

would be a disservice
0

to suggest that individualization emerged-

41)

solely from legislative/judicial conceptualizations, when ih fact

there had been a long history of professional acknowledgement of the

value of individualized instruction.-. Opinions of the courts and'

legislative proposals rested on theories and practices that had been

employed in,ele educational community since the late 19th century.

Gibbons (1971) cited correspondence courses as one of the earliest

efforts to individualize instruction, available 1p early as 1873. He.

traced the bernnings of self-paced unit plans to, the Pueblo Plan,

developed in 1888 to permit students to ,pace their own progress

through a course rather than awaiting, their,turns in daily recita-

tions. The Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development e

credited the beginnings of individualization as an outgrowth of`the

intelligence testing movement, citing as seminal the psychologist

Terman's suggestion in 1916 that there needed to be differentiated

courses of study to accommodate variance in pupils' rates of learning.

(Doll 1964). Then, in the 1920p,.educators espoused the modification

of content and 'timing in curricula to account for individUal dif-

ferences (Bobbitt, 1924). The Progressive Movement, spearheaded by

John Dewey's conception of experience as learning and .his ideal of

37
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nurturing individuality, spawned a host of curriculum reforms and

implementation progLifams (Biber, 1972). A National Survey of Se6dndary
../.

Edubation conducted in the 1930s illustrated that inqpidUal

differences were most commonl/ provided for by homogeneous grOUping
/ ,

practices;\special classes, unit assignments, find' the problem/project
I

.methods of the Morrison, Dalton, and Winnetka,Plans (Doll, 1964). A

rudimentary concept of an individual education plan' even appeared.

Mort 11929) devised the Individual Pupil Program Card, whose purpose'

it was to bring together information bearing upon an individUal stu-

dent's needs so that appropriate adjustments could be made to his/her .

prOgram.

The 1960s saw a resurgence of approaches to individualized pro-

*
gramming. Pressures for change emanated from a variety of sources

ied

(getee-4n Jeter,' 1980r. Psychologists influenced by the theories of

Jean Piaget considered children to' be active learners, capable of

determining the content and structure of their own learning. Criti-

cisms of the quality 'of American education indicating schools were

insensitive to children's needs- (e.g., byHolt, 1964;: Kozol, 1967)(
twit

forced-reconsideration of traditional organizational patterns and led

to experimentation with the open education philosophy and the break-UP
et

of the agegraded'curriculum. Large scale efforts to design; test,

and,implement systems of individualized instruction appeared during

the 1960s-and early 1970s, the most widely disseminated of these being

Individually Guided Education (IGE), Individually Planned Instruction

(IPI), and 'Project .PLAN (in Gibbons, 1971; Marver, Note 9). The

growth of canputer technology_alsO- enabled velopment of computer- -4

assisted instruction as' a way to individualize learning rate and

38
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p

Content; Since the mid-1970s, interest has also centered upon

. -
learning style, and its implication for:adjusting methods and Mate-

rials to account for childkdn's preferred modes of learning, (Charles,

Duting t p60s, the field of special education has retreated

from its earlier reliance upon a medical model for programming; where

disabilities were identified, and were assigned to categori-
.

_

cal programs within which all were treated in the same wax, (Gotts,

1976). By the t of Public Law 94-142, the,cbncept of emphasiiing

the individual in rogramming , primarily refetred to in special educa-

/
tion litetature as the diagnostic/prescriptive method, was not new

(Safer. et al, 1978). As in regulai education, a wealth of curriculum
fl

materials;-kits, and other teaching resources were developedtto,assist

teachers in devising appropriate interventions base; on a bild's

unique strengths and weaknesses (Charles, 1980; Gotts, 1976).

Indeed, the hallmark of the concept of individualized instruction

.has been its diversity. Educational historians_arequick to describe,

and often at4a loss to adequately categorize, the proliferation of

programs and practiCes, both administrativd and subject-specific, that

have emerged to counter the perceived weaknesses of the traditional

normative, age-graded systems of schooling that still undergird educa-

tional practices today (Doll, 1964; Gibbons, 1971; National School

Public Relations Asgociation, 1971; Talmage, These programs

and practices constitute
4
"a widely ,diverse family,"Itinfluencedby. 6'a

variety of technologies and expertise, interpreted in'a wide array of

ways, and "confounded by the ambiguity of their label" (Gibbons, X971,

p. 2). It is tobe expected that the evaluation:of such a concept , has -.,
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no ; Educed satisfying results: 'attempts to evaluate_,the impact of

indivrdtalization 'have been -diffuse, with information about the

.

effects ofjprograNs:and practices up%n Children especially limited.

Many of
0
the.studies have been descriptive, focusing.upon the form

of individualization in Ja-particular system; .others have analyzed a
-

particular approach or have contrasted particular approache8 con-

their constructs; 'only a"few studies -have been concerned with

f individualization that was occurring (Deter,,? 1980i.-,"'
IVe4.Zry."' cized the large number of outcome studies that, have been

conducted as--uninte retable, due to their deficiency in assessing

degree. Of implementation. Further, two major implementation studieS

, cast some dadik about''the comprehensiveness of implementation.

Goodlad (1976; Zicatedhat despite the.importance-given to ways to

individualize instruction, the instruction in the 150 classroomS he

observed was geared to group norms and egpectaMies. Shane (1960).

surveyed dozens of grouping approaches and concluded they were too

mechanistic isiiimpproadhltis to cope with CNet problem of individual

differences, Charles (1980) reported that problems of implementation

and criticisms of . effectiveness dampened enthusiasm about the ,

large-scale packaged programs' (IGE, IPI, and Public PLAN). Semmel and

Morgan)(1978) ,reviewed the controversy over the validity of the diag,

nos4t;(piescriptive method and the,empirical evidence concerning its.

effectiVenese.

In a revieW.by Katzenmeyer and Ingison (1980), a wealth of

vidualizatiOn studies were classified and described to determine the

impact of .individualization. 'For the most part, variables of interest

in these studies .included: 1) cognitive and affective outcomes, as

40
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measUred by qtdndardized tests and surveys;* 2) instructional con-
.

ditions such- as- open/formal settings, types.of/UWher/guestions and

-

teacher interaction'petterns; 3) quantity of fnstructional- time; 4)
, 0

student and/or teacher traits dh as motivgon, warmth, and sex 4

.differencesp 5):student interest gnd participation; and 6) teacher

satisfaction. They concluded that individualizationiWirked When.more

than externals (such, as adopting a new label, or schedyle, or materi-
..

als were implemented. ThoUgh admittedly problematic, they cited many

examples of achievement' gain when what was tested reasonably reflected

at had been 'instructed; there were very few instances where stu-
/

dents in individualized classes did Less well than thode,-receiving

traditional instruction.

However, as with thI.JEP studied, one
-

area still'to be researched

is the consideration of ,how the individualized'programis relates to

what a child learns. A result of the 'PREP Study (Putting . Research
.

into Education. Practice) conducted by the U.S. Office of Education

(National, School Pkiblic Pelations'Association, 1971) determined that

the 47 schools reviewed' for Current developments in ',individUaliied
P

.intruction paid far less attention to the relationship between stated

objectives and.evalUation'procedUres. Most of the emphasis was on

whether children learn more, rather than on w t they'learned. Marver

(Note 10) indicated he' conducted a complete ERIC search of all the

-research concerning. individualized education, programs, and curric-

ula. Although considerable attention has been paid tp this .area, die

found that no literature exists on the utilization of-individualized
-

plans by teachers. He confirmed the.analysis in the Katzenmeyer and

Ingidon review that the studies have'been program and subject specific
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or have examined teaching methods, environment. He concluded that

no ohellas asked whether teachers use their individualized instruction

plans, in regular or in, special eduCation.

PurEose of the Study

The preceding sections have highlighted parallel situations that

exist in the special educational policy:arenaOn Imp, implementation

research,, and in , the educational community regarding individual-,

ization: that ,there. is a gap in the.consideration Of what relation-

ships exist between . individualized instructional, plans and therb

learner. While \it is now coMmonly accepted that differences exist

among indiVidual learners, and that individualization is an ed
,

tional strategy that'naturally'followt, Ore measure of its impact is_

only in its infancy. Thereis.little :research support regarding sub-
,

stghtive effects of the use of IEPsiOr like-plans, particularly with

regards to their impact on instructional behavior and child change.

what research' has been done indicates that individualization does

change teaching and, with some caveats, learning. But,there remains a

lack of systematic inquiry regarding the qualitative content of those

changes. ,

. The IEP was widely proclaimed as a vehicle to foster individu-

alization, but now the idea that it should and could -be, usefui for

instructional purposes is in
;disfavor'.

Administrative rule-making

procedures have-led to an understanding that the IEP is not to be con-

sidered an instructional tool. Eowever to be an "instructional tool"

may not nedessarily be synonymous with being a.means-to-fostervAndi-

vidualization. Because the two have been equated, lack of evaluation

t., 42
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,of the ;process of individualization has resulted. Problems may abn-

tinue to exist.with,the 'implementation of ,IEPs; but to not Cmplete

the study of the implementation process by looking 'into- classrooms

would allow conclusions to -be made on the basis of insufficient
ta

dence. Other researchers sense 'this gap; the need° for further

investigation into this area can be witnessed in their statements pry

posing next research steps: e 4

1. Instead of .seeking ways to individualize pro-
grams, schools should be endeavoring' to study
the individuality of pupils and their teachers.

. (Shane & Shane, 1971)

2. Much remains to-be understood: At. issue, of
course, is whether: IEPs should be an in-,

structional tool at all; and there- is no em-
pirical evidence regarding the effect that IEP
utilizatito in the classroom might-have on child
outcomes. Research on the optimal use of IEPs
as instructional, tools and how to facilitate
such use is in order. (Marver, p. 37, Note 11)

3. Beyond ,this minimal 1 vel [of t'Ompliance], edu-
cators_ must_ question quality of IEP docu-
ments 'that have been produced. -(Price &

Goodman, 1980)

4. As data regarding the implementation of IEPs,

become more available, much more is needed to
assure' quality individualized i"'`instruction.

. (! organ, 1981)

The need to begin a more systematic study of what,happens in the

classroom once the contractual' process of developing the IEP is com-
,

plete has been presented, given the sparcity of results and the lack .

of focused questions being asked both specific to IEPs and regarding

the more general area of individualized instruction. .What is cur-

rently appropriate is an examination of the qualitative determinants

of an "individualized", program. Although the direct examination 'of

that question is still premature, the focus on IEPs as exemplars of

43



individualization,bounds.the domain of this study.

What is necessary is to add to the work of, Miarver and to other

individualized education outcome. studies-a fuller description of how

teachers utilize individual plans in the Classroom so 4that :relevant-,

variables and contextual factors can be identified and positdd as

hypotheses for future research efforts. We have shown,. with respect

to IEPsthat Congressional intent to improve the quality of instruc-

tionvas'preseni, and that research has yeti to consider the impact of

the IEP process withi4 n the classroom. Until that is known, there it

neither suffigient.information to determine. whether that intent has

1PPen met nor to propose changes in policy or practice. The purpose of

this study, then, is-to address a gap that exists in.the literature by

explicating how individual plans are translated into practice and to

describe how ,their utilization influences' or is influenced by

teacher/child interaction, so that more valid re:: .arch conclusions can

be reached and so- that educational' policy and practice may be better

informed.
A



CHAPTER II

AN-- ALTERNATIVE CONCEPTUALIZATION

In the foregoing chapter, the historical roots of the individu-

alized educational program were traced, both within the legislative-

judicial arena as well aswithin the context of the indiVidialized

education movement in the schools. A paradox was identified: - while

one of the, intents of the IEP was' to foster individualiiation, it has

yet to be 'demsnstrated, in practice. In fact, even though the notion
, .

7

of an IEP appeared tb make educational sense and to be consonant -with

what is knokn and accepted,about differences in children's learning,

its implementation has been dominated, by questions surrounding the

efficiency of the process and \its utility in the classroom. Cur-

rently, there i6 discontent about IEPs being expressed by a profession

4
that 'nonetheless values ind: Jualization as well as from a special

education community affirms individuality. Yet, except for

pockets of expressed teacher satisfaction over the usefulness of IEPs

to instruction, there has been very little research attention given to

4
verify their effectiveness in fostering individualization.

Several types of explanations have been proposed to clarify this.

dilemma. There are some who contend that educational practice was

inappropriately legislated, that the implementation of the IEP regu-

lations interfer A individualized instruction and sound edu-

cational practices already occurring in the schools (Blaschke, 1979).

Others say that the problem is one of training, that sChdol personnel

need to learn mote about the develOpment and utilizationof individual

plans and objectives (Brophy, 1980; Deno p& Mirkih, 1980; Semmel &
A

45
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Morga9, 1978). Still other's see the problem from the perspective of
, A

innovation and 'change; that institutional resistance to innovation is

likely and must be tended .to (Havelock, 1973; Lortie, 1975;:iiatherley

&'Lipsky, 1977).

Howevert, the assessment and/Or the solution of the problem may be

more complex. The process of individualization, as presented to us in

microcpsM in public Law 94-142 with its notion of an IEP, may not:have

been adequately conceptualized, and conclusions May have been pre-

mature.

An Alternative Conceptualization ofqndividualization

There is a need to broaden the base of the investigation of indi-

vidualization to include systematic analysis of the relationships and

diScrepancies between plan and program. An alternative thesis to

address the problem is propoSed in this study. The design and coir

chisions of IEP research as'well as that surrounding the evaluation of

individualized education have not sufficiently attended to ,key

tures of'the individualization process the teacher and the child.

The teacher acts and thinks in particular ways,. influenced by

earlier,profeSsional training, a history of experience in the class-

room, and,a, set of values,' all of which are mediated by on-going and

current interactions. Janesick (1978),. drawing from the themes of

symbolic interactionists, described the teacher's perspective as a

"reflective, socially - derived; interpretation of that whiCh he or she

encounters, which serves as a basis for the actions he or she con-
-

structs" (p. 13). This perspective enables the teacher to aggregate a

diversity of information about individual students as well as the

PNA 46
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class as a whole. It may also hediate the written' plan, both in its
a

)3

interpretation s well as in its implementation. ReSults from re-

1

search on teacher planning have demonstrated that what goes on in

teachers' heads affects their classroom behavior (see below); hence,
..-

the study of the phenomenblogy of the teacher may be a critical factor

in coming to understand the ppocesS of individualized programming.

To consider individualization. only from the point of view of

teacher intent is still limiting, however. Recognition and con-
.

sideration of the learner's role and of the interactive impact of the

teaching/learning situation is requisite to a fuller understanding of

the concept of individualization. Yet to focus on outcome measures-:

for either teacher (what types of questions were used?' how were plans

changed? how much were plans changed?) or student (what was learned?

how much more was learned?) is also ,inadequate. As demonstrated

'A
earlier, there is sparse inforMatiOn regarding the 'description of

-"child behavior 'in-reiationShip..t6leaCheiPians. To Complete the con.-

ceptualization of individualization as presented in this study, :there

is a need to explore the relationship of teacher plan to child be-

havior, particularly with regards to the, extent child behavior 41k

mediated by teacher intent, and to the degree of proactivity, if any,

which emanates from the child as indicator of the direction of his or

her learning.

Individualization, and the IEP, could be more broadly conceptual-

ized.as a comprehensive individualized program, which would integrate

the dynamic and reciprocal, relationships among a plan for individUal-

ization, its. implementation by the teacher, and subsequent child

behavior. To be considered comprehensive, an individualized program
.

47



would reflect the characteristics pf three components:

1.. The contractual plan - the written document
which prescribes the child's program as con-
,sented to by members of a planning team,

including both school personnel and parents;

The phenomenolo9ical plan - the child's program
as perceived and planned by the teacher; and

3. The empirical plan - the program as experienced
by the child in, the classroom.

32

These three components constitute the basis of this study, and the IEP

provides an occasion to, address the potential of'this alternative con-,

ceptualization. In doing so, a more useful understanding of indi-

vidualization may occur, one that is more comprehensive, more inte-

grated, and more 'Valid, because It takeS into account the key features

of the teaching/leafning environment.

Support from the Inadequacy of Existing Practices

lerhaps.the strongeSt critique of the evaluation of individualized

Programs is that little attention has been given to the relationship

between the accountability system and the instructional system. Whi.Le

'1-'divi-3ualization certainly existed before it' was legislated and

before attempts were made to measure it, e child has rarely been the

reference point in evaluation or outcome studies. Prednt accounta-

t-
-

bility systems for individualized programs reflect the norms of group

instructional systems: indices of success or failure have for the

most part beerr group achievement scores, lesson plans, teaching prac-

tices, organizational changes, and/or teacher satisfpction. There

remains an incongruity between individualization as a concept and the

way it haS been measured; the indices which have been coMmonly used

are conceptually antithetical to %--the basic premise of
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individualization. To evaluate a program of individualization. by

using,snorm-referenced criteria may %iss the essence of the program,by

\
burying the variance among children and their individual pgrams.

Changes in an instructional system geared to support individualization

ought to result in changes away from a norm-referenced accountability

system.

Some attempts have :: been made to rectify this inadequacy. The

diagnostic-prescriptive procedures from special education moved evaIu-
.

ation of individual ation to a criterion-referenced base: -there,

individual child beha for -was, identified and placed into a-category,
A

,
which was associated with particular prelcriptions for bringing about

A

learning. Perhaps the closest example of moving to a childrreferenced

base for examination of prdgram/individual relationship can be found

in the models of baseline studies conducted in behavioral ,Irchc ,y

(Kratochwill, 1978). However, -even though those .models track indi-

vidual cases for indicators of change due to treatment/removal of 1

treatment, their basis is uni-dimensional: a behavior is selected and

observed as if in isolation from other behaviors and/Or from inter-

action with other effects; furthermore, the behaviors selected are not

,chosen from a comprehensive pool. Additionally, there, is riot yet

technological competence to synthesize their results or to move beyOnd

isolated behavior.

The IEP appears to move the field another step closer to illumi-.

rating the evaluation problem, and to bringing more congruence to the

relationship between program and accountability system. TheIEP also

is a child-referenced model, yet it takes into account multi-

dimensional, more comprehensive*.behaviors than the ,baseline studies.
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Furthermore, it is ,more consistent with the conceptual base of

individualizdtion. A child's glals and objectives are to be deter-

mined as'a kesult of an assessment of the child's "present levels of

educational 'performance" (Public Law 94-142 S'c 602(a) ,9)),

gleaned from multi-soui eci and multidisciplinary evaluations (Pub

Law 94-142 Regulations, Section 121a.533), rather than on the basis of

courses of study, cdrricula, or grade-level expectations., What ought

to result are individual curricula, goals and Objectives, materials,

services, and placement =-- all based on child nisma rather than exter-

nal criteria.

Yet despite these improvements, °the IEP ,s a wr'

still only be a measure of 1.4 The discrepancy between

glary- Can

plan the behavior will always remain. It is the study of that dis-

crepancy that is the focUs of this research.' 'The'quebtion posed is:

Wha4elaionships exist between the plan as written and that, which

occurs in practice? Present practice and,research have moved us

closer to the ability to examine the relationship between plan and

iprogram, yet continue totassume a one-to-one correspondence between

the two. We also primarily relied on quantitative methods to

assess program impact. There a need for more descriptive inquiry

to expand the conceptual base

individualization that is more viable with respect to assessment

of the problem, and to obtain a-view,oi

its effectikgriess.

Support from the Literature

Despite 'the wealth of research in the generic area of individual-

ized instruction, the broader conception of a capprehe siVe program
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has not been broached. Yet the literature from the IEP studies, along-

with other studies in the area of teacher behavior, provide support

for the existence and importance of the three components of indi

vidualization as conceptualized here.

The Written4rlan

,Marver (Note 12) undertook an extensive review of the literature

in the generic' area of individualization, and ironically-failed to

uncover any research where examination of'individuaI plans-was con-

ducted. However, the major focus of the IEP studies has'beencthe con-

tractual component.° Although limited to the study of this one cam-
,-

ponent of a comprehensive individualized program, the IEP research has

provide wealth of information regarding the nature of the features

of a contractual idan: descriptions of its elements, how many ob-

jectives are commonly listed, how it ,is developed, its development

time, its typical length, its degree of internal consistency or lack

of it, .its participants and their relative status and influence, its

strengths and weaknesses of the document, and its degree of compliance

with federal regulations.

This e is..has.continUea to be reflected in most of the current
- .

literature.' The priority given td.improving the content and deveIbp-

ment of the document has been considered justified as a means to

foster individualization. Larsen an23 'Poplin (1980) epitomize this

trend:' "Perhaps more than.any other statement within the IEP docu-

ment, establishing annual goals and general objectives determines the

success of a handicappred'child's education" (p. 223). While expli-

cation 9f the form and substance of the document as well as a

51
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recognition of the centrality of its goals and objectives may be

. necessary to assess and move the state of the art forward, it is cer-

tainly not sufficient to illuminate'. the proces of individualiiation

and hence, 'to evaluate haw.it has been fostered through the use of an

IEP. While.the contractual IEP can serve as a reference point fof

consideration of the other two components of individualization as con-
e,

ceptualized here, in and of itself it is not sufficient as a measure

of individualization.

The Role of Teacher Intent

Once an IEP has been written there is an expectation that it is

somehow transmitted to those implementing the treatment program.

Weatherle)
e

in the implementation

rect point of service

heavily influence how

(1971)-characterized this as a criticarjuncture

of policy, for it is those personnel at the di=.
1

delivery, the "street leve1ureaucrats," who

the intended policy is formulated in practice.

Wright (Note 13) and Lortie (1975) also indicated that teachers per-

ceive and dowexert a great deal of control,over

classroom doors.

what occurs behind the

For those teachers who attended IEP planning meetings, Jlarver's

work (Note. 14) illustrated that they transform the IEP .into an

"internalized" plam which tis then, used to .,.guide classroom in-

struction. This was also Implied in the cohort of teacheys analyzed

by Safer et al (1970); Ithese teacher% cited the IEP to be useful in

their work, and were those who viewed planning as an integral part of

the instructional process. Neither of.these studies,, however, expli-.

rated how :the IEP was t formed or 'utilized inOthe classroom.

1
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When teachers were not participants in the planning, Yo'shida et al

(1917) reporte
5
d that communication of team decisions to them was

informal, o1, and usually presented only one planner's perspective

. ,

of the contractual agreement. These researchers questioned whether

this state of affairs' was condugve to the delivery of an appropriate-

educational program. Despite the theorized and,observed centrality of -

the teacher in the instructional process, other results have not been

forthcoming.

Support for the' contention that a phenomenological plan is a

critical component in the. study of .individualization, comes, from a

related literature. Since 1970,,,a new strand of teacher 'behavior

research has gained prominence, particularly thfOugh the research pro-

gram on the mental life of teachers engaged in by the Institute for

Research on Teaching at Michigan State University (Lanier, 1978).

This line of inquiry has elaborated the role-of the teacher in the

. 0

planning and, implementation of instruction, and is germane to this
'

discussion.

Prior to 1970, the area of ,teacher planning, received little

,attention., Smith (1977) reported that nearly all previous literature

related to how teachers should, plan rather than how they do plan;

those'studies 'whichdid exist focused upov singularaspects of teacher

planning ('such as time allocationi or were specUlative in .nature

(

rather than empirically- based. MOrine (106)-differentiated planning

as' occurring at interactive and preactive periods, the former in-
,

volving decisions made during instruction -(e.g., types of questions

\\*

asked) and the latter, dealing with decisions made' prior to the\.
0

lesson., She concluded that there had been very little information

a
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gained about preactive decision-makingr except to suggest same. cm-

ponents in the process (asdn'Jackson,-1965). ,,

.
Additional work by'Morine (Morine, 1976; Marine-Dershimer, 1979;

Morin in ..Brophy, 1980) illustrated that'analysis of 'written plans

that result& from preactive decision-making led to insufficient evi-

dence and eetoneoUs coficlusions. Rather than attending solely to

written lesson plans,'she identified a teacher plan, the teacher's
CS a

detailed and comprehensive.image or set.of expectations for a lesson

(Morine-DershiMer, 1979).. Interviews, probing, and observations

*owed that teachers kept mental plans which included decisions about

'pupil abilities, objectives, teaching strategies and seating arrange-

Mentz, rarely detailed in written documents.' The existence of a men-

tal plan was also, subdtantiated in the work' of Clark

(1979), who 'investigated both teacher planning practices

teacher judgethent "s about, te4Ching materials, and by

Sendelbach (in Brophy, 1980).

and Yinger

as well as

Smith and

The influence of the teacher upon the curriculum of the classroom

as illustrated in another set of studies. Data from early empirical

work in the area of-prdactiVe planning was obtaihed from self-reports
.

of teachers, through the use of interviews, think -aloud techniques,

and stimulated recall to gain information regarding the character of:

their' decision-making processes. The studies showed that planning in

practice differed from the' linear model, advanced by Tyler (1950) and

popularized ap behavioral objectives by Mager (1962). Objectives were

not found to be a central 'fccds in planning; rather, the teachers

made 'instructional decisions on the'basis of content (Peterson, Marx,

& Clark, 1978 Zahorik; 1975), activities .(Yinqer, 1978), and/or

54
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.
, ,

student needs, andinterests (Clar & Yinger, 1975; .,Taylor,

These,-r,ather than ,ctbjectivesi
e
a.nr4.tienced the ,nature of the 'program

that was .iruplemented. ,

39

Furthermore; in 'a review of eaOher planning litefature, Clark and
,

.

syinger (1980)' concluded that the teacher.dealt with the ccoplexity of'

n
°

the-teaching Situation by simplifying it in some rational and Oaptive

way; in cther',,words, planning transforms the curriculum into in-'.
4

-
,

-c. t

'structiOn and.teachers' implicit'theories, Valdes/ and beliefs affect,

planning. . Using stimulated : recall ..of '.."..planning. decision s;

Morine-Dershimer 'and- Valence (in= Br:oPhi7, t980) found that more

. 'effective teachers ,cut "through the complexities, idehtifying and

monitoring only thoSe aspects of the teaching.situation,tihat are mosth

relevant to the gbacher; they honed dawn alternatives by eliminating

those that had°been proven 'ineffective. In an analysis of written

plans, Morine (in*Yingek, 1978).Litiilarly found that teachers recasted:.
4 -

objectives from those provided to suit their own purposee.-40kewise,
. b

.5mith and Sendelbach (in-Biophy, 1980) found that teadhers pa{ little

attention to.'objectives prOvideclin a science Program of ..Studies;

they 'picked 'those they felt were appropriate or attractive to qeir

students or which covered skills that they, the teachers, felt were

;amper4tanOn work whit directly investigated.the phendemnology of.

the teacher conclud that the teacher's classroOm perspedtive is the,

curriculumAjatiesick 1978).

Focus on Classroom Reality

While .the case for the influence of a teacher's mental plan on

curriculum is , supported by such _ re4earch, consideration ,of the

a
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Ogationship between teacher iitent and classroom reality has only

just begun. ' Researchers who have compared'plans to reality found that

MCG -iiions ing interiptileplanning related to thobe oade

pr ctively; very few decisions- itcluded activities not originally

- .

planned for (Mori4e-Drshimer & Valence in Brophy, 1980): Peterson,

Clarkk, and Marx '(1978)\ repOrted ,'that` teachert.s preaCtive planning

characteristics were consistent with their interactive behavior;

.

e.g., teadhers who stressed subject,matter in planning also stressed

4 .

..

teaching. This consistency raised concerns over rigiditY, -how -
'..

,,,
f

it in
,

t-
ever. As,long as lessons proceeded as dxpected, teachers tended to

work on "automatic Tilot;" their

tuning, and concern,for `objectives

Morine-Dershimer & Nalence- in B

Shroyer in Brophy, 1980).

thoughts involved only minor fine
.

was low.(Connore in Brophy, 1980;
-

*r 4
.1980i McNair be' Joyce, 1979;

When egchers encountered a.problem, they

. -

were often unable to solve it, and tended to postpone rather. than

Abandon decisions (Morine-Dershimer,& Valence in Brophy,.1980; McNair

& Joyce, 1979L Shroyer in Brophy,' 1980).

Studiesof teacher planning characteristics algo tend to support

this picture of rigidity) particularly with regards.tO responsivelgps

to students. In a studi comparing teachers who planned,with those who
4

"Zahorik.(1970), found that planning made teachers' thinking

inflexible'and not as responsive to students. 'Clark and Yinger (1979)

clagsified planners as incremental 'or, comprehensive; those who
- ,

planned more elaborately and -for a longer period of time were less at
.,.

to adjust to, feedback from students; those who planned in short steps
.

were more likely to remain in tune with their students.- Likewise?,

teachers whose planning emphasized. objectives were more apt to stay

56 .



with their plans; more process lariented teachers

in.response,.to.student.ideas (Pet'erson, Marx & Clark, 1978)"..

. Tfiete studies showed that hat is inside. a -teacher's head doe

indeed effect Classroom behavior. Follow-up is still lacking, hoWl

ever,,,.regarding'the r ipgocal effect.of student respcnse upon teacher

^

plans., While'some s ies have shown that teachers think about pupils

more than facts or objectives during lessons (McNair & Joyce, 1979;0.

Cohnors in Brophy, 1980), little more is known about the pupil's

influence in modifying' the curriculum (as argued for by the con-
,

ceptUal4ation-of an empirical plan for this study). In fact, what

'evidence exists indicates.that- tsfachers base their, decisions about

students more upon past information and hunches, and take them as
41.

facts rather' than hypotheses' (Borko 'et al, ;1979; Marland in Brophy,

1980; Morind-Cershimeri 1979). Again, the reality of the teaching

situation does hot seem to intrude'upon teachers' interactive.pahnning

processes. Yet other researchers ,studying classrooms where.there

diffprentiated,pr individualized interaction between teacher and child '

-
show that boilh are- contributors to decisiOns regarding the proceSs and

content of learning (Bussis(\& Chittenden, 1970; Bussis, Chittenden,

Amarel, 1976). This_ area is a necessary third component in the
.

examination of 'the process of individualization.

filtegrated Studies-,-

The related literature confirms that much more than a written

document must be studied, to examine the process of individualization.
- .

The existence-of teacher intent as amajor influenbe 'upon how a cur-
14,^

riculum or progrAM of, studies is translated into cia'srbom practice,

;
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, _....--__

'a
.

has already been documented. Mst current research-also illustrates -..,

that thereis a relationship between what'is planned to what occurs in
, .

practice. The_weakness of this vein, of inquiry is that At.. has Pa-
,,. e

marily betil concerned with-changes in teacher behavior, and that-it

has left the impact- of. child behavior uPonrtile
,

to be more fully explicated.

instructional process

Just as the research lent'support to the existence of three dis-

tinct components of a comprehensive individplized program,. only a few

researchers have
)
'attempted'to relate all three as proposed in this

study. Smith and Sendelbar:,h (in Brophy, 1980) have begun a research

program to analyze programs' as found in teachers' gu'des teachers'

intended approaches as deVeloped preactive pl ing, grid their

r -

- actual approaches in classroom interactions. These have _peen coil-

ceived as three distinct however. Bryk,1,Meisels,..and

Markowitz (1979) did .develop and implement a design which, integratdd

all three- components in their evaluation of the effectiveness of a

preschool program foe. phildren with special needs. Ttley cited the

need to improve procedures for data collection regarding' the priogram

.14 ,

as-intended and: as-experienced; teachers, were interviewed regarding

thei intent only at the end of the Year, and observational data on-

-the c ildren were limited.

No other studied- have sought to relate all component's of an indi-

vidualized program, from writteh'documeni to teacher intent to the

program-as-experienced by the child. Yet calls from the field Ear

next research steps indicate that this is a'relevant and needed area

of inqu rye

1. There is a need for more research on the

58
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psychology of planning . . a need to study
the relationships between planni and sub-
'sequent action. (Clark & Yinger, 1977,1979)

2. The evaluation of plans is rarely-based-on how,
they worked out. (iinger, 1978)

3. Research on teachers' interactive thinking and
decision- making . . . is a particdlarly fertile-
source of hypotheses about effective teaching,
particularly issues of individualization of
instruction . . . (Brophy, 1980)-

4. There is a need to focus on examining relation
ships among teacher plan, classroom reality,
and patterns of information processing and
decision-making. (Norine-Dershimer, 1979)

5. Greater attention in future evaluation efforts
should be focused on developing procedures for
gathering data on the program as experienced by
the child. (Bryk, Meisels, & Markowitz, 1979)

6. We need research on the
how to facilitate such

of -IEP. use
(Mary r, Note 15)

optimal use of IEPs and
use . . and of.the
on student 'Outcomes:

7. [There is a need] to clarify the effects of
planning Iv studying <9uplity more than
quanti (Peterson, Marx, & Clark, 1978)

The Research Questions

In this chapter-, an alternative conceptualization for the study of

individualization, and IEPs in particular, has been proposed. It was

shown, through a review of related literature in teacher planning*

that-'the three constructs of-contractual, phenamenologiCal and empiri-

cal plans are viable, and that further research is needed to" discern

relationships among'themt4 BJ gathering information about each of the ,

components, and by analyzing interrelationships and/or disCrepancies

among them, a more -comprehensive framework for the, understanding of

individualization may emerge. Such a framework Could provide a design.
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for'ilkubsequent' inquiry into critical variables and hypotheses
.-..

regarding development and diklization of iAltvidual plans, the role',
-

.

and:infldence of the teacher in .implementing plans,
\
and the effect of

.

feedback from child behavior upon either of'these.

As the researcher began the investigation of individualized

instruction as conceptualized, several questions influenced and per-

meated the design and execution,of the i iry. These questions were:

1. What is the degree Of match between a,written
plan and teacher intent?.

2. What is the degree of tatch)tetween teacher
intent and program-as-experiended by the child?

3. Does, a program-as-experienCed diverge from
written plan and/or teacher' intent? TO what
degree? In. what ways?

-4. Is there a relationship between settings and
the degree of discrepancy amgpg. the various
components of a comprehensive individualization,
.model?

,

How the design and execution of the study were developed to bring to

light'enlighten those questions is described in the next four chapters.'

apter,III provides .a rationale ;for the selection o the methodology

most appropriate- to address those qUestions; .Chapter IV sets forth the
4

-

overall plan of the study. Then, in Chapters V, VI, and VII re=

spectively, the execution of the study of each of the three components

is explicated.

60.



THEORETICAL EASES-OF THE RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

-.- __ ,
Quite often in the:Case of educational innovationf research".pro-

grams leap to the assessment of imps -ct or "effectiveness." There is a

,press to ascertain whether changes in practice are having an effect

upon some prespecified measures. Most sud research has been charac-
- 46

terized by the use of hypothetico'deductive paradigms, where hypoth-

eses and variables are preselected on the basis of existing theory and

current research literature. It is becoming more and more recoghized,

however, that such an approach may be premature or even inappropriate,

and often runs the risk of generating result that are irrelevant to

practice. It is the purpose of this Chapter to illustrate how a con-
.

sideration of both the state of the art and the question at hand is

necessary to the selection of an appropriate research methodology.

Rationale for Selection of a'Naturalistic Methodology'

The purpose of ;this study was to explore the interrelationships

and/of, discrepancies which may exist when .one conceptualizes indi-
-

vidualizatkon as having tAle distinct pe spectives: its contractual

form, its phenomenological construction, and its empirical reso-

lution. If it is true that a research design shouldbe carefully

fitted to the question and the nature of the phenomenon to be studied,

then the investigation of indiiiidualiation!conceptualized here pos4

a methodological challenge to the traditional ,hypothetico-deductive

paradigm for inquiry.

The very nature of, the classroom itself makes critical demands on

61



the choice of methodology. Bryk, Meisels, and Markowitz (1979) char-

acterize- classroonw especially those more informally structured and

modeled after the .open' education) philosophy, as inforMation-fich

. .

environments; conventional quantitative, experimental approaches may

provide only a highly segmented picture of their nature. In'a class-

room, thlipare-times when there is.a formal locus of learning; the

teacher may exercise primary control, -and instruction may _ follow. a

predetermined sequence. This situation may be more amenable to ex-
' W

perimental strategies.

Yet opportunities for learning are numerous in the classroom

experience, and they are not' always-controllable or predictable a

priori,,Conditions,critical to the-experimental paradigm. The program

a child experiencescannot.bp-fully defined until its actors are en:-

at-
.

gaged; its scope, sequence, and patterns can only.-.be partially pre-

dicted and controlled. Children's interests and initiative may cause

the to be attracted to things unaided by the teacher: Interactions,

both between teacher and child and among children, are multiple and

variable, each affecting the other. Classroom life is a complex,

dynamicand interactive phenomenon, and the research method selected

to describe it must be able to capture these qualities.

The fields of educational research and evaluation are undergoing

considerable reappraisal because of the acknowledged impotence of tra-

ditional data-gathering activities to inform or improve classroom
j

}instruction. Many studies have-utilized the classroom as the unit of

focus (see Dumkin & Biddle, 1974 or Travers, 1973 for reviews of

these), but there is a prepo erance of criticism regarding the

limited contributions they have made, called by Bussis_and Chittenden
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(1970) the "non-significant-difference syndrome." Rifler (1975) cri-
,

tiqued the selection of variables as reaspn for the prevalence of null

findings and inconsistent results in school effects research; similar

and recurring criticisms of methodological problems have plagued re-

searchvs dealing with v4ious dimensions of the teaching/Iearning

situation in classrooms (Averch et al, 1972%,t Bussis, Chittenden, &

Amarel, 1976; Brophy, 1979a, 1979b; Doyle, 1978; Scott, 1877;

Willems. & Raush, 1969). Doyle (1978) concluded ethit this inter:-

pretative work needed further'elaboration and refinement.

'Traditional assumptions in his area have 'held that educational

programs. can be studied apart from the context in which they are

used. 'FUrther, there has been an assumption that interactions can be

predicted in advance, and that extraneous influences` from the teacher

'CT the chile would not seriously'alter outcomes (Bussis, Chittenden, &

Amarel, 1976). Richer (1975) contended that in most designs, class-

%

rooms have been perceived in terms ct.an'inpUt/outpUt approa0h; Doyle

C
(1978) cited the, over - emphasis on overt behaviors under the guise of

objectivity as limiting understanding of what mediates instructional

effects. Bryk, Meisels, and Markowitz (1979)took issue *ith the dom-

ination of statistical principles ofexperiwntal design w ich deriVe

average outcome measures' as apprOpriate summary measures impact.

Along with ethical, socialc, political,,and logistical problems tied to

such an approach, they also claim' that the situation is exacerbated

when dealing with highly individualized programs.

'While some advocate for the development of improved nStrumen-1,

tation and more sophisticated statistical design techniques to meet

these criticisms, (BrOphy, 1979a, 1979b), another group of researchers
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has urged-consideration of a new paradigm 4nstead (Bassis, Chittenden,

& Amarel, 1976; Smith,>,, 1978; Wilson, 1977). There is growing

_realization that in order to uncover the salieht dimensions of class-
. _

.

-

roam life, "the very complexity -and variability of behavior in its

natural habitat must be better understood in order to produce sounder

program planning (Scott, Note 16). Brooks and Baumeister (1977)' made

a similarly strong plea for ecological validitTin research on mental

retardation, just as Brpnfenbrenner (1979) chided the field of devel

opmental ,psychology for limiting its scope to the explanation of -,,

"strange behavior af children in strange placeswith strange adulti

for the briefest periods of time" (p. 19j. In his, critique of evalu-

ation studies, Guba (1978) maintained that results have not been as

fruitful as,had been hoped or expected, and concluded that a major

reason for this state of-hffairs'seems to be a lack of a methodology

uniquely suited to evaluation's -needs: Doyle (1976) called for a

chahge in question, from h instructional conditions are most
O

effective?" to "How do -instruCtional effects occur?" (p. 168): These

66Mmentaries point tO,K,the need for an.approach which would build and

verify a more expl ory and. meaningful model. of what goes. on in

classroom life, and lead to a recammendation of a naturalistic

paradigm. Willehs, and BauSh (1969) and Wilson (1977) went so -far as

to suggest that the value of a naturalistic' approach lies in its

potential -for capturing aspects of behavior not accessible through

standard correlational or experimental studies.
4

While part of the argument for moving to a naturalistic paradi

derives,from the complex and variable nature of the phenomenon to

studied, another criterion for selection of )such an approach rests

64
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,

with the-state of the art, which affects the nature_\0f the questions

to be asked. As evidenced earlier, the relatispship of plah to pra6-
A

tice is only beginningto be studied. There is not yet consensus on

relevant variables and dimensions,' nor is there a relevant

conceptual/theoretical framework to guide and focus the research.

Richer (1975) suggested that the construction of such a framework is

best.approached. from definitions :ef-reality manifested by teacher, and

students, and that such data can only be derived from .observations in

natural dlassroixn settings. Glaser 'and Strauss (1967) argued that

theories are likely to, be better to 6edegree that they have been
t

inductively developed during 'research. Finally, Doyle (19710-found it

necessarY. not "only to generate a new Set of variables for corre-

lational studies, but more importantly, to build and:verify "a. more
7 .

coherent explanatory model of.how classrooms/work, which can then be

used.to Ask questions and interpret. answers about the individual-
'.

ization of-instructiqn. 1_.

Guba (1978) synthesized eight arguMents.for

I

selection of natural-
,

istic inquiry as a preferred mode to research a question (pp. 23-30).

These have been extrapolated as arguments for the use of a natural-

istic paradigm in this study of individualization:

0f-investigative strategies for dealing

of interest. The classroom setting

1.. To enlarge' the arsenal

with emergent questions

necessary for-this study has bedn shown to be an enigmatic

phenomenon, especially given the history Of traditional

designs utilizing the scientific paradigm. A naturalistic.

approach holds promise of- yielding more information of 'major

,17



concern and of proviaing a less distorted view of what occurs

there.

2. To 'provide an acceptable baslipr study process. The act

of individualization is a process invol a, Pim a teacher,

and a chil.d. As such, it is interactive. and dynamid. The

experimental mode has, led to, the study- of process through

inferences regarding known input and observed output. The

naturalistic Tde offers an approach to studyit more directly

through observation: Further, given the state of the art

surrounding the question, nqt enough of the salient dimensions
gf,

a-.
of the process of individualization or IFS utilization has

,

,,- been identified to select antecedent conditions for mahipu-

rrfor

mahipu-

lation or outcomes or measurement.

3. To provide an alternative where it is impossible to.meet the

technical assumptions of the experimental approach in the real.

world. When experiments are attempted' in the read .:world, the -

.

method suffers becaUse it is not possible to exercise cdhtrol
%

over all the relevant physical -or statistical variables.

Assumptions such'as'random selection or isolation of treatment

cannot be easily met in claesrooms that are complex and dy-

namic; and where programs emerge as children and teachers

interact.' -Classrooms, methods of instruction, and child

behavi,ors are not invariable across sites; the very essence

of an investigation of individualiied planning: assumes variant
.

contexts, ae well 'as' treatments, unlike the laboratory where

6G
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the research model .rests on control of both treatment and-

- text variance.

1

t'

-implications of treatment-sib iatibc

.
f thecomplex %nature of theinteraction.

teaching/learning
.

i n, an understanding of interactidn,

effects may assist the explication, of its dynamics, Rathet

than cORSi§ning particular
. .

variables to margins of error the

- naturalistic paradigm emphasizes

interactions... )

.:^t4

5 To redress the -ball nce between reconstructed logic and

logic-in-use. "liMile'fbr sane questions the 'experimental model

is appropriate, there is 4-need to recognize'that other models

. may be relevant in the pursuit of-inquiry. If anilikis only

a measure of td8ividualization, then, reconstructed logic may

be inadequate to- explain it. By inxestigating how people

actually behave, especially throtigh a process of triangulation

to assure the reconstruction is a valid'explanation, sane of

detailed gescriQXionS

-1

of such

the more less-than-satisfying results of experimental research

in'classrooms can be balanced.

6. To avoid implicit shaping of possible outcomes.. Since there

is. insufficient evidence-concerning relevant variables and

their relationships in the areas of indiyidualization and

IEPs, designs which involve their manipulation may contaminate

what is there to be studied with what 'the

67
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s't in the proc*EmH4Of studying ',At. A naturalist-Wi=
.

-. - , . . .
..

'. . . .

may utyoVer heretobre -unknown. relationshiPs . and
_ -

. s

iables ,to- be identified without artificially and '

pd incorrectly linking then to othqt variables.

2

7. 116 optimize generalizability. Manipulation of conditions may
.

-

have the effect of creating
t

a e only generaliaable to the'
'

;,laboratory situation. The purpose of:this research i5 to

derive' 'concepts from the :ongoing observation of 'classrooth

behaviarssb that researchers and .pracitidhers can be informed)

of the dimensions of interest, in real settings. Further,

Cronbach,(in Guba, 1978, p. .29) suggested any generalization

,shouid be a working.,hypothesis rather than a coriclUsion, for

generalizations decay, especially zin social and behavioral

situations, where processes cannot be ,regarded as steady. The

intent of this study -is to define an activity so that.its full
0

ra,ngeof factors, is taken into account, and so that theorizes

9
from whiChi to adk questions and interpret findings can begin

)
to be constructed. 0

,

8. Tp Meet, optimally, certain practical 'criteria, for the

derivation .made from an inquiry. It is the intent that the

interpretations derived from this study have applicabilit to

ciassroo0 instruction, teacher education, policy
.,

_

'elation. As Suchi'a naturalistic approach has. higher prold--

bilitS, of relevance and communicative 'slower

findings -will--better fit the total data than_da priori
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hypotheses tested by limited data segments may.

Nature of the Naturalistic Paradigm-

Tunnell (1977) has, offered perhaPs the most parsimonious

definition of naturalistic research. He identified 'three dimensions

of naturalness: natural setting, natural behavior, and natural treat-

ment, each of whichninjects a bit of the real world. into psycho-

logical research;' each [of which] reflects a separate. aspect of

reality" (p. 426).As a result, research problems which incorporate
..

.

,. .. :

these dimensions have the advantages of discoVering new- empirical

aws, of grounding results in reality (internal-validity), and f

increasing potential for achieving generalizability (external'

Validity).

Perhaps the most classic distinction between naturalistic research,

and other types of inquiry was first- posed by Willems and Raush

(1969), and later °modified by Guba (1978). They desoibed i iry

along two continua: constraints placed .upon antecedent conditions

(independent variables) and constraints pladed upon possible outcarries

(dependent variables). The most ideal naturalistic inquiry is low on

both types of constraints; the most ideal eXperimental design is high

on controlling both antecedent conditions and outcomes. Figure' 3.1

provides some additional examples of types of studies failing into the

various quadrants.

The use of the naturalistic paradigm for studying- classrooms is

growing .in' educational and josythological' research (Wilson, 1977):

Doyle' (1978) reviewed alternative ways of'thinXing aboutAleaching in

terms of 'research paradigms; one such, classification is that of
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HIGH

Constraints on
POssible Outputs-

LOW

Constraints on
Antecedent ConditionS

%Observation

,Schedules- .

)

-

Laboratory

Experiments

,.-

Naturalistic

Studies

Piaget's

Clinical

StUdies

Figure 3.1.

LOW HIGH

Representation of the dimensions of constraints
for various types of inquiry.

classroom ecology, which brings together recent ethnographic studies

of classrooms (for example, Jackson, 1968; Rist, 1973; Smith &

Geoffrey, 1968) w the ecological model for exploring relationships

between behavior and setting. '($arker, 1968; Gump, i 1964, 1969;

Kounin, 1970; WillemS, 1973a, 1973b). The research on teacher

planning citedearli especially that emanating froM the Institute

for Research on Planning, also has a strong ethnographic flavor,

utilizing partiCipant-observation, analysis of teacher logs and jour-
.

nalsr recording's Of teachers' "thinking-aloUd," and videotapes of

classrOam.activities. To._ a lesser degree, much of the IEP research

was baSed on a naturalistic apprOach; those studies utilized. teacher

interviews and observations to construct the themes and issues that

were reported. All of these educational studies demonstrate Doyle'S

er
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.(1978) three hallmarks of the nature o -a naturalistic methodology:

high priority on detailed, long-term
,.observation of behaviOr in natural settings;

2. few dedisions about what behavior -to record
prior to conducting obsetvatIont, in a
self74ConsCious effort to minimize'..preconceived
notions-about meaning and intetrelationships of
behavior; and

3. conceptual reduction of data through a
continuous process of fashioning interpretive
propositions to account for intrinsic patterns
of events and processes in the setting being
observed. (p.182)

Up to this point, there has been an attempt to demonstrate that

there are at least three reasons a naturalistic paradigm.is-an appro-

priate methodology for the study of individualized planning as 'Con-

ceptualized. First, in order to capture the complexities and dynamics,
A

6

Of classroom life, a methodology which provides rich degcription and

6
limited intervention appears essential.' Second', there is a dearth of

research on the ut,ilization of fips, and the research on teacher

.planning has yet to focus upon the child and the integrated relatidft-

ship of plan-teacher-child; therefore, the need for development of a

theoretical framework fOr fdture research and the identification of

valid variables further supports a methodology designed td,generate

hypotheseS rather then to test or predict. Finally, the nature of the

question itself suggests . the need to describe the phenomenological

aspects. of. planning as well as the diMensions of setting-behavfor

interactions, both inherent to a naturalistic paradigm.

Because Of4he particular dimension8 of the problem, however, no

nef.naturalistic technique seemeof to suffice, In order to capture and
.

relate the,differential dimensions of written plan, teacher intent,'

O
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and child behaviar, the notion of "mixed, muliip1( strategies,' coined

by Bryk, Meisels, and MarkOwit4 (1979),,had articular relevance.

Each strategy provides a aifferent view of-the phenomenon'and taken

together, can create a total picture that more reliably documents it.

The remainder of this chapter will describe the conceptual:based which

supported the selection of those strategies.

The Research Model,

The specific research model selected to address the question was a

descriptive case study. Sanders (Nate 17) argued that a descriptive

study of a particular case yields 1) a better understanding of the

processes of events, 2) discovery of context characteristics, and 3).

insights, new interpretations, and/or alternative explanations of a.

phenomenon. A systematic, in-depth examination of a, case can con-
c:

4

tribute information that will be useful in making. some statements

about the nature of individualized programming.

Because of the complexity of the milieu which surrounds the con-

cept of the child's program, it is difficult to extract its essence

adequately, even with a naturalistic approach. .FUrthermore, because

of the selective'' and memory of human information _processing,

a single researcher risks accuracy and comprehensiveness of "his/her

findings. Thus, the case study model was enhanced- by the use of
e

mixed, multiple field research methods.

The design of this study reflected the conception OfCicourel and

his associates (1974) to relieVe sane of the aforementioned diffi-

Cicourel advocated creating Circumstances where the same and

dif rent, respondents _react to information attained on given

p

1 72
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, .. ..... *
occ4sion, a proceSt_ he termed "indefinite triangulation."__ These

,

varying perspectives :add,*.o the account, and most l;tpoo ly," heir
F,

discrepancies become the focus of attention. Hence, it is possible
,

that the subjects themselves become "temporary research assistants" in

order for the researcher to gain more insight into the phenbmenon

being studied (Cicourel. et al, 1974, p. 199). Mehan (in ticourel et.

al, 1974) substantiated the value of multiple sources of input in

order to disdern that what4eachers intended was nOtirpterpreted that

way by children, a finding also reported by thman and Wolfson as well

as Nash (in Good. & Brophy, 1973). The'overall design of this-study

rested on the implementation of this assumption. Not only were

varying respondents' perceptions of the data sought, but'the phenam-

enbn was also triangulated by investigating its multiple forms;

the written document, the teacher's mental plans, and the child's be-

havibr.

Several naturalistic models were incorporated into the design

because of the demanft of the differential characteristics' of the

various compOnents of individualization.' In order to describe the

accommodation of the child to his or her environment and,the extent

this relationship is mediated by teacher plan, the tenets of ecologi-

cal psychology formed the framework for much of the methodology Which

was developed to study the empirical plan. Roger Barker, the pro-
,

genitor of the ecological approach; defined it as the study of

"behavior and the, environment [as] mutually causally related" (Barker,

1965, p. 9). Such an approach understands an eventas the interface

between behavior and environment, and treats that interface as

interdependent'rather than linear or causal, as other methOdologies

2-ut 73
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do. .An ecological approach dbes not'interfere with the'normal course

events; rather, ndn-interfering methods are used to observe

natural habitat and to /dt-zumerNrfIttr on-going,

)evgyday stream of behavior.

persons in their

Barker, developed a way of recording data about. behavior which pro -.
o

vided "atelativelyintact specimen ._behavior, band whiCh presented]

41 multi-varieble,picture of the molar aspects of behavior and situ-
.

ation with Many of the simultaneous and successive interrelationsi-pre-

served" parker & Wright, 1971, p. 16) . Coined the'specimenqecord,

this typeof data is a "detailed, sequential' narrative of a long seg7.

ment of:p child's behaVior and Situ on as seen by skilled-observers:

it de8Cribes in concrete detail the stream of', the child's

behavior and psychological habitat" (Barker & Wright, 1971, p. 15) '.

Another hallmark of the ecological approach is that the stream of

behavior is analyzed in terms of natpolly-occurring units which are
,

the function of behavior rather than. arbitrary ones selected a priori

by the researcher; 'various_ types of behaviorally-ascribed units are

-illustrated.in Barker and Wright,-(1971), Schog4 J1963).., and Scott

and Eklund (NOte'18), and were adapted for use in this study.

Finally, Barker'S 51968) concept of the influence .of.,beha4r

settings upon behavior takes into account bOth the physical properties

of a setting as Well as its attributed -"standing 'pattern of
,

behavior." This was thought to be "persisting, extra - individual be-

havior phenomena," independent of particular' persons, that were

e
attached to particular places, things,',and times (Barker, 1978, pp,.

25-26). In'this way,. individual behavior can come to be understood in

ts.
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terms of the relatibnship betwe&I persons and objects in carrying out
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the ,"program" of a6articular setting..

Each of-these'bentral tenets of ecological psychology had rele-

vance to the study of the empirical, plan: capturing the child's

stream of behavior in the classroom in an unobtrusive way; collapsing

the stream into units that emerge from the child's intent;. and

analyzing the program in which the childaengages in terms of the

interaction of people, objects, and expected patterns of behavior. An

ecological approach to the study of behavior in situ promised to yield

a more complete and Nand understanding of what had been conceptual7

iZed as the empirical plan;

aracteristics of an ethnographic, approach to the study_of
vo.

-,behavior providelo conceptual base for the study of the teacher in-
.

tent, or the ,phenomenOlogical.plan. Ethhograpby'haS a large preCe7
* , , . .

dence of use and acceptance' an anthropology, sociolOgy, and pOliticai

e,

science (Smith, 1978). Wilson (1977) set forth a charaCterizatiOn of

ethnography which further explains its relationship to naturalistic

inquiry as.weil as its appropriateness to the study of the phenomeno-

logical plan. Ethnography holds fundamentally different claims about

the nature of human ,behavior, and .,the best ways of coming to)Understand

it; its rationale is based 'upon adherence to two perpectives, a

naturalistic-ecological ones,100 a qualitative-phenomenological one.

Ethnographers Nlieve-behavior is influenced by ,context, and there-
.

fore, psychological events must be studied in their natural settings.

grecondlyi, they telieve there Is more' meaning to anevOtt that its

observable ''facts,tiat there is a need to understand behavior by

understanding the, framdwork within -which_ stabjebts ,,,,interpret eir
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thoughtL,.feelingsand actions. Therefore, in an ethnographic

approach, intersubjectivity is sought after in an attempt to avoid,

imposing a priori limitations on. the. data. This quest for inter-

subjectivity, for insight into the phenomenokogy of,"aft ever-it, is

termed by Wilson 4977) as'"disciplined subjectivity." A mainstay of

this method is the ethnographic interview, coupled with a variety of !

field observations across a variety of settings;,. both these techniques
1

were utilizgii to desCribe the phenomenology of the teachet.

The' naturalistic approach relies heavily on the human being as the

instrument which seeks to understand a particular phenomenon (Cuba &

Lincoln, 1981): Earlier, Cicourel's notion of indefinite triangu-

lation was' offered as one method of accounting for shortcomings

inherent to the instrumet,,,/ 'The use of audio and videpi.recordings

provide yet another way to decrease the possibility of the selectiVe

`attention and memory of the researcher constraining the data.(Cicourel

et al, 1981).. Such technologies, though. not without side effects

themselves, can extend the researcher's' observational limitations in

studying naturaiStic, interactional s tings by capturing the subtle-

ties of emergent interaction more cd letely, objectively, and
. -

permanently,' to be understood and/or identified pc

later date. In addition, such frozen records' of thoughts and behavior

create-a data bank for. validating and-,,replicating researchers' pro- 0

cedures hd findings as well as for repeated study of the same event

s only at

,,

(Cicourel, 1974; Kounin, 1968).
`-

t ,

far; the conceptual bass for the collection of data have been./
..

11%;

set forth. The task posed for 'the reductiop, synthesis ofsuch'

.

..-. 1,
'data,required the development of methodologicalstrategies which would

4 '

76
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allow for the emergence o: systematic and objective inferences. The
-4

basic tenets of content analysis provided an appropriate framework for

guiding decisions regarding the organization and,interpretation of the

data derived from all three components of individualiZation (Bogdan &

Taylc2 19751 Guba & Lincoln _1981). The conceptual tenets of-content

analysis underpinned the methodologies developed for the analysis of

documents,/ interviews, and the behavior stream as well e(Bogdan &

Taylor, 1975; Guba & Lincoln, 1981). The Overall relevance of content

analysis to this tasks s discussed by Guba and LincoIn'(1981):

The .creation, of classification systems, the
decision-making with regards to units of analysis,
and the formulation of taxonomic headings for sub-
jects, concerns, issues, or behaviors under
investigation --- all utilize the methods of con-
tent analysiS and abide by the same, procedural
canons. The methodologfbs in all three areas are
virtually identical. (p.'247).'

The "procedural canons" for content analysis have been put forth by

4 .

. .

Holsti (1969), a communications theorist. He defines content analysis
- 1

as technique for (baking,inference8 brobjectivelyLand systemati-

cally identifying specified characteristics of messages" 14); He

set forth-several criteria which direct what constitutessolid and

rigorous analysis:_

1. Content analysissis rule-bound. In order to minimize amalySt

subjectivity, rules and procedures are formulated in °such 'a

way that subsequent analysts can follow those procedures with

the same data," and arrive at similar conclusionS.,

2. Content analysis is systematic:- Inclusion exclusion of

data is done acceing to Consistently applied rules, and
'

77
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avoids admission of biased materials which may be overbalanced

in support of the researcher's hypotheses. Budd et al, (1967)

defines this as a means to avoid selective attention in analy-

sis.

The findings fx4fi content analysis mus4have theoretical

relevance. Results take on meaning when compared to other

attributes of the document or variables (Budd et a; 1967).,
t I.

Guba and Lincoln (198l) extend this criterion,to naturalistic

inquiry- by illustrating that results facilitate the devepp-

ment of insights about context,, that. would serve instances

beyond that of the particular document.*

,
4 4

4. Content analysis deals with manifest content, particularly at

the ciddi stage. Inferences about latent lneanings of

.

messages cam occur at the interpretative stage, but with'inde-

pendent corroboration.

r
.1

-.. !

The process of category c nstruction is central to.thVcontent

analysis task. Once the data are collected, some system is'necessary
.. A

,

for categories from :them. ,It is the special case of a natut

/I
raiistic approach that its goal is to derive categories that are

grounded in the data rather than to determine them a priori. Again,
1

Holsti (1969) presents ,the decision-making frame
i

necessary s to

) '

"systematidally [ttansf4rM Ind aggregate :raw git]. into units which

permit precise descriptil Of relevant content "characteristics" (p.

94). Those decisions riibh'confront the analyst include.:

4'.

r

a
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* , How' is ,. the research problem defined
(operationalized) in terms of categories?

What unit of content is to be classified?

What system of enumeration will be used? -

These decisions are interrelated, and the choices carry .assump-

tions about the data and the inferences tobedrawn from them. Since

there is np "best" method for transforming data whiCh applies to all

research, the decisions must be grounded in the research question, and

theory, and tzhpiques intimately linked (Carney, 1972; Guba &

Lincoln, 1,981; Holsti,, p69): ."In essence, unless [one] can state.

explicitly why he is analyzing documents, he cannot intelligently work

out a Uan on how to do it" (Holsti, 1969,194),.. Similarly stated,

"the question comes first; content analysis will not provi it"

(Carney, 1972, p
.

2 8 4 ) .)

Finally, content analysis concerns itself with rules of category
4'

construction, againvexPlicated bY Holsti (1969), and reviewed by Budd.

(1967), Carney (1972), and Guba and Lincoln (1981): The` rules define

what is and is not to be included and how data will be aggregated.
,7)

The criteria for rigorous category construction begin with the

:nce.essity erthat the categories reflect the. investigator's .reseArch

,question. This means the researcher Iilust include both conceptual and

operational _definitions; the variables of itterest must be clearly
1.

conceptualized, and,indicadifs must bevalid,enough representations of

those concepts and precise enough to guide coders to reliably identify'

them. Dedisions about degree ,of '.specificity within categorieS are

, .,

.arlso related to the research.question.

In addition, categories must not only,be exhaustive, in .that all
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rele (items may be placed in one category or another, bUt alsc5

mut exclusive, in that no item can fit into more than one cell.

thermare, categories 'must be independent; assignment of any item
.

to anesdategory should not, Affect the classificationof other data,

especially When data:are ordinal in nature. Finally, each category

must be derived from a single classification principle so that differ-

ent levels of analysis are kept separate.

In summary, content analysis and category construction procedures

framed the analytic-aspects of the study. Data collection itself was

guided' by principles which emanated from ethnography and ecological

L
psychology as well as from.CicaprelaLtoithentaries regarding the need

for strategies which would decrepe.the effects of selective attention

and memory. While the inquiry rested on a case study'mOdel, mixed,

multiple. strategies augmented' the description of the case.,Triangu-

ration was accomplished both through multiple inrormants and through

.multiple media. The data about iEPs emerged from researcher obser-

ationation as well,as from teacher-subjectdescriptions and validation of

the data produced. Electronic recordings captured both verbal and

visual descriptors of the program asintended and the programas ex-

perienced. 'Additionally; the tideotape contributed a less selective

rendition' of at least one of the forms of the individpalizatiorG( the

empirica,1 one. Taken together, the triangulation and the use of fro-

zen records permitted a 'thick description" of the nature of an indi-

vidualizeth.program.' The details of tte operationalizatiOn of ttilS

model will be explicatid in the'next.chapter.
.1



CHAPaiER :TV

'IHE RESEARCH PLAN

0

The design of thee study was both driven and bounded :by the con-

' ,.

.contractual, phenomeOltogidal, and empifical cOmponents.

Ili

ceptualization of- individualization as existing in three

19) contends that a connotation Of naturalistic research :

design of the study ought to be driven by the question:

exist .a match between quePtioni,,method, 'and -conceptual.

forms: itp

.Scott. (NOte

isthat the

there should

base on one

hand and natqral behavior in the natural habitat on. the other. The

,questions posed in this, study focUsed,decisions aboUt data collection

such that optimal information about allfthree would bp,elicited.With
r.

minimal intervention ;or obtrusiveness onthe part of'the researcher:

Differing data collection *strategies were necessary to portray the

-characteristics .of each form of the IEP.

On the other hand, the strategies for collapsing the data duripg

analysis were not only consonant with the -question, but bounded, by
.

. .

it Guba (1978) cited two, types of focusing -strategiesgermane_to
4-) I -

.this: those_which. seek convergence, and involVe the collapsing of

data; and those-which.peek divergence, and invbIve the "fleshihg out"
,

of .data to describe a:phenomenonicomPrebensively. Therefore; labile a
.

great deal of data were collected about teacher-intent and classroom

activities, the strategieskutilized'to synthes

..findingt were specifically geared to- identifying similarities and

the data and report

crepancies across,thefi,objectives either stated or implied in-each cothiT
, .

, .

:ponent of individualization.
-
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The Research P1

TOThipurposeofAhischagiter is to 'present ah cverview to the re-

,- search plarrof-the:stUdy,"inCluding selection of the research setting.,

and thesubjects. .,--(In the chapters that follow, additional details ,cif

, - .-
.

..
,

now meth*, were matched to questions and the use of convergent aria
. - ,- . ,

divefgeAt-' i tegies for the varying, aspects of the study are'pre,-

*-' .04"Ns entew

The research, plan consisted of four phased: t) entry and se-

, ..

f.

.
%, 1 ..'

lect4bn 'qf the research' setting; 2)> field observation; 3) focused
. -, ..

-f.
obserVation and,,retrospectionand analySis and validation. Each

of these .will. ,be described separately, although, in 'actuality they did

not always occur aslinearly as the-text may imply.
c

' Phase 1.: Entry and Selection of the Research Setting
E

ConVersations were initiatea :with adMinistrators of nearby pre-
,-

school, and primary grade.programs to seek access to cladsroams that

potentially might serve as, t ..treseaich, setting. The study was de-
-

,'scribed' them in terms df its,general .goals; i.e., to investigate

what. happened An the olgOroom onCe'.an IEP was developed. In

addition, anticipated research strate.gies:were-discUsted, particularly
..-i ,i,

...-

.

.. . . ,.

,,the need to :focus on -a teacher- and child and to collect data.
,

, ...
,

:. i - .-

.,
.

thrOugh an extended seried; of?observations, ',interviews, arld'videotape. -.

, ;. . .

.

sessionS. S 0 4

, .

The' following,were.establishedg'criteria for the selection of .a

Cladstoom.., aS:the'researah SettIng: .7
,-.

.., .
--',=?,',

7- , .
.e

, . ,, ,:. I' :

- j.'VresehCe of'..at %least. one child.with, an IEP,

whose:; parents Nwcidld -consent to his/her

' participation as:the child-subject..



a

- -
.r`2.. '.Similarity to what might be described as a

, =typical classroom of its type. .

Presence of a. Sufficient -variety of activities,
including -informally-structured, periods of
time, to allow for observation of a maximal*
amount of objectives from the IEP .(i.e., free
choice activities; individual/small group
instruction;`. independent work activities).e.

4. Sufficient contact between . teacher and child
(e.g., the child is not left alone for long
periods of. time; instruction does not occur
primarily, with another adult :sich.'as a student
teacher or an instructional ass' ate).

,
A teaber judged competent ,by- bdiliikedministra-
for and _researcher.

6. Consent of the *teacher to participate as the
teacher-subject..

7. ACcess to the child's written` IEP.

AcceSsibility, of the setting, including r-d-is7
- tance to be travelled to the school and ,a roan

arrangement that would allow for 'optimum place-
merit of Stationer,/ videotape equipment.

The program adrniriistraid6rs identified several kindergarten class-
'

roans where handicapped children were nstreamed and :two preichool '

special education classrooms -that, were, within th e public "scho§l

67

system as potential research sites. After observation of five class-,

roan*, three were eliMi*ated, primarily because of failure to meet the

criteria regarding, variety of activities, contact betwOiv teacher and

child, and/or accessibility of the =classroom for videotape equipment.'

For ,instance,.-in one roam where a ifandidapped 'child`was main-,

streamed, with non-handicapped, children, .the *acher interacted- with_
.s

the child very 'little; Iikipb' of- the4cchildliftime was spent 'playing in
7 - ,r4

,*the block 7,area;: . Ins another ciassnorn, the .physidal. arrangements for

housing learning centers were such that.e Stationary video
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Would not ;have had a clear view of rge.portions of the classroom

where children worked. The two sites that remained we're part of a.

preschoql-piogram for handicapped children.

.1brtherconversationiwereheldwithadministratorsof.thepre-
,

e school program. They arranged *for additional observations, discussed

...the study with potential teacher-subjects, and arranged \for a

face-to-face meeting between the teachers and the. researcher. The

study'was described to the teachers in terms of its more specific in-

tent; i.e., to observe a child's classroom program and to determine

how itl related, to the IEP that had been developed for him/her. In

addition, the need to conduct teacher interviews regarding teacher.

goals and objectives or the child was'presented: Finally,, details of

what would be desired in terms of observations, documents, and use of

videotape were provided to the.teacher.- Demands on.teacher time were
" 1

estimated,and renumeration, was negotiated. Teachers of both ss-

° -)

rqoms were amenable t ticipetion; .further obs#rvations and di

I
4cussions led to a selec lop of one of the classrooms as the reseal h

sett,ing,' primarily on, the basiS, of researcher intuition. since Niery,'

-aittle differences existe3'between e twophoices.

Chce'the teacher consented to be'a subject, the formal part of the

,L:yentry phase neared. completion. A request for permission' to conduct'-
,

. research in the' public schoOlS was filed with the-Indiaiia University

'.Office of Teacher 'Education and Extended Services';'ull sdboumefitation

N;,,, of the proposed-study was to the University Ommittee. fop.
.

the review of Human Sub3ects, and',was s4bsequently approved:

Actgal 'entry, in terms of gaining the 'confidenCe ofethe:teadbeF
.

".and desensitizing her to the -research' rip_,esd and, the presTice of ta
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- -

rese4ircher-obse*r in her midst; continued into the field observatidin

phase. Many informalopiscussions took place with bath the teacher' ands
4

her _instructional associate (formerlNiermed teacher aide). These

discussions served two purposes: explicitly, to colle9t. and validate
-- - ,

1

.information as interpreted andperceived by the
..

researcher; and more
- 1#, w

importantly, to establish the credibility and the trustworthiness of

the researcher to the teacher-subject. The results of one had impapt

, on the other. As the teacher and instructional .,associate discussed

information resulting-,from researcher obarva\.iions.,. they gained

bettet understanding of the intent of the study well-as more trust
.

.

.

.

. . .

. .

in the; researcher's ability td, interpret the sitting fairly. and.

accurately. As a result, they initiated more interactifins and allowed

more access to information,:which in turn increased' the understanding

of the 'researcher, hence allaying their fears of misrepr9 Eation.

As more days passed with the'researcher in theroom-and'as more inter-'

actions occurred, the researcher became .more unobtrusive..to -both'

chi,ldren- and adults 'in the classroom. Thiphase .of the study
.

-

occurred over a. period of a month. At its conclusion, the study

entered the field observation phase.

Phase 2: Field Obse?vation 4

411_ ,

Oncepentry had been estab ed, the researcher, began the'fiej_dThi

observation phase of _the stud.'The .O',Eljective of. this phase oP the

research was to gather pOliminary 'info'rmation about the ciassrooM
,

4
,

- ,
..,..

-..- program; the IEP developmedt proceSsi .the child-subject and his class.-,

' .:,..,. , ', ',t,- '/Ii., , _- ,,- glt,,,...., ; ,,,,;,....
,..

. mates, and 'haw/when- the%-teacheriVErhned.: This',information,- gained-
,-. 0

°

ugh observation's,

,s

an edOcuMenb an. alysisi'a aa -kAW
y,

, . : s
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.4
useful in-- assuring that dat*,collection and analysis decisions would

be appropriate and feasi6N.

,
The context_ of the setting,was observed over 'a laeliod of six' week' ,

.--

during the final quarter of "the'.school year The normal Itrqam_ of

.
classroom activities .and results Of : 4nroi-maI discussions were

docpiented in field notes:" 'Children were observed "as potcritial

ject4 and optional' times and activities for Arideotaping were,
fied. Morning planning sessions =between teacher arid'- instructional -

0
assobiate- were also Qbserved; and felevant docilments illustrating

teacher plans were collected. Discussions with teachers parents,' and

other public school personnel: focused upon .description and evalyation

of the IEP prOcess used by the school district.

A major task of this phase waS to determine a way to document the

typicality of any one classroom day. Observations arid, document re-
-.-

views were conducted to determine' what . constituted- a typical day;

' I?
-%

these were then compared to. similar data collected' during- the'-. video-
-7 ,,

t .

, . ,

.' L taping phAse of the
,

study. 'Details of this attempt, toy demoOtrate- hOw'
,

.
. a , , : 'b; , ,

qyplbaliEy.- of naturalistic data might be assessed are ,discussbd° later
. -.

::..-

in this chapter. .,.. .1ff: ;

.
-

. .

tr 1-1i i

During the final days of they field observation "pha e re7
0, *.r: ,.,,, '-if .. . If..

searcher, tea-Cher, and instructional, associatilt,collaborated.,oven the
f

.Y.
selection of the child-'-subject; determinatiOn of days and times.-most

'- f . A ,
.

approprkate for )'videotaping, and the most feasible . placement ofiI
s; e

videtkape equipment, More foouged lobServatiOns ' we r d, ,Maad -,. of the

.

la .

.
. . .

child-tubject, tracking his; cladsroom styli;` his vIctivi. lest,. and his

associates. The t!eaOrkr_ 41'ntertview to gather 4data regard
,

oveiall for ' both-. the .og..Pr ram and the t Child. was also tap 3';

,
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. .

towards) the end of the field observation stage.
--..,

Cnce the researcher had an underttanding of the classroom pr ram,
, 4

1 .
the teacher's overalki goals for the, program, and the Particular

:ch,ilcillbubjeQt, the formal field rvatioti phase drew toy an encl.`

-Observations' ,and infor(al clidouss
.

re continued, during the next.

.phases, but at a less systematic .pace......!4'Q11C61., the ,child-subject was
..

identified and consent 4411t.;,,ai4ed from 'his parents_ , and

interviewArideot*iietioSped:4911,dhedple. Vas neilitia

teach6r and the instructional ''associatei next phase -o1

.

observailon Was ready to begin.'

Phase 3: Fodused, Observation and Petrospectipn

The objective of this phase Of the research was to, gather differ-
.

ential, triahgulated data . ton each, of the three plans. "Fl 4ure' 14
-,: l'

a, "guinmarizela.. -the various sources, ofT iriformation Whicki*-Avere napped to
,..cf:,._ .,

0,. .' .4 describe each -of the plans. , For the Contractual plan, a copy .-pi the ,-..
. .". -- . , ', ..4-.'!;:. ''... .'

'written -IEP docUment was .Obtainedi 134/mission .to
;
-do' so was included

in the consent fortn.. signed' by ...the patetits. . However, to avoid. bias,
,

this Clo&iment,:vitort: `ti se rclieir Until after data ,sfrorn

the .phenomenc*ogiCal ..,an i. :po .---js ,-wece, colletec .- ,At the end

of tht' studY; :am;
. .

thigi- was added as- -:n
- 4,' -7. 4t.. *

_ .
..

r.,. ; iectivp .f or the contractual plankre _provided in Chapter,1. .
, .,,, '' .i. lik .. .. .7 7. ,:. .. .

. The peinary'..SOurce Of. data . foe,' thek..phen imidiCilical.' plan 'was", a,.',
,'

.

4p . -9eries of teacher ntery Initially;, it ii*S-..,int ed,. that rilornd,pg'
,.;,, , ...,-,,,.......,,

.planning. sessiOn-..:betweeh teat t ,..r. 4 4.11 if' ..:' 1 r It s 6'6'4 4 t e be .. .:.i,
we., ...., -'f',,%.,1c-- v..Al

.,. ' gaped; I ',but ;siyee..these<1were. :;the.teildheryari'd., t
.......i.',4,., ., ..., ,::!._,, --.. ,::.:...'-. .,l-,. ,:, 1. ... AO .. -. .

re '4: .. ',...
f...

faith&ciling year 'beta ,
rK 5

7

lanndd' data Sourc. Details of data thi-
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associate---as they read*-theclassroarin for the -ch4.1dren; field notes

were iivbstituted. The teacher was formally' interviewed weekly, pFlor
,

to each of the three, videotaping sessions, fdr the pkirpose of ."4*-r-

gathering information lbou.t..'her intentions for the chidigs program-
. 7,

, .- .

.during that week: These interviews, like the one conducted during the '.

field ,obiecvatior stage, were also audiotaped. Written plans,

., especially -teacher notes ifilt Michael's small grout): leVsons, were':
1":.

.

-

filblik)-

4..
gathered -to supplement the -interview infc; tion. itional iritdr-

.
, , . -...

,,

views foil ithe teacher's' retroapectiOn wtht the video tapes, and.
-- ,.

w5re also .taped:; At-the gind of the study, a final. interview. was added

.
to assess

0/
ssess the Fyald's progress during the year and to projec,ob-

jectives fbr the:foithcorning year, in order to elicit sane daig wh

-'could be eanpared to the future IEP that had been acquired.'

. #
The ,outcom,e of this aspect of focused observation ,was a series .of

7

six taped,interviews which
lit ,,,,

latatements', of Teacher .gons for he program in. general and for the
, . ,

.. .. ,.,,

. child in -partil 1. The trasnsqripes ipso indicated the weekly ob-
iiir-:t', '- .- ,,*--

ijectives that the teacher .intended thee chld to -achieve: Finally, the
, . 4:-.

: .1),, I, ' '1,- , . ' , s
interviews, provided infOrmation as to '.the teacher's _role in the .de- .,.......

--v--
. ,. , , c Ki .

4: ' .' , cs 1 ° % %
. . .-

planning. Details df data- Collection fdr , the phenoinenologigal plan
..

to,..,

are conta ined,,Arn --Chapter I:Tr:4:: ,, i
, I I ., / K.:

then transcribed. These contained

:ro

velopncent oof tEPs, and as to T-;ow- she utiaized the IEP in

id,:

'
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consecutive Wednesday mornings served as backup. sessions in case of
_

equipment failurei loss of data, or atypical ,classroom. activity:

Field notes supplemented the videotaping sessions and were used oto
,t a

fleshout tie setting descriptions which accoMpanied the video. recOrd.

One further .source of data was-;employed: both teacher and

pstrU6tional associate engaged in a process of retrospection to

an9ulate.-the video and researcher records. "fhe purpose of retro.-

spection was to. allow the-teac to validate and extend the under-
-

standing of'what had occurred duling the morting of the taping geSsion
:

and to elicit examples of _teacher intent being implemented :and/or
.

i

thwarted. In the s spirit as the 'researdher/teacher:team'oft- the
6

Smith and Geciffrey stu 0y- of a high school clasSrooM (1968); the7
teacher became -an-intimate. of the- data,,c011ection process b3 reviewing

. .

'..bachTvideotapeIollowing its'kumpletion. Theseicommentariesmere-also

aUdiotaPed, trAcribed, and integrated into the transcription of the
.

.1.. .

.'video record 0

,

The video redord'that resulted from this study of the empirical

...TEP,wasdevelOped into a ",Vi0e8scripta dopum41.t that aligned the

I

P.; verbatim transcript O. the videotape,,;,settinT,descriPtiobaSed''on ,' i%

- ' c.- -... -. .. 1r , ....i
. ,:, ., ..

ifield.not.,- e s, and transcBiptiOns of :trig teaeher.,, s! tretrbsPective Ocm=,HA- V
-

. ,, . ic,,, ,
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-,

that would AlloW for the-MatchiNng, -16 contractual. objectiveS,
-, ,

intentsu)d ''Child behavior. _Figure 4.2 outlines the various.. strat-..-,

: -'./ :

.,
,

egies utilized for each type of plan.

.Becadse of the. straightforward nature of the contractual-Faan,-
. _

simple docuMent analysis was performed, peeking trends and character-
.

,istics about content and structure. The theoretical suppositions Qf

content analysis (Holsti', 1969), and the devel'opmentof category,
1

"systems as discussed' in Chapter III formed the. basis for transforming
/

the teacher interviews into an outline df "intents; ", goals and

objectives based on the teacher's mental configuration of 'their ex-

-\
istende-and-relationship. Thirdly, the videQscript for the emPirical.

.

plan wag 'Unitized to identify. child- driven units, 'called. "agendas,"

which could :be matched tack to the other two plans. Procedures for

these analytic strategies Are detailed in the three succeeding chap-

:teas.

Validation : of datalocOurred simultaneously. .Tere teacher. was -.asked .

to review various forms of !the collapsed data, despecially that from-.

. .. . .01- ,

the phenomenologiCal: and empirical plans. Various Strategies to '.-

establish: inter -rater a t were utilized. 11 Ournal notes werere
.

, .

kept to document emergent , both as
,

. -:0'. .° ..

for _further. verification.., -. .,-
..,

.
.

.,
,..

..i AA W.
The four phases of the A'seatch plan '...istil, ed ifi: that

i

records of note and as items

1 A t
. %

we,re;gioutided in the ..:data Igenaas-'%./ertmac a ob--

lectimes,, and sorted 12y- a: CoMtutei'-agsiste system:.' cqMparisConO,wpre
,

:111
, Itiade regardi h. the m*.Ors 'of objectjves attempted or .a0hieved.bx the

,

-- Nisla El . -,
f.*(1!.opat4terns eelaraing

5 71 10,°4 . 0.suppremen ed 25atheeel.. data and .descriptive :s.
,.

4q.
to.;

n2,0.!"'
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: -

. ..
. iv 1

statistics were 'the. basis,-of the quantitative results presented. A.

- .
. 4. .

Again, detaij.s" of these processes can be 'pad in su?ceeding chap-: .

.. /'

ters. . The findings 4were validated with the tqacher-subject as a

= "member cheek" (Cuba, ,1978); additionally, both the :teacher-subject
.

preschool program administraiOr reviewed the final researcH re-

port for accuracy and.completeness. of both facts and interpretations.

Description of. the Setting

The settng selected fdr this investigation waspa dlassrooth within

a md,lti7;dategorical'presdhool program, which had:been established as,a,
.

.

joint Atenture of-a.local special eduOation cooperative,. a university,

affiliated facility,.' and the 'state education agency. Fled throdgh
"

,

the Bureau for. the Education of the Handicapped, Division of

. . ,

Handicapped Children's' Early Education PrograM, the program ,was a,

state model for providing ervices to handicapped preschoolers within

11 .

_

.

a public school setting. Theprogram was termed multi-,categorical

because it served children 4with different.types
,4-

y

ditEdei§: ,:*
'A ,:, %-e,
.. . . .

-
,,-:;-., ,- .. -, -.

The mati-categorical presChool maintained._)
many of

Of handicapping con-

istica of public school pr6graMs.

menta y school in the:local school:district,'and integraeiVe expefi

eff6es between prescho61 and other
.

chkldren took place within the

: day -to -day program the preschool children played on the 'public
- ,

school .playground,. ate in the School cafeteria, and attended Music and

the character-

It-waslocated within a large ele

,iibrary claSse'S wikh non-handicaped efli14ren:

public school progrOm;-all the operating procedures of the

lodal school district were ii effect-for the-preschool.as well.

q,

Trie



I - tti'
program operated according to the schLidule';Of, the iplalic elementary

.4`

78

school; the children attended school Rive -days a Weekfrom .8:00 a.m.
i

to .3100 p.m., and followed. tharj;-same calendar le.as the, entire

ft_school system. The preschool teacheis identified them selvesas publ
0 .

school personnel, and were contracted as such: "-Related services

_available to the public SChodliprogram were likewise available to the

Children in the presch&D1-.-; these included the-serviCds of a physical.

) .

-therapist,tan occupational:therapisti, a speech/language therapist,' a.
4 .-

social worker, a school psychologist, and a nurse, all members of. the

school districtipsta-ff. Public oschool transportatoion was also,a part

'ok the program. ' ,
or*

t,
,

Most importantly, the process used to,develop IEPs'for children
.1)

-

need of specialeducation services was one and the sajltor both pre-

school and iublic schOol children.' Procedures,.fortrand.lklitieg:

utilized in the preschool for rEp -deVelopment, lmplementation4., acrd

: '
-`review were pUb1t school procedures, forms, and policies. -The pre-'.

sahoolprograM_was tered thrpugh the office Of.7
4

the5-loCal
.

rector of special ed ucation.

41'

The .unique characteriStics of the model abgraw.wete then,addd4!,

to the public School delivery.model.- These included the participaticip
.

,

of a "normal peer model" with handicapped children, the utilization of,

tile classroom for training and demonstration,. and the dissemination
.

4
4. .., V 'i %

7 , g a ... %
Various program components. Asidp-giom these, the *`research 'setting-

, .-.. , -
.

dr. .0
. ,If .

could be...considered characteristic of-tyijileal- PU610: school.Aecikal*.
.' .... .,.. ,:. 1*.F

, ,
. , -- ! 4. 1 S ' 0 i? ':. -.': T.:

; eduCatfort.ciassroorit. .

, .,

'11.°. - . ; t :.. : -- ''-' -'

Ten childreh, A te4cher; lipd ArCInstrktional associate comprised
*

tSe% classroom under:inveStitatiOn. The children ranged from

.
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-; , ---,three to 'five years, 404; ,eXCept- - t cit- the . noFmar ;'peer

ous physical and mental irWdicaps swhkh /*Fanged- from the more
, . IP .., . .

- -

semere-profound categories to -mild;,- "at risk" one :--.' twb of the-',,
: 3 1

childilltwere blind, one was siefoly retarded
11,-

four were moderately-
. --

to.--mildll retarded, one...had cerebral, palsy; and. 'littler chad- emotional
, -v--

. ,.. . . . ,
probltmis.... P.41,gteg: serviCe perscinnel worked -with i.ndividuar chi]: n,81`e.

. . - . :. .
.

--.:-....,ea various, scheduled times during the week, often right in -t,he-class- ,
,

room'. Practicum -studstAts and volunteers were occasionally present in
- .

the Mornings; ., a student teacher was
,
presant'tr ifterribons a.Week.,..

* .. 3 -, a
t . .-

The prOgrarri of the classroom was fairly aoadernically;oriented,1 and
0 . . -

. structu in a variety of ways, .varying from' large` grouP. instructiOn-...

.. al modei to intowSl play perloi5st The schedule for a + typical lass-

4

room day included: .

.8:15 Children's arrivals; free play

8:45 Snack and juice (whole group)

9:00 Circle .Time (whole gkoup): actiVities' in-
cluded ,songs-,, firiger plays, talking''-aboUt...
activities for the day., and other conver--..
sations -and activities. to _encourage lan-
guage and 'participation.

9:30 7, Small Group ,Time:,: Afacttvitie included
,working. with puzzles,_ahapes, crayOns,
oils, and man:ipulatiVe materials _to p
improve -percetualt ancl';`ficie .motsbr Skills-,
and ei&-hand coordi-nation.

10:00 Gross .:Motor Time, (whole roup): knoiltded*
ou Jay, using far. . isquipment.'

.t.
. .. tisorban' or in ;

i .

10:30- Large. Group Time: aotivit es, included tt16
' = practice ;of stilfAelp,.°-,l)angildge,. aria- 111S--

-,--1, ... I 4

f ' . : tenim ski4.1si, .,'-: , ..i. 7

11:15 LunCh in the elementary school cafeteria. ,4

'
.,.' ."

- .
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-`

12:130. Na p and adaptive physical ;eduction groups
;e1- -

:30 - -Afternoon inciudirig music,
rt and ,filtns as as individual can -

. .1a4...etiOn;of Work fran the mgrning.

-Snack acid Free Play

f t Ji:repara tion for 'dismissal.
* .

. -

°.- so

Tune; triside or
priate

,ou ide when. appro- .

,

'' 4..

of th0 schedule were obsprved _during, the field
5. me,

Ph4se", mornings We're designAea as'actual d4ta collection
N '

A

. times, `primarily. because the vaEfety types ok: activities Which.

80

AZ

occurred- itllowegifor more objectives' fram' the IEP to:be 'ObServed, and
3

.

becalp0

-,atYpi.Cal?
4

the Meti:
'taping2

Large. Qr.

....t structure:. ..-The afeerabons wert re *variable and
,- .. , ...

. ...' ,. .

W1-1;th,.'nap ''apd art: activities .canpriSi major portion of
' Ad .% '

' i ,..; - .

;ete particula morpirr ,settings_ were seteCfted for vitidea_
...i,' : i, :,.. :: ' s' ; 0' id',

11:i.iese lin'cOded : Free .Play, 'Snack', circle., Srnalliiltroup, ; and
,.re - .A.- -"" '. :

4- '., --... '")}

141e -teacher 'recommended tuesdays the
'` 4; 2;1'H ?

iectiOn,;.beca4se:- f.eWer related service ,pto

On that 'end toecoa use children. were beSt
e

*

pr`iine days for data

pnel worked with children; .

.0. , ,$* % f N

ad it's ted schedule-$.,
e

on day r. Mbreay follow' ',the weekend-.*.recluirea, l r_ e- '

.,0riehtatTon; by .tfle end =s the. children .were cmore taxed)

i lil&fKeedaY'wa, f clata for s
t' .i'tity, .i°1 ' 4..t F °

10 yet-:: -Oattiiii.g ';`!:
e 4,31>e,.

°The. d- tcocir 'was1 into

..: .. ...:
.Z Rk2 .: ,. 1 ', ,

4 9 u 4 -,,, ' - ±.i5 . - '. .. 4 ' if ''' . t_
0 4

, ' 4. : , . ,
lb 2 .

£O& o**.ivIty. 4i@asil'ag illurs,
g 1,-.

irni-

traced 'in figure, 4'1h. ''Oa"iaX4 vslefelteria/acp.d. -on , la 1,shel bt
t,- tt" -

easy allcde4e, y 'the."Vtriq..clren.., There' Age$re also' twat bathrodin in the

2 t,/. J. '0

.;0 1

4(
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room, and a kitchen-type sink for teache

trances, one Lisect,by the children to ",0

area; 'another, to access a small court

*cilt f

gYrn

"off-the. roam was blocked off as a stage

children. The video eqUip'emnt ims play

the camera just, outside of it. This 1
.

all parts sr the room-for filming...:

s encl

visual

Assessing Typi

°Pinion is divided on. the-sue' of
,

7

/naturalist

of a single casedycientifically pro

case studies a' the extreme of 'inquiry'

phy (1979,

snot be g

because of its unique nature and the uniq0 ive of,

observer. Guba and Lincoln (1981) cite other alternatives

beep posed to determine whether, in a naturalistic study, a,

"'slice of._ life' is representative of other 'slices, of life

116). Investigators of one ilk think it impossible to gefier ze

since circumstances change so rapidly; they leave it to the reader

determine applicability. Another group of investigators' attempt

to

to

meet scientific criteria and offer evidence on& the degree to which

their samples of behavior are representative of a population of inter-

est, an approach.,GUa and Lincoln (1981) believe ,Shouldbe utilized

whenever possible, but which' is only a substitute. for the essentially

.unanswerable question of how good a sample of the:population is being

dealt with.

_Guba and Lir

argument is

(1981) are mostdn gonderf

Cronbach's assertion

,v1th'the r. our whose

alilations decay,'

98
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and therefore should only be considered working hypotheses whi kr-will
A

be described and interpreted anew in each new setting, taking into

aunt -its unique characteristics. .Fbr-naturalistic research, they

prefer the term "fittingness" rather than generalization; unlike gen-

eralization, fittingneasimplies the effect of context: the question

becomeSone of presenting "working hypotheses that fit. More or less

well into a context other than the One in which they were derived". (p.

.118). This calls for c'extensiVe and rich descriptions, filled with

contextual information and interpretations So that both the origi-

nating and receiving contexts can be assessed for degree of fit. This

_latter concept of fittingness seemed'most appropriate to the task at

hand, although there is need to develop techniques for systematically

describing variable contexts. One of theoutcomes of this study was

the opportunity tb explore some possible alternatives to developing

rich descriptions as a means of demonstrating fittingness.

. )

The very nature of naturalistic Atarch assures that'it is in-
,

terpally valid; that lack of a priori controls, allows fot isomorphism

between the' real world and the.observed setting. In' this,.study,

attention 'was given to theproviston of information about the claSs-
,

room, the-teacher, and the child to illustrate similarity to other

public school, early special education programs for mildly,handicawed

children. HoWever, in the invetigation Of:the empirical plan,. note

only was it necessary,to provide evidence that the. classroom segments

were typical of other classrooms, but also that the sample

# . 0

behavior /days selected for videotaping was typical. of the:repertOire.,.

of that part:-.11 m and teacher. V- Jization of

a

99'
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techniques adapted from ecological psychology proved useful in this

endeavor.

Bronfenbrenner's (1979) conceptualization of the environment pro,

vided a starting point. Contrary to prevailing research models which

restrict the understanding of environmental context, 'Bronfenbrenner

.analyzed* the envis,onment'in-systeins terms; he saw . it composed of

nested, inteirelated settings that affect psychological growth both

directly and indireftly. His-basic unit of reciprocal intetaction was

a two-person system, the dyad, characterized by the immediate situ-

ation directly-affecting the person, the objects responded to, or the

persons engaged on a facelo.Lface basis. He referred .to this im-

mediate setting of complex interrelationships as the' microsyptem.3

;Linkages between settings constituted mesosystems, and overarching

patterns of ideology and organization were-considered macroystems.

Consideration of the linkages both within and between settings enabled

Bronfenbrenner to view development, research, and social policy

through a new:paradigm.-'His conceptualization also ptovided a stimu-

lus for the analysis of fittingness of classroom settings, though"from

a viewpoint much narrower than hit original intent.

Tb say that a classroom day is typical or that one classroom_

)setting fits another is far too simplistio, perhaps even inappro-

priate. Within any day or any program, there are many and varied
.

-activities expectations, 'personnel groupings, an&mateOals, so much

so ,.that to attempt to describe them ,en masse presents too limited or

too dichotomous a picture: Bronfenbrenner's notions of nested systems

allow analysis of the classroom, day froM'multiple levels that can be

scrutinized to more appropriately determine typicality or fittingness.

1 00
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The overarching patterns ancithorganization common to the preschool

culture formed a macrosystem of sort. Its critical features were a

time-boUnd structure, a set of personnel holding differential roles,

and a sequence of activities, each with their own standing pattern of

%behavior. The function of this microsyStem, indicated by the

alialysis of_teacher intent, wag- to create a -pla for learningthia.
...

rules of the social institution called school, and particularly for

the preschool classroom observed, for developing sense of group
. .

cohesiveness and sensitivity to others.

In spedifics', the preschool was a.culture that existed-from 8:30

a.m. to 3:00 p.m., and included two fprincipal teachers, and ten

children. The teachei was in authority, assisted by her instructional

associate. Other staff; practicum students, and volunteers were

periodic, members of the setting. The children were close in age, but

their physical and mental characteristics:made them a widely' varied
rlod

group, from immobile to active, from, speechless to talkatiVe, from

- ,

sightless to seeing, from passive to exploratory. All were present -

each,day, although tssfo children always arrived later than-. the others,

during Circle Time. The day passed through a nearly invariant pro=.

gression of activities, beginning with Free Play, and moving through

Snack, Cirdle, Small Group, Gr0Ss Motor Time, Large Group, and Lunch

during the morning. Together, these features of time, personnel,

materials, and eventsiailg with their cbncommitant roles and

Standing patterns of b0a4porr", and consistent with the .nested syst

within it, constituted.fthemacrosystem. In many dcpictions Fri eseriAl,
evidence for f.. -ingneSs, the level of description is limited to the

macrosystem. eiwpfenbrenmer!s additions) definitions of nested

101
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,systems, tied with ecological psychologists' tools foi the analysis of

behavior settings, allow us to go further.

Bronfenbrennbr (1979) defined the mesosystem. as one _which

"comprises the interrelations among two or more settingsSin which the

developing person actively participates" (p. 25): In this study, it

was hypothesized that the various 'activity settings of the preschool

day could"be considered the mesosystem, and that each were independent

behavior settings, according to the ecological definition Set,forth in

Barker and Wright (1971M_Barker's K-21 scale far determining inter-
.

dependence of behaviOr settings served as a means for describing
4

critical features of those settings for comparative purposes. The
-

imffiediate need was to determine whether the clays and activities

,

. selected for Videotaping were typical of the classroom's history and

hence, an appropriate "sample;" a larger purpose was to describe the

originatintiontext in enough detail so that "fit" to a future, des-

tination context could be assessed, as proposed by Guba and Lincoln'

(19$1).. The use of Barker's structural test and K-21 scale were ten-

tatively explOred as tools for both.

Barker's cc denition of a behavioi setting is "a standing

paVern of behavior and a part of the milieu which are synomorphic and

in whith the milieu is circumjacent to the behavior" (Barker & Wright,.

1971, p. 45). In essence, behavior settings are empirical phenomena

I

which include both a'standing or expected pattern of behavior and the

alpSociated milieu; thus, the physical school playground is not a be-

havior setting withoUt its ,associated behavior. In line with

Bronfenbrenner's conception of mesosystems, Barker characterized

settings as constituting "a network' of interconnected systems" (p.

02
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51).; as such; they can be described and enumerated.

assure that .tentatively- identified \settings
. Nv 7

definitional criteria, Barker -proposed a structural test.

served as a useful canparative tool' to illustrate how the

87

met his

`-This test

videotaped-

activities of the preschool classroom were similar to those observed
. .

historically over the three months-of field,work. In both sets'of

cOmparisOns, the results of the structural, test were similar; the

.videotaped activities maintained. tile- same features of those, that had

been observed 'earlier in the year. Tille'S

Si
Ctur.al characteristics of

each of the potential settingsi based 'on the components of- Barker's

definition of a behavior setting, are given below as exarnpl,eS of 'the

application of the structural test:
.

Free ,Play,

1. -Time: 8:30 1,.4,8:45 each morning

2. Place: Entire classroom available

/
3. Personnel: pp to ,8 children; teacher and

instructional associate; , related
services staff in and out

4. Object Plops: Instructional games, mobile toys on
table, big wheel, scooters, *itche
equipment and utensils, books,

rugs, couch, LaLles and chairs

5. Boundary: 4 walls of the classroom, doorways
to entrance hall and playground

6. Behavior Anchored: Teacher brings/calls children back
they go beyond boundaries

. Standing Pattern of
Behivior: Children arrive, greet teach (s),

And choose an independent-act vity;
'Ionversay.ons with childre and

teachers; teachers prepare
classroom' for days' activities or
discuss plans among themselves

103
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8. Behavior/Milieu
Synomorphic:

9. Behavior/Milieu
Circumjacent:

1. Time:

2. Place:'

3. Personnel:

4. Object Props:

-;t

5. Boundary:

6. Behavior Anchored:

I. Standing Pattern of
Behavior:

8., Behavior/Mileu
Synomorphic: '

9. Behavior/Nilieu
CircuMjacent:

1.4

*a.

/

Toys and equipment. are - plaaed
around classroom to be played with
or used; teachers encourage or

reprimand children to 'clay appro-
priately and/or independently

Children enter rood and begin'play
and conversation

Snack

8:45 - 9:00 each morning

Around snack table in one area
the room

e '

of.'

Up- to 8 children; teacher and,
instructional associate; oc-

casionally, spe ch therapist or

student volunteer

Crackers, c
sometimes
juice bo
tube-glass
chair, comm

A

ookies, or .similar food,

ule and knife;
,(':glasses, special

le, chairs, special
ication bOard

\Table and space' for chairs, around it

The only place in the,room where'
eating occurs or is allowed

Eating and drinking, ting, con-

versing

Objects used for eating

drinking; table arrangement

courages group conversation
shared leadership 4.

and
en-
and

Children 'e-hter the setting to eat

and begin "Snack time" behavior

_104
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A

1. Circle:

2. Place:

3. Personnel:

A

), 4. Object Props:

. Boundary:

, t 89

Circle

9:00 - 9:30,each morning

Semi-circle of4chairs set u][5.on a
particular rug s

8 children to: be441, 2 arrive

. later; teacher and instructional-
asSociate; occasional student

volunteer

Chairs,. bean bag chair, teacher's
tub' of materials for, finger plays,
songs, or discussion (e.g., mon-
keys,! old shoept scarves, animal
pictures, hats, eye glasses)

6: Behavior AnChored:

7. Standing Pattern of
Behavior:

8.- Behavior/Milieu
Synomorphic:

'9., Behavior/Milieu
Circumjacent:

1., Time:

2. Place:

Area of rug bounded by childrep's
' chaik backs and back of teacher's
chair 4.

The -only place in the roan where\_
this occurs; hildren `s ect a

chair and wait for -others to arrive
before starting

Children it and respond " to
teacher - leader; begin and end with
special songs; speak in turn (raise
hands); sing 'or Say somgt, poems,
and fingerplays

Children 'sit: in chairs facing
teacher;-materials box'-placed. next
to teacher's chair; .teacher en-
courages :participation .andrepri-
mands. children leaving their chairs

Setting doesn't begin' or continue
until .all children and teachers are
seated in chalks

Small Group

-

9:30 - 10:00 each morning

Around a particular fable in one
spot of the room

b15
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s

3. Personnel:

4. Object Props: '.

5. Boundary:

Behavior AnchOred:§

A.

7- Standing Pattern of
Behavior:

. -

8. Behavior/MAieu
Synamorphic:

A

'9. Beilavioi/Milieu
Citcumjacente

1. Time:

2. Place: .

3. ,Personnel:-

ObjeCt Props:,

90'

4 children;/ either teachei._ or
instructional associate

_Table, chairs, tub
materials s (e.g. ,

foldRaLcath paper.
15errds7"--Ereture
nuMeralf),.crayons,

Vf

of instructional
ptizzles; clips,
and pencil, peg-
cans, wooden

scissors, paste

Table and space for chairs a und it

The only place- in the roan where
this group meet's; children' repri-
manded-for leaving seats

'Listen to instructions from
teacher=leader, raise hands to par-
ticipate, complete. a task 'as
assigned

Children sit facing teacher;
chairs are placed at table; mate,.
rials placed in front of each

° child; children work with work
materials

Setting doesn't begin or continue
until all children are seated at
table

, Lar9e 'Group

10:30 - 11:00 each morning

On the large rug.or the Circle rug,,
around the Snack table, olr in frapt
of the record table

All 41Q 'children; teacher and in-
structional' associate; occasion-
ally other related service, per-
sonnelfor student volunteers

Self-helP materials (e.g.

boards' fix tying, 'lacing,
buttoning), .blankets for
table utensils, book's,
player, flannel boaid,

-

4
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, vests,
snapping,
folding,
record

chairs;



S. Boundary:.

6., Boundary Anchorek..

7." Standing Pattern of
Behavior: -

8. Behavior /Milieu
Synomorphic:

9. .Behavior/Milieu
Circuffijacentr

A second ecologiCal

91

.1

:t able; water" beans_ or sand for
'pouring-

Although place in the room varies,
the teacher indicates° the boundary
verbally as the edge of the rugs,
chairs -etc.

. .

a

Children reprimanded if they move
beyond designated boundary

Children face teacher-leader and
carry out designated tasks; faise
hands -to- participate; materials
distributed to each child:

Children use the materials to prac-
tice se10-help or language skills

Children enter room from playtime
and go to designated area of room
to await start of the activity

tool was, utilized to compare the sampled set-

tings to the history of the classroom Irogram. Barker assumed that

the greater degree that involved. the same people, IplaCes,

times, and actions, the greater their interdependence or sameness. He

developed the K-test of Interdependpncy as a method of testing the

,-4-

degree of independerice between two settings; a score of less than 21

signified thal two settings were so interdependent that they-.ought to

be considered as one (Barker & Wright, 1971). While this traditional

use of the K-test verified the presence of certain independent set-

tings in the )cIassrocm, in. this study *its use .was more valuable as, a

tool for comparing "typical" classfoom settings to those settings

."sampled" for the videotaped sessions.

The K-tePt of the interdependency .of two settings

degree to which:

107'

is based on the
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the same ElessleenXer both setting;

thesame leaders are active 'in both setting's;
Ir

. .

3. -the,saMe Oi.'nearly the, same physical spaces are
thed,in'bOtit-settingSv. _

't: :both setliOxigs - occur at the't same or near to-
, gethet timesI.

5. both settings use.-the''same or similar ob'ectg;

6. the same molar actions span the t settings;
*and .

7. the samekinds of behavior mechanisms occur in
both settings (Barker & Wright, 1971,, p. 65).

Each criterion is rated on a scalp of one to seven (Barker & Wright,
0

1971, Appendix 5); K-scores can therefore range from 7 to 49. Any set-7

tings which obtain a score of 21 or greater are considered distinct

-settings..

Potential settings were rated' independently during' both the field

obserVation stage and fbllowing the Ehree,days of videotaping. Table

4.1 illustrates the similarity of theK-valdes for each set. of cam--
. , , 7

parisons. /

/

1
Table 4.1

CO'Mparative K-test Ratings of Classroom Behavior Settings

Compared Settings
K-value during

field Observation

-Ftee Play vs. Snack 19'

0
Snack vs. Circle , 25'

Circle. vs.' Small Group - 25
Small Group iid:- Snack . 22

Large Group vs. Circle IT

K-value during.
Videotaping

9
25
25
22
19

The. resultant K-values indicated that the days sampled'were similar in

behavior, personnel, time, objects, ancrspace bo'days observed during

108
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the six' weeks offieldd-pbservatiohs. Additionally,' across both sets. -.0.

_Qf Observations, Ehere"appeared to be high interdependence between
.

Free Play-and Snack, and between barge Group and Circle/ indicating

that across time, neither were unique behaviior.settings.

Ak ,

Finally, an 'analysis : of the microtystem served' as stil another
t

means of assessing typicality. lironfenbrenner :'(1979) defind the

-micrOsystem as "a, pattern of aapvities, .roles,.and interpersonal

relations experienced by,the developing person in a given setting with

iparticular physical and material characteristics" (p. 22). In the

-classrooM,-- one example of a microsystemyas selected -OPT illustrative

Purposes.'
9

Characteristics of, Small Group have already been 'described in

termsof the analysis for the structural test (see pages 87-91).

*

this setting, fiVe students worked with a teabher, following direc-

tions on various, specified learning tasks: Each day, the teacher

listed in her plans the types of actiivities she intended the group to

accompli'Sh; ; these lists, fram 'three mon s prior, provided a basis.

.for tracking the history of that group's'activities. The historical

A

activities were sorted until a typology emerged, and analyzed for fre,-

-quehoy of oplecurrpC0 and measutes":of central tendency., Then, the

activities Which oCcutred.on the theee videotaping days were sorted

into' the existing- typology. To.-the degree that-the newer activities

matched the typology of ..the; three prior months,- .the more confidence

'one might have in assessing the:extent to which the videotaped Small

Group sessions'were'typical of that classroam. 16

. /

The "history of Small Grotip-shawed that over-49 days1 a typical

session included an average of 6.4 learning activities, the-mode be
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six. Fifteendifferest classes of activities were identified as cm-
..

mon'to Small Group, ind the frequency' of,their occurrence over the 49

days is shown in Table 4.2. Given this hi5tory,.a. Small GroUp could

be considered typical/ if it contained about six activities which pri-
.

marily fell into one, of the fifteen cateiories, allowing for same ,oc-

casional new ones giien the changing needs of-the children. One would

expect rhost of the activities to folloW the previous patterns, al-
o

lowing for some changes of emphasis, again to account for changes in

the children's learning from the prior three months. These patterns
1=

inCluded,an emphasis.on tracing, identifying objects, assembly activi-

ties, fine motor, eye-hand coordination activities, art activities,

and puzzles.

%In Table 4.2
Comparative Occurrences of Activities

in Small Group Behavior Settings Across Time

% Days No. Days
Historical. Videotape

1 Occurrence Occurrence
Type of Activity = 49 N = 3

Trace/Copy (shapes, letters, etc.) 76% 2

Identifyalors, numbers, shapes, etc.) 63% 2 .

Assemble (NUts 'n Bolts, Leyo's, etc.) 61% 1

Fine Motor/Bye-HandCoordination
(folding', pasting, cutting, etc.) s 55% 3

Art (paint, draw, clay, etc.) 49%
Puzzles 45% 1

Opposites. 41%
nce 37%

Draw-a- /Missing parts 24%
Count '., 22% -

Concept papers (before/after,
Same/different, etc.) L 16%

Sort . 12%

GaMes of reason 12%

Top/Bottom of paper 10%

Textures 10%

Name/Address 4%

Right/Left hand '2%



- ,

Table 4.2'shows that, as before, the most frequent type of activi-
,

ties during the videotaping were those expected as a result of con-.

strutting a typoldgy from the three prior monthth of activities. An

average' of 5.7 .activitie's occurred , on a videotaping -day, with six

being the'mode.
/
While some aAivities were not observed.during Video-

taping (e.g., games. of reason, paint/draw/clay, or opposites), only

one new one was added, that of a commeicialiy-prepared card designed

to develop matching skills.. In addition there was increased emphasis

on identifying right and cleft hand during the dayslobserved. In sum;
o

the characteristic-activities foUnd in one of the microsystems during,

videotaping could be considered similar to'those Of prior months, as
a

were the, roles and relationships of the subjects. The additional
A

activities could be accounted for in terms'of movement of the group

through the curriculum over time.
r

Therefore, by adapting Bronfenbrenner'S multi -level interpretation

of the environment and Barker's methods of rating behavior setting.

structures, an attempt'was made to develop alternative ways of pro-
,

viding rich descriPtions of settings so that their 'fit to future con-

texts might be assessed; A second outcome of the .4plication of these

procedures, critical to this particular design, was to illustrate

alternative- Means for indicating typiCality within a single case,

'using a'naturalistic methodology. The interpretation of e results

reported in Subsequent chapters is stronger toC,the degree both these

tasks were demonstrated to be viable and valid.

Selection of the Subjects
9

The study demanded two subjects: a teacher- subject and

111
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child:subject. i Criteria and procedures for selection- of the

teacher-spbject have"been previously described (see pages 66767).

The Teacher-SUbject

The teacher-subject was a public school teacher certified in ele-,

mentary and special edUcation, holding -a Masters degree in elementary

education -and 21 graduate credit hours in special education. She had

taught for nearly 10 years in,clasSrooms for7slow learning inner city

children,regular-eduCation primary children, modetately handibapped

children, and preschoolers. Prior to her assignment to the-'multi-

categorical preschool, she had been/ employed by the publi4.schools to

teach in a preschool program in a community mental retardation agency

for six years. She met the criteria of excellence and experience, and

she was a reflective teacher, who thought abOut her program and its

impact on individual children.'

The child- subjedt was not selebted until near the end of the field

observation phase.- A subject poolof nine children was available, the

normal peer model being excluded fof lack of an imp developed through

the formal, contractual process. A systematic process was designed to

select ,an appropriate childtubject for the study,

A scaling instrument, the Subject Appropriateness Saale, was

developed to ascertain the appropriateness of the various children for

selection as the research' subject, and was Completed by the teacher,

instructional associate, and researcher, each, independent of the other

(pee Appendix

the child tie

pant in, th

A). Criteria for

one who could be

daily program,

selection were based on concerns that

undertood,

WhO 'would not

who was

112

an active partici4

be distracted the
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equiwent, and wh would be lesS apt to be absent on the critical

videotaping days.

The Scale refl ted these concerns, and each of the nine children

were ranked on-eac of the following items:

1

1.''4viiity to move about unassisted

2. Verbal ability

3. Capability of others to, understand hiS/her
speech,

:4.

The

,Ability to be7desensitized to the video equip-
ment

Length of ti,ineY9resent during the classroom day,

Ftequency oCA4Obnces

three independent rings for ,each item were tallied and
ti

,
.

'd
averaged The Childiepqr-i4nks.

. A :

'nd ap= overall ranking of. the children most appeopriate as
." --e-. ,

, 0.
wasasgertained.

, i* 1-

.., ...,

',qhe-,program a "ni,:s tator Was then asked to evaluate the IEPs of
A. e.

.., .. , ,,, ,;,...
.. .

... o
.v , 1117,.--ranked children: The j.nstrument developed for

spar
- "

',,e' ,,01,.

.

''adapted from the criteria used in 'the Pyecha

on each of the criteria were then

of4
!Nr'dOitabI. tOY'Select a child whose objectives were observable during

rfte- fe .

4e morning settings and in theclasstoam.. If a child had primarily;

plos; a copy can be-found in Appendix B.
Ati

valuation"was to identify the areas for which

veloped for each of the children: it was more

gross,mOtor orphysical development objectives, for instance,. obser-

vation during gym and/Or playgroUnd activities would be necessary, and

these places were not acceslibllp because of the utilization of

stationary video equipment. The results of the IEP evaluation

113



indicated that-each.'of the children's IEPs contained objective) in a

variet of areas, this."procedure provided no additional fLirther

information which to differentiate the potential subjects, and

C
served to support their overall. appropriateness-

A

Given' the data that Were collected, the 'teacher, instructional

associate, and researcher conferred over the choices available. The

thirdranked child was eliminated because of concerns over his

behavior and ability to desensitize. While each of the remaining

children was verbal, fairly easily understood, active, and thoughtto,'

be able to desensitize, the group Concurred, that efforts to solicit

consent be attempted first with the child who had emerged at the. top

of the Scale, named Michael. The second and fifth-tanked children

generally arrived after Circle time had belt:due to their bus sched-

ules,'and the fourth-ranked child spent sdilip time with related ser-

vices personnel on Tuesdays.

The teacher met with ichael'sperents and explained the study and

the contents of the consent form to them. They agreed to allow their

r --
son to,perticipate in the study as the child-subject and to release

his IEP to the researcher. While all children had signed blanket

releases to be photographed as part of their:entry into the model pro-

gram, an additional letter explaining the study and requesting ape-

:.

cific consent was sent to. all parents. Copies the two forms of the

consent letter, one for Michael and, one for the other children, have

been included in Appendix C.

Michael, the Child-Subject ,

Michael was a five-year old who had come to the preschool when he
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was 4 1/2 years old. Prior to this, he had been enrolled in a Head

Start. program: His transfer to the multi-categoricatyr school was

based on the need to provide him with full daY services in a struc-

tured program, where he could receive more i--*ensive speeCh and lan-

gUage intervention. He was considered slightly delayed in-language

and conceptual leakning ability, which resultedin a communication

Handicap. However, this was felt' to be environmentally rather than

organically induced, due to lack of stimulation in his home environ-

Tient. He was also small in stature as compared to other age peers,

and had been diagnosed as having congenital growth retardation. Other

developmental areas appeared to be normal. While in the preschool

program, he received speech and language therapy on a regular"basis,'

along with adaptive physidal education instruction. By the gprir

the.yedr, when data were collected, he was being cui',;lcieLed

streaming in a regular kindergarten program the subsequent fall.

From observations' of Michael and from teacher reports, it was

apparent that Michael was highly motivated by school. He would Inter

the classroOm in the. morning, and immediately engage in some activ-

oity..: Many times,'he would talk to one of his teachers, or
.,
follow them

.

around as they went about their preparatiollt for the 'day.. At the

beginning of field observation, he interacted most frequently with the

boy who was the normal peer model, usually playing with toy trucks and

cars. Later, as itappeared that the normal.. peer "outgrew" Michael's

company and played more often bydhimself, Michael befriended one of

the other girls from his Small Group and frequently played with her.

Despite her more bdisterouS manner, heAdegan to .take on a leadership

role in this dyad, something he had not done before in his
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interactions with the normal'model. His other friends inc uded a girl

with cerebral palsy, whp Was just beginning to crawl. Mi ael enjoyed

"helping",her, and was often very protective -of her. EXcept for this
, I -

girl; Michael interacted primarily with the children who
,

were members

of his Small Group.

During other classroom activities, Michael was very attentive and

involVed in them. , He participated, answered questions, and antici-
',

piated next .events, often being the firqt of a.group to be seated. He

would freqUently ask, "What's for lunch?" qr "What we going to do

now?" He was a very compliant child and rarely caused anyone to

reprimand him. He seemed to enjoy school ar' moved about wits: ease in

activities of the preachool.

Summary

In this chapter, an overview of the research plan Was presented-in

terms of its four phases: entry, field observation, focused obser-

4tion;,fand data analysis. In addition,. the setting was analyzed from'

a multi -level perspective,'utilizing-Ponceptions and tools from eco-

logical psychology, to provide the reader with information with which

to assess. typicality. Finally,. background information on boti the

teacher-subject and the child-subject was furnished. In each of the

next three chapters, more detailed information regarding the data

collection and analysis procedures which were utilized to explicate

each component of individualization is furriished. Results of each

analysis are also presented and discussed in he respective chapters.



CHAPTER V

THE tONTRACIUAL PLAN:

DATA COLLECTION,ANALYSIS, RESULTS.

1 this chapter, the written document which emerged from meetings

of 'school persona. and parents as the child- Object's IEP will be
)

discussed., .Referred to as the coLlctual plan, its intent was to

specify the objectives that were to be accomplisherq Mi.cha. dui lq

the year, as agreed to by -the, IEP )ieeting participants. beta col-

Lion and analysis for this component were fairlyclear-cut: copie
N

of the IEP and other'relevant materials had' to be obtained, and

document review was conducted -to discern structural and substant

patterns. The specific procedures utilized in data collection and

analysis are described in this chapter, followed by presentation and

discussion of results.

Data Collection

Data 011eCtion included obtaining access to a copy of the child-

subject's IEP and identifying the procedures by which it was devel7

oped. The former was accomplished as a condition for accepting

Michael as the child7subject; once parental consent was given, a copy

of Michaelis IEP was provided to the researcher. For the latter,

information was elicited from the teacher in interviews and dis-

cussions regarding the procedures utilized to develop the. IEPs; she

provided descriptions about the case conference. process, the partici -

pants and their roles in the meeting, and.school polidies governing

the process. Additional informal interviews of other public sdhool

t
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personnel and admi istratorsof the,presChool program supplemented. the
0

information provided by the' teacher. A copy of 'the Thesaurus of

Instnuctional' Objectives for Individualized. EducatiOnal Programs,
, ,,c

(Monroe Joint Special Education Cooperative, 1980), a data .bank of
,,

1

objectives compiled by the school distrHot for use in the development

of IEPs, was also acquired. In all,., three IEPs wereArnalyzed,as data

representing the contractual plan: the IEP developed at the onset of

Michael's entry into the preschool program, a revised IEP . developed in

November, and the IEP developed at- the end of the year fokIlichael's

program during the subsequent school'year.

,Analysis of the Contractual Plan

°Michael's IEP for the school year under study was developed in

October, wten he w to be tran4erred from a local Head Start program

to the preschool program. Present at that IEP meeting were his Head
s.

Start teacher and two Head Start qpnsultants, the receiving teacher

jrom the preschoOl (the teacher-subject), the Preschool Coordinator,

the public school Coordinator,df Elementary Special Education, a so-

cial_ worker, a psychologist from the public school, and Michael's
e

mother. The planning .committee used the Thesaurus of Instructional

Objectives as a res6urce for developing the IEP. The Thesaugus was a

%
printed document which listed objec ives in a variety of Subject

matter areas, and which was used by all IEP teams in the school

district to construct IEPs; a special section of early 'childhood

skills was4also included. From the early childhood section of the
.f

Thesaurus, the committee included 31 objectives on Michael's IEP for

the forthcoming school year. The IEP which they-agreed upon can be
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fopnd-in Appendix

Once his IEP was 9eveloped, Michael entered he preschool pro-

gram. However, by DeCember, his teacher ha0 determined ,that he had
S

achieved most of the objectives:

. . . the 'objectives which were written on-his IEP
--- we worked on a_ lot, of other things, but on
those was' really, zeroing in On --- he accom-
plished so quickly that they really weren't very
valid objectives. They were too easy. Identifying

one olor --7 that type of thing --- one shape:

In her dialysis of the IEP,,,,thetecher considered 14 .of the

objectives to be 100% accomplished, six mor4.--coMpleted at a level of

10%-85%,'nd Iour.6thers at-60-7N;)`she cOnsidered'only seven tb be

not achieved, ,primarily those in the lan age area; Her explanation

4
for how this state of affairs came.abOut(was related to her perception le

of the limitations of her role at the initial IEP meeting:

I .as a member of that committee as a receiving
teacher, but I didn't know Michael. really was

more of anobserver. The people who helped write
the IEP were his former teachers, that type'of per-
son --- it Vas based .On their concept..It's.really
hard because Here you have a committee made up-of
his teacher who doesn't know our system because
shers-a Head St4-it teacher, and a receiving teacher
who knows the Thesaurus, but not the child.

Consequently, Michael's teacher developed another IEP which was

approved in a meeting with his mother and the Preschool Coordinator in

December (see Appendix E). IEP included 74 objectiiesr4aken

froth the Thesaurus as well as from several.other preschool assessment

scales'(Brigance, 1978; Indiana Home'Teaching System, 1976). The two

IEPs were reconciled, to derive the contractual plan which was utilized

in t study. The process of reconciliation is described in Appendix

F; a copy of the _reconciled IEP can also be found there.
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The anal tic procedures. utilized for, the contractual iplan- were. .

relatively straightforward and simple\. 'The document-was analyzpd.toi

identify patterh-dif stucture and content; :frequencies of otdectives

were calculated to iliustrSte. areas of emphasis in quantitative

O r

forms.. SiMillf procedures' were followed OF the IEP developed

end of the school year under study,' termed the future IEP.

Results

.ht the

Michael's.IEP was three pages long and contained most of.the cam-'
o

Panent parts.Specified'in-the regulations far Public LaW 94-142., The

.

cover 1page listed identifying ihformation, the case conference partic-

ipants, IEP,teginning and exit dates, program implementors, and speci-

fication of educational stviices to ,be provided, including partici-

pation regular eatiCation classes and programs. Ow .the remaining

two pages; various ,curricular categories of.objectives. were .1iSted;

both in, terms offpresent level-of performance and Ctdectives'foi the

forthcoming year. There was no differentiation between annual goals

and short-term instructional objectives on the IEP form. The state
*

ments of evaluation covered the overall set of objectives, and indi-

dated that criterion and di6gnostic tests would be_pertodically.admin-

istered,to assess current level of performance and to serve as a basis

for evaluation.

The Thesaurus indicated that the IEP was to include statementt of

annual goals and short-term` objectives, in compliance with' the legis-

lation, and an attempt was made to differentiate the two-fn that docu-

#

ment:

,Annual _goals are not .specific ---,they are broad
mission statements of where the ComMittee would
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like the student ,t9_ encrup b' the IIT" exit date.
An exampl& of a'long range of annual goal in math
might be:

The student will improve basic skills
in tie rea of mathematics.

Short term objectives differ from annual,goarS in
that they are specific, observable,*and teachable..
They state specifically how an annual goal,will
accomplished. (p. v).

On the IEP form, there was neither a place for annual goals to be
0 ,

written,/nor were any added. All that appeared. were the major cate-.

..

gorj.es within which Michael waseto accomplish certain skills; there-

fore, it was assumed that the'COmmittee.considered that important

gbals for Michael,were to improve his skills'in the areas of Language,

and Cognitive Development, Self Help, Social Development, and Motor

Development.
."5

Within each of those areas, the short term objectives were-speci-

fically written, observable, and appeared to be teachable; for

example:

Will verbalize about what he has drawn or
written
Takes part in a manipulative game (pulls
string, turns handle) with another person
Will trace letters of name

Some of the objectivesnwerestated even moreprecisely,- with what

appear to be criteria for measurability added:

Will count 5 objects aloud, no assistance
Attend to music or story 5LE0-minutes
Take part in game, pushing car.br rolling ball
with another child 2-5 minutes-

Still other objectives were. more Specific-with regards to content:,

Will name colors of orange, purple, brown,

black, pink, grey, and white
Will know concepts of yesterday, tomorrow, and
tomorrow night

O
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*.t

. * Will unzip -separating. front zipper'

' Only a few objectives were more broadly st

in the Social.Development area:

-* Actively explore e nment
* ;Ptqctice.self cOntrol r4ularly
* Sek out friendships with others

106

ted, and these were all

More specific objeCtives

stories 5-10 minutes,"
e

ball with another child.;
.

unrelated corrimapcis°- 0;

in that area' included "attend to

"take part is game, pushing

2-5..m1hu and "carries out series of two

music or

car or rolling

.Finally, a feW.of:.A.:§pe ,Nob30- yes in the

were written .so that thei'' lobsefV4Iiility and/dr

brought into question:

* WAS' avoid laying 4it..11. and stepping on glass

"I*, Will lavoid ayins wity:jilatches

1
These the . teacher or Wilaglaitbserve, should situations: arise,

but it is doubtful tha a

developed to asseSs.their chievement.

Self) HelpIkafety area

teachability could be

would be planned or a measure
0

Many of, the objectkes in the Self Help area related Ito activities

that Could occureither in school,or at home'(e.g.

grooMing, toileting) . One, "wil/,.ory body after

aimed tcwgrqs the home,,,,,as".tolaths were given in

,

gram.

A consideration ..of, the objectives

,eating, dressing,

bath," was solely

the presthool pro-

in relation to scope and se-

quence of a, curriculum was also undertaken in the analysis of the con=

tractual plan.

plc following:;

.Under Speech/Language Skills, Michael was

* . Use elaborate .or extended sentences
* Askquestione about persons or things

122
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TIla experiences with sane unherstanding
...

Seqiik -AM_Closure
-,,, -

. .

V404Iii Ut'what'he has drawn or scribbled
... ..

Taked togetheft: per fanned a picture of the need for Michael. to

engage in Con r'sations boldescribe, ask, and verbalize; in short, to

become more facile in. the _use of verb4 language. The remaining

objectives under Speech and Language Skills were more dfscreatand illiEt

,

0 '. ..

.. . . . 4

related more-to grammatical, usage and time concepts:
, .

resses .future occurences with "going

hiVe to," and "want., to". .

* . .11. learn "long time"'..and "short time"'

* '114dentify routine events
.11 recall recent,past ': .

t...-,.

* Will recall 'major events:ilithe distant past
Will kndw_concepts of yesterday, tomorrow, and'
tomorrow 4lfight

* to,"

Here again,' the, objectives provided cues for the "teacher to, engage,

*Michael in conversations about° pest, present, and future ,events,

learning concepts as well as syntactical structures.
. '

In the Cognitive' Skills area,'-a....variety of kinds of objectives

,

were included, but they appealed to be,listed with little relation to

larger curricular topics .or goals and with little consideration of
,4

scope wia'sequence. Nearly a third of the objectives dealt with
,

diverse leaynings: identifying colorS, shapes, and body parts;

understanding stop apd o,'same and different, mcd other opposite

analogies; and giving his town and street address. Several object ves

dealt With a Variety, of number skills:

Will report a sequence of 4 numbers
* ,Will count 5 dbjects aloud, flO assistance
* Will count and -point to 61110jects in imitation

. *. Will match 2 sets of objbefs 4

* Will. tell which has "moreh'bt "less"
.

/

r
n addition, one objective dealt With:ordering, fout with sorting,
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With reading readiness activities, andeone with art.

The number and diffusion of objectives cited above serve as an

example of identified gaps in sequence. Similar observations were

made in the categories of SoCial Devel t and Fine Motor Skills.'

'Part of this may have been due to parallel weaknesses noted in the'

Thesaurus itself. For-instance, the Thesaurus listed the following aS.

the sequence for early number, *ills:

-Match one-to-one (3 or more objects.)
* Demonstrate. understanding Of concept "one"

'Count to 3 in imitation
Count to 5 in imitation
Count 10 objects in imitation -

* Pick up specified of objects on request
COunt by rote 1 to.20 (p. 19)

Notable gaps included the omission of objectives for the concepts of

"two" or beyorid for matching sets, and, for numeration skills.

In the Self Help and Motor areas, the opposite appeared eb be

-true. In these areas, sequenbes of tasks wer roken down into very

'discriminating parts. For example, under Dres4ing, the following

objeCtives were designated for Michael;

* Will dress u4supervided except for
difficult fastenings,

* Will zip clothes
*' Will unzip clothes

Will unzip separating front zipper
Will unbuckle belt
Will clothing'
Will upbutton clothing

helP with

t

a

Here, the more detail4h statements might have been considered exampled

of the first-ohjective, which in turn could have been. viewed as the
:, .

goal statement. Similar patterns occurred in the other Self Help,

areas.

In all, 87 objectives were distributed across

124
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The categories and the distribution of objectiyes within them are

illustrated in Table 5.1; Appendix F contains thedfull document.
I'

'Table 5.1
Distribution of Objeotives.in the Contractual Plan

Categories of Objectives Number Percent

1. Language/Congnitive Develbpment
a. Speech and .Language Skills 10

b. Cognitive Skills. 22

32
11.5%
25.3%

2. Social Development 9

a. Socialization 5 5.7%

b. Behavior ' 4 4.6%

. ,

3. Motor Development 21 24.1%

a. Fine Motor Skills 6 6.9%

b. Gross Motor Skills 15 17.2%

4. Se/f Help/Health Skills, 25 25 28.7% 28.7%

TCTAL: 87 ipo.o%

36.8%

In analyzing the relationships among the.categorieg of the con-

tractual plan, the. Language/Cognitive area was given the most emphasis

(36.8%) with Self Help Skills next (28.7%); least emphasis was given'

to Social Development Skills (10.3%). There was little difference

' between, the two subsets of Social Development, Socialization and

Behavior (5.7% to 4.6%, respectively). In Motor, Development, by far

the heavier emphasis was given to the subset of Gross Motor Skills

(17.2% compared to 6.9% for Fine,Motor:Skills). Any comparison be

tween Speech/Language and Cognitive Skills was considered spurious

because there was so much potential for overlap with the respective

objectives; many objectives could easily havd been placed in one

and/or the other category. A reconfiguration of the categories in

4
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o or: Table '5.2, summarizes the programmatic emphases reflected in Michael's
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r

AO* dontra4ual plan.

.4

Table 5.2
Programmatic Emphases of the Cofttract Plan

Programmatic area Percent

1.Language/Cbgnitive Development -36.8%
,2.Self Belt Skills 28.7%
3.Gross Motor Skills 17.2%
4.Fine Motor Skills 6.9%
5.Socialization 5.7%
6.Behavior . 4.6%

In the analyses that follow, the 15 Gross Motor'SkiIls were excluded,

since gross motor activities were not observed or videotaped during

the data collection periods. Numbers and percentages that follow in

subsequent. chapters are based on the 72 remaining objectiv-A.

Analysis of the Future ,IEP

The IEP developed in'May for Michael's next -year in the preschool

program was -similar to the former, with the notable exception that

there were objectives listed in many more categories. A total of 51

objectiVes were distributed across 12 categories. As before, many of

the categories lacked clear definition and overlapped; for instance,

"will complitent other students sincerely" was listed in the

Behavior/Social area, while "will apologize without reminder" was

included in the Socialization area. The objectives were reconfigured

accordin§' to the categOriet of the first IEP to enable better

comprison, and the,areas of emphaSes that emerged are shown in Table

5.3.
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a_ Table 5.3
.411,

Distribution of Objectives in the FUtOre IEP
.

Categories of Objectives ...Number .Percent

1. LangUage/Coghitive Development 20 ,' 39.2%

a. Speech and Language Skills 10 19.6% '

b. 'Cognitive Skills: ' 10 19.6%

2. Social Development 15 - 29.4%

a. Socialization 8 15.7%

b. Behavior 7 1.7%-

3. Motor Development 10 19.6%

a. Fine Motor Skills 5 9.8%

b. Gross Motor Skills 5 9.8%

4. Self Help/Health Skills 6 . 6 11.8% 11.8%

TOTAL: 51 100.0%

In the future IEP, there was more- eMphasis on Social Development

and less in the Self Help/Health and Gross Motor areas than in the

prior IEP. In addition, there was less disparity among the subsets of

Gross and Fine Motor Skills. Overall, the future IEP showed a greater

concern for Michael's interaction with other children than

previously. Objectives in this area of his future IEP included:

Will play With 4-5 children on a cooperative
activity without constant supervision

* Will ask permission to use objects belonging to
another
Will choose own friends

* . Will compliment other students sincerely

Another increased area of emphasis was in the area of-behavior.

Objectives here reflected the need for Michael to attain

school-related behavioral skills such as:

Will carry out a seriesof 3 directions.
*. Will increase independent working time to ten

minutes when given work at instructional level.
Will wait no longer than 3 minutes to ask for
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help on-Work not understood
Will select and engage in one individual tree
time activity for a period of 10 miflutes

As before, the Cognitive and Language areas overlapped, Again,

many of the language objectives focused, upon usage; br example.

Will use "could" and "would"-in-speech
Will use correct verb tense
Will answer questions beginning with who, aat,
when, where, and why

Other language/cognitive skills wer e again concernedgwith naming

mord abstract items (address, time of:day, coins) and understanding

more complex concepts' (yesterday, today,and tomorrow; sameness and

diftrence). In the,pre-reading area, Michael was expected to achieve

four objectives:

Will put'3 pictures -in order
Will match similar words
Will recall main facts from a_story heard .

Will identify a missing detail in a picture

Fine Motor objectives stressed handwriting,- particularly the

ability.to print his first and last names, as well as to print them on

all school papers. Gross Motor objectives were, decreased

dramatically, and dealt with skipping, hopping, swinging, and walking

a balance board. The Self Help objectives indicated that Michael had

yet to achieve buttoning and unbuttoning skills. The only Health

objective listed was that Michael would learn to consistently wash his

hands after eating and toileting.

As in the first IEP,,gaps in sequence were noted as well as a lack

of statements of overall goals other than the topical/curricular areas

provided to differentiate types of objectives. Again, most objectives

were written specifically in terms of content, observability, and

appeared to be teachable. In several, evaluative criteria were fairly
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spec is ("hops on one foot 5 successive times"), though not to the

extent of the prior IEP. 'Again* there was one glopally-conceiVed

objective included in the future IEP: "will view self as a capable

and important individual."

Summary'

The contractual plan presented llsomewhat lengthy listing of

objectives in a variety of topical or curricular areas to be achieved

by the child-subject. While teachers, parents, and administrators

participated in its development, the Thesaurus appeared to play a

heavy pact- in structuringthe content and format of the statements:

There was little indication of btoad, over - riding goals in the

contractual plan, except through topical headings under which various

objectives were grouped. Most of the objebtives contained in the

contractual plan were specific and "teachable," wish several written

as measurement devices. Only a few were worded so broadly that-they

were subject to misinterpretation; in fact, these could easily have
ik

been listed as annual goals, given the criteria cited4in the Thesaurus.

While the objectives were., detailed and provided instructional

direction to the teacher, there was evidence presented to indicate

gaps in scope and sequence, especially in the more complex areas of

language and cognitive development. Theoretically, the IEP was

intended to serve as a framework for the child's program, rather than

prescribe theJtotal -program. An attempt to specify all of the

sub-objectives for all the skills listed may have led to a plan of far

too many items. However, there was a lack of Overarching statements

to cast these somewhat disparate objectives into a more cohesive

framework from which the teacher could extend.
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.

The preponderance of objectives were school-oriented, with the
\

- .

/-
exceptibri of the-Self Help air, and.were heavily focused `on cognitive.

and language
.

skills. Socialization, an area
dt

emphasized in many

preschdol programs, had minimal designation in the first IEP, and half
.

of those objectives listed dealt with school behavior more than play.

Generally, 'both the current and future?.IEPs valued many of the

preacademic skills which are important in the early years of public

schools. In aadition, there was a heavy emphasis orcself help and

gross motor activities in. the current IEP, these 'perhaps traditional

areas for special education programs. The future IEP stressed More of

the socialization and behavioral skills necessary for success in

school.

The teacher participated in both IEP meetings, although she

indicated, she was at a disadvantage at the first ,due do her lack of

"'knowledge of_the_child. She_took_anAactive

the IEP once her knowledge of Michael's skills and achievement were

better known. The teacher kept a copy of the IEP at her desk and

referred to it periodically during the year for assessment of

progress. She was also a participant in the development of the future

IEP.

In all, then,t the 'contractual,plan consisted of fairly specific

IEPs, fused upon academic and self help s)cills. It was a plan that

the teacher referred to, periodically to guide her planning and

instruction. The next chapter presents a picture of what transfer

occurred in the (teacher's head as she integrated that knowledge and

experience into her thinking and action in the classroom.
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CHAPTER NI

THE PHENOMENCCOGICAL'PLAN:'

DATA COLLECTION, ANALYSIS, RESULTS

An -important element of individualization as conceptualized in-Nsi

this study is teacher intent. To describe this phenomenological plan;
L

and its effects on the classroom, ,another 'set of research procedures

was developed. In this chapter, how descriptive data were gathered

and analyied to explicate the teacher's: phenomenological world --- her

values, her interpretations, and how she decided what was important to

teach Michael --- will be presented. As in the previous, chapter, pro-

cedures of data col_ sir and analysis will be described, and results

reported.

Data Collection

----An-ethnognsphic-approach-was-takera-gathpr inf

phenomenological plan. The researcher became an observer-participant'

in the classroom, recording field notes about classroom activities,

teacher behavior, and planning activities. The goal was to become a

comfortable part of the classroom scene, do that one could observe

unobtrusively, hold discussions informally, and later, conduct more

formal interviews easily.

The major mode of data collection for the phenomenological plan

was the interview, supplemented by field notes from observations and

informal ditcussions. The interviews were conducted over a period of

five months, although most occurred during the last two months of the

school year, just preceding and during the-videotaping phase. While

0. 0
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tha-teacher was usually the primary respondent, one interview was also

conducted solely with the instructional associate, and she partici-

pated in some of the other interviews and discussions as well.

The spsearch 4stion guided the purpose of the ,interviews : . to

documen lan that reflected the gbals.and objectives' for Michael

that resided in mind of the teacher. The first of the more formal

interviews sought to identify the larger context within
(
which the

teacher considered Michael:3 i.e., her conceptions of the purposes of

her preschool program and the things she believed important for her

class to lean* Hence, the was asked to respond to questions such as

the following:

* Talk about, your 'overall goals for the preschool
program.

What kinds of things do you work on with the
group? I.

Probes were-utilizedto _help_ the teacher_ add more__ information or

to clarify answers for the researcher. In addition, questions were

geared to elicit information about what activities the teacher under-
.

took with her class to adhieve her programmatic goals. Her responses

provided information that would later assist in the interpretation of

both .the interviews and the videotaped classrooms sessions, as in 'the

following exchange:,

VCP: In terms of what you said --- getting the
idea of group and the socialization.
W9uld you say that's a major skill that hap-
Pens in Circle time?

T: Well,' that would be a structured sociali-
zation settinge But I'm thinOng _more of
the children and. their feelings for each
other . . . Surely Circle is socialization,

132
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J

but II structuring that. But the kinds of
thingt I see happening( that I like are the
kids' sensitivity towards each others' needs.

VCP: And where, during the morning part of the
day, does that occur?

.T: Well, it happens all day.,

xiclo: All day. O.K.

T: It's spontaneous, so it's really hard> to

talk about . t .

In similar fashion, the teacher was asked to describe her long

term goals for Michael, and his progress towards them. This particu-

lar avenue of questioning was repeated during the summer following

data -collection stage, to identify the goals and objectives the

teacher felt 111,ichael would need to work on during the forthcoming"

year. These data were used for comparison with the future IEP.

Prior to each week's videotaping sessions,' additional interviews

_were-conducted_with-the-teachel.--------TheTpurpose--of-,-this----set-of- inter -

views, numberin( three in all, was.to identify the short term okYr.

,

jectives the teacher held for Michael across each week duringlthe time

Michael was videotaped. These interviews provided infprmation about

the activities she had, planned for Michael and the group,-and the con--

commitant learnings she expected. Again, probes were used for elabo-

ration and clarification:

T: We need to work on all the colors in our
crayon box- We worked a lot on purple.
Most of the kids are really able to'identify
all eight colors. So now we'll go a step
further and have them match them. Play some
_games with them.

VCP: And matching is,showing them a purple . . .?

T: A card.
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VCP: They'll find one?

T: Or a ((peg.

VCP: Mm-hm.

0
T: We might get allittle bit into generalizing

4comprs) to other things. 'I'm not sure
\\ Michael's ready- for that.. Like saying the

sun's- yellow and the grass is green..

VCP: L Mm. Like, what else in the room might be
yellow?

T: Yeah. We might 'get to that. But, we'll
work this-week, and we'll continue to work .

on thin-throughout the whole rest of the. six

weeks of school.

In all, six teacher interviews comprised the database for

118

phenomenological plan. Each of the interviews was audiotapedand-

transcribed; The transcriptions formed the basis for the analytic
*

activities described below.

Analysis of the Phenomenological Plan-

The research problem for this aspect of the study was to derive a

way of synthesizing the interview data so that a-phenomenological plan

emerged. What was desired was a representaki.on of the teacher's in,6

tent which could be compared to both the written plan and the obser-

vations of the program-as-experienCed. The following discussion of

the proceduresutiliZed to achieve this will evidence how the tenets

of content analysis and category construction were executed so that

the conditions of objectivity, systemization# generality, and manifest

,content (described in Chapter III) were met.

Determination:of the Unit of `Analysis

Two factors.were considered in the decision regarding selection of
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the unit-analysis. First, that the odtcame of the analysis heeded to

provide some depiction of what the plan }n -the teacher's head looked

like. SecOnd, a unit of analysis-that Vas comparable across all ttiree

types of plans was necessary. Therefore, the definition of the unit

of- anals forAthe interview transcripts was determined to be "an
.

objective-like statement" made by the teacher. Given this, rules for

coders were devised as follows:

1. Draw 'a box around any phrase spoken by the
teacher in the transcript that gives sane indi-
cation of an objective to be met,by Michael,
his Small Group, or the class as a whole.

a. Include only one objective-like -statement
in a box.

b. Repeated versions of the same objective'
are permissable. -

.
4

c. If the interviewer adds an objective, mac
it only if teacher affirms it ; , if the

interviewer is only a restate-
.ment of the.teacher's, do not mark it.

2. Label the type of objective you think it is:

C = Whole class goal
M = Specific to Michael

4 mg = Intended for Michael's group
0 = Anything else

40

Training the Analyst,Team

The analyst team was composed of the -researcher and two under-

graduate students, seniors in a special education certification pro,

gram. With these _analysts, there was little need to spend,a great

deal of time defining the
4

concepts being utilized 4 the coding and

category construction process; the analysts were well familigr with

terminology such as goals and objectives because of their background

in special education, 'a criterion for selectioh to the team. ,fie
.0
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purita0S:land outline of the study, hewever, were explained; the,speci-

fic gbigt of this phase of analysis was also described. Each'analyst

Was given a-copy the transcript set" and, since they were not the

transpribers
0
of the original audiotapes, th:e%tapes were made available

9-

to them. One analyst hadtrecently completed a,practicum in the class-

roam under study (a serendipitous benefit) and assisted in describing

the Vic`:

.
.

Sroom program .r4 the'ieacher-subject to the other.

this general introduction, a training sessionwAs held

the unitizing procedures and to illustrate them with sane
F

examples:' Boti ofctM analystS engaged In a practice session, unit-
.

izing three pages of a teacher interview, which was then matched to,a
- 2

criterion tranigkpt which' had been unitized by the researcher. Aside

from -a few quest. ns of ckarification, both analysts. responded identi-

cally to the criterion transcript 'immediately, for' this was a rela-
.

-tively ditereet

Both researcher and analysts then completed .the first interview

and met, agaLDLAO pAigk for. inter-ahalyst agreement. Of 170

objective-i*ke statements identified, therewere discrepancies among

the analypts on1,410 of the items. The basis for the discrepancies cen-

, -11N4terea' upon level of specifiCity; that is, -most of the variance oc-

cried when .one or more. of the analysts.consid )N red a series of exam-

.pleyrafpOut one objective as singular rather than separate statements,.

or vice-verStO: These were reconciled, and rules and procedures were

clarified.

The Unitization Process
e

The analyst team Proceeded to unitize the entire set of interview
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transcripts: Upon completion of the-unitization task, the analYsts met

again to chedk for agreement.and to reconcile dWep4nces. This time,

of the 136 remaining objectives, differences were found'in only three,

and these were reconciled. Then the 'objectiw: were "frozen,' and

each. was assigned an identifying number for reference in category

construction. A saMple Of'a unitized interview can be'found 'in Appen-

; dix

In addition ito -marking on the transcripts, each. analyst trans -.

ferred-theobjective,like statements identified onto a 3 X 5 file

card for later'use'in category construction. The following format was.

utilized on the cards:

.1

0,1

(Identifying Number)

(Type Code)

"objective -like StateMent.."

'UntervieW text' page)

(IntervieW date)
P

O

The CategOrization Process

The actual construction of categories is a ,tcial-and-error

process, one GUba (Note 20) has ,c0ined as " bedspread solitaire,'".
,

r

Initial sortp,and groupings.are attempted, and whdn a unit, does not

d.

fit, new groups. are instituted_ , other tentative sorts are
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explored. The categories and organ ing schema continue to be mul-
1

fied until all cards are accounted for and the system is complete,

fulfilling the rules .of category construction.

\--\ Initially, each analyst was assigned the task of 'developing her

own category systerit. The "rules" for'this stage of the analysis dealt

with the.logio of the `system as well as the. issue of. degree of tpeci-

ficity. As.all analysts were educators, there was a natutal tendency

to.want to construct the phenomenological plan according to commonly-,
. . . ,

knomn-curriCular heaciings similar to those in the contractual' plan.

Although a logical' system, such approach would have distorted the

understandifig of the teacher's _perspective,_ as well as destroyed the

`Comparative nature of the question and done injustice to the method-
.

-

ology.. .,So the foremost guideline and criterion for category con-

traction was to develop a system that reflected the teacher's unique

-system ,of. labeling; grouping, and relationships.- The transcripts

became a major resource in assuring thiS criterion was maintained.

A second rule of thumb Canderned the differing levels of speci-

ficity found among the statements. The key instruction here was to

diffetehtiate between subsets of a larger objeCtive and examples of a

partiCular objective. Examples were first clipped to their correspon-

dent -objectives, and then-objectives-within a particular superset were

grouped' together or organized;. into .hierarchical order' when appro-
.

priate. The examples were retained the final rendition of the

phenomenological plan; in anticipation that:they would be useful -as

operational definitions of the objectives in-the comparative.analysis

-e-- J
-stage, when units froM, the other plans were matched to those of''-

teacher intent.-
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Given these two guidelines, the analysts worked independently, and

then reconvened to share their results and raise issues about their

assessment of. the emerging category set. While, it was originally

A

intended that some measure' of inter-analyst agreeMent would emerge

froM these independent analyses, it soon became apparent that the team
t

was moving away from that model to pne of "expert panel." . After two4,
,

to; three independent sorts, the team began to work collaboratively to

construct the system. As before, °the task moved between sorting the

,cards and reviewing. the transcripts to assure that teacher context was

guiding 'the decisions for the emerging groups. In addition,

Categories and subsets were checked for overlap (mutual exclusiveneSs)

and homogeneity. A small' set of '"mieCellaneousH cards ,remained

unclassified, and were left for teacher corroboration-.

A.major product of the construction process at this stage was the

schematic repreSentation of teacher intent, as illustrated in Figure

6.1. This enabled the team tosee th emergent system as a whdle and

to more quickly evaluate fit of objectives to overarching Categories.

Once the team agreed that the categories reflected the transcripts and

.whose definitions were mutualty7exclUsive and exhaustive, the task was

deemed ready for corroboration by the teacher.

Teacher Corroboration

The teacher - subject received copies of the transcript and a coPy

of the schematic sh6wn in. Figure.6.1. She was invited to meet With

the analySts for two reasons: to validate and to problem solve.

First, the rationale for the categories was explained, and examples

139'.
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0of types of objective-like statements within thOse categories were

given.' She was then asked,: " Does4the sohememake dpse to you? Does

it reflect what you.beliwe about Michael's program?" The teacher

responded thatthe scheme was an "interesting", way to'characterize

what went omin her mind, one that she might_neverhad thought of, but

yes, that it "rang true." TO probe further, a sampling of cards was

identified for review, and she responded affirmatiVely that it.-made

sense to put them in their respective categories.

The second task was to seek the teacher-Subject's assistance in

dealing with objectives that were of concern to the analysts. These

included the seven objectives that had been cast into the

"miscellaneous" pile, as well as nine others that had been tenta-

tiely, though with some uncertainty, placed into same of the other

existing categories. This was in essence a test of the entire system
eT

which had been developed. Not only was the team asking her to place

those objectives into an appropriate assumed-existing category, but

che ing the inclusiveness and validity of all the categories taken,

togethei. Thee questionable- objectives had been marked on the

transcripts previously provided to the teacher' so that she bould

review her thoughts prior to the meeting with the analysts. The final'

phase of the corroboration meeting dealt with her responses to the

problem.

For the objectives-in-question, the teacher clarified her meaning,

especially defining her use of the words "sort"/"match"/"group" and

"identify"/"name." The problem here had been one of semantics. The

-teacher had , used these words interchangeably, and this had been con-

fusing toe, the ana]ysts, who had defined[them differentially. The

-9
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teacher clarified that she had meant the same type of.skill, no matter

1

.

what her choi e,of words; i.e., that Michael was only' able to respond
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when a cue was given. For instance, to the teacher, "identify" and

"name" both meant that the teacher would supply the label so that

Michael could correctly Identify an object or, an action:

Show me the'red ball.

Show me the picture of the girl who is
running.

This was differentiated from -'a higher level:response where Michael

would need to supply the label from his own repertoire:

What color is this ball?

What is the girl doing?

Likewise, for "match"/"sort"/"groupi" the teacher meant that model

Sets-would be provided for Michael to sort or match objects into, as

opp6Sedto allowing him to look at at colledtion apd to determine

.groupings without assistance, In each of these inatancez,lAshe,,teacher

e
.

xplained .ht iierdntent was that Michael was only ready t:i3 operate
.. , .

.

.

, -

at the level of responding to a given cue, regardless of whether-she

used different words. For purposes of analysis, these skills were

subsequently entitd "labeling and "matching" whenever

'intent was being considered.

Once the semantic problem was cleared up, the teacher priLeded to

1 either confirm placement of objective's,, suggest alternatives, ,or, in

the case of the unclassified, miscellaneous ones, identify an appro-

priate category. As a result of this process, all categories and

objectives were confirmed andaccounted for, and one new, small cate-

gory was added to accommodate two gross motor objectives. The system

teacher
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was considered validated and was.deemed intact according to the rules

of category construction.

Enumeration

The final step of the construction process was to. transfer the

category system from the schematic form to a document which could be

Compared to the contractual plan. The system was reconfigured as an

outline, and was enumerated to indicate its hierarchichal structure.

Additionally, the objectives were assigned identifying numbers for use

in the computerized matching process described in the next chapter.

Grouping them to account for semantic similarities aO level of spec).-

ficity, _Objectives were assigned to 72 numbers (only coincidentally

the same number as` the contractual plan). This operational manifes-
,

tationof the phenomenological plan can be found in Appendix H.

.Results

The phenomenological IEP was derived from a content analysis of a

series of teacher-subject interviews which focused upon classroom

als and program objective's for the child - subject, Michael. The

content of teacher -intent' was relatively simple to codify; 306

"objective-like statements" were identified and .sorted into

categories.° The major categories included the following:

1. Independence /Schaal Socialization skills, in-
cluding handling materials, working and playing
indepen ently, listening skills, and self help
skills/

2. School Readiness/Preacademic skills, including
labeling common objects, knowing personal, in-
formation, counting and saying ABC's by rote,
fine motor skills,e-underttanding abstract con-
cepts, matching, language skills, and. visual

perCption skills.
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3. Getting along- with olher children, including,

self-concept, gaining wa sense cif group-ness,

and ,caring for others."

4. Gross' Motor Skills, including playground and
group game skills.

What wasp more complex a task was the depiction of the organizing

framework, within the teacher's head,,which housed these objectives.

,146. context of'the interviews taken as a whole and 'teacher validation'

were used as standards for decision-making, so that the subsequent

organization and did reflect the major themes of the phenomeno-

logical plan. But a caveat must be applied to these representations

in order to reflect that the phenomen010.giPal plan as documented in

A
this study was but a model of reality; and,being a mod4, was only

one of the many depictions of the "reality" that existed in the

teacher's mind.. It may not be a completely adequate ren.3itior

teacher intent, for in the attempt to capture and make concrete what

existed abstractly in the mind, decisions which were linear, logical,

two-dimensional, and arbitrary often had t8 be made, albeit validated

through the processes of inter-analyst agreement and teacher corrobo

ration.. In addition, the interviews were time-bound and content-bound.

by their very' nature. The-following analysis should be delimited by

the understanding of that caveat.

What characterized the phenomenological plan, the program for the

child which existed in the teacher!s mind, was'that it was part of a

larger, 'complex system of, intent. The teacher's plans for Michael

were nested in goals that she held for the classroom as a whole, and.

were intermeshed with those she held for other children as well. The
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phenomenological plan also reflected the teacher's personal values ---

what she felt was important for Lhe children to gain as,a result of

their experience in her classroom. Finally, her intent for Michael

'was influenced by what she perceived to be the de p Of'schrYH_ in

AN
41. its role as an agent of 3ocializaLion. The teacher's decisions ab

% ,

.Michael's program appeared to have. been mediated by four factors: her

knowledge about Michael's development and needs, the goals of her pro-

-gram, her personal values, and her perception of what school would

expect- from him.

First, despite the presence (,)! an individuail_zed program for

Micnael, the teacher's goals, for her own pr{. tam

framework for what she inter in as we±± US all of uer students to
N

accomplish. She characterized this under the rubric "independence;"

and it,was one of her highest prioritieb:-
.

. . . the biggest goal I have for all these kids- is
fox them to achieve as much independence as p9ssi-..

ble.

7jor.

She intended that the children be able to, take care of themselNies,

perform typicalclassroom routines, and ,behave *ith as little adult

intervention as possible:

Mike is going 'to have (to learn 'that adult rein-,

forcement doesn't come every five minutes. Be has
to "learn to do a job without adult reinforcement,.

And I think he can. I really do. ,Because.he's a
very motivated kid.

This included being able to work and play independently, particu7

larly initiating and sticking with activities without a great deal of

ateacher direction or monitoring. It also included many self help and

behavior skills:
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Now, this is the ideal. Picking an appropriate toy
all by yourself, with as little adult intervention
as possible, or contact. Listening' for directions
when its time to put toys. away. Coming to the
table without a physical or verbal reminder.
Feeding, self-feeding. Eating crackers. Drinking

juice. Knowing. what to do with it.' Caning to
Circle listening. Listening in group work, and
being'able to make a,transition.- Again, gding from
a groUp and being able to make or find something
all by yourself to play withALAnd playing, with it
appropriately.
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a.

A subset , of ,this---cloal of independence was her intent that the

children learn how to conduct themselveS in-School settings, especial-

ly for Michael and those nearing kindergakten/special education entry:

Maybe I'm too hung up on preparing these children
for school. But a lot. is expected of special
children . . . because they're always at a

disadvantage, even in a self-contained classroom.
Mrhopefully, particularly now when the thrust is

re and more to get these kids out of the self-
contained classroom into mainstreaming and to inte-
grate them and give them An opportunity --- they've
got to look good . . . they've got to have those,
skills. 4

. . . 'to develop, in each -of them, same. type of
listening skills. Just to give them a feel for
whata, school's all about.. How to conduct them-
selves, and all the small things, like learning to'.
eat in the cafeteria . . . Because this is'some-
thingthey'll all need to know hoWto do. just how
tp.- ind their:way:around the classroom. And how to

ilk
.0 :PlarppriateIy.- '.

,-. \-',==-;: .

4

In the area of play, the teacher defined Michael's objectives more

in terms of independence behavior rather than in terms of any need for

him ),e- -have opportunities to interactsocially with other children.

She especially:saw the provisions of play material as important ve-

hicleS for Michael to develop /initiative anca to increase his attention

span:

. . . how to play appropriately. I should have put
it way up there,.probably with independence . . .
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Initiating play on their own. ,And even if they do
play in a group, in a small group, sticking with
something. Finding a toy, playing,with it appro-
priately, and then putting it away when the time
indicates that it!s time tostOp.

The teacher's conception of the purpose -of play differed from that
4

of the contractual plan. _There, the four play objectiveslisted were

red towards social development, directing that he be able to play
tt.

and use materials with other children and to seek out friendships.

Itionli in a dicusSion of her goal to help the children develop a sense

of group-ness does the teacher touch upon this interpretation of play:

Certainly another big goal would be for these

children to get the idea of a-group. What it means
to be sensitive, to° each others' needs. Learning

how to share, learning how to take turns, just

\general socialization.,

-FOr.MiChael,'the teacher was considering placement in a regular

kindergarten classrOoM, The expectations, of that setting were a heavy

influence upon her behavior:

So. Michael, if he, goes to kindergarten next year,

is going to need a lot of survival skills. A
,million of them! We were sent a survey, about six

og seven pages long, of the surviVal, skills kids
need to even get to enter kindergarten! So I have.

\
to constantly keep that in the back of rily,mind!

.Therefore,-Manrf.the-indeperidencerobjectiVe'S intended for Michael by

the teacher Were evaluated in the 5ontext:of_her perceived expecte-
t

,

tions of a kindergarten classroom:
, .

And when work time begins, you're sitting down in a
learning center with three4othei kids, and you're

on your owri! Your. teacher, lets you knoWiwhat to

expect . . He needs to knovi when he sits down at
a little table with a board and chips and colored
water what he's supposed pi be doing. He doesn't

,have' a teacher sitting three childre away from

bedaUs A,s:tirObabiyvanderin around the

roan, helpi And maybe a'stUdent t acher. But
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we're talking about 20 kids. So, can he do it?
Can 11, attend to task?

You can also go back to putting' a toy away when
you're through with it. Using the bathrbom facili-
ties. pettinw.a Kleenex. Half of these kids don't
go to lunch, so he's already ahead of them there .

. . Knowing how to handle materials --- not toys,
but materials. That's .a big one What do you do
with a pencil? You don"E write all over the table
with it. You don't eat paste. Ctayons belong

box somewhere. 'That type of thing. And really,
being able to handle a tremendously stimulating
environment. Fran.what I've seen of kindergarten
these days --- wow! Unbelievable:
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The teacher had not.,only Michael's success in mind, but also felt

responsiblity for the impact of the total special education program:

He does need/ he does deserve the opportunity, I

think. And I want Aim to feel good about himself.
And, let's face it. You alsb want the kindergarten
teacher-to feel good about special education pre-
school. That's important! Because:, a "kid like *

Michael is going to pave the way, maybe, for same
other children,that maybe don't have his ability. .

Further examplea of the teacher's intent in the Independence/School

Socialization 'area can be found in Figure .6,1 and in Appendix H,. under

the' heading Independence /School Socialization (1.0).
P

Closely alicjned to the Independence /School Socialization goals

were those which dealt with Michael's academic development. Thee are

listed in the, section of the phenomenological plan entitled School

Readiness/Preacademics-'(2.0). 'It was here where the teacher's intent

was most dbngrilent with the contractual plan: It Was. here also that

the teacher's knowledge of Michael's Adividual needs and present
A

level of performance were most noticeably used in the deterMination of

objectives. Yet except for her emphasis on Michael's languageneeds,

most of what the teacher intended for Michael was alSo held fbr the,

other four children 'in Michael's work group. Indeed, cost of the

1 0
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Sbhool Readiness/Preacademic objectives were implemented in the activ

.133

ities.of Small Group,' 'the remainder primarily during Circle Time.

Teacher intent for the School Seadiness/Preacaddmic area likewise-

teflectedperconcern fot teaching Michael what might be expected of

other childen of his age in a regular classroom situation:

'And ,thisis why I know that, we seem very struc-
tured. That a,lot of that structure helps these
icids learn, I, think, faster.

The teachers classification of objectives followed fairly typical

7

curricular Patterns: naming things, such as colors, shapes, body

parts; -counting; fine motor skills such as tracing and using.mate-

,rials such as scissors, paper clips, puzzles, clay, hammer apd nails; .;

matching and sorting ac vities; language skills; visual percep-

tion; leap-ling the ABC's; _knowing personal information such 'as

addresseSand birthdays; playing games of reason; and adding parts

to a. man:,
.

There was high-congruence between the preatademic objectives the,

teacher had in mind for .Michael and those listed on the contractual

plan under the heading Preacademic. .Of the 22 listed there, only four

were not also explicitly 'Mentioned by the teacher: those included

\

"will understand stop' and'g "will indicate first letter of own_

name," "will repeat a sequence of four numbers," and "will group ob-1,

jectS by funCtion Or use:"- However,s the first of those could be

.implied from her intent of understanding opposites, and the last from

4

her' objectives fe't grouping, pictures into categories, although she did
a.

.riot mention them as explicitly aS9She did other examples.

The teacher 's iicent extended beyond the contractual plan's dCa-

demic .objectives in'foutiVays. First, she was more explicit in the
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kinds of matching activities needed by Michc4e1; skis; ihdicated the
4 . -

need to matc:h-.Oolori; .te.Xtures, and categories, whereas the `

contractual plan, utilized' the generic statement; "will- matcYE tiqb sets

of objects." Second:- where the contractual plan indiCated Michael was

to name basic shapes,- colors, body. parts, and -persona; infOrmation;
.

the teacher intended MiChael to achieve *ore: he was expected to name
-more difficult ?shapes, numerals, money, and his birthday. The con-.

. z.

tractual c#d,. however, 'indicate more colors to be learned than

the teacher intended; it added. pink, grey, anti white to those colors
e%

found in 'the school crayon boxR which the ha& set as- -a cri-
_ 0

6tenon. ' , , . -
, .. .

Third the' teacher intended that MiChael explore Zcirne academic,
...

areas not designated in the other plan. He was to understand concepts

of pairs and of right and left. She intended he learn to rote count

to '20, to say. his ABC's, and to 'recognize the first six letters of the

_(alphabet. He was also expected to leain to play gamesAikreason,

"like Candyland,":and to identify missing parts of Aj pictured person.,

Finally; the teacher's notion of reading readiness objectives or

-Michael went' ar beyond 'the sole objectives of "reading boOks from

memory" and 'tell, the name of, or facts about a fainiliar story"

that had _been listed on. r the contractual plan. , Her concept of where

Michael was to move was closely tied to language ,development "and

storytelling. She intended .that he be able to name characters in a

story and to recall. what they had said She also stated; objeCtives

regarding telling a story from a series of picture cards -strung

together Or from ,"readine a book:
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.We -will 'work on-,helping Mike tell p story,,just -
using the Pddfdres.,-7 This'is 0 language activity
actually. But it also involims a lot of reasoning

;::and-,conaept smirked on it a bits ..this.

morning and he dill( a prettY good. job. .It's a very
'teacher-directed activity. The questions are
leading, questions to the children. We look at the.
first picture. label who we see in the pic-
ture.. We go thiough,the4pages, and =we talk about
the story . ..,4k) my .--requirements- for Michael,
having accoppished thit activity --pc I think
it probably will -take a few weeks, would be if he

,actually had:a book in front of him and he could
:pretty Well tell me the stoy,':flipPing through the
'pages. With propably sane cues yet.. from me.
Because Michael -still is not he's verbal, but

be, difficult because he's, going to. have to
. use quite a bit of langilage. ,

The'Aeacher's intent in the language area had a far different

'flavor than\ that of the contractual plan. She provided a framewiork

for-Michael's object]. that re ated his present level of performance

to goals she, felt i.m drtant for lm to achieve. It was in the 1an-_

guage area, more than any other, that her objectives were most indi-

viduaiized toward5 'Michael's needs rather than his group's or the',

entire class's. in her assessment of Michael's language needs,' .the

teacher made two types of Comments, somewhat contrary yet indicative

of the framework for -the
)

dbjectilies she determined for

.

1) He was in:
%1

a program before where he was the
follower, and he was little .inzstature r .. . ,

The ,children were all very close to him in age
i. and ability, but being, the smallest and not

'having his langu4ge skills' developed where they
should be for his age; he-just folloWed around
behind eyerbody . . .. Michael's at a dis-

. .advantage because of his size. He's at.a dis-
. advantage 'because his language skillt "aren't-

' quite ,where they should be. He's at a dis-,
advantage because maybe he's going to test in
the low-average. . :

2) language-wise, -Mike .has W soft voice. He 6i-
presses himself very well. But a lot of kids



won't maybe -stand 4round and listen
has to say.

'
Rather than- concentrate oriapecific syntactical Objective

u

4-been stated;in the' contractual plan, the teacher's Tanguage-objectives

for Michael were. focused- upon being able to.beunderStood, to,liMitate

language on his oWn and.lbo have a conversation. She also intended

that he learn to express himself abOUt abSeiact concepts, such as

0
"What do you do when you're sicjc or when you go into a room that's

dark?" Her intent behind these kinds of objectives was to develop his

language skills to a level comparable to his kindergarten

counterparts, so that te "could hold his own in a group of children so.
4

that.he didn'tslip back and become the baby, where people-dd things

for him, rather than him initiating."

This notion of strengthening,Michael's self-concept.did,not-appear
; .

at all on, the contractual plan, but perMeated the teacher's-goals:

I'd like to see him need less adult reinforcement
all the time. But that's a growing ,thing. ,You
really can't push it too much. I mean, that's why

,there, in a small group, so.he can get that.
And I think when he.wa in Head Start, his selfl-
co6Cept was pretty lbw' because. he was a follower:
And he never initiated play. He was always used op,
the baby, he!s not quite there. But I've seen
.really good 'growth And he feels comfortable in
the room., :And he feels good about what's happening.

The teacher included both fine motor and, language objectives'under

the School,Readiness/Preacademic area of the phenomenological plan.

Both plans indicated siMilar..fine motor, objectil. for. using paper

clips and -copying his name from a model. While the teacherApdicatel.._

Michael could be.expected, to trace and copy shapes froth a model, the

contractual - platitlisted.the more sophisticated ability to draw hem
4

without a model. Convergely, the contractual plan directed that
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-
, .

*Michael be able to print his from a model, while the teacher
.... .awn

.

intended he learn to write it without copying.. The contractual plan'

included two other' fine motor objectives nat referred tae pheno-
.

creasing paper and drawing a person. Likewise,.the

r
several distinctive items: cutting, working with

. .

menological one:

-teacher inclpded
a-

hammers and nails, and unscrewing nuts and bolts.

The aspect of the phenamenalogical plan which most reflected the

teacher's personal values was her intent tc help the children in her

classroom develop a. sense of groupness:

A.

. . . the fact hat we're a class, we're Pre-
school. Hooray for us!, That, kind of thing.

a.

It's interesting for' me because I have never had a

class . . that I've Seen such a wonderful sense
of r',group.' And we carp about each' other. It

doesn't matter if, one of us maybe can't- walk and..
one 'of us can't talk', and'three of us are still in

diapers. -*

There was, however, a deeper, intent articulated by the teacher*

regarding this goal of group-ness: that the children.learnkindness
, t

and sharing/ 'to get -along ih a classroom society where there'were

differing, needs and differing levels and areas of ability. As she

reflected:
,

I'm thinking Jflore, of the children and their

feelings ,for each other, their sensitivity toward

each other, their kindness toWardfeach other. I.

Surely Ciree is socialization, but I' structure

that. But the kinds of things I see happening that
I like- are the kids' sensitivity towards each

others' needs . . it's, spontaneous, so
really hard to talk about... Giving help when help

is not asked for. If one child drops her bpttle on

the floor, somebody picking' it up.. If another
Child. is sitting in her chair and hertrayls empty
of toys,a kid putting a toy in. Somebody saying
they're.torry when they knock somebody' down, 'with-
out me saying, without me constantly being On their,

case.
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Then also teaching the children abbut each other,
because we're all very-different.- You kp9w,.how, do
we react to a oertain child? She's always on the
floor, so we have to watch out for one another.
Respect for each other.

These typesof concerns were not listed in the contractual plan; they

appear in the phenomenological plan under the heading 'General

Socialization (3.0), along with the.teacher's objectives for improving

-

Michael's self-Concept.

Comparison of the Phenomenological and Contractual Plans

Perhaps the most-outstanding distinction between the phenameno-
,

logical and Contractual plans was their differing frames of refer-
,

ence. ,While the objectives of the contractual plan were categorized

according to Curricular topics,. those in the'phenomenological,one were

f

organized according. o a very' different gestalt. In the teacher's

51mind, her intenti ns for Michael were nested within three overarching

goals: that he be able to function independently,that he duaceed in

a regular kinderga lassroom, and that he beCome a sensitive mem-

ber of a social group. The contractual _plan, on 'the other..hand,

emphasized the development of cognitive/language, self-help, and motor

'skills. Within these differing goal areas, however, the two plans

were not contradictory. Rather, the teacher's broader outcomes,com-y

piemenied the curricular-boundflavor of the Written docuMent.

Figure 6.2"illusyetes the extent to which the contractual and the

phenomenological plans wergcongruent. For the most part, nearly 75%

of the objectives contained in the contractual plan were also a part

of teacher intent. Only a few were not accounted for either explicit-

ly or by implication; namely, the safety objectives and the more

14.
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Figure 6.2 Extent of congruency betWeen the contractual and
phenomenological plans. .
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isolated ones such as'5will repeat a sequence of four numbers," "will

carryout a series of two commands," and "will dry body after bath."

While many of the objectives may haVe appeared to be coMmon, they

diff ed in intent, however.' The same objectives listed in the con-

tractual plan as steps towards achievement of curricular goals served

as means to differing ends in the phenomenological' plan. For
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instance, in the teacher's mi#1, self help skills led to greater inde-

pendence;. academic skills led- to higher probability of success in a

regular -e4hucation program;, aa-langu'age -skills led' to _increased

self-concept and the ability to hold one's.own in a grodp.

The 'effect of the differing .gestalts was most, evident in the

language area. The contractual plan'presented a series of ,loosely-
, o

related tritaCtical and expressive- language skills. On the otH01

hand, the objectives in the 'phenomenological plan were set in the con-

% text of interactive as well as expressive language ability, with no

, .

reference to grammatical -forms or usage. The teacher also placed

these skills in the broader context of social language development:

making oneself ;understood, conversing, expressing _abstract concepts,
r

4.
,

if and 'storytelling. She also related Michael's achievement of.language
,

skills to the development of his self-concept, his ability to function

'in.a.group independently, and his probability for success in regulat

.educatioh. So for the teacher, the achievement of specific objectives

in lan6uage.Were fQr the purpose of broader, more personal and social

outcomes.,

A similar though opIllite effect occurred, with play., The con-

tractual plan's play objectives appear to have been geared toward pro-
.

moting Cooperative play,, a traditional value of many preschool pro-

.

grams in developing social. and cognitive representational skills.

However, teaches intent emphasized Michael's ability to initiate and

sustain appropriate play, primarily with m4teriale, "as .attiv,iti

geared toward fostering his growth in independence and the ability to

operate in a classroom with little or no adult intervention, rather

than towards fostering social or cognitive ends. Only one reference'
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was made to playing_ with other children, in general terms, in the

explication of kindsa of objectives she had for the development of a

sense of group-ness.and.se'riSitivity to-iards others.V'
.

While most Of the objectives of the contractual plan were con-

tained in teacher intent as well, albeit with differing expected out-

comes, the henomenological plan also extended .or added to those

listed in the written document; .60%. of the teacher's objectives
-

extended beyond the contractual plan. Independence and mself-conCept,

llg
already discussed,, were tJt.leirmajority of these, alongwith.her more

/sophisticated language outcomes. This was particillarly-evident in the

objectives she described .for prereading activities, including story-

telling, recognitiOn, of Lphabet letters, the recitation of the ABCs,

and left-to-right,progression In other academic skill areas, she.

addedrbjectives regarding money.textures, the concepts of pairs and

right/left hands, and the identification of numerals: She also in-

\ _

cluded several -objectives ondearning how to handle.materials, such as
A

0

paste, scissorg,encils, haMmers.and nails, nut and bolts, and,sChool

folderS. While the contractual plan provided more detailed breakdowns

of self-help skills, the teacher extended them to school-related

settings; i.e., getting off the bus, eating in the lunchroom, and

.following classroom bathroom rules.

Thus, -a :second effect of the distinction between the two plans

emerged: present and future classroom settings .created a context for

the delineation of teacher intent, which may haVe provided her a way

of organizing and- synthesiiing a myriad- Of objectives, not only

Michael's but those of the other Aldren as well. ClaSsroom settings

could serve as Vehicles to achieve many objectives in naturally-

15 8
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occurring events and procedures; the need for specify "lessons" was

the?"' reduced:,

Finally, the'phenomenological plan reflected another way which the.

teacher coped with large quantities of objectives emanating froth all
. _

the children's .indiv,idualzed needs. Toachieve. parsimony, she

integrated a great many of her objectives for ichael with the goals

fort. her classroom and for Small Group. Of the objectives sherheld,for

Michael,.38%were unique to him while 31% related to'him as a member:

of Small Group and another. 31%, to him as a 'Member of the preschool

classroom. Therefore, large grpup activities; particularly thqpe

raked toindependence and social, behavior served as vehicles for herher

achieve those objeCtives for 'Michael as well as for many of the

. children at the same time. Most of Mibhae1's .academic skill needs
_ - - -

Were .integrated with those of his Small work group, where all the mem-

bers were candidates for kindergarten or .primary special education

placement the following year. The two 'of objectives ified

uniquely fors Michael werefthe development of his language skills and

his self -- concept; however, these also could be achieved in the con-

text of regular activities or with other children.

So that while an individualiZedRrogram ofor Michael ecisted on

paper, ,it was.translated to a program that was imPlementable with a

number of other children in groups of varying size. Thus, while a

contractual plan purported' to treat,Michael.as an individual, listing

objectives based upon his present level of, performance and current

needs, the teacher's conception of Michael's program became nested

.within a more complex arrangement, including the goals ofher program

aS'weil'ae objectives for other children; particularly those closest
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in ability° t9 Michael. What began as . an isdiated, standard,

A curriculum- related set of individualized objectives for child was.

transformed- by'the.teapher's sense ofpurpose,-the demands she be-

lieved the school would make on Michael as he progressed' through pub-

lic education, and her management ability.

The Teacher's Future Plan

Following the end of the school year, a final interview.with the

teacher, took .place to discuss particular needs she had identified for

Michael for the year-to-come.' These goals for Michael encompassed

four areas: his ability to express himself, his self-concept, his

social skills, and his academic skills.

The teacher was content that Michael had achieved the ."survival

skills". she had anticipated'he would need to succeed in.kindergarten..

More importanttd'her was the development of his social and language

. ,

I feel good about Michael's academic pr pre--

academic, pre-readiness skills. Again, ie's going
to be up agai . a lot more competition than he is
now. And, tha 's something that he'll have:to work
through in a oup.. But I don't thinit.,in kinder -

gartengarten he'is going to be challenged to do- things he
cannot do. I think he has skills- to do what I

am aware that a kindergarten child in hiS particu-
lar place is going to be asked to do.

I think the- social part is more my concern. You
know, how is \he going to function withinia group.
with his language which is limited? Now I am sure
there are going to' be some other children, too,

whose language is not,excellent. But there will
also be some children who have better-than-five-2i
year old language. So he will beat the bottom of
the.gro(p, language:-wiSe.

..1

Her fjoals for his language and social skills were integrated. She
.

ru

ti
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wanted him to increase his ability to express himself a to hold his

own with his- peers. Although he still sought, adult reassurance and'
AP°

needed to continue work on'strengthening-his self-concept, she felt he

was comfortable with himself, tha4 he "[knew] what he and he's

figuring out how to appropriately get it." For her, the-"appropriate

behavior" Michael needed to still work on wat cowerating, sharing-,

and playing with. other children:

T: I think Michael plays well with other children,
but he still is basically. a -very, selfish

And I see. , . the average five-year
old as being-:.a .little more giving than he
is...I don't, think he's there. -He knows, he
understands taking turns, he understands
sharipg...he doesrOt. [yet] kndow that -,it's not

acceptable -to take toys away, this -type of ;

thing.
t

VP: He's at that playing stage where Ale, really
plays better- either by himself or alongside
another child?

T:, Yeah, parallel play...the :give and take in

play..:yeah; and he should be there..

She ,concluded that he had gOodtlistening skills, was motivated -to

learn, and was good at problem-solving --- abilities she felt would-

help him during the coming year.

In terms of academic skillt, the teacher was satisfied with his

progress. Specifically,Ashe believed hiM ready for prereading activi-

ties, and enumerated such skills as simple word recognition,' iRter-

preting pictures, and telling a story from picturet. She also lisfed

'morning to'print his name without tracing, recognizing all the alpha-

bet letters and numerals, rote counting to 20, and reviewing the con-

cepts of one to five as goals for the next year.

In comparing the future phenoMenologiCal plan with the one

1
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developed ..contractually, similar patterns' as before emerged. The-

stresses on language, social, and C developirent were present,i6

'both, but again, i
.

he teacher's goals of success a regular kinder-
-

garten program Were not reflected in tbe written
-gke

qt.. Although

the overall !Categories were the same, an anal s'4'of
4

-the specific

\

,

.,.. .,

objectives Withinw
each of the respective categorieS illustrated how

;teacher's int nt had not been transferred to the written document.

In _terms 'Icrf language, the written plan continued to contain the

more Specific\grammatiyal/syntactical skills (e.g.,-'ese "could" and

.i

"would," answeI F who/what/When/where/why questions, use 'correct verb.

,

tense). OnIy two objectives were similar to the tea ep's more

e1
RI

/1
general- intent regarding his expressive language with othchildren:

"to .Speak with appropriate_ volume," and "to _use_ canplpte sentences

dUring spontaneous speech." A review of the Thesaurus indicated seve:

ral other objectives that might have been a closer match to teacher's

stated intent, but which were not included in the contractual plan.

Examples of these included;

EEB75' Contribute to adult conversaticn'
EEB88 Join in conversation at mealtime

Verbalize about drawing
Egan Tell simple jokes' .

%

EEC102 Tell daily experiences
0

It should be noted, however, that thee.weie among the few, more

-broadly-construed expressive language objectives listed in the

Thesaurus. Ey far, there was a preponderance of the more specific

7 *

yntactical/grammatical types of-skills such as those listed as in the

a

contractual plgn.

There was more congruence between the two ,future,plans with re-
,

gards to ,the goal that Michael-engage in appropriate social behavior.
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Four out of the five social.behavior_sisills listed in the contractual

an matched teacher intent (e.g., "engages socially acceptable
.

behavior," "asks permission

"plays -.with 4-5 children

several other items thaS:.

teacher's statements during the

EEB45 Share object
other child.

EEB63 rules
EEB64 Ask permission

with
EEB67 Take tur

to use - objects

ratively").

t' have

belogTng to others, ".
.

The Thesaurus included

n inchAed,',given the

i'View; but which were not:

or fOod-When requested with one
'

in group game led by adult
to use_ toy peer, is- playing

40

As for the preacademic areate.-hardiy any'other teacher intents were
(

included in the contractual pl5a4. While both ,plans indicated ,skills

in the prereading area, thogi-mentioned by the tea her were more
Y.7

sophisticated; the skills of the con actual plan-4rrcluded "putting
.

.
.6 .'

-

three pictures in sequence," .*matching cwords," "identifying different

pictures orobjects.in.a.:group,".and "noting missing deta
. ,

,

tures." Nothing in the Contractual plan referiedto.recognizing,

,
pic--

ters or numerals; countifig.to 20,'or'understandinq sets of one to five-
-. . ;OPP

.

that the teacher had mentioned, even though'there-were-several-appro---'.
n

'ptiate items lasted in the Thesaurus. for these. Only the objective

"learning to print name" was congruent.

In summary, while there seemed to be an ostensible Match' in

emphasis between the future contractual and phenomenologiCal plans,-.an ;

analysis of their respective content showed a greater degree of ippon-

gruency. Except for 'the social behavior area, most,of the teacher's

intent was not reflected in
P

the 44ritten plan. Further, there were
\ .

objectives listed in the Thesaurus that might 'have been selected to
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.

accounts for the shills the teadtr be1ieved were necessary for Michael:
,

in the korthcOininA, year:.. Despite teacher who had -a year of "knOwiii§ -7-

sir

tehe child"' ang o "knew the system," . whicih. were weaknesses the

teachler- belie had- occurred in the initial IEP which did not prove

adequate for: inStrpctional use, the same situation. had occdKred' with
'-1

the future IEP..

4.

r
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(=RAPIER VII

oel

THE 'EMPIRICAL PLAN:

DATA COLLECTION, ANALYSIS RESULTS

program, the.impact of child behavior upOn the written and phenomeno-

logical plans alsb needed to be explored

teacher plans indicated a reality greater

planner prior to her:interaations with the

#1 of the child's behavior? Or,

To complete the investigation. of

°. 4

a comprehensive individualized.

. JUst as the, study Of

than the contractual plan

child, could the Same be

we're all responses, of the child in

rect response to teacher intent?

the study of the empirical plan.

These questiohs were central to

Procedures utilized to capture Child behavior` in the olasstoom,

and details of how the data were preparei'for'analysis are described

. in this chapter. The nature of the overa117research questionS

manded that the finding's .of the empirical plan'be related to the other

two components, and the matching process developed to secure those

results will.be. illustrated.

Data Collection

The putpose of.data collection for this aspect of the study was to

develop a plan which reflected the naturally-occurring progtam of the

child-Subject. Early .dedisions in this phase of the-studY included

the determination of the mode of data collection,. procedures to deter-

mine typicality, and desensitization of the subjects.

Selection of Data Collection Technology

Consideration of the means by which to collect data involved a
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'recognition of the needs of the-research in relation to the trade-offs

posed by selection ,of one technology over another. Questions of

appropriateness,v feasibility, and ,practicality 'were not only crucial

determinants,, but ,were also interrelated in the decision-making pro-
,

,P

Many records.of'the natural habitat have been created'solely from

the use of field notes; Barker's early work in Midwest Field Station

' (1968) was characterized by the construction of specimen.records from

hAnd notes recorded in situ as the subjects were being observed.

Later, other technological means to gather data were introduced, pri-

marily the use of videotape recorders (Kounin, 1970) and unique

ecological-psychology studies, the use of the Stenomask. Descri

Schoggen (1963), the Stenomask is a portable, mask-like device which

encloses a. transistorized tape recorder, and. is worn over the re-,

searcher's mouth and nose to allow for near-silent dictation of the

events being observed. Others (Note 21) have refined the use of a

hand-held microphone as a substitute for the Stenomask. All of these

have been developed as different media to document the natural

on-going strewn of,behaviot of subjects. and settings being observed.

The mediUm seledted for data collection in this aspect of the

study was a Videotape recorder, primarily for the reasons discussed in

more detail in Chapter III. A videotape recorder would be more apt to

' capture the most complete reeo4. of the stream of behavior, while

keeping bias from selective attention.of the researcher/observer to a

minimum. Most importantly, the use of videotape would result in data'

which were easily retrievable for subsequent analysis by,othei ana-

lysts who were naive to the research setting; they would 'be'privy td

it
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the fUllest audiovisual.depictation of the eVents and subjects they

,
would be analyzing. Further, the record would be available to Provide

data not anticipated at the time of collection and for repeated study .

of the same event. . Finally; there wouldA notraining of recorders4"-

necessary, nor would there be a need to monitor an outside tech-

nician; the researcher, already familiar with the equipment as well

as its features and limitations from other experiences, would operate'

it and create the videotape record.

Yet there were tradeoffs. Degree of obtrusiveneSs was high, and

procedure and time for desensitization.had to be considered. Mobility

was sacrificed in faVor of mounting the camera on a stationary tri

in the corner of -the room for maximal unobtrusiveness. Loss of some

data because of the positioning of people or the location of the

camera had to be anticipated, although this proved to be minimal.

Finally, mechanical failure might result in loss,. of data,' either

during filming or viewing. These were not unique to videotape, but

did pose certain limitations on the data. Yet the benefit of a frozen

record in audioviSual :form ,outweighed these disadvantages in the

decision-making process.

Data were recorded with a SONY AVC. 3400 camera with zoom lens,

mounted on a tripod, using half-inch, hour-long videotapes. A SONY AV

3650 reel -to -reel tape deck. was used. During the field observation

stage, options for placement of the equipment had-bvery-studied.' The

"front" of the -room had been determined (actually the back of the

room, if if one were to consider first impressions of an 'observer and

typical classroom Conventions) as the area towards which most activi-
.

ties occurred. In addition, several unobtrusive corners of the room

167
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had been .identified, where:placement-cif equipment would allow. felt

maximaI-viewina range,. but '10aSt axis bility to :(he children. -,After:

consultation with the teacher, a permanent area of the classroom Was

:seleCted for placement of the equipment.

ligure 4.3 (see page 81) illustrates the positioning of'the camera

in relation to the classroom areas and furniture. -One corner of.the

room was blocked off by the teachers for storage of their materials;

this area was enclosed by a portable trampoline and a book shelf. By

situating all the equipment inside this enclosUte, minimal disruption

of actual classrOom space was possible; by situating the- camera just

outiLde the enclosure, alongside the bookcase, all areas of 'the room

could be viewed with ease, 'except for the play kitchen area. During

field observation, however, it was noted that few -of the children

selected this area, partigularly. Michael: In addition, when he did

venture there, it was possible to move the camera forward to bring hiM

into view. Moreover, snack and small group activities always took

place immedi5leIy in front of the camera area.

Once the decisions about' video recording were made, cOnsideratiOn

had to be given to procedures for recording sound. Most commonly in

- research of this type. microphones are attached to objects or Sus

pended from ceilings in different areas of the classroom, but the dis-

adVantages of these standard.prodedures were already known: garbled

Sound due to the profusion of voices and other sounds in a classroom,

limited tange for gOod quality sound reproduction,,and inability to

f011ow key subjects as they moved to other- parts of the room. 'Another

possibility was the use of lavalier microphones, but the cord needed

yould'have-been too difficUlt, dangerous, for an, active Child to
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manage. ;R wireless' micophony.syStem was determined to be the best

choice, with its ability, Ao pick up high' quality 'reproduction of

child - subject's voice'and the possibility-. of adapting it for ease of

use .with a child. A Vega wireless microphone system was rented,

including a Model 77B transmitter, a Model 66 receiver, and a SONY-ECM

30 microphone. This was a high quality system, similar to those used

by television newscasters; its range.enabled sounds to be picked up

Clearly from as far away as the parking lot outside theikassroom.

Obtrusiveness was the major problem that had to be overcome with

this chdice of equipment. It was necessary to devise a way for.a

child to conveniently wear the microphone, and in such a way that'it

_ be hidden from view. It was decided to encase the system into a

smock, and,then to make "placebo" smocks for each of the for
, .

children in' Michael's small group, so that Michael. would not be the

only child wearing one.

The smocks were made of royal blue felt, tied at the sides, and

had a pocket on the frIont. The transmitter was placed in'the pocket

of Michael's smock ; in the other children's. pockets, a- 3/4 by 4 by

1 inch .block of wood was sewn in to'simulate a transmitter. The

microphone and, its wire. were attached to the inside of 'Michael's

smock,.running up the 'front center of the smock from the transmitter,

and ending just below the neckline. -The microphone and its wire were

camouflaged:with duct tape; an-aadiaonal wire, the transmitter's

antenna, ihas sewn. into the seams of the smock. Mock microphones-were

taped into the other children's smocks, made of ,caps to marking pens.

Figure 7.1 illustrates how the smocks, appeared, inside and out.
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Figure 7.1 Construction

The smocks were made so

:meet same of the

of smocks to hold wireless microphones;

that- they could be used in an activity to

objectives regarding color identification the

children had been working on, in order to justify, their.use with the

children.

. and this

f

Attached'to the front of each smock was a piece of Velcro,

was used to hold materials, tOr a color-matching 'game. The

game was introduCed'to the ,,children by the teacher during the week

-before videotaping, so that they goad get used wearing the smocks

and to playing-the game. TWo.or three Cardboaid squares of different

colors were stuck onto the. Velcro strip'on each child's smock; as the
S

teacher held up a card of a particular color, the children could pull '

the matchingcolor Card off their smocks if they had it., The smocks

were called theit "special color smocks," and the children

0. --
to wear them on the videotaping days.

were asked

Michael had some difficulty at first. -Because he was1slight and

the transmitter was relatively heavy, the smock tended to pull.down in

ftont, and his mobility was, affected. This was repaired by attaching
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an it ner waist tie" to the smock, which stabilized the transmitter.,

Afterr a day, he'and the other children got used to wearing their
o

smocks up until they left for gym. Then the smocks were removed, and

the children were not asked to put them on again. Instead, Michael's

was placed near him during Large Group Time; there wa$ no problem

,

getting a clear transmission, as those activities-were relatively.sta-

tionary ones. While this was the most obtrusive part of data col-

lection, data reported in the results section indicated that Michael

was able to desensitize to this device,to a l&ge degree.

Prior to the actual" days selected for videotaping, several "dry

runs" were made to 'test"the video and audio equipment, the re-
,

searc 's competence, and to SearCh for unanticipated problems in
a.

collecting data dying the various morning activities. Aside froM the

problem with the drooping smoCk,no otherAifficulties emerged. in
o

addition, this test served as,part of the deensitization proceSs.

Desensitization

Barker admits that the presence-of an obserVer may well change the'
4

psyChological situation and hence, the behaVior of the subject;

also concluded that observer interference may never be reduced to zero
,.. . _2Y

(Barker & Wright, 1971). Rather, the aim is to make thaltjnterference

lit
'as minimal as, possible. Whil .the equipment, and the researcher were

obVious novelties in the clas room, use of some standard procedures_

for desensitization and adaptatibn soon enabled these "novelties" to

come'an.acceptable, nearly invisible part of the classroom environ-

, ftent.

'Desensitizationto the researcher-observer in the 'ClasSrocay
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during the field observation stage, not only for the teacher, as de-
.

scribed earlier, for the children as well. The researcher sat at

a desk at the back of the room at,perOdic,times for over a month.

The role of the researcher to .observe, to be "working," was

re-enforced whenever children approached: the observer was friendly,

not entirely unresponsive or anonymous, but after a brief 'acknowledge-
,

ment or conversation, announced it was time "to go back to work." .In.

this particular 'classroom, several days passed before any child seemed

to notice or approach the observer at.all; then, only a few did. The

class "got used" to a foreign presence in their midst quite easily and

quickly, perhaps because Of the variety of adults special service

staff,-volunteers, students) normally entering and leaving the room as

they worked with the children. Another adult was apparently not a

novelty in this particular Classroom.

The situation with'the video eqUipment\was.somewhat similar: The
. -

teacher 'suggested making as .minimal "fuss about the e&ipment as

possible, and declined anoffer to' provide a class lessope on its

function; she Wieved the children ould.desensitize more quickly if

the -event were kept low -key, and this w s true.

The equipment remained.in the same place over a iod of four

weeks. During the first week,. the "test,runs" were conducted. Oniy

three of the children became interested, in investigating the equipment

during entire data collection periods, They watched the television,
_

screen and asked questions, which'were answered. Subsequently, two of

therureturned each day .2-1/- Midbael and his durieni. praymate This ...,

betathe somewhat of ,ritual for them: each dav,v"t
L
heY would ccme,ln,

...1,-

. n. ,
check the T.V., and participate with the researcher in some sort of

-17
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viewing/photographing activity: Thew, after:a few minutes, they would,.

leave to play with other materials. In essence, this activity becaMe

part of their morning play, and their .learning as well. They pro-

.
>,

:t.gressed from recognizing that the camera was taking pictures.of their
.

room and the other children, to understanding that it could take,pic-

tures of them as they were laughing, looking, and of course, making

funny faces! They saw how events that had happened in the past could

be replayed, ):ilind finally, towards the last'week, they grappled with

the problem of being pnOtographed in a far place of theroom and being

seen by the.other child, yet not being able to be in both places to

see their own images._ Michael especially, would run to a part of the

room, ask his friend if he could be seenf and then quickly run back to

the televiSion hoping to see hiiself.before the image disappeared!'

The researcher's strategy was, again, to be responsiVe to the

children, and then, after a short time, to indicate that "it was' time

to go to work:" This same ritual occurred each of the timesthelre-

searcher'. was present, to'photograph, but after 'several' minutes, the

children easily engaged in other activities. OccaSionalty4iihg the

.
'Apornings, they would-walk by the camera-and-lodk, but then,they would

continue on their.way. During:the:filming, the teleVision screieryvas

faced inward, and the resedrcher'made'no eye contact with the children

to 'avoid eliciting interaction. .
Reports from the teacher -indicated

,

.the 'beh4vior of the subject during the -videotape sessions was no

different from what she would normally expect; data regarding the

,effects of the equipment reported in the . next _chapter further

k -subpantiated her observations (see pages 226-227).

17
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Three days of data collection were selected to record the empiri-

cal plan. 'nese were determined towards the end of the field obser-

vation phase, in consultation with the teacher and the instructional

associate. For threeweeks,.the Tuesday morning activities of-.Aichaelt. J.

were filmed; Wednesdays were selected as_back-up days in case of

Michael's absence7or atypic T2behavior, equipment failure, or changes

in the classroom schedule. Videotaping occurred from 8:30-11:00, ex-

ClUding Gross Motor Time (10:00' -10:30), on those six days. All the

TUsday sessions resulted in complete: records; sound failure sand an

aborted taping dueto an injury to Michael all occurred on Wednesday

.

sessions. For data analysis, the Tuesday tapes were used, and totaled

six hours.,.

The taping was conducted by the researcher. This had the-advan-

t

tage of having the camera work -handled by someone with intimatentimate

knoWledge of the classroom schedule, procedures and subjects, as well

as the research questions. Movement, seating arrangements, and/or

events could be anticipated, 17d,

,

oseups of material thought to be.
s

f 1:-.

relevant to the - inquiry could be Its disadvantage- wasIpat not
.

much=' in the order of field notes uld be' taken, except' after-the-

fact. However,' when it came! time to cteview the f , the advantage

of one of rhavinhad one.oE the analysts present in the actual setting

at the time of the recorded events was gained.

-1 Teacher 'Retrospection
4 ----,

F011owing each. videotaping session, thegikeacher and the in

strudtional associate met with,the researcher after school to view. the
I
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tapes and tb make, comments. The purpose of these sessions was retro-

spection. The teacher wa$ asked to describe what was occurring on the

. .

tapedn terms of what she hadointended. The results were three-N.1AF,

1) 'the teacher, provided information'to clarify whht was happening;
4P

often adding information'about.antecedent occurrences which.she be-
.

lieved were rela

language 2-thAt had

o the taped events; 2) the teacher clarified any

n garbled in the recording, ;either because of

equipment limitations or a particular phraseology used by the chil-

dren; and 3) the teacher corroborated by example sane of her intent.

The form of this retrSapection'was unstructured and open-en4ed.

The teacher responded to the. entire tape rather than to samples of

behavior, as has been done more currently in studies which use a simi-

lar,' stimulated recall technique (McNair & Joyce, 1979). The re-

searcher probed some,segments.of interest, either by stopping the tape

or asking questions atthe end of:an activity. Teacher fatigue became

very much a factor in this aspedt of data collection, espeCially by

the third day, both because of the tediousness of the process and '

because of the end-of-school-year demands which were pressing upon

her. While the original purpose .of teacher retrospection was to pro-

vide`.an opportunity for the teacher to assess tr5odegree to which hex.

intent was being carried out'Or thwarted in the classfram, events de-
,.

picted on thetapes, its p I,. se in practice became more one of cor7-

robOration and triangulation in the interpretation of the existent

data. Each of the teacher retroAt spection§sessions was Tudiotaped and

transcribedfor use in. preparation of the'videoscript.



Preparation of the Videoscript

a result of these data collection. activities for the empirical

lam, three kinds of data:were'available for analysis:, the.videotape

record. of. Michael's stream of, behavior; field notes of classroom

. .

settings, 'and audiotapes of iteather retrospection about the taped.

events. Verbatim transcripts of both the video and audio tape-were'

prepared according to the conventions detailed in Appendix The

task was then to relate these three types of data in a-format rhich

would lend itself to analysis,'

The specimen record (Barker, &; Wright; 1971) proVided the basic

orientation for the fOrmat which W44 developed. Specimem records are

narrative records of behavior whose aim it is "to describe molar be-

havior and psychological habitat" (Barkers& Wright,. 1971;, p. 205), In

traditional ecological research, the:observer describes in words the

`.behavior and situation ofNa subject; in' this ,studr, the recording

instrument was a video camera tatherthan.a human obserVer, and.the

problem,becaNe.to 4ansfer pictures into a verbal record for ease of

retrieval of information. In addition, teacher retrospection had to

be linked to'relevant events',:on the tape. To. respond to these re-

search needs, the datg were transcribed -isits a 7 format called -a
'N.. .

Vid sdript; a sample page of- a videoscript is presented in:Figure 7:2.,

'--1,--,

The videoscript.consisted of three .parts: 1.). the verbatim tran-
'`,,,

.

script of the audio portion of the videotape; in other words, the'ver.

bal behaviot of the stream; 2) a narrative setting, descriptioQ

visual events depic$ed:on the videotape, focused upon -the surround Of:
.

the' child7iubjecf;: and 3.)' a verbatim .transcript of the teacher's
.

mtrospection, -Placed ipir411e1 to the events she describ6d. Coupled,
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VIDEOTAPE TRANSCRIPT ' SETTING DESCRIPTION,

4

Pa: liyy Michael! Michael!

MIL; I'm (going to) play:

T; (to child) 'Want tojeke your coat off ?,; Mangitup?

(to'Deo) Doch give me this.

Derr; My note?

Mic; My note..

Den; Iihy?

Mic: 'Cause, 'Cause.

Den: I sec MiChael!

Mic: (laughs, sounds)

fhat's Nfke, P.

Mic: (to VCP) I int to see Mike again,

VCP;, ( )

M.L. I want. I wdnt to see More. And them go---?

Mic: Illy Kid

(Jo 1). You can come inthe gym and Watch sometime.

jfierrie's going to he me.

tIL; key Sherrie--

I; I just think it's-,-

' ',icy, Sherrie. hey, 114 Kiln! ,Do we hove gym today?

Kim; ( )

Mic: Kim: Derise, Kim!

I: YesterdaTall day long, do ,we have P.E. today?

Mic; Do ue have P.E, today?

. You hive P.E. today. Yes.

Yes, oh 2--

,

177

' L.

,

, Jr,

PAGE:. I

TEACNER RETROSPECT ?N

Children have arriNti from home and are

about Free Play. ..Trs-speoking wftp

Sam. Mic alas asked T. for note saying

he was a "good workte and she has just

given it to him. '

1' is hel* .Ief open a tin box, Mic

goes over to watch.

Deh is watchiq T.V. moOtor.

Mic vas around towards TS., cloaking

at dte.
a

Mic watches SUM and holds note up to,

T.V. screen.

Mic and Den make'faces,

v.

Mic and Den continua .making facg, Mic

watches Denise show her tummy.

Mic asks the researcher.

Researcher tells Mike she's, working. 'r

Mic turns to leave :ind sees P:E. tea-

cher.

Mic runs to KIM at door." Kim talking

to T and IA.'

Mike reaches for and gets a hug from,

^.1

I II

J y..i
1

r. )

iv

V2.P: I thinObis wa9;the day you'd given them a note?-

T; To' take home in the afternoon, already.

IA: Yeah. 1'1 remember that,

.

VCP: Does that glare'?

IA: Yeah. Inda, Sliershnf:the light off. . Maybe -07

yeah, that's better.

.011,.Denise,1?

T; Is 0 talIiint to you?

:Yeah.

IA: Kim,

VCP: Kim is the Phyb Ed--- 6

T: P.E.

(Laughter)

.1

T': Mic likes a .loi of (einforeement, uotsn
I L.

;;e? r '?

FiOre 7,2. Sample Videosctipt,
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parts one and two of the videosctipt most closely approximated a spec-

imen record, -except behavior and setting description in the yideo-
..,

script appeared in a lesS integrated form. When the third part,
. ,

,71
retrospection,- was added, che- videoscript. displayed relationships-

."
..

-4

among behavior, situation, and Orroborative. interpretations of the

'events. When used with the videotape, a` pictorial,. verbal, and audio

account of classroom' events existed, along with elucidating remarks

.

from some of the actors in the setting approximate ratio of 12

..heurs to each'hour ofvideotape was needed..tO ibve'from tran-

scription of the tapeS to preparation of the final form, of the video-
.

. .

Script.

Though demanding,in its preparation, the VideOscript wasUseful'in°

several
.

ways: Used in eonjunctionWith the videotape;, videoscript

was an aide to viewing and; interpreting events, most impOrtantlyjor

naive analySts who had n4- been in the actual research. setting. Used

independeritly,- it served coding, purposes,, and data could" easily

referenced and/or cited:- Finally, ntly -exists as an, archive

of behavioral data,'alofig with the vicleOtape"s, for futUre study.

.,0
Analysis of the-EOpirical

,

Plan

:..

Once the data were collected wid,transformed into- the videoscript, ..,

,

.

O

, .

the research task for .analysis,4 8f the empirical plan paralleled that

of' the' phenomenological pram., Essentially., the videoscript deScribed

a Sequettial stream' of behavior withou:..anyfireference. or interruption,

-to its parts. The next-Step of tthe'' ies*kardh process was to °delimit,

parts of 0.6 :ttdant into_ relevant. uuitS: WhichWe re :germane to the re

. -search 4u9pt2.on,_ and to develop e System; for :categorizatigri, ogi3Othose.
al .

4. '
. ..
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,

units. 'As.before, criteria for con nt,analysis were equally
,

appli-

cable to.this task, as were :procedures' for: unitizing specimen records

from ecological research., Each demanded decisions regarding deterrai-,

nation of.fhe unit of analysis, the system of--.categorization, and' the

lel method of enumeration.

Determination of the Unit of Analysis

.Using both the videosCript sand the videotape recording, the data

_were unitized naturallyodcuriing-stream'of behavior

into units of analysis called agendas. Agendas were a type of unit

that indicated the intent of-the subject as\celated to the surrounding

context. Agendas were used to describe behaviorat the molar level,

similar to Barker'Sepisodes (Barker & 1971), ,but because of

the availability of. the videotape, allowed for i.ceased specifiCatiori,

.

of his criteria'Of congtancy'of'direction'and potency of the units.

parker and Wright j 9311 degfitied*iTdsodes as parts of the behavior

ttream whichare )St 1py beginning and end:, paints, ^within ,which.

occur- behavior that is constant, in directio ; each timeAtthere is a
.

1

ode occurs. Secondly,

o

cnan in the direction of beha new ep

,..Hepi'Sodes are molar in level, -eas .y reco4nizable-by 'the subject and .
.

otherS a6.eVents wHich occur within the horMal'6ehaVior perspecti
7 .

a

thus, they neither include events OeJminuteas "blinking eyes" nor as

global as "becoming independent." While one
s
14Disode':Can 14 nested.

within another, Xlarket!s'third criterion, provides that an episode aSia

'whole ,must? have greater weight or Pbt%1CY-, than any ,of 1?ars.
. .

l'hus.,4 the natural Streark is segmented according to naturalupits that

emerge.from the subjecf!.6 flow of b&lavior: .



I

lik
definition-ofagendas'pardlleled barker's' criteria for.defini-

tion of episodes* The specific rUles for unitization been d
A

mented in Appendix J. The beginningod end Points`pf an agenda were

defined according twa"triterion ok-enpgemppt. An agenda WAX add to

begin whenever a subject became, engaged with a personf9eiSent,_or

J.63

,jest in the,environment; it was to end whenever a\subject'ceard to

attend- to that person, event, .or object and/or' mCved-onto another

agenda. algagement could be identified by noting-changes in'position,

body moVe emnts,''eye' contact, verbal uttetances,, topies ofeimiversa-

,tion, and/or object usage. Within'an agenda, behavior proceeded in, a

constant direction.

*
- ./

Daring, any event, several agendas could exist.( Often, agenda

overlapped `and /or could be` enclosed within other'agendas; follOWing

the definition of episodes, enclosed agendas were deemed. of'equal

-

potency with the enclosing agenda. ThUs, varying child intents and

responses that naturally could occur in observing any one behavibr or

,

4flteraction wefe captured through a4sAteirt-ofnested and oerlapping
. . :

,

,

.. )./

agendhs. An example of such an instance is illustraI ted'below:

(The children are discuesing various articles of
clothing at thestart of Circle.)

4J], what color are [D'Sfshoes?
Oh, they're ugly. ,.'

Well no, I diOskt asflyou that. I said what.

.color? I, tht.1* theyke pretty. What cOlor

are they?4.

Alright!: [D]. where'd,you get your pretty
shoes?_.
Ayr-way. ;, '

or-
t' Ityr4*., shault jtav9'

1

2c: Hey,. teach er;. knOW'wher01 get ,moots?
: '

..;

-Where?
... t At.Ayt=way. 4. i-...

... : N. ---;

)

..,.. Ayr-way *,, .-,

.184
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I '2:
k

Agendas occurred withir cont and the nature of the data
.

collection medium for,. this study a for the situltaneous analysis
.

of the context surrounding .-the subject's behayior. A ,second' unit;,

-circumstances, was defined as the 'part of the naturallikoccurring

environment surrounding the e subject's "agerldasi circomistanceS stirnu-

laad*, taCilitated, suppo'ited, obstructed; or vcadsed, chAn:ges

havii)r. They 'were that , part of the behavior stream most:- ,relateid to..

ttie cological notion of behavior 'fitting.#

Ctrctnstances also . were to pkoFeYed in' a constant direction,

which the subject was or ,became :a part; circumstances,, could be pre-.
,

cursors agendas and/or could continue -beyond, them. Thus, :in ,te..

9.

lation to any one subject,--all classroom events were not identified'as,
,

circumstances; only those which accured vis -a-vis the subject were

marked: In this way, circumstanceswere similar to the environmental

force units (EFUs) defined b Schoggen (1963) However, circumstances

as defined in this .researc extended the meaning ,o "force' to to include

,not only persons or things, but events at amore - molar .16i.441;. suCti as
: ,,.t3 , ,

''APOSod. Morning song" or "group con/ersation.r In add$tiOn, :circum- . AI
.

. :-;

stances were not limited to external farces; .e .6' sub Y -%.;:iull.'d ''have
-I''' ,

initiated a ',circumstance by "calling a teacher" o' "dec
,_,

--get a ., .

-,, ...eYk, sfe, ..,,, I ,,book -./..from the, himself: .

or

,

The videotape transcript portion _ of the videoscript was unitized
4

into "both agendas and circumstances according to., the ...conventions

Sp&ified. :in Appindi.x Each agenda wfs- bracicetedf....assigned a ccin-.

,'seCtAiye, number;, and given a Or:eumstainces:- Were .fiesigbate4

With -brdken 'lines,. and titled, A sample of :a 9r4tige:g 4deosarJ-0-iiS
6

_ I

incIUded in Appendix-K. ,
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Tiaining for Unitization

for this portion of analysis consisted of the
researcher .and, an undergraduate. 'student, a. senior in special. educa-

.

tio Again, initial training inchided a escription of the overall
)study and an explana.on pf*.the purpgse and .general tasks.. for this

phase of analysis.. The research assiieranti.yiewed the three days'
11,

vi;deotape% gbserved ini,t4e,slassroau, and f' aniiliarized herself with w
'6... ' 't -

the Videoscriptsc:
a+,

Initial training for ;unitization

record' ',from' other ecological 'Vesearch

condusted

conduct =ate

sity. While the r.ulesif r unitizing videoscripts were -slightly dif-

, ferent, this procedure 'allowed the,, analySts opportunity to- practice,

and' understand the btsic tenets of .episoaiing; without con-.

wi-t4 specimen'

taminating the research data. 'Btalitard. procedures for epiScfding were
. ;

.

used (see Barker & Wright, ln:,)','. As "the .analysts greyi° ° in pro-
.

, ..
fiOWTICY, they -moved to identifying,. agendas and circ nces , on

videoscripts._ ,®:

At first, a ,t.kj*......_ '-,:frOm ttie test, day of data collection
-,,_,,-- 0;''.f.',,I. 4.1 lokek, 1

was used; "then..r4-th an 4o .pitize the actual- research

data BecauSe: 'of: it loiimentW ture, `'..the" task. of explicating
- ,-,......,#',' .-=), , _-- .-,,i, '; ' - , ,,, r .4_,,

,

ces
_

,wasthe rules for tinitizaEfotri of lagendas`and circumstanas an iter-

ativ4 on6., ii1tho440, the primary and critical rules had been set forth
(

- -r

prior t.o trainihg Al the. procesuk of ,trakning itielf beCArne'-`a learning
,

, S If '
. , ; t. A ., ._.. . ,

experience, as :both analy is engag In processs gar,. .r414'forimptation
, . q ';, .;' .. , '-' ....

and -rule,.'aKtliipatiOn,sitnu tarieousl, 'during,,i itiigion SessiOns c.

^ .

'.with the'video4i16t EaCh

d'eMaid§ for or 1.

4,-,

the v seemed tp bring 'it ,
1,

01164:
.,,...

t, j.. Ei; t, r iI
I.

et ii4 l eS. 'set : fo rth,
Air

.,,

(4' ! ( . fel i. , .`
° 'hi. ,' A
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-. ...,,- . k17 v

. !
ty

in the preyious section and in Atiperictix JD itere. the culmination cif thi

0 iterative process. ;To assure agreement on. tile initial portions of the.
. .

Videoscript, they were re- unitized followi.ng the compidtkpri ..-rot, the

,third nay's videoscriPt, so that the rule

was- applied to -all portions of. the

Ay gektme ne

Set as it finally emerged

-4akenr-ma *

pi
"Agteernent", was dfifined as both analysts' beginning and .epillti.hg '.art <

agenda at essentially the points, !and entitling it with 'w'ctag 'soe'a

similar, that '<they -indicated the ,same intent. Of- mOSt*--importarice was

that the intent of the child-subject was. kept intact during the pro-,
t

ceks pf unitizing the stream of behaviot. The, titling of' the agen

: indicated intent, as did beginhing .and ending points./A17h e?criterion
.. . .. t

for ,agreeinent7 of titles web that the wording used by b6th arialysts had
-,. :.- ,.. - , .

,,, . .
."' ',to71:pe. se tiCally" identiaa .-For instance; "talkihg' with friend" and

a). 1 -fl . "coWersing with 6am" weref 8 "id4fIred, in agreement; "claiming chair"
k- A A - . . .. - . .

t

.:7 . sand siltr ifig 'down", were,,,n1:14 s;'I, the titles were discrepant, agreement''''
: ''t - t , ., v ,A

.' . +
t.

n

.on irining and ending. cp. s Moot
. . .-,

Because of the 'spesifici ...ehe. verbatim ;transcript, -some leeway

allowetgin the identification' of .ipegining and ending points,

n :this study.
,,

espeaially since -.length of unit was, not' a hue
4

44*

Therefore,' agreement was designated y.i alifysts me =any 416 Nit= :*r. ,-

lowing conditions fbr beginning and nding`An ag . ...
, ...

,.
e .

. : ..., -',',,,t.. 4'

e ''' 4 4.. Identic41 beginnnw4 .ahc:I.spncP :1: . ,. .

, 5 -
..

"IdentIcal!befginhi-ng, 'end wi in i'.ine r two litjes.
, .i",

. s to

.

'' " ,,,..'''":4 . '' . .,- y--Idepti641 end, inning one iii Vitro Iines., : ..,
..,

,- , . ..,.....,
- . . 4..:: 'Beg inn.j.ng-,..apd end `.../ ithin one or, it°46 4.ines4° '',..,' -. - - .-

. , ,,,,, ,..

14 .4 t U;', ,4 u

" .

, ,
74-

k
, .4

..,



The formula for eAlinate of acctkracy was Aravm. from Barker and

les,Irigt. (1971) to evidence extent of agreement by the two Analysts:
. .-.

<

Estimate of : No. of agendas identified in agreement
= -,by Analysts A and B

(Tot/a1 agendasAccuracy.. Agenlks
identified by,A) + identified by,B)

2

Api5roxiinately10pages jf viaeoscript were analyzed at any one

estimates of acciracy were obtained for each f'' Tile` estimates

by day, by -the various seti.ngs, and...for the total
and are reported in -Table 7:1.,

time, and

wee comp

videosCrip
, .

o

IddeosCript ,egment

Total Day 1 Agendas

Table 7.1
f 4 a. Surrrnary of Inter-analyst Agreement

.auring Unitization of the VideOscript,

e. Total Day 2 Agenda
T 1 Day 3 Agendas
T 1 Free Play Agenda

. 'Total 'Snack Agendas
. Total Circle Agendask

"Total Srnal.arcoup. Agendas :0
Total Large Group Agendas,

.;t'ALI Agendas
°

Estimate of

.'..92
.92

93
- .90

.92
96
.92

ttl.

sa. -

'
As illustrated, lagrqement Wei very nigh.

r t.!appeared td difficult tor.,unitize: pay most

1:and' Circle

ot?ablY use:
,

11.4-L.' it *gag, unit'i'zed' the 'irple :111pecaUsel*hb ontatricd, II
;'.;

- t
.couple

eadue.t,y:' coini
3

:exaMpie01 pi bighaVior that the was i

';140*
i'dthht.;a130,4

of ,-disag cfe.rz3r)

fictt
ana-lys a;

./ 4

4

differ,ences,: dr-id-, a, "ftolen -;0.1.delpscri:p-t" was direat&t. on ;:the basis rof
.,c . . . 7 ,..,,,; 0. '

.
't .'b,
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the analysts' pooled judgements, including both agendas and Circum-

stances: Agendas were numbered._ In all, 682 -agendas were identified
-

as Michael' 9N empirical plan. These were' then listed in linear fashion ,

on cOiumnar paper in preparation for the matching 'process described
;#

below; they were identified by day -.and -behavior setting, and nested

within -their associated CitcuTstanaes.
, .. -..,

1 The Ma ,hing;Process

. The tesearOfi -question: was -1D. determine the relationships that.

a

existed across` Ithe° three". componentS of indi*ual izat ion. In order to

.demonstrate this',. a 'categorization system which used the natural
e. °- -,

stceam° of behavior 4as the baseline for a matching. procedure was

developed.. ,,essence, each agenda was matched back to a

plementary objective in either' or4.'both of the other' Atvio , plans;
4 ,

agendas whichitatched neither plan were coded as bon-mat.ches.. A

system 4of .enuiperation and -coding was designed to accomplish. this.i The

. format iliugtr:gted in' FigUre 1.3 is a sample_ of the ''matAing process
i

. which' was utiliZed.
!'
,

J.'-; Match to
Algen.d* Written plan

Feeling someting
fuzzy

.s6nimrsing
witli''"S

Lai,. : 44

LnVitiPg
. -'

silgI,V,c:Offee" ; 1/4

..,
.

{
to

f Teacher Intent

. .
ea rtito,/,6o

lildiltiattlari b.t.i.1(:)ri

.

:;
, .

*11

Non-match

, .

!e.
r

;.i.

r .
X

41"

t
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'The. analysts and- xeteaFchefoghen functioned 4s.a three?Perpon. ekpert., .,, ..:'
-- .

, # . - ..

0..:4114Armine.:V 011,pi'atoii" 64 e tor :.:the '''.7pfliolleig" : ageridag -.in. ''.4

,,fg

, .Aiw'r '-e- i ''',.... .- ..4'. ' '.'"- ',7 : -,.. ', l'''' 7 ', '' '' .1, : ''''', .! '

,aC:laitA0Ai ...i 10% rinrlom...safilA0k/Va. ,!agendas was select .4 stratified,:it .' ''. Z
41: oit..,

-'' . .. - . ,-z:., /
. J

o
agenda "matched" either of the./KW-ottAm--

plans,
a

tha-identifying number. of thaorespectiva objective was listed
>

in the'aPpropriatecolumn. Only one Objcctive in each plan.coU14-be

matched to any one agenda, ..for by definition, an agenda _was-4 unit
. . .

describing one behavior; several behaviors would have beenuniti.zed

individually, most likely contained within each other. Each agenda,

assumed to describe ong discrete behavior.

Analyst Training and Measures.of Agreement-

.

Two senior special education. undergraduates were trained,in the

prOcess. of. matching agendas to dbjectives in the contractual and
,

phenomenological- plans. These analytts were diready-familiar with the

vidotacesi the transcripts, and the phenomenological and contractual

.

plan fm their priortesearch assistance on.the.siudy.' The analysts
. 1.

work-. with the researcher on several sets,of data'untiI coding rules.

s-

Were nderstood and; consistently applied across all three'analysts.

Coding was 'done independently, and :resultsi were compa?ed and

discUss- As'. With the Unitization. Of the v, deoscript., , the set of

.

rules. o this matching process reported.in Appendix L evolved through

this training fseriod..

. .

and ,theri- comf\iared-her resAta::1,4t..154 the other Those.It

of the agendas to, plan objectives. 'Each'anaisi-codeari.

Once the ttuden§ analysts were trained,

.4,

iy ,

. _

remainder

:-

whi8,11

70!

k

theY!-Obtili not. reconcile confidently were '[brought to 'ttie -r archer.

j.

.

- ke ;* f',. 41"

.4. A AN'-'
,r
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by- 'or setting; tor review by

was,..coded'independgntly bar` the resear

2'.
4 reseatcher;:thiS Set of agendat

her:-as'Welt aS:tileanalystts,.

was-used as a Criterion check for inter-analyst agteeme

J ,

.Cohen'S kappa'was select as a, Measure of inter-anal et agree-
.-' . --

4 . .

.. 4T,.

ment, as it corrects for:phance agreement s appropriate for
1- r .-

.. . - e...

,or mores categdties for each pair-of obsery

of .75: is considered acceptable _for observer consistency (Fiick. &
. . ,

...,

Sammelf 1978). Several' measures.of inter-analyst agreement were take n.

, , ,l' .. 0(s. .

. .

7Cohen's:kaPpawes..Calculated for-a- E0$: stele of the codinL done
,-.

, ... 0

oefficient in excess

by the

days.

two student analysts;=k ranged from :78 to .80 ac;oss the 'three
.

, , ki , r ' ' - . . ,r.

On the criterion test 141.the10% siple coded .the '#e,7-.

searcher, k ranged from x.61, to .67-across. the three days. This in-N

eluded ltd ilnambilguous and ambiguous items*

.Frick and

only evidence

goties'shown

Semmel (1978)

agteebent on
4

onm*viaeptace,

citedconclbsions that inVeStigators need

unambiguous examples,of behavioral -cate-
..

since "it is highly improbab)e that any

observatiow , systemhas such .defined a Mutually

.
I

*xalusive categories that every bebavibral event that occurs can be

clearly assigned to one of its categOries"..(p. 162). To test this,

both analysts - and' researcher independently identitjed agendas

believed to be unambiguous; . kappa was
.

they

calculated those , agendas

which .all ...three ,analysts agieed we P unambiguous: These incl
.,

itemb, suer as '"inviting. Jeff. to play.,"listening ti tpacher read,
. .- .

. ,..

,),
, , .

.tigri,"'and "identify,ing tuttle." Cilt a sample!Oi. 75 unambiguous,items,

k Ases SatiStied thatindependent rat'iroAfOf un6151.guous steins

were .9pnsistent; One analyst team functioned again as an ekperi%panel.

4!

.

,t13Teconcilethe.ambigyoUs:agergas and thto freeze rectird.:
. .
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Tile. Ca rization Process.

Oncethe agendaS were coded'ot.was necessary, to deyisea strategy

For sorting and categorizing them into patterns which weke.grOuhded in

,:the data. 'Given the large nuMber.of agendas' (682) and the peimpta-
--

tions pOssible, a computerized.process to sort and identify potential

categories was established, using the program, StatistiCal Package for

the Social Sciences (Nip et al,j975).

Each agenda was ,considered a case and assigned an identification

number. For each-agen9a,. the following variables were coded:

l. Identification number {001-682)

. Type of match: 1).written IEP only,' 2) teacher
intent_only, 3),IDOt4 written and intent, or
4) anon- match)

3. Day 1, 2, or'3
A

4. Behavior setting (1-7; Free Play, Circle, etca)

5. 'ContractualplAiiobjective number, if an applir
cable-match

6. Phenomenologicaltplan objective number,- if An
applicable match

Variable7Adbels were' typed for each agenda for ease in

interpreting' the printout; Frequencies, cross- tabulations, in total
.:

and across Variables were computed to identifYpatterns *Itch:were of

potentjal interest.. The-praintQuts.were annotated as _hypotheses and

.questions, emerged. Figure 7.4 illustrates how the printouts were.used

to generate hypotheses of interest. Once-patterns were identified,

the agendas. attached to theinWerejurther scrutinized, often .recate7
A . _

gorized and/oi

. ,

section.

recoiled to reach.the,tindings'reported in the
r
follOWing

8.3

Os,
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'-Results
t,

.The" empirical plan was delved franc aiLanalysis of tie Child-
r, 4-41WD ect's stream of behavior, unitiz'ed into -agendasandTcirctanstance

0-

,

1.71:

as a to match, sort., andtKen categorize = Michael intentions-

with _respect to those of ,teacher. intent and theliVritten plan: The

. -
findings for the empirical plan: will. be presenteb according tO types45, .

"

eMatches., coded- for each. -of the' agendas, and crossed by .typips of
-

settings and objectivesA' as indicated in `k.'igniie 7.5.

.Discussppli of

of-Match

9;verall
AgdndaS
-Agendas to

Congruent

es
ontractual Plan

Phenomenological
-61+

Matches
. ilOm7Matches

.11

Figure.7.5.- Organizeation of the disCussion'cregardireg the

.
analysis of the empirical plan.

4.
Overall Matches

BY 'BY
By TyS0 of lieype of aRelation to

Setting-... 01:3jectiVet+ Agendas Zircur4tances
.

*,

4=

:
*

*:

!c

,

Over three 'days of data collection,. there were 'agendas- 0

'identified in the-yideoscripts. Most dccUrred during Circle and SMall

;7
:,GiCUP; the, fewest were found in tnAckP : Te4e 7.2. shows the distri

s. *a". 7. .`4 .

of the agenda4s_aoroSS

Table 7.4-

° Iftequency,,4 Agendas- Across Classroom` Settings

Setting -.vIrecillierx.:, Per- cent'

Free. playi

Snack
- Circle

sr.n.a4
Large Grout)... , :

-Transitions '.

f . *;= .13.5%
8.'7W

. 1+ 4
g a

a 0 °

119'

.
.141

;

; *P. " ,?, ' .
a.°. t ;

.

;
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Vilest mar e; been a r9a36r-tactor affeCting the; lower fc !of

agendak that .occurred during:- Free -_. Pray'. and, Snack. '111 esel, settings
- ,

generallay o9zurrpcl for 15-20 minutes, whilb each of the Others were
A iAlt a- -half.r,hioui in *duration d4ring the °data collection days.

et
. 'originally defied as. a settin4; it became obvious that

... -- .:.*-..
oCcu(rred during times of transiti.on, SO 1,-the setting- Transi-

tis,;itas ':4xic3.614ed in the:. an'Al.yses:7-TransitionS were defined as seg- .fat

of .the ciassraan:day which Occurred between the sigitalled end of
- - tS

oneelettirp Ind the signalled ..beg inning.- of .the next. IlhOriignal was
- 1 ;

most usually a 'verbal repark by tke rteache s! to-begin or end a setting
. ; i.. i ,

ID ".

' (e.g,. , si:niing
'

the. "Good' Merning.`SOng to start Circle; telling the -

'.childie..
.n7: . )i.

..,.,._.5
.-., ta t %,- t h,.., e_ ir, chairs

..,

'f:rom Ci rCl'e '- i t, he %al,. l 6Asrd 0.., _tabie).

a ; 'The;agetidai Were- somewhat evenly al Stri,buted horosg the *thee days .;-

9t1.' eoliecgiori, although they jird;day 'contained%ii9htly ewer

le 7.13 p ese ts.0 6,e,resultS. a

.

Table /s3
Ftequency of . Agendas AcresS Data-. Colfeotion

Vt"

.

Day .1-
Day 2'
Day '3

, .

Freolency;

TOTAL 4i" I
4 0. '

4263_
241=^-

178

..6%"
35.3

;9:0011,0C
r. ?pp'

',2
^c
, A,

AI

. quest4on whe
s tea, r

,4\tieF: .

.igattctwis .a
a " ,;"7 ' ' S'15 '0-

attqrrts:. o ,.congruwcipt ,C.oprict- be :ta,

. . .

11:.. any f 1$1ent a .,13attOrris
'4' , ' g,P,,

, 8d.` trat;14. 7,44 4tastrites 'thv.

thfe.

hte*hbr, and/or the planning

v . I
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Table 7.4
,Comparative Frequency of Types of Agenda M tches

to Various Sources of _96jectives

Ty of Agenda Matches NUMber. of Agen as 1.--.yf Agendas

taj. AgendAs
tai, All Matches

Total, Match Neither Plan

I41;-tches to Contractual Plan Only'/
Matches to Phenomenological Plan Only

,

Matches'to Both Plans

Total Contractual Matches
Total Phenomenological Matches

682
346
446

100.0%
50.7%
49.3%

41 6.0%
184 26,9%.
121 17.7%

162 23.8%
305 44.7%

The results showed that sligfitly over" half of Michael's/ activity

(50.7%) related to objectives found in both teacher's intent and the

written plan (see Total,` All MatcheS). There were 346 of these aw-
,'

.

Oas, approximately one-quarter (23.8%) of them-matched objectives in

the contractual plan and close to half (44.7%), in the phengmeno-

logical one. §ame agendas matched objectives which werei common to

both plansand overlapped in the camputation; these comprised 17.7%"of

th?' total agendas. On the other hapd, the content' of Michael's agen-

das extended beyond the phenomtnological and contractual plans in

49.3% of his behavior (see Total, Match Neither Plan).

In examining the extent to _which objectives in the contractual

plan were being achieved, 50% of the 72' objectives listed were matched

/to agendas: Likewise, 49 or 67.1% of the'72 6bjectives in the phenol-

menalogical plan had matching agendas. Figure 7.6 summarizes- these

results graphically. Given the data. collection sample of three 'days

r

193
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selected for this study, fUrther'analyses will be ited to! dis-

cusSion Of.those objectives which were match4to agendas; fo the

others, differentiation between-what objectives,were not being 1.mole
r

mented by the teacher and which were implemented on days ot*than

those observed was not possible. The discussion will also emphasize

those agendas identified4in the empirical plan which matched none of
t

the objectives stated in the Other plans.

4
Matches to the Contractual Plan

' /

In all, 162 of Michael's agendas matched/ sane objective on the

;

Contractual plan. These accounted for 23.7% of his behavior. Of

those which occurred most frequently, the top-ranked objectives

assigned to Michael's behaviors included:

Seeks out friendships with others

Dressing skills

Actively explore enipironment

Will ask questions about persons or things

Play with 2 or 3 peers

Most of these opjectivematches reflected a proactiveelemenp in

MiChael's behavior --- seeking and having social interactions, initi-

sting conversations, and exploring his Classroom environment. Inter-

<

estingly, most of these most frequently-matched objectiveswere- not

included in teacher intent, except for °dressing skills and asking

questiond. However, when all 162 agendas were considered,'..AoSt

(74.7%) matched the 'Objectives in the contractual plan whichcoincided

with some intent it phenomenological plan.

p

195
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The agendas matching the objectives of the contractual plan were

fairly evenly distributed across settings, as illustrated in Table

7.5, with a slight edge to activities in Free Play and Large Group

1:78

`Ttble 7.5
Frequency of Agendas Matching Contractual Plan by Setting

4%.

Setting Frequency Percent

Free Play 40 _ 24.7%

Snack 21 -. 13.0%

Circle 21 13:0%

Small Group 26 16.0%

Large Group 34 ,21.0%

Transitions. 20 12.3%

TOTAL 162 100.0%

A

Table 7.6'illustrates'the distribution of agendas by day. The

first day of data collection contained the largest,amodnt of agendas;

the latter two days were nearly even.

Table 7.6
Frequency of Agendas Matching Contractual Plan by Day

,---
Day Frequency Percent

Day)1 77 47.5%

Day 2 38' 23.5%

Day 3 47 29.0%

TorAL, 162 100.0%

Certain types of objectiver,'matches were predominant in the dif-

ferent settings, and these were consistent with the teacher's 'stated

expected patterns of tehavior for those settings. Table 7.7 presents

a summary of the distribution of objectiyes across each setting. -)
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Table 7.7
Percent Distribution of Agendas sMa hing don'tiaatak Plan -

,

Across Setting

ObjectiVe-. No.

Areas Agendas
Frep
Play

%

Snack
%

Circle-

.%

Smal
Group

rge
roup

. %

Transition

Speech 23 15.0% 33.31k .4.8% 15:4% 6.8.% 19.0%

Preacademic 19 2.5 %" 9.5% 28.6% 34.6% 2.9% 0%

Socialization 41 47.5% 9.5% 23.8% -. 3.8% 8.8% 55.0W--.

Behavior 32 17.5% 14.3% 23.8% 30.8% 8.8% 30.0%
. .

Fine Motor_ , 3 0% 0% 0% 11.5% 0% 0%

Dressing. 28, 10.0% 0% 19.0% 0%' 58.8% 0%

Feeding 10 2.5% 28.6% 0% 0% .8.8%
t

0%-

Other Self-help 6 5.0% 4.8% 0% ,3,8% '-2.9% 5.0%

Total 162 24.7% 13.0% 13.0% 16.0% 21.0W 121.3%

197._

All
Settings

14.2%

11.7%

25.3%'

19.8%

1.8%

17.3%

6.2%

3.7%

100.

r-
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During Free Play, Socialization objeotives'were the dominant match

to agendas: :-Nearly half (47.5%).ofthe agendas appearing during Free

Play pertained to the four SocialiZatiOn objectives in`the contractual
,

plan; most matched the objec Ives "seeking out frviendships", and
. ,

Wayin% with another -child." Similarly, the Speech objective re-

ceiving the ,highest )111b.4 matches during Free Play was that of

"asking questions about.perao and things." Of the Behavior 'objec-

tives, that, of "actively"expl ring, his environment " obtained a high

frequency of ma . Thus, the agendas which Occurred during Fzee
s .

Play most frequently matched objectives which involved interaction

with other persons and exploration of classroom surroundings.

During Snack, objectives regarding feeding and speech and language

skillS were emphasized in the matches; Speech objectives accounted
4

for 33.3% of the matches, and Feeding for-28.6%. In the speech and

,lapguage area, gramMatical skills of "expressing future occurrences"

and "using elaborate/extended sentences in response -to a teacher

initiated question" were coded most frequently. An example of Such an

agenda was:

Alhitc: !how what, [teacher]?:
T: eWhat? .

I'm going to buy.me a boat.
T. A:bdat.
Mic: UM-um.
T: [Our Aide]? (responding Ito a prior ques-

tion from another child) Is [she] going to

the lake, too? Is she?

Jef:, I am, too. She's gonna meet us out there.'

T: Are you, [Aide]? (Laughs) Sounds good tome:'

Mic: -[Teacher], are you (. . . going to play. .,)
boats with me?

IA: When are we going?
T: Play boats with you? You bet.
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No one area predominated the objective-matches which occurred in

either Circle ar. Small. Group. Pre-academic objectives accounted for

28.6% of MiChael's behaviOr in Circle, primarily "counting aloud," and

these were always initiated by the-teacher. Socialization and Be-
i

havior objectives followed closely, each matching 23.8% of the ob-

jectives. Here again, these primarily involved objectives `unique to

the contractual plan, most fiequentlty those regarding "seeking out

friendshipswith others" and "actively' exploring, the environment."

EXample; of these two types, of matAes included Michael't'greetings to

various specialist teachers or volunteers-whc>entered the room during

Circle, his manipulation of toy animals as he waited to use them

during 'a finger play, and looking in a mirror to 'try tb see his back

daring an activity wheie the teacher tied scarves on to the children's

heads, These three types of ,Objectivematches (counting, seeking

friendships, and exploring the environment) accounted for 13 Or 61.9%

of all the agendas during Circle; the-remainder were scattered across

Dressing' (tying shoes, snapping vest pocket), Pre-aCadeMic (naming a

stoilr-understanding same/different) and Speech objectives (asking a

question).

As "might` have been expected,

academic objectives coded during, 11 Group; these comprised 34.6% of

the agendas, closely followed bV Behavioral ones

"1,

re a high proportion of Pre-

(30.8 %'), primarily

1 agendas regarding following directions for completion of a task, such

as foldinga paper or sorting, papers erdm a work folder.

and "understanding same and different" were the most.f

"y!-.eacademic objectives coded as matching the contract al

addition', Speech and Fine Motor objectives comprised 15.4%

"Counting"

nt of the

plan.

and 11.5%

199
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of the matches, respeCtively. Again, "asking questions" was the most "\.

4 .
frequent of the Language objectives which' appeared during Small Growl.

Ita.,Large Group, by far the most frequent piejectives matched to

agendas were those which related to,Dressing and other Self-help ob-.

jectives. This was consistent with the teacher's stated purposes'of

Large Group (i.e., developmemt- of self-help skills)... Many of these

matches occurred during the activities. of using vests, self -help

I e..

boards, and-simulated meals. - f
.

Ddring Transitions, Socialization aand Behavior objectives were

most frequently matched
41(' 4

comprised 55% and 30%

to agendas, as they were during Free Play, and
. -).

of the agendas, espectively. "Seeking out

v%
friendships" received more matches in Transitions than in any other

setting, and encounters there were more Substantive endbunteft than

simply greeting individuals who en

illustration of an agenda coded as

Ttahsitions: \

(room. The following,is an

"seeking out friendships" during

(Michael has been intently working A Match-n-Say
card. When he discovers a match, he jOyfully.flaps
his card and shouts to the others in his small
group across the room.)

Mic: Hey guys. Look! Yah:
Mike, go get your folder, buddy. Go get
your folder.
I got, guys.

Sometimes Michael Was. quite premeditated in demonstrating his_
*

friendshipS, such as when he realized 'the teacher kad.brought M & M's

to distribute during Circle and'wanted a reward:

(Michael and another boy had just been reprimanded

N,14. by the teacher as they fought over chairs while
waiting for Circle to begin.)

200H
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Aic:- You like me, [S] ?
S: Yeah.
Mic: OK. You my friend?
S: Yeah.
Mic: tidy, [S]s my friend, teacher. -. .

183

At other times, he had less of an ulterior motive, in. ,seeking out

friehdships: Again,. while waiting for Circle, he offered the seat

A . r

next to him to one of the handicapped children, who was crawling over

ti to join the group, and protected the chair for her from other children:

Mic: Yeh, [M]: Hey [M]: Hey, you (...Come

on,....) )
/ -
-,-----,...

. .

D: I want' [M] , Mike. ,
.

Mic: I No! No! .

T: (To [M].) No more today. OK, [M], go tb
Circle. .

KMl c: c: Cbme on, [M]: Come on Cote here, .

r

Other matches that occurred freguentlyuring Transitions involved

the "exploring the 'environment" objective Activities ~coded here

included Michaechecking what other'.children were doing with their

Match-and-Say cards and looking at materials which' were sitting on'a

el table in readiness for a subsequent activity.
-

In summarizing the distribution of objectives in the contractual

plan, most of those related to speech and language were accomplished

during Snack, consistent with the -teacher's overall purpose for this

setting, and during Fred Play. Small and Large Groupd were the next

most frequent settings where Language objective-matches occurred{

although at a lesser rate. Most of the Preacadethic objectives were

. 0 ,

practiced during Small Group and, Circl, highly te6.her-directed

settings; only one preacademic objective-match occurred durih Free

Play. Socialization" matches far tgbpagsed .other types during Fred

Play and Transitions., Matches to Behavior objectives were most' eve yI .5;-.e

acrossdistributed across all settings, whereas Vrk motor'ones'Occurred only

'201
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,

in. Small Group.. Dressing skills primarily were matched to agendas

during Large Group; (Feeding objectives were- found duffing both Large_

Group and Snadk. these, too,? were cOnsistelit with the,-teaChe

primary focus these settitlErall-,,inost of the objedtives' f

the contractual plan were met. *during Free ?lay, and Large Group;

particularly determined by Michaei's-eihphasis on socialization andthe

teacher's emphasis

Matches to the Phenomenological Plan

, -
In all, 305 or 44.7% of Michael's agendas matched some st4tement

of teacher .intent, in the phenomenological' plan. Of those that

occurred m8st fregnently, thel,five top-ranked matches related to goals

the teadher-silbject held regarding language; social dayalopment,

independence, and knowing what waA expected ina tlassroom setting:

* :Having respect for each other; what we 00 when

we want something, how we approach somebody.
.

4
* Making' yoUtself understopd; initiating lan-

guage, beingable to have a conversation.

Td feel godd about himself; se1f-concept, to-do

his own thing t
A

To develousome typie of listening skill.

/

ei

* ' Being sensitive to each others' needs; caring

about each other.

'ExCept for,th language skills, most of these were not included.as
,

4

contractual plan objectives.' In other words,.whereas a large majority of

the objective-matches in the contractual .plan were those tha also

4.)

.mAched teacher intent (74.7%),:khe majority of objective - matches .on the

:phenomenological plan were those which did not coincide with objectives

'on the written document (60.3 %)'.

4

(

20.2
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The agendas matchiiig-t he objectives.of the_ phenomenological plan were
r

fairly evenly distributed 'across settings, except for Small Group where a

greater number were found. Tablk 7.8 illustrates this:result.

ble 7.8
Frequency of Agendas Matching Phenomenological Plan by Setting

Setting frequency
%or

Per cent
(F.

Free PlayPlay 57 18..7%

Snack 32. 10.5%
Circle 52 17.0%
Small Group 73 23.9%
Large Group 57 t- 18.7%.

Transitions 34
7---

. 11.1%

TOTAL 305 100.0%

Table 7.9 -illustrates the distribution of agendas for the phenomeno-

logical plan by day.- Again, the first day contained the greatest number

of agendas.

Table 7.9 .

frequency of Agendas Matching Phenomenological Plan by Day

Day

Day 1
Day 2
Day 3

TOTAL

'freguenCy.

s' 129

89

305

4

Per -cent

42.3%
2a.2%
28.5%

100.0%

)

As with the objective 'matches . of the contractual plan, certain

types of matches in the phenomenological plan were chracteristic of

various sett g .- Table 7.10 presents.the distribution fOr Free Play.

203
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-TWole 7.10 A
TypeS of-PhenomeAOlggical Plan Mgtche;"Found DuringFree Play

, k

Types ofObjecives
.....: , ,-

9=CC READINESS ...
7 Play, 40ependeriti:.y, \,..._,-1 28:1%1

v. : Self-help. -

. ...-
7.0%

'--1 Cther School-related 1:8%
-1:7%

%of Objectives-in Setting

Listening

38.6%

r
SOCIALIUTION . 36.8%

. Respect for Others. 19.3%
:

Taking :Turns 8:8% .

;Sensitivity . 7-A%

SelficOncept , 1.7%

. .

PREACADZMIO .
24.6%

Language' Q 2.8%
Numbers 1.7%

In slight variation from the contractual plan, where

socializatiofi were the dominant objective-match during Free

Play, school,-readiness as well:as socialization objective-matches took

precedence in the phenomenological plan. klarge number of Michael's

agendas during this time included'playing independently (28.1 %) and

using language -122.8%). During Michael generally'played

alone, with toy trucks orcampers, or.in parallel to other children,

with beads or bean bags., He had conversations with both adults and

children, as illustrated inthe following two excerpts:

(Michael is talking With the teacher during Free

KaY.), '

`Mc: :I be six. . ,

T: You're going to what? '

-Mic: ", I'm -§ohnth' be -' -- I'm going, to

qdndergarten. - .

T: You're going to kindergarten? Youare
next year.. That's right. '

T: Miclthel, . . :we'll mass you.
Mic: Hey, [Aide], kinowWhat?- .I'M going to

2 kinderlarten:"..

1 4
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,

Um46., You're going to. kindergarten
next.yeaI, aren't you?

Mic: Yea.

(Mike is trying to string beads, parallel to [S]
and.. [J]

4
Mic:. I make me-a snake. (What's) making?,
J: What you-making, [S]?' You making
Mic: What's you making, [S]?.
J: [5], put It, on.
S: I got it.
J: Hey, Let's try this onp,.

Let's jubt try this.
Mic: Yeah. Look, guys. (Laughs) This is

(for) Mike, you guys.

this side.

Beyond language, very little of the teacher's intent for other

preacademic skiljos, occurred dung -Free Play, except for numbers

(1.7%). This was consistent with the findings in the contractual

plan. Finally, the other major objeCtive-match" during Free Play

involved "respectfully asking for information or assistance:" in the

area of caring about each other; these comprised 19.3% of the Free'

Play agendas.

Table 7.11 summarizes the types, of objectives accomplished during

Snack. rr
Table 7.11-

e
Types of Phenomenological IEP Matches. Found During Snack.

Types of Objectives

PREACADEMIC
Language
Numbers

SOCIALIZATION .

Respect for. Others
Sensitivity to Cthers
elf- concept
Taking turns

SCHOOL READINESS
Self-help:
Other SchOol-related

% of Objectives,in Setting

34.4%
37.5%

S

21.9%
3.]%

_

25.0%
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Snack-was characterized. by a large proportion° (34.4%) of language
-

o0jective-matches,, as it- ,was with contractual plan. Miqhael's

aCtiviti6s. included a few repporises to teacher- directed questions
4.

.abodut the food being, distribrina., but a1sO, as l fore involved some

extended and self-initiated conversations. For example:,

(Michael opens a conversation with the Instruction-
al Associate during Snack.)

Mic: (to IA) Hey, hey! Know Popeye eat
(a snack another child is eating)

IA: Popeye eat spinach? Mm -hm.
.Mic: He build his muscles.

spinach?

Socialization objectives as a whole also dominated the Snack setting;

these primarily involved intentions of the teacher nOtfincluded in the

contractual plan, and occupied 37.5% of the agendasilof this setting.

"Asking for assistance," primarily with food, occurred,at a frequency of

15.6. The other largest type of objective -match involved "being helpful

to other children," especially to one girl. A favored activity during.

Snack was for one child to be selected as her helper, and-to use a com-

b,
Municatioh ipoard to encourage her to, name the food she wanted for Snack.

For Michael, being helper was one of his favorite roles:

(Michael.approaches the Snack table before the
startof Snack.)

Mic: Hey, Teacher. Where's my chair? I want
chair. I want to help

T: You want to help [M]?
Mic: Yeah.
T: 01. 'Well, (...chair) right here.
Mic: I want to help [M]...Teacher, get that, get

that [M] 's board. [M] 's,

T: I'll get [M]'s board, OK.

Table 7.12 summarizes thedistribution of matches during CirCle.

2061
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Table' 7.12
Types of phe omen logical IEP Matcheg Found During Circle'

Types of Objectives . %iof Objectives in Setting

SOCIALIZATION `

Gioupness- 11.5%
Respect for Others 11.5%
Sensitivity to Others 9.6%
Taking turns . 5.9%

PREACADEMIC
Language 13.5%
Numbers 9.6%
Other Preacademic (opposites) 9.6%

SCHOOL READINESS
Litening 13.5%
Working Independently 5.8%
Self-help 5.8%
Playing Independently 3.7%

3 %5%

32.,7%

28.8%

A majority of the agendas which occurred during Circle were

matched to socialization and preacademic objectives, at 38.5%' and

32.7%, respectively. This was similar to the pattern found in the

contractual plan. The preacademic skills that occurrecLhere,

were

been heavie/

more di4tributed th'an they

concentration in

language objeCtive-matches

however,

were during Snack, where there had

During Circle,the language area.

occurred only at a rate of 13.5%; other

preacademic skills received slightly more attention, particularly

opposites and numbers (each at 9.6%).

Likewise, Circle agendas relating to objective, in socialization,/

were also distributed across several objectives, primarily "getting

the idea of group" (11.5%),

sensitive to others" (9.6%).
7

contributed to developing a

"asking for help" (11.5 %), and "being

The opening and closing zongs of Circle

sense of groupness, as confirmed during

207
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teacher interviews. Michael initiated most of the helping, ac ivities,.

sand listened to exchanges such as the following, which Were coded as

"learning to be sensitive to other childken s needs.:11.

Child: [J] doesn't talk very
T: Well, he can talk pretty well. It seems ,

like wheh he firSt canes he's:a' little'

shy. (94)

Table 7.13 summarizes the distribution of matches 'found during Small..

4
Group.

Types
Table 7.13

f Phenomenological ItP Matches Found During Small Group

Types of Objectives

PREACADEMIC
Fine Motor
Labeling
Language
Other Preadademic
Numbers

SCHOOL READINESS

% of Objectives in Setting

17.8%
13.7%
9.6%
5.5%
4.1%

50.7%

Handling Materials
Lsterang
Other School-related
Playing Ihdependentiy

15.1%
9.6%
2.7%
1.4%

Self-help 1.3%

SOCIALIZATION
..Fspectfoi Others 6.8%

Self-concept, 6.8%

Taking turns 2.8%

Sensitivity-toOthers 2.8%

30.1%

19.2%

As with the' contractual' plan, over half of the agendas in Small

Group matched highly preacadeMic objectives (50.7%), with an emphasis

here on fine motor activipes (17.8%) and labeling colors, numerals,

and textures (1347%).' -Wxt, independence /school realpess object6es

comprised a large portion'of the matches during Smal* Group (30.1%),

208
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with most f Michael's a4endarelating to "handling school, materials,"

primarily.h s folder and work papers (15,.1%).' Listening skill matches

.comprised nother '9.6% Of' the agendas. The overall area of

socialization matched to 19.2% of the agendas, and the xpbjec,tives

,inClUidtthere were fairly evenly dispersed' except for "getting the

idea of group,"which,did not appear at all. "Asking for materialS"

and "receiving praise"'were the most fr4quent socialization matches,

and &re illustrated in the following excerpts:

1) Mic: Am I doing good?

. '.°

[J] : ipla%re doing good.

4, ,

'2) ''T: *Ii../r4

,

1 , think a good worker today was
il:14C0e1 so I'm going, to let him have this
Ohe

ril

d then I'm going to get one for the
re,:of you because you all are good workeFs.

blv .i."1.4. illustrates the distribution of types of objeCtives
-..-

,

#cheqfddring Large'Group.
' .

Table 7.14
pf-..henomenological Matches Found DUrinc4 Large Group

'06b'ectives % of Objectives in Setting

INESS
38.6%

-related 5.3%
3.5%

dependently 1.8%

ng Independently' 1.7% ,

50.9%

'SOCIALIZATION 38.5%

Self-concept . 10.5%

Sensitivity 10.5i
RespectIor Others 10.5%

Taking turns 7.0%

PREACADEMIC
Language 8.8 %.

Latleling 6 1.8%



Large "Group, over half, of the agendas matched to objectives in

)40)the jridependence/s6hool readiness area (50.9%), and nearly all 'in-

, volved self-help skills (38.6%). Because of the nature of the activi-

ties in this setting; this finding was consistent with the matches on

the contractual plan for agendas dealing with the use of self-help

vests andTbo4rds. An additional 38.,5% of the agendas found in Large

Group, were linked to socialization, again dealing with "self-concept,"

"being sensitive to the needs of others,'" and "asking for assistance,"

each at 10.6%. Only a total of 10.6% of the agendas involved Pre-

academic objectives, and thos`t" dealt principally with language and

naming right and left.

Table 7.15 depicts .the'distributidn of objectives during times of

transition. S
.Table 7,15

"Types'of Phenomenological Matches Found During Transitions

Types of Objectives % of Objectives in Setting

SOCIALIZATION 5040%

Self-concept 20.6% 4

Sensitivity of Others 17.7%

Respect for Others 8.8%

Taking turns ", 2.9%

SCHOOL READINESS 47.1%

Other School-related (make
transitions, run errands) 20.6%

Playing Independently 14.8%

Listening 5.9%

Working Independently. 2.9%

Handling Materials 2.9%

PREACADEMIC 2.9%

Language 2.9%

21 0
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Transitions were important times fOrH.earning in the areas of,

socialization and independence/school eadiness; --those types of

objectives were match to 50.0% and respectively4 of the

agendas during morning transition riods. Here, most frequent

objective-matches included "being able to make transitions" and

/--'

"running errands" (20.6%), "receiving. praise" (20.6%), and "being

sensitive to the needs of Others" (17.7%). I4...was here also that such,
*

1. .

.
. t

activities as "putting materials away," "attending to a task," -and

"listening-kills" were practiced. Only one of the agendas related to

the preacademic area, that of language.

When all the types of objectives were ranked across the total

settingse the teacher's emphaSes were illuminated; Table. 7.16 pre-

sents these data; In summarizing the agendas that mat ' to ob-

jectives found in the phenomenological plan, 0-late was s fairly even _.

distribution of objective types, although most of the highly-ranked:

ones were in the areas of socialization and school readiness; 36.7%

of the agendas matched objectivesin the area of independence/School

readiness, 34.7% in social development, and 28.6% in the preacademic

area. MoSt highly ranked areas included language, self-help, respect

and sensitivity to others, comprising nearly half of the matches.
Jo,

Overall, thepatterns found in the phenomenological plan were

similar to those found in the contractual plan, with differences

showing up when objectives unique to one or the other were coded. The

teacher's language objectives, as well' es those of the written plan,
M

were mostly accomplished during Snack and Free Play. Most of her pre-

academic objectives rre accomplished during Small Group, then during
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Table 7.16
Ranking of Types of Phenomenological Plan-Matches

by Frequency of Occurrence

Types of bbjective % Across All Settings

Language
Self-help .

Respect for Others
Sensitivity to Others
Playing. Independently
Self Concept,.
Listening
Taking Turns
Other School-related
Fine Motor
Handling Materials
Naming
Numbers .

Other Preacademic
GroupneSS
Working Independently

14.4%
12.1%
11.8%

.9%

8.2%
6.9%
6.2%
5.3%
4:6%
4.3%
3.9%
3.6%
3.3%
3.0%
1.9%
1.6%

Area

Preacademic
'School Pradiness

ializc don
Socialization ,

School Readiness
Socialization
School Readiness
Socialization
School Readiness
Preacademic
1School Readiness-
Preacademic
Preacademic
Preacademic
Socialization
School Readiness,

Summaryby Area

School Readiness
Socialization
Preacademic

36.7%
34.7%
28,6%
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the contractual plan, few preacademic

language' ones. occurred duringFree Play,

intent statement that most nearly coin-
/

cided with the interactive intent:of the socialization objectives.in

the contraqtual,,plan,Occurred across all, settings at a small rate, a
/

nack and Circle. As in

bjective-matches other thaii

"Taking turns," the teacher

pattern differing from the contractual, plan where social interactions

were fOund primarily, during Free Play and Transitions, an( at

percentages. However, this coull explained by the more limited

definition' of taking 'turns and the teacher-direction involved in

-events coded that way in the phenomenological plan. Fine motor activ-

ities occurred only during Small Group, again similar bp-the con-

tractual plan; likewise, teacher intent as well as written objectives

for self-help skills,cccurred primarily in Large Grout and Snack.

Independence/schobl readiness objectives,. those most different

from the contractual plan except for the self-help skillS'the teacher
1,

included under this rubric, were found at their highest rated during

Free -Play and Transitions. "Being sensitive to the needs of others"

occurred evenly over all settings except for a lowerrate during Small

Group. Michael requested, though not always '"respectfully," as-
.

sistance (11.0%) across all of the settings, and especially during

Free Play and Snack.

Congruent Matches

The data were also analyzed to identify patterns for objectives

- ,

which were common to both contractual and phenomenologiCal plans. 'For

instance, the following agenda was .coded as matching objectives in

both plans: "initiating a conversation" on the phenomenological plan'

f.
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and "asking questions n the contfactual plan, both language area

skills:

.Mic: .[Teacher, Teacher]. Gqt a --- got my toys?:
T: .100 I have youlo toys?
Mic: (shakes head)yes, then no).
T: No . . . what toys?
Mic: My . . . my little one.
T: Did you briny it to school?
Mic (nods yes) _

T: Oh, Michael, I'm not sure I do. What, that
little car fron Sambo's?

Mic: (nods yes) Cracker Jacks. In Cracker Jacks.
T: Oh, In Cracker Jacks?
Mic: (nods yes)
T: -I'm afraid not, I'm afraid it got

4

More unambigUousagendas, such as eating a cookie, .putting" shoes on,

working form puzzles, showing "two" or "three" also were coded as

agendas which matched both types of plans.'

Of 'the 162 agendas matching the contractual plan, 121 7174.7%

were congruent to objectives on the phenomenological one. Fdr the

phenomenological plan, the percentage of congruence was lessz' of the

305 agendas matched to the phenomenological plan, the 121 matches
0

which matched objectives on the contractual plan comprised' 42.62% of

teacher intent. other, words, while a large proportion of con-

tractual plan obj ivies were contained in teacher intent, these con-

gruent matches accounted for "less than half of teacher intent.

Because_/of the highpercentages of overlap, hOwever, the patterns of

the congrent objective-matches i.iere similar to those-found for_the

contractual and phendMenologi 1 plans in their entirety.

The data were also anaiYzed with regards to Matches where an
4

objective matched one type of plan but not the other. On the con-

tractual plan, 41 or 25.3% of the agendas matched objectives which

were not congrueht to teacher intent.,-Two of these objectives:com-

f
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m
prised .31..of the matches: "actively exploring ehvironment" and ,

. )

"seeking friendships." The former was diyeve 14 distributed across most

settings with the exception of Snad6and Large Group. Seeking friend-
0

,..v S
, . J

ships occurred most frequently during the more unstructured settings

of Transitions and Free Play:- Other congruent objectives of this type

included' setting and clearing his place at the table' and hygiene

activities, most of which occurred during Snack and Large Group.

A larger proportion of,theobjectives on ti phenoffienological plan

did not occur in similar fashion 9n the cont actual plan; 184 qr
C- -

60.3% of the agendas 4elatea, uniquely to t acher intent. These

included the objective-Matches i§ the independence/school readiness

t .
.

,and socializatiOn areas overall,. and objectivematches in more spe-
... ,' ,

.
_ v;

cific areas such as labeling,. fine motor, and engaging in conversa-

tions. However, these objectives. were so distributed that the
.i

patterns described for the phenomenological plan as a whole heliT for

them as well.

Therefofe, no significant new patterns in the distribution of the

objective- matches by setting were found in the analysis of these

subsets. However, one finding suggested that while two objectives

0 were stated on the contractual 'plan only, Michael was achieving them

both without presumed teacher intent and without teacherj.nvolvement.

These could be claSsified as self-generated objectives because of the

patterns indidating lack of teacher direction and/or intervention in

' their accomplishment.

Non-Matches

The final category of matches to be discussed, and one which held

215
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consid table intere8f,,for the discoVery of othef self-generated
.

objectives was that of non- matches; i.e., those ofjlichael'S agendas

which match neither the contractual ..noe- the phenomenologiCal

Of all the agendas, 32l ,were coded ds'nbn-matches;,

which 4ere difftrent from the ob. tiVes stated' ink the written or,

=.

teacher's plans either by leVel or topic, or which extended-beyond the

listed'ai new objectives..

those

ire
,.'

These non- matches, where Michaels behavior went beyond the stated

objectives of his' program, occurred p4marily during .Circle, Small

.,

'GrOup; and Large Group,.' the'more structured of the settings.`' The

,)-Ion-matdhes in those three Settings accounted for 77% of the

distribution- Table 7.17 presents these findings.

Table 1.17
Frequency.. of Non-Match Agendas by Setting

Setting Frequency Percentof Non-Matches Percent of All Agendas

Free Play 27 8.0% 29.3%
Snack 22 6.5% 37.3%
Circle 98 29.2% 62.4%
Small Group 88 26.2% 53.0%
Large Group 72 21.4% 52.9 %_

Transitions 29 8.6% 40.3

TOTAL' 336 100.0% 1,00.0%

Even by doubling the other settings to roughly account for-differences

in time, the pattern prevails.

An analysis of non-match agendas by day brought'to light some

differences. Here, the fir'st day did not predominate as it did for

the other matches; Day 2 included the highest proportion of

objectives. When comparing the frequency of non-matches by day with

2,16
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,

all 682 agendas, post of Michael's activities on the second day of.

objectives;- the smallest.data collection went 'beyond the stated

proportion curred on Day 1. This lends some additional support to

the suggest . research effect, that on the firSt ..,day of data

, ti

collection, the teacher *as attempting ,t0' assure that classroom
, . .- .. ..

''activities. matched Stated objectives. :Table 7.18'

:

summarizes these
.

findingi.

Table 7.18.:
Frequency of Non -Match Ag&idasby Day

Day Frequency Percent of Non-Matches Peccent of All Agendas

Day ,l 112, 33.3% 42.6%
Day 2 142 42.3% 58.9%
Day 3 '82 24.4% 46.1

TOTAL 336 100.0% 100.0%

The 336 agendas coded as non-matches were sorted ihto categories

and then analyzed for setting characteristics. Table 7.19 illustrates

the result of the categorization. 'The largest set of categOries,

while not directly or explicitly related to objectives and therefore

not matched to them, provided information regarding Michael's class-

room style. This category_ included nine subgroups entitled Watching/

Listening, Waiting, Random Behavior, Inappropriate BehaVior, Noticing,

Asking for More, Teasing, Choosing, and Giving/Seeking Affection, in

order of their frequency. These agendas comprised 51,,f3% of the

non-matches.

The most frequent of this set, and of all the Subgroups, was

Watching/Listening; its 60 agendas accounted for one-third of those
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Non-Match Category Frequency Percent

Classrpom'Style

a

Watching/Listening (3.1.5%)#4,
Waiting '417.3W)'7;
Random Bellaviors4V )

it-happropriate BOW.Aio

Noticing: (7.3,,W),

Asking for':More(6 3.7A
Teasing .16.7N °

Choosing (379%)
Seeking:AffectiOn/Aetenti

Extensions of

Naming (33.0 %).-Pe

pretending j26.0W)
13elated,Conceiks .0%) 7:
Other Fine Motor (16.0 %)

1.7'? f itvM

-Reading -(9%)

179 53.3%

6.0 17.8%
31 9.2%

21 6.2%

1
Ark

5.1%
3.9%

12 3.6%
12 3.6%
7 2.1%

6 1.8%

100 29.8%

33 9.8%

26 7.7%

16 4.8%
16 4.8W
9 2.7%

Miscellapeous,Behaviors 57 17.0%

GrodEiTkpicipation:0
-

), 22 6.5%

U§k Of Materials3j4W 18 5.4%

Being77 siSted ,li.7.AT , 10 3.0%

Miscellaneous Agendas (12.3 %) 7 2.1%

TOTAL 336 100.0%

218.



-indicating,

.2,01

SiOOM style and 17.8% a all non-match agendas. The

criterldnlgor

Kichael'4g.okimary- behavior in the agenda include an activity ,from,-

whiCh ileWas 44verted by some visual or aural event; he was not 0 be

manner if his primary, behavior was that.of waiting. The

vir

ofnagendas inn thiscategory cartpleanented field obServa-

,

domAant chara*ristic of. Michael's classroom behavior

as a hole was that of intense interest in the activities surro

s to be classified as"Watching/Listening, was that

coded in this

large nUMber.
0

tions=that a

ng

Ones, this interest, wasodemonstrted by his watching and

listeni g to ehoheisk to what other cilildreiNiere .doing: he would
.

listen to the.teacher directher'instructional,associate Or classroom

volunteer, speals.with the school psychologist, on gathe'r work. mate-

,

,rials; he would watch other special services teachers cane into the

classkoom and' pick up children. By doing thisi, he tay have gained.a

Picture of adiat raOr 11.D ---the classroom. Fbr i ce, 34p:one

exc4ange, he listened to the teacher instruct a volunteer'

v,
T: jC] really' should get up. I really dOn't want her

to sit. If you get her back here at this table,
she'll probably find something to play with. She

doesn't need to sit'right nOw.
. .

watching the teachei,-he also. learned classroom procedures and

standards. H aw children disciplined.for hitting, for tearinglup

work, or for not paying.attention; he heakd. children p aised for

4 s

counting,correctly, and .for "being good." He saW''the`t &her demon-
,

strate models of sharing -and resolving problets.Ap' ed with

other children: He. learned ho to use-materials and'saW the teacher
4

reading ,and ,writing."

Michael watched ,other :children, as well
o

'Often,. , it was simply
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noting what a child was_doingesuch as sitting on the potty, working

self-help boards,_ or tracing. Yet he watched children to get ideas

for himself, too. He saw them- tease, make C.B. radios from bristle

blocks, or tie sclrves-around the heads. Often, he followed suit.

. (

He watched children at work and perhaps learned, or reinforct

learningsfrom themo in instances were one child identified: colors;

ap her asked about telling time, and others named body, parts or the

ABCs.- He saw other children being helpful 'to their classmates: one

helping another talk or keeping someone from sucking her-fingers.

There were no new learnings or extensions of learnings demon-

/

strated-in this catego4. Rather, many of the teacher's interventions

and interactions with other children and adults served to further her

intentionsfor Michael, primarily, because he was so°attentive to her

and to his surroundings.

The second largest proportion of aglbOas in this set called Class-

room Style was classified Waiting; of the non-matches, 31 or 9.2%

.

were coded as Waiting. These' agendas indirectly proviA ded feedback

about Michael's bellavior regarding two explicit objectives:- He demon-

strated an' ability "to ekercise self-control in ;variety of situa-

tions: waiting for a,grouP'or activity to begin, waitthg for direc-
K

tions. 'These provided indirect evidence regarding his :achievement of

the Objective on the Phenomenological plan concerned with his ability

to make 'a transition, either between settings or between activities

' #

K; within a sebting. Softie of these "waiting" bohaviors implied his

, patience in waiting'for a turn, another teacher intent: waiting to

paste, to fro" a cookie, 'or. for others to finish.. Through -these

indirect measures, there emerged some evidence, to evaluate Michael's

*220
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skill in these school readiness, behavioral areas, without direct

instructional activities by the teacher.

Random Behaviors, another subset' of Classroom Style included 21

agendas, or 6.2% of all non - matches. Thig subset included agendas

entitled wandering, crawling around, making car noises, fiddling With

wire, an0 the like. These were behaviors which seemed to have no

-overt purpose or to be tied to any other direction of behavior; they

ly were generally of limited duration.- However, these agendas' provided

sane evidence regarding the high extent of Michael's goal-directed

and/or on-task behavior during the 'data collection period. Of the
4

total units. of Michael's Stream of behavior over three:Aays, only 3.1%

of them were classified "random." Most occurred during Large Group,

where these appeared regarding keeping his position with the group

seated on the floor (e.g., crawling around, looking for a' place to,

sit) and playing with eating utensi s banginga-plate, fiddling

with utensils). Next most frequent settings were Free Play, Circlei-

and Small Group, where such behaviors as wandering, fiddling with

loose-wire making noises, and clapping were coded. Only two occasions

of "wandering" about the room wee noted, one in Free Play and the

other during a Transition.

Another similar subset of the' Classroom Style category was en-L

titled Inappropriate Behaviors; within which 17' or 5.1% of the

non-matches were 'included. Agendas were coded into this category if

they were illustrations of sane obviously negative social interaction,

usually,, signaled by a reprimand or a move to intervene by the` teacher

or another adult. Examples of this type of agenda were dumping a

child's can of .clothespins, pulling a table apart,- knocking over
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blocks, or negating a child's offer of friendship, In fact, most of

:these agendas did occur with children, and only a third were-directed

at Materials only OSitg., banging a plate. These types of. agendas

were fairly evenly. dispersed throughoutre settings, but when

directed toward children, generally involved ,:these from his small

group plus another boy. However, the relatiVely small ratio of these

types of behaviors in comparison to all agendas evidenced the ex-
,-

tensive pattern of .socially-acceptibleactivities in which Michael

engaged during the three days observed.

The remainder of the categories in this serovided information

regarding style of interaction. A category entitled Noticing emerged

to account for instances where Michael recognized something new or

different in-the setting; these were differentiated from. 'watching

behaviois by their intensity and unexpectedness as in instances of

w en iscover errors in activities surrounding him. .He was

first to notice a mistake in the papers in his group's folders and

that wrong props had been distributed for the Grandpa poem. He was

ready with an answer to the teacher's q0estions regarding who hadn"t

been sung to or who had been left out of,the Good *riling Song. He

would spontaneously point out the "red pop" awaiting the child'Ln in

Snack, or M & M's sitting in the teacher's materials box before- Small

Group. These types of behaviors accounted for 3.9% of the non-

matches. Most of these occurred during Circle and were prompted by

teacher questions; however, nearly half of all the agendas in this

categoi-y were self-initiated.

Michael enjoyed many' activities during the morning and would

frequently ask for. more Or for an additional turn; another 3.6% of
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the non - matches were therefore coded into the subset Asking for More.

Most occurred duffing Small Group, where he wanted to continue more

academically-oriented activities: puzzles,,hammering, a Match-and-Say,

card, and to be the teacher. Other agendas in this category included

requests for more juice" or. M & M's, to watch the teleyision Bet

longer, and to, see himself in the mirror again.\\These gave additional

indication of his strong interests in the activities of the preschool

program, especially the directed ones:.

Teasing was a subset of Classroom Style into which Michael's more

.mischievous behaviors Were cpded. The. teacher was .generally the

recipient of such 'agendas as hiding materials to be returned to her or

tossing/throwing, materials back to her with a laugh; hence, most of

these agendaS appeared.during the Small and Large Group sessions.

Occasionally, he would tease the other children, by keeping toy ani-

mals fromthem-ihidingsomeone's shoe, and keeping a Match-and-Say

card out of a child's reaph., This category included-12 or 3.6% of the

non-match agendas.

Throughout the three days of data collection, Michael was given an

opportunity to make a choice in a structured situation seven times.

These behaviors were coded into the category entitled. Choosing;

excepefor choosing an action for the group to follow in Circle, all

the agendas occurred during Small and Large Group .sessions. They

included choosing colors of form puzzles to work on, bracelets to

wear, and children for the next turn.- All but one, where he tried to

choose a h'at by himself, were in diect response to a teacher prompt.,

The final subset under
1
the Classroom Style category waS.labeled

Seeking Affection/Attention. There were occasional instances (6) of
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Michael going to-sit on the teacher's lap, h9gging the physical edu-

cation teacher, and'kissing a picture Prf a cat. Two instances were

coded as interactions thought to be for the purpose of drawing atten

tion to himself. This category provided another measure of Michael's

level of independence.

Thus, the nine subsets of Classroom Ste provided further

descriptive, information regarding Michael's behavior in the class-

room. They gave indication of' his goal-directedness, his alertness,

his `interest in classroom learning activities, and his -playful,

teasing nature. They also showed he did not unduly seek attention or

affection, nor did he engage in a.large proportion of inappropriate

social interactions. Finally, there was also some indication that he

did not receive much opportunity for making choices, at least in

teacher-directed activities

Thesecondlargest category of non-matches which emerged -was

entitled Extensions of Objectives listed in the contractual and pheno-

menological plans. Agendas were grouped in this area when they re-'

lated to stated objectives on either of the other plans, but differed

in level of skill (e.g., copying rather than tracing) or in content

application of a skill (e.g., naming animals rather than colors or

textures). Agendas that indicated new skills, not mentioned in the

other pans, were also included in this category. Of the non-matches,

100 agendas or 29.8% comprised this category. It was subdivided into

five subsets to reflect with more clarity the patterns that emerged:

Naming, Pretending, Related Concepts, Other Fine Motor, and Reading.

One of the more stringent differentiations applied to the matching

'prOceds resulted from the teacher's clarification of her usage. of
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words such as "identify" and "name," as previously noted in Chapter.

VI. Although she .used those words inteichangeably in both the con-
,

tractual and phenomenological plans, it was het interpretation upon

probing and retrospection that the intent of her statements' was the

same: the skill Michael was to Thieve was tat of identifying some-
,

thing, given a cue. For instance, the teacher statement would contain

the identifier, '"Give me the red one" or "Show me fivelfas opposed to

the more sophisticated knowledge_ required in response to Statements\,

such as "What is this color?" or "How many are here?" Respontes to

the latter conditi9n were considered indicative of the skill, naming;

for the former question, the' lower level skill was considered to be

one of labeling, the teacher's stated intent. As a result, 33 agendas

were coded as illustrating the higher level'of objective (not intended

by the 4eacher), 'events where 'Michael named colors, textures, and

shapes without receiving a cue from the teacher question. In turn,

r
only 11 other agendas were coded as "labeling," and thus matched con-

.

tractual and phenomenological plan objectives. Therefike, whil

Michael was dealing with colors, textures, numbers, and body parts, he

was going beyond the other plans and working at a more sophisticated

level. Most revealing, however, was the fact that the teacher, in all

instances, asked questions that provided no tue, thus eliciting the

higher.leVel behaviors exhibited despite her stated procedures.

Of the remaining subsets of Extensions, the second most frequent

was Pretending. There were 26 or 7.7% of the non-match agendas where

Michael' exhibited some type of role-playing behavior. Many of these

agendas occurred in Circle in conjunction with songs and fingerplays:

pretending to be scared like Miss Moffitt, or mad; or sad. As such,
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these were considered teacher-initiated because she set the context

for the children's rqpponses." Other pretending agendas were also con-1

sidered established by the teacher because she supplied the mater=

ials: playing "airplane" or nc.B. radio" with bristle blocks, manipu-

lating sock puppets, or putting on knit ski caps to become nmonsters:"

Others of these agendas, h ver, were initiated by Michael. Some

were spontaneous and quick expr ssions during other class activities:
wan.

pretending to be Superman dur ng a scarf activity, greeti a child

1wearing glasses as ,"Grandma" prior to a poem recitation, naming

his rectangle drawing as a "house." Those which extended,for the

longest periods-of time occurred in tinstructured settings in the' ab-

sence of ,teacher intervention v pretending to fish. and washing

dishes; still another, coded primarily as pldying with 'peer, in-

volved role play in the kitchen areas.

Pretending or role play was an objectivd not at all-mentioned in

the written plan nor in the teacher's intent.. Teacher behavior showed

that it was somewhat supported in' practice, priMarily in the form of

fingerplays and simulated training experiences in dining. More criti-

cal, however, is the direction Michael took in initiating most of

these behaviors, and at a more sophisticated level, during his class-

room program. Despite the structure emanating from the adults in the

itlassrocm, part of which accounted for the occurrence of pretending

behavior in 11 of the agendas in that category, Michael or another

child generated role-playing opportunities for the remaining 15.

The category Other Condepts extended categories on,the written and '

phenomenological plans which aimed to deyelop skills regarding the

recognition of colors, textures, shapes, and the like. In practice,
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the teacher encouraged the labeling pf more naturalistically-occurring -

items as well: clocks anl twins, for instance. She also worked to

develop an understanding of the function'of objects such as.napkins;

socks, scarves and animals. Two other agendas initiated by the

teacher were sequences intended to foster understanding Of directional

prepositions, -such as over, under, and behind, through the use-of

scarves and puppets. While eight of the 14 agendas in this group were

implemented by the teacher despite their absence in the contractual

and phenomenological. plans, Michael also generated five agendas in

this category: he asked for names of more animals and demonhtrated an

ability to ferentiate between goat and cow; and boots and shoes.

Again, .this category illustrated another instance of Michael taking a

more proactive role in developing his program as well as examples of

implicit teacher plans.

In the subset Other Fine Motor, additional agendas varied in con-

tent from what was stated on the other p s. .In these non-matche$,

Michael scooped, poured, stacked, tied and untied, blipped and unl

clipped, and folded. In addition, he constructed an airplane with

bristle bloCks. The skills listed On the other plans limited desired

behaviors to copying, tracing, drawing and printings cutting, using

paper clips, 'unscrewing'nuts and bolts, and creasing paper. Again,

however, all of these non-matches were initiated by the teacher.

Therefore, though not articulated in her plans, the teacher nonethe-

less implemented these skill objectives irito her program.

The final subcategory of Extended Objectives involved reading

skills. Michael engaged in such activities as reading labels on

folders, 'recoghizing his. and others' names, reading letters on a
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the nine agendas in this category were initiated by Michael, illustra-

ting his growing knowledge of meaning behind symbols. *In addition, of

the three'agendas which matched the reading objectives included in the

wsitterr plan and teacher intetit, Michael initiated two of them, pro-
(

viding .1t1 indication of his movement towards reading beyond teacher

plans and practice.

In summarizing the category Extensions of Objectives, which ac-

counted forA/.8% of the non - matches, a bimodal pattern emerged. Many

of ther situations in which the agendas occurred we established by

the teacher, indicating that a proportion of her behavior extended

beyond what she purported to achieve. On the other hand, a signifi-

cant proportion of the agendas were instigated by Michael without

teacher "intervention, and indicated his adiity to work at skills and

to be involved in content that

teacher

finding

year.

and the planning team.

went beyond the expectations of the

A later section wiJ analyze this,,

in relation to the contractual plan for, the subsequent school

The remainder of the non- matches were related to random, or

Miscellaneous Behaviors, which were not clearly_ related to particular:-

objectives, and as such, of minimal interest in this study. These

included. the four. subcategories entitle0 Group Participation, Use of

Materials, Being Assisted, and Miscellaneous Agendas; each comprised

less than 7% of the non-matches, 17% in total, and 8.3% of all 682

agendas.

Group Participation was coded for thqse agendas indicating

Michael's response to a group activity such as taking a bow, doing

'
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poem 'actions, and pOtting hand puppets on-and off.
7

category, were

walking around

furniture to an

activities

with them,

activity

of putting foam blocks

one day's task 'in Large

211

Also coded in this

on his feet anl

Group, and moving,

table. The subset'entitled Use of Materials

included Agendas such as receiving more paper to cut, getting a pin,

closing the door, and '13 cleaning-up behaviors.- Being' Assisted

included agendas where something was done to Michael without his

initiation, such as the teacher tying on a -scarf or piece of string,

and pinning a note On him. It also included two agendas of being

hugged By. another child. Finally, the subset MiscellaneoUs Agendas

included seven agendas which were not easily classified into any other.

%

categories, such as starting to leave, eating M & M's given as a rein-

.,

forcement, and answering a child's call from across the room.,

The, non-matches as a whole provided a rich picture of Michael's

classroom life. They illustrated how proactive he was in directing

same of his curriculum; they also evi nced'that the teacher operate0

on still another level, that She had' licit plans,.not verbally ex-CP

pressed in her intent. Finally, the non- matches proVided indirect

measures of sane of the objectives held for him in the areas of be-

havior, independence, and socialization. Agendas determined to be

miscellaneous and uhgroupable for any apparently relevant purpose

were minimal.

Relationship of the Future IEP

Earlier ,in Chapter VI, it was shown how very little of the pheno-

menological plan was reflected in the contractual plan developed for

Michael's next year of school. The analysis of the empirical plan
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similarly re- enforced that contention, in that the skills and activi-

ties .kichaelVwas dethionstrating, particularly those that.--emerged as

non-matches, were likewise not communicated in his program for the

next year. This was particularly evident in two areas: his role-

/

plang and his pre-reading endeavors. 4

Michael was already_ deMonstrating more sophisticated pre-reading

interests that either the teacher or the contractual plan indicated.

He was reading labels, selecting boOk6 as an independent activity,

recognizing his and others' printed names, and wanting to "say" same-'
A3

thing on paper. These' activities were self-generated, without

intervention by an adult.

In terms of specific. early reading readiness skills such as visual'

and auditory discrimination, beginning phonics, and simple story

reading, that.he, may halie been'ready to begin, the Thesaurus included

sane that may have been apprbpriate to his level in the forthcoming
,..

year, \ t none were actually listed on the future'iEP:

EEC93 Tell familiar story with pictures in
book for cues

EEC91 Verbalize about drawing
EE C96 Tell whether or.noi2 words rhyme
EEC105 Put together and tell 3-5 part sequence

story
EEE92 .Match .symbols

EEE94 Retell main facts from story heard

EEE120 Name lowai.case letters of alphabet
ERIP120 .Sight read 10 printed words

Irhe teacher had sane objectives in mind at a- similar level, but they

were not transferred to the written document developed for use by his.

new teacher.

Michael also illustrated some initial abilities in role-playing.

These could have been incorporated t6 strengthen both his6cognitive/
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language and social development. Neither the teacher nor the written

document took advantage of thiS,interest, "although the Thesaurus did

include a few Objectives-in its' Socialization section-,that might have

been appropriately listed:

6 Play "dress-up" in adult clothes
7. Imitate adult roles

EEB94 Act out parts of story, playing a
part or using puppets

Again, however, these types of objectives were in the minority in the

Socialization section of the Thesaurus, and were not even present,in

the Cognitive or Language sections.

Michael also wanted to learn to write, his name' and put it on his

papers; both of these were listed as objectives on the contractual

plan. He was also interested in naming - letters and numbers and in

counting, as the teacher's intent indicated, but none of these became

a part of the future contractual plan.

In summary, while the future contractual plan contained appro-

priate items for Michael to achieve during his next year in kinder-
,.

garten, it did not reflect much at all of Michael's self-generated

curriculum interests. Michael's empirical plan and teacher intent

were congrUent in terms of academid skill areas, but little of this

was transferred to the contractual plan. Little advantage was taken

of Midhael's interest and abilities in- role - playing. to foster

in other areas that were deficit, namely in language and in social-

izing with other children.

111
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Summary the Study

4

4

(4 .-

6

SUMMARY AMID impLicAiims

The. study Of individualizatiOntis had a paradoxical hi tort' It .

is one of those eduCational phenomena whose value has been e used by

L=1"

:-..praetrtioners- and .-thebriSts alike, .but whose test _in the research

has produced less than satisfying results. Attempts to evaluate
J

2
actof 'individualization have been diffuse, but.only a sfew,

-studie.thavewsoved beyond the description of a particular approach to

assess the qualitative effects of programs andlpractiees upon children

or thelirree to which individualization was occurring. Variables of

interes' in most of the studies have been limited to cognitive and

affectiNCoutcomel as measured by standardized tests, types of in-

StructionaiAnditions, teacher and student' traits, quantity of in-

.
structional time,* and teacher and student satisfaction.

.
The idivid9al educational plan (IEP), as a particular-case of

indisii ualization, has had a simaa4'history. It was an ideology

"whose time had come," valued so much by educators, parer how and

policy-makers that it becallie a legislative mandate. Public Law 94-142

guaranteed the right of every child riving special education Eer-

ievices to an ndividually planned.progr , documented in an IEP. Along

with a flurry.of.mandated ipplementation practices, a host of Studies
00o-

was engaged to evaluate" the impact 'of IEPs. Again, these .studies'

focuted upon. their effects on'administration, teacher time and satis-

faction, and parental satisfaction and involvement. Only one -re-

..-sercher'has inquired as-to whether teachers actually used them after

,e
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they were writte ;. there is yet to be an investigation-as to whether
I

or not childpen's education .is any diffe6nt at the classroom level.

Once the le is implemented. And how, aft the glow of the initial

legislation haspessed and in a politic ;clip te, of deregulatioq, the

IEP has lbst its glamour,.and its purpose as a means towards quality

programming is'threatened.
-zy

,

The purpose of ,this studywas t(; investigatp the proces6 of.indi-'
\,

vidUaiization, and the a case in point, from ip alternative

'perspective, seeking information about the relationship of plat to

reality'so'that both educatiOnal ideology and public policy might be
:1

more adequately informed. A:propositibn for a triangulateestudy of

individualization was put forth, and the study was 'condeptualized

theitOestigatpliof the. reltionships`amotg: three forms of the indi-

vidual plan: the.,contractual plan; or the cbll4 aboratively-developed
,

!

program as, expressed in awritten docuMentr the' phenomenological

plan, or the teacher's intent for the program; and the empirical

plan, or the program-gSexperienced by' the child. Utilizing a

research desibt of mixed multiplie-Strategies for data colleCtion and

analysis,, a model for consideration of the individualization process

emerged.

For each component of individualization, different data collection

"techniques, were utilited. For ,the contractual iplani,i- the task was
. .

simply to obtain consent to acquire a copy of the formal o as de-
,

veloped for the child-subject, arlier in the year; and-to question key

actors alSout the process of its development. A toPy of the data bank
. .

of instructional objectives used by the public schoo system was also .
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An ethnographic approach was taken tOrexplicate teacher intent. A

phenomdfrological Plan emerged fram'a series of interviews conducted

with the to cher-subject, and highlighted the' goals and'objectives 'she

held,, for preschool program,,her class, and'for the child-subject

in particular. These interviews were audiotaped and transcribed.

They were also supplemented by field observation in. the classroom,

L(.

both prior to-and during the. interviews.

In order to obtain information about the empirical plan, a video-

tape record df the child-subject's natural stream of behavior was

.taken. This' was supplemented by obserkrations of the classroom setting

bothbefore and during the taping, as well as by teacher retro-'

spection, where the teacher was asked to comment upon the events'

depicted on the. tape,-,--,Teacher retrospections were audiotaped and

transcribed. A videoscript was prepared. for data analysis, and con-

sisted of the parallel-.placement of the verbatim videotape tran

scriptiOns, the descriptiVe setting notes, and the teacherpretro-
,

spection transcriptions'.

In summary; the data archives inOluded:,

1. a copy of the contractual plan and the data
bank of objectives from which it was drawn;

Z. audiotapes and transcriptions of teacher
interviews;

3. videotapes and transcriptions of the child-
subject's natural stream of behavior;

'4. audiotapes and transcriptions of teacher retro-
'spection;' and

5. field notes of claSsroom observations and
informal interviews and discussions.

Together these constituted .a triangulated, set of data about the

-phenomenon called' individualization.
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Because of the multiple forms of data, multiple strategies of data
,

analysis were, also demanded by this study. Their purpose was to

syntheSize.the datasa that relationships across the three types of

plans would be,manifest. A document analysis, was conducted'on the
. .

contractual plan to ascertain patterns. of form and content. Content
9

analysis methodology was also utilized to analyze the teachK inter-

views. Using4a team of three analySts, a1 category system grounded in

the identified framework of' the teacher's intent was constructed. The

categories-were arranged to indicate the scope of the teacher's intent

-as Well as its hierarchical arrangement. The depiction of the phenam-
,

enological plan which was developed was similar.in format to the con-

tractual one,: each including numbered goals. and objectives heldfor

the child-subject, yet differing with regards to organizing framework,.

specific content, and detail::,

Analysis ,of the empirical planplwas a much more complex task.

Here, strategies from ecological research proved most useful in unit-
4

izing and categorizing the stream of behavior. The units of agenda

and.circumstance were defined based on,the ecological, notion of epi-

- sodes, and the stream was unitized accordingly by a team of two

analysts. Both formative and summative measures of inter-analyst

agreement were kept to assure consistency'in applicatiOn of the rules

for unitization: These units comprised the empirical plan. -

In ,order to categorize, the empirical plarf, a matching procedure

was developed so that the main question,of this study could be ex-

,

. plored; i.e., to describe the relationships that existed across the

three components of individualization. Each agenda in the empirical

plan was matched back to an objective on either the'contractual and/or
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the phenomenological plans;, those agendas which (related to neither

were coded as non- matches. Again, measures of agreement were

tracked, especially' for tunambiguOus items; for the others, the

analyst team functioned as an expert panel- to reconcile discrepancies

in coding. Agendas were also coded for.. day and setting. :Once the

'matching process Was complete, the search for categories and patterns

among the 682'agendas was facilitated through the use of a computer-

ized program. By adapting program routines for frequencies, cross-

tabulations, and other subset analyses, patterns, of interest across

the data were explored. Further categorization and referral back to .

the transcripts and videotapes resulted in the final findings .which

were reported.

Highlights of the Results

7)..
The central purpOse of this investio-' was .7o ferret out dis-

crepancies and. similarities among the vario.):- components of the indi-

vidualization process,/ and to explicate the relationships among them.

There were no-'hypdttieses tested in this study; rather,. its ,purpose

was to generate information about variables and hypotheses that might

be germane to a fuller understanding of the process-of individualize-
.

tion. Hence, the;dothain 9f this. inquiry was limited to documentation,

as opposed to the detprmination of causality or the search for

tions {see Guba, 1978). Further, whilE. Ae typicality of the research

setting, the subjectS, and the planning process was' evidenced/ the

reader should be cautioned about generalizability. Any generalila7

tions made frOm this study should be considered -Working hypotheses

rather than concluSions (see Cronbach, 1975).

h. 23
4
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Further, the analyses were limited to a consideration of the

matches among the various components of-individdalization, and to some

extent, the effects of context. No attempt was made to delineate

findings about the process in general nor to other aspects of the

teaching/learning setting 'available in, the data. These data exist,

however, in %the data archives, and could be retrieved and useful'in

the investigation of other questions beyond the scope of this study.

The results showed that there was indeed congruence across written

plan, teacher intent, and the child's program-as-experienced.° The

teacher incorporated nearly 70% of the contractual plan into her

stated plans; and the.child-subject acted upon approximately 68% of

teacher intents and 44%of the objectives in the contractual plan.

Even the discrepancies' were, not contradictory; the emergent pattern

;illustrated how the in(Rividualized program grew in scope as one moved

from written to plan and through child behavior and how the

additional obj.:LIves.complemented what went before. It was through

the :study of the discrepancies created by increasing parametert of the

plans that led to some.of the more interesting conclusions and *pit-.

cations.

While most of the objectives of the contractual plan were con -

tained in teacher intent, the most critical finding in the comparison

between the - 4as that they''were constrt according to two

different frames of reference. The objectives of the contractual plan

were organized.acdOrding to a curricular model, whereas the teacher

reconfigured those objectives to reflect her personal values and.pro-
,

fessional perspectives.; In the teacher's. mind,. specific objectives

for Michael.Were nested inthree overarching goals: that he be able'.

23.'7
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,to function independently', that he succeed in a' non-fipecial education
,

kindergarten classroom, ands that .he become 'p sensitive member of a
y

social group.. The contractual plan, on the other hand, emphasized'the

development ofticognitive/language, self -help, and motor skills. The

teacher cast the multitude of Objectives, not only Michael's but'also

those of the other children, into a framework more congruent with what

she was about as ..a person and as :a professional practitioner. She
4

r\

related to Michael as an individual, yet she'cast his objectives into

a context that served not only him, but both the other children and

what she valued as well. The classroom curriculum became the '

teachei's Perapectiveu a finding. that substantiates the work of

Janesick (1978).

Other findings of interest that emerged as a result of comparing

teacher intent to the contractual plan included:

Objectives found in both the written plan and teacher intent

often served as means to differing ends; the teacher may have

'teen working on similar skills,Jput her purpose for learning

those skills differed from the contractual plan. EXamples of

''this occurred especially with language and play objectives:

for instance,- she related Michael's achievement of language(

skills to social language development, and of play skills to

the development of independence. In the contractual plan,

language skills were related to correct usage, and play skills

were included for the purpose of socialization.

The teacher coped with remembering. and handling large numbers

of objectives by integrating them into her schema of deSired
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classroom prograM goals, which were then achievable, during

otal class activities; for example, Michael's language;and

4
self-concept needs could be met in the context. of 'regular

activities through his interactions with other children - --

specific "lessons" were then not as necessary nor was indi-
.

vidual instruction.

Another way the teacher achieved parsimony was to utilize pre --

sent classroom settings and everyday ,occurrences to achieve

objectives/for many of the ,children, again eliminating, the

need for specially - planned group'or individual lessons; for

example, needed self-help skills.could be practiced in the

cafeteria or getting off the bus.

These findings corroborate the review by dark and 'Yinger (1980)

that documented the fact that, teachers deal with the complexity of'the

teaching ..sittAtion by siMPlifyiri4 A in some 'rational and "adaptive

way. Here, the teicher%s implementation style and management strat-

egies affected how large numbers of objectives were consolidated into

a manageable plan. Additionally, this 'study provided infal*"11 0

support how teachers recast objectives to suit their own purposesi and

as to how they identify and monitor aspects of the teaching/learning

situation that were most relevant to, them, findings also reported by

Morine (ii Yinger, 1978). and Morine-Dershimer (in Brophy, 1980).

The analysisof the empirical plan was gUided by three, questions:

What objectives on the contractual plan were
being met?:

What objectives of the phenomenological plan
were.being met?
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What else were, Michael and/or the teacher doing?

Slightly oyer half of Michael'p activities related to objectives

found- in teacher intent and/or the written plan. Over 50% of the

objectives in 'the contractual plan were matched to Michael's observed

behavior, and over 67% to objectives indicated in teacher intent.

Thus, a good portion of what was intended for Michael was being

achieved. But must importantly; the other half'of Michael's .behavior

extended' beyondwhat had been planned. OveralL this presented a

bimodal view of what was occurring in the classroom: teacher plans

were getting accomplished, but Michael also was a proactive force in

determining the direction and content of his program.

The teacher-subject was quite adept at assuring that her intent

oe was carri2d out in practice. First of all, the objectives from the

contract l 'plan which were congruent to teacher intent were those

most .likely to'lr implemented. Furthermore, the greatest proportion

of teacher intent which was implemented was that which contained her

own objectives, those which extended beyond the contractual plan.
C

Thus, it appeared that'while the teacher worked to accomplish the con-

tractual objectives, primaiily'preacademic and language in nature, she

also moved to accomplish those objectives whiCh were more important to

. .

her frame of reference; namely, social development, independence, and

learning to do what wad expected in school. This was consistent with

the goals which she valued most highly for her program, and with

findirigs by Morine (in Yinger, 1978).

Other indications of teacher influence upon the program-as-

experienCed were found kin the analyses of objective-matches by

settings. The predominant objectives which matched Michael's, agendas
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across the various behavior, settings Were consistent with the

teacher's expectations of Slat was tb occur in those settings. In

other words, a standing pattern of behavior had been eitablished which

shaped Michael's behavior. , This was accomplished not only by the

teacher's overt actions and verbalizations in establishing andmain-

taining the pattern, but also through the use of space,°the selectio6-

and placement of ,behavior objects, and the structure of time, so that

behavior and:milieu were synomorphic, in ecological terms. Thus, what

.was found, surprisingly, was that socialization and- independence

skills were a predominant match during Free Play; that feeding dnd

language agendas occurred during 'Snack; and that preacademic skills

were in the majority of agendas during Circle and Small Group. The

strength of the behavior settings, however, is related not only to

teacher intent, but also to Michael's self- initiated behE en

.Qt

in those situations, in, the absence of teacher directionichael's
r. A

behaviors were consonant with:the standing patterns of behavior for

the various settings. ,As a result, and to further substantiatethis

postulate of ecological theory, there were relatively few instances

where Michael was reprimanded for inappropriate behaviors. He was

reading the "programs" of the settings..

Another interesting set of findings concerned Michaens'proactive

nature. Just as the teacher was able to carry out her intent, so did
1,

-
Michael carry out a set of agendas that went beyond what was planned

fOr him in. either his contractual or phenomenological plans. Over 50%

of his behavior was categorized as non-matches. Despite a setting

heavily influenced by'adult intent, quite structured and with limited

opportunities for choice; Michael was able todireCt a fairly signifi-

2 4
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, cant amount of his program. Several instances evidenced this: I)

)
Michael's self- initiatiod.of behaviors. which were coded as "seeking

out friendships" and "exploring the environment;" 2) thearea of pre-

tending, not mentioned in any of the plan=, suppcit6,- only at the

level of finger 1 lays and songs by the :Leacher, but, mote suitantively

initiated and sustained- by-Michael.without much teacher intervention;

3) the area.t1 skill extensions; particularly where Michael indepen-

dently demonstrated his interest in and readiness for early reading
,

experiences;: and 4) MiChaef's initiationfeq.f non-match agendas during

the most structured setting which also were settings during which

the teacher carried aut moSt,of her Pii.Lent. this Case study,

supported the hypothL ::hat the c_irriculum is as much the child's

tid perspective as it is the teacher's, -.a finding that extends Janesick

(1978).

Other findings of note which resulted from the comparison of the

- emperical plan back to the other two plans included:

Transitions were important settings for learning, particu-

larly, in This case, for objectives in the areas of sociali-
,

zation, -independence, and other school readiness behaviors.

Behaviors here were both teacher-directed andSelf- initiated.
-

Even though the teacher articulated explicit plans for pur-

poses of this study, there were instances where the record

illuminated her implicit plans as -well. Some were simply

extensions of content or level not indicated in the phenomeno-

logical plan; others were even contradictory to what, she said

she intended, as in the - instance of her asking higher level
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questionsthan'she believed apprbpriate for Michael's stage of

development, and ,which nonetheless were answered correct by

'Michael.

* The non-match analysis served another purpose, that of

tip

illuminating Michael's classroom style. For instance, it

prov,ided an indication of his interest in clasSroom event's and'

learningtivities, of his goal-directedness, his alertness,
, '

and his playful teasing nature. They also showed he did not

unduly seek attention or affection, nor aid he engage in a

large, number of random or ihapproOriate behaviors. These

would be useful as indirect measures of some of the objectives

held for him in the areas of behavior, independence,: and

school readiness.

A large proportion of Michael's' agendas were coded as

Watching/Listening. Even though Michael was physically ,

passive, it was evidenced how a great deal of learning took

place in these 'situations. Michael gained knowledge, about

-ClaSsropM behavioral expectations, confirmed or re-enforced

,academic learnings by watching and listening.te other children

respond in teaching/learning interactions, and saw examples of

others modeling sensitive behaviors towards the children With

diffeiences. :By watching other children, he also gathered

ideas he could use for himself, such as building a C.B. radio

from blocks or tying a scarf around his head to be an Indian.

Additionally, the analysis of the phenomenologicalplan provided
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evidence to assess researcher effects on the naturally- occurring
11

behaviors of the setting in several ways. First, during teacher'

retrospection activities, the teacher was able to indicate whether thee.

child -sUbject or any other children were acting differently as a

7-1 result of the presence of the equipment or the researcher; she

cated that Michael's behavior on the videotape was typical and that

only one other child during .one segment was "showing off." Second,

althoUgh the assessment of degree of teacher desensitizatidn was more

indirect, the data .did expose sane cause to suspect potential, re-

searcher effects there. The large number of agendas of Day 1 .which

,matched to the phenomenological plan, coupled with'the small number of..

agendas coded as non-matches, could be interpreted that the 'teacher

was -more in `control on the first data collection day. This 'hay have

been an indication of her attempt to demonstrate best teaching prac-

tices and that she2was.meeting the intent of the written plan, the

hypothesis being that .while she may have been desensitized to the

ptesence of the researcher in the classroom, but not to the research

question, at least until after the first day.

Finally, an analysis of the agendas sho,,4ed a low frequency of
?4P

that had anything_ to do with the researcher, the television

equipment, the smock, or thelloose transistor wire. In fact, there

were only 21-agendas'entitled with any of these conditions, comprising

3% of the 682 total agendas. Most occurred on the first day of data

collection. They were distributed as followsi

Wire
It'esearcher

leVision

Cg

244 -f
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1 agenda
0 agendas.

-13 agendas
7 agendas

r.
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As expected, most of these agendas had to do with the Ardock,lwhich

was an5indication that it-was not entirely comfortable. Being cam-

Pliant, Michael wore it in the morning, but discarded it after Small

Group; anddid not wish to put it'back on after Gross Motor TiMe for

Large Group-. The agendas related to the television equipment were

more positive in nature, and were construed as 1parning activities:.

for instance, putting the mice on the turn - table, looking at the tele-

vision screen to see what'he looked like in a mask, making faces with

.
a friend to see themselves on the screen, and the like. Except for

the pre-data collection interchanges with the researcher in the

Mornings, there' were no agendas where Michael related to the re-

searcher during data collection sessions.

`17

Implications for Practice and Further Research

The purpose of this stu44, was to explore various aspects of the

4
'individualization, in order to generate information about variables,

I '

_,.

.. ,contextual factort,' and-potential hypotheses that might be grimarlie'tO

pradtice and futute research it this area. The IEP provi ed an ocL
,

.. .

.
.

casion to posit an alternative conceptualizatibn about- the process of

individual planning and ,implementation, and to study individualization

from a view that was mbre comprehensive than previous research, one

which involved key components of he planning/teaChing/learning pro-

cess.

. . 1.?

'Originally, Public Law 94-142 was an implemOntation technique to

provide direction to policies set earlier in the courts. The. IEP was

included as an alternative accountability System ancrat a way to docu-

. .

ment indiVidualization. ,Farly.research and practice A.n.:the area have

245
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concentrated on administrative and practical processes and outcomes.

Yet, it may be a8jimportarit, if not more SO, to advance the'study.of

individualization,from its conceptual base.
. .

"hie ,current political climate of the 1980s. seeks to deregulate

muck federal legislation, and a regressive economy is forcing recon-
?

'sideratiOri of federal support.of education. One of the most severe

tests ,of, an innovation is its capacity to withstand withdrawal of

resources and still maintain its conceptual integrity. The IEP pro-

visiohs of Public, Law 94-142 are key items under consideratibn for

revision.. -The pragmatic response has been to make it simpler, to

eliMinate many of the regulated components and procedures, and to make

it adMinistrative ore efficient. On the other hand, a more appro-
Nc '

)-priate response might,be the "conceptual one to search for ways to

I

make it more effective, so that it fosters individualization, its

Original pOrpose.
, k

Up until now, most practitioners and researchers have considered

the IEP to be merely a written document. This'study has shown the

reality of a different conceptualization, that of a comprehensive

individualized 'program which acknowledges the interaction, of written-
,

plan, teacher intent, and child behavidr. If the\ IEP document con-

,tinues to stand Ln isolation from teacher and child, it will continue.

to be_ perceived as' "paperwork" and "time-consuming." As such, it

cannot become a vehicle for mediatingi and integrating the day-to-day

experienbe of teacher and 'child in the planning/teaching/learning

.1,..
.

process. How to get that input without ,violating due process or in-
. .

.N . .

creasing paperwork remains a critical question. This study poses a

counter proposalAo the adminiStrative solution:. that the legitimi-

24(3 /
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zatc,i.op of . the subjective: perceptions of tache rs, children , and

parents' 'ban'" provide viably. bases for evaluating' &rid., revisihg.-.LEP

policies and procedures,

Questions for policy evaluation certainly"include the relationship

of teacher values and professional'persPectives to the planning and

implementation process. In this case, the'teacher's-6ame of 'refer-

ence differed from that of the:Contractual plat?, and she clerly had
, ).

different-ends in mind for .dealing with the same objectives, but this
.

discrepancy was a. complementary,one. :Ti2s teacher implemented a great..
. . _

proportiOn of the cohtraceualobjectives , in addition to those of her
.

own.' What may be a- critigal finding is that the child primarily acted
,...

_ .

Upon thbse which were congruent to both and to others contained only,

in teacher intent. The influence:. of the -teacher, in how a policy
-

.becomes implement is pdgerful.
0

This May have ',greater implications when the discrepancy ' between
4

teacher frame of reference and forMai dccument.is g er. Nearly al/
, .

the objectives i,the contractual plan were-devoted-to academic and

self-help skills, and those compiemented,one of the.teacher's primary
. _

.

Purposv, that' ot preparing Michael for an .academiC, setting. Her

-classroom-was-structured for such-
,

what,might,be exppcted in-a first

nested within her intent. .Had the

learning; its.ctivities:paralleled

grade, and the contractual-plan was

phenomenOlogicaY'plan reflected the

valueg of a different school of early childhood edupators, one which,.

stresses the role of plaY-nd social development- for 'instance, would

the discrepancy' between the two7plans have been as:- complementary? The
. .

issue of utilizatfonor lack of it may in part be due to lack of con-
d. 4

grUencY between, teacher values and schemes fbr organizing IEps.

24
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FUrthe'r, the, preponderance of academic emphaseS in plan development,

'230

may result in.irresolvai;le discrepancies between', the values of the
4

document and.thOse.afthe teajle; and, hence, lack of utilization ofg

the plan and the tendencyto:revert to teacher assessments of what is

important tather than the contractual agreement.
Itr

Schoolpoli often interprets the ,functiOn of the .IFS to be one

of Providing a:framework fot the instructional program rather than

defining the entire rogram. It is problematic, however, that this .

occurred in this case. It appeared that teacher intent guided the

framework of the instructional pro§ram to a far greater degree. These

observatiams bear further investigation before the question of utili-
r)

zation is laid i-lo--.4est:

teacher's head- d'her

The wealth of information resting in the

vide justification for a

1 role' -in implementation of.policy pro-
%

ore active and central role for the-class-
.

room teacher in the plan development process, a situatioh not re,

flected in:current practicepu.gach, 102).

Related to this issue ate,gpestiOnS of scope and specificity, and.

the perennialdilemma, of attempting to operationanze the,differentia-%

tion betweengoais.,,and objectives. Clearly,' the contraual.plan

carried a multitude of .specific, measurable ,objectives. Yet. the'

-,teachet4S intents, stated less "according-to-Hoyle" (or to Mager

(1962), as the case maye'te)' seemed workable; in so far as providing her

with a relevant framework, OE, operating in the -classroom.. Most
0, s

iMPottantlyi, they 'doalid be evidenced in the descriptive reco'tb of

Michael's activities; his listening and watching agendas, his
.

low rate of random or inappropriate behaviors. TheSe types of obr

jectives made sense to the. teacher and 'their achievement could be
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:evidenced, without the degree of specifidAio

usually recommended fOr.., statements of- behe al ob

--sideration of the upe of relevance and evidence min de

for:the statement and measurement of objectiVes map make

=

irrt more pcaletable to teachers.'

Additionally, the desired 'scope,.of Contractual planS may eed

.

reconsideration, on the basis of sane findings in- this study. The

may be a point at 'which the number of objectives for a teacher to

process and mediate becomes moot. Also, there is conjecture that

:while-the plah may be developed on an indiVidual basis, individuality

lost in practice:as 'the teacher strives to cope and integrate

varying objectivei for varying students. The teachei's process.may bb

one building coheSiveness'intO'ap4array of demands

off het professional behavior by simplification and re-ordering. Thus,

the focus on activities, found so often in other studies of teacher

planning (Yinger, 1978; and also ClackscYinger, 1979; Peterson, Marx,,'.

& Clark, 1978; Taylor, 1970; and Zahorik, 1975), may, simply have been

a reflection of the teacher's attempts to simplify and control a de-

manding.environment. Therefore, an activity like a rcle could foster

for all the children the development. of a sense of groupness, while

Simultaneously facilitating attainment of one child's language'Skil1s,

another',child, s understanding of the terms "over" and "under," and
. .

still another's ability to attend toa,:group leader. Along with

re-evaluation of degree of speCificity may come:consideration.Of

optimal .numbers of objectiVes to include on the fdrmaf IEPvu perhaps

leavinOkore detail to weekly an&daily 'instructional plans.

The legitimization of subjective perceptions' also challenges
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ficient, namely the 'use, of

.,-.

to make individual planning more
t p, N.

objective banks., In the inte ests o

232

'
,.. management and administration, many schools have turned to the use of

databases of objectives, either in print or in computerized form, for

I

use in development. ofplans: marver rand David (1978) and Sfer et al

(.1978) conclUded that'data banks amAr.dataitanagetent systems were key

factors conducive to the utilization of IEP5. While at first glance'

these objectivelbanks may appear two ease clerical demands, there

the possibility that they may also be hindering' the implementatio6-

process by de7prof4ssionalizing the role of the teacher: The spewing

out of, objectives devoid of any relation to the professional values

and knotyledge of the teacher may have resulted.in written. plans that

sit' in fileS, while teachers "make use of.cues.from within themselves

as well as ftom their.day-to-day interactions - 071th children to.plail

;

and implement individual programs.

In an effort to ease the demands of compliance, educators may have
, -

inadvertantlr,fostered W system that results in lists of aeordained

objectives that have little perceiVed utility in the classroom. Fur-

.. : 4 -

ther,they.may.have hindered the dynamic procesS'of .i1U5'deveIopment

and the inclusion. of differential knowledge from teacher, child, and

parent. While, it is. argued, there is alwayspoSSibility to include

self-develoied.or group-developed objectives into the bank, the power

of the resource may be so. coercive that it is easier tO-resott to it
'

than to make use of the, alternative. A parallel example cahLbe found

in the use of curriculw guides - -- "good" teachers knoWthey,are only

a resource and a "guide," but once pregent, they'can easily become the

point of ieast resistance. Planning based on profession knowledge
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and experience is subordinated to the ease of selecting already

r t
thought out solutions. Support for this hypothesis can be found in

Abe future IEP, developed by the teachee who by then. "knew both the
o

-child and the system." There, was almost as little reflection of

teacher knowledge in the future plan as when the first IEP was devel-

opegd by the teacher-subject who at that time "knew the system,, but not

the The future IEP reflected neither the knowledge the

teacher had about the child, nor the input'of,the child regarding hig

curricular interests

The -role of the teacher in the individualization process must be

taken into account. In the implementation of IEP policy at the class-

root-level, the teacher is clearly. the "street level bureaUctat* who

Weatherley and Lipsky (1977) contended molds and shapes the intended

policy to i s ultimate outcomes-inpractice, due to their considerable
40,

latitude in decision-making. The findings of this study illustrated

how.teacher1
.

100lues did indeed influence priorities and how teaching

decisionsWere based mere upon yhat a teacher thought ought to be and

what she came to know of the child rather than on Tmerous objectives

listed with little relation to a teacher's frame of reference. Recog-

nition of teacher perspectives and perceptions in the planning process
y

.

may make the 143, policy more relevant and hence, more. useful in di- .

recting instruction.

Yet the" stlady illustrated the teacher is not the only key actor.

A conception of i iyidualization as plan plus teacher plus child was

posited and shown to exist. Each fonm'of individualization differed,

but compleMented-the other; while the contractual plan may have begun
.

as the baseline, it was transformed. by the teacher, and additionally,
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influenced by the child. The increasing scope of the different fbrms

of plans and their IWeractive natur* combined to describe a-pictu;e

of individualization,that could influence both practice and research..

The child is 'proactive, and this not only Provides the teacher`

immediate feedback,'but also poses a sensible solution-to meeting the

spirit of the Law in its provision that the,child attend planning

meetings,, when appropriate. 'Cam only excluded due to age, young'-

children could "partiCipate" in the development of their prOgrAm, not

by. physical attendance, but by input gleamed froth systOatic obser-

vations of their behaviors in re-/Ation to already - stated goals, as

well as those self-initiated agendas that indicate new directions

.:which attract the child,

This knowledge of the child's proactivity may also stimulaxe more

valid use ofdata,banks: to use thei to describe current behAvior for

the purposes of illuminating' next steps, as opposed to using'them A.

priori to prObcribe behavior. Furthermore, to use data banks in'a

"prescriptive sense may be antithetical to individualization, which is
_

a response'to a child'sruniague behaviors. Objective banks are a com-

posite of the. past behavior of other children --- while many of the

objectives listed there may be appropriate ta: a child's current need,

there also exists he danger of attempting to fit the child to the

objectives at hand. The focus of accountability systems should be one

of evaluating .the congruence of plans toj.dentified needs, rather than

behavior to prespecified plAns.- In that way, the focus of evaluation

is on the degree to which the setting meets the needs'of the child

rather than whether the child has conformed to-external standards.

The fact that there were more agendas identified than matched

252
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objectives may also mitigate against prescription.. One interpretation

about their existence-may be that they were functionally determined'in.
. "

the process of Michaele.the_t'eacher, and/or_other.children "getting :

together." 'Ale teacher max have' established some potential occasions

for the emergmc4-of learpings *ler arrangements of time, activi-

ties, and materials, but she did ,not control the achievement of fpar7,

ticular objectives beyond that. Yet they occurred. Perhaps this

argues for more .consideration of the role of, the teach% in indi-,

vidualized programs to facilitate functibn and role manipulation

rather than to predict behavior and outcomes.

The final triplication fot practice emanates from the discovery of

still another type of plan. Despite a wealth of interview data and

corroboration -of teacher intent on the meaning of- the Stated ob-

jectives, the -,analysis of the stream of behavior brought to light
. ,

instances where Michael's agWas went beyond slated teacher intent,
Awl'

, .. .

and included an intervention '. by the teacher 'to elicit, that behavior.
., ,

As a'result, the phenomenological component of individualization may

need to be expanded to in

*
ude explicit statements of intent as well

as implicit objectives.

'Teacher retrospection- can also play a role in bringing the im-

plicit and explicit plans together in teacher consciousness. Retro-
.

4_

spection may be a mechanism to provide the necessary feedback which

could -a],low teachers to confront discrepancies between plan and,

action, and to respond to programmatic directions indicatOby the

child. Brophy .(1980) reviewed several. studies which showed how

teachers had more."reality contact"when lessons went awry or when

forced to deal with minor deviations from their plans; at other
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times, they worked on "automatic pilot" and were less responsive to

students. Nkta from retrospection may serve a similar purpose in the

assessmentofteacher effectiveness. A fruitful line of research may
, . ..

, .

be to further ermine the relationships of teacher plate and classroom

reality, and the changes in-the degree of discrepancy wrought by

1pation- of retrospection., Further, retrospection as a tool for
4

.

self - evaluation utilizing` anecdotal records, observations and/or pro-
,

k

fessional peers, for the purpose of confronting -and reconciling such
Vr

discrepancies, could be incorporated in professional. preparation pro -

grams and professional development inservice.

Methodological Implications-

Naturalistic investigations are demanding ones, as the preceding

235 paged can attest 'to. While the purpose-of this study was pri-
,

_marily a substantive one, its very nature, particularly in the

attempts to match question to design, data collection, and analysis,

'lied to the confrontation of several methodological concerns. AA a

result, there emerged same implications that might be shared with

other naturalistic inquirers.

First is the concern for multiple-realities. Usually,- naturalists

seek to triangulate in order to take into account their recognition of

the presence of varied perspectives of "truth." This study stands as

another example of -the contention that triangulation is the essence of

naturalistic inquiry. There may be two effedts of triangulation. One

may be convergence towards a reconciled ."truth," the development of a

model which synthesizes .4 perspectives. In this study, the via-''

bility of assuming _and explicating divergence is presented as an'
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example. Of another effect. The differences 2 these two outobmes and

when either is an appropriate model is fruit for further consideration.

To triangulate is to seek information.fram various actors in the

system and about various components of the system in as-many different

modes of inyestigOtion as poisible (e.g., dOcument obser-

(

vation, interviews). Together, thesetresUlt in a "thick description"

of a phenomenon. In striving towards that goal in this study, another

implication became clear --- that of the effeCts ofthe medium 40S

understanding that phenomenon.

McLuhan.and Fiore's? (1967) insight4 thatmedia alter the way we

see the world havesame7Pimport to this discussion. If, as they con-

tend, an ,event is shaped more by the nature of the medium by which it,

is communicated than by its contenti,then the impact of the selection

of 1:0articular media for data collection upon results may be a rich

area for investigation. In this study, a fairly wide range of media

was utilized, from the human- instrument to electionic technology.

gyeq recorded evefhts and perused -print; ears perceived sounds and.

4 communicative utterances. Television and audio tapes captured

elements of the same events. These may.have predisposed the analysts

to think and act in differenti:Ways; they may have epicteaeVents and

settings in such away aS'to evoke unique ratios of sen perceptions.

Some of the trade-offs were knoWn. For instance, videotape was

-selected because laf its low selective attention and its ability,

through sight and sound, to capture. perhaps themost detailed "slice

'of life;" selection of other media may have reduced the data or have

introduced more observer bias. However, had the human instrument been

selected as the,primary medium of data collection, it may have added
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td the record an organizing.scheme of vain, a "sense" of the setting,

or a more comprehensive view than ,the restribtions the camera's lens

angle'allowedi. Degree of detail, degree of ,objectivity, and'degree of

synthesis may affect what-picture of an area of inquiry emerges.

Also in this study, a preliminary attempt was made to use an
.

internal medium, that of teacher retrospection. While intended pri-

marily as a tool for corroboration,' it provided a different state

through which data flowed, and further addressed issues central to

behavioral psychologists (Lieberman, 19791 Radford, 1974 and sociol-

ogists (Reinharz, 1979) regarding the validity of introspective' data.

The investigation of the-differential effects of media in yielding

data otherwise inaccessible, in bringing to light new facts, and in

stimulating the asking of new questions is an intriguing, though per-
,

haps elusive'methoiaological concern.

A third implication for research concerns the issue of repre-

sentativeness. Examples of techniques to proide thicker descriptions

of the case so as to better assess "fit" to other situations were
V

given in this Study. The utility o£ Bronfenbrenner's conception of

various levels of systems and Barker'g techniques of behavior setting

analysis proved to be usable as tools for assessing and-describing the

typicality. of a chosen research site. HoWever, only the surface was

scratched in this study, and there remains much more possibility for

the development of tools such as these as alternatives to procedures

used more appropriately in experimental:. designs and as ways to avoid

the critique of being "soft."
.4"

A fourth impliCation concerns the concept of behavior settings ak

thiiir,standing patterns of behavior. Consonant with Barker (1968);-
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MtLuhan and Fiore-(1967) also recognized that "environments are not
ft,

active processes
41%.

which are invisib] .passive wrappings, but

ground rules, pervasive structures, and overall patterns elude easy
a

perceptions" (p. 68). this,studye settings were identified and

their power to coerce behavior was affirmed: Many of Michael's

agendas which were independent of teacher behavior were illustrative

of the standing pattern ofCbehavior at work: at Circle Time,: Michael

went to the carpeted area of the roan, sot in the prearranged chairs,

and waited for the other children to arrive; at Snack, he-conversed

spontaneously, while at the same-table for Small Group
1

hand-to respond to teacher-directed^questions. His behavior

he raised his

was syno-

motphic with the settings of the preschool,. and he was a child who

."read" their programs well. I

Furthermore, the functiOn of space', objects and other--- people.-.to

affirm or re-direct the behavior within a setting was evidenced; for

f

instance, the teacher ells. from the!Snack Table, "It's time for

Snack!" to bring children to the table; or a child, says, "Hey,
ti -

Michael:" and engages Michael in a Play activity; or books placed on

a'table attract Michael to leaf through them. An additional analysis

of the agendas in this database 'could result in the identification of

patterns regarding the relationship of people, objects, and space to

the maintainence of the integrity of a setting.* The place of setting

'plans" in the model of individualization exists as a potential next

research step.

Likewise, the concept of unit of analysis bears further investi-

g tiOn. Two kinds of units.have been used in ecological research, but

not usually together: the pistde, which indicates pSyChoiogital
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intent, of the subject (Barker & Wright, 1971), and the environmental
. s-

force unit (MD, which
)

indicates external fOrces brought.. .to bear on

the subject (Sghoggen, 1963).J.,

.In

his study, the concept of. reco-
,.,.

logical 'unit was reconstrued :4
,

an attempt to. integrate the two
. q"

-through,the simultaneous use of agenda and Circumstance, in order to
.

,

cane closer
'

to the conceptual base of ecological research. Continued
ik

investigation of the relationship of agendas to circumstances might

, 4rnabile-the researcher to address'Certain questions more easily: such
4

as, what forces interrupted Michael's agendaST to what degree were
x

Michael's agendas congruent wjth, complementary to, or counter;to the

circumstances of the event? ;what kinds of forces (adults, children,

..events, things) impinged upon MicKael's behavio and were th

sidifferential results? when a child is reprimanded-or deembd

what cues in the settingtwere ignored and/or what in the agenda seemed

to override the expected pattern of behavior? By consideration of the

typical units of ecological records in tandem, the linkage betWeen

behavior and setting might be further understood.

The uses of a naturalistic paradigm and an arsenal of multiple

strategies and media'have been helpful to illumine some 'of the in-

trinsic properties of a system.of- individualization and classroom

teaching/learning 'settings. Despite the extent of this presentation

of methods and results, only the surface has been scratched. That it

may have provided inspiration or insights for further substantive and

methodological questions could be its major contribution.
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Name:

SUbject Appropriateness "Scale

w' Date:

255

Rank the children in 'terms of how able they'are fneye abou
unassisted.

MOST MOBILE: 1 ,

2

3

5 .

7

8

9

LEAST MOBILE: 10

B. ,Rank the children according tVhow well they -can make themselves
understood.

4 MOST CLEARLY VERBAL: 1

*i^.% 2

3

4

5
6
7

8

9

LEAST CLEA VERBAL: 10

a ,

C. Rank the children according to how well you think others can tell
if they have comprehended something.

MOST,UNDERSTCOD: 1

LEAST UNDERSTOOD:

2'

3

4

5_

6

7

8

9 .

10

D. k the children 'according to 'how well You think they walla be
le to "dese&itizen to earing a microphone o=r seeing a

TO, SITtZE:
videotape camera in the room.
MOST ABLE

2

3

4-

6

8
:

'LEAST ABLES TO DESENSITIZE: 10

273
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s.. Rank the children according ,to. how often they are present., in the
. classroom. .

' .., most OFTEN .PRESENT: 1

eF

2

3

4

.5

6.

7

8
,

0

LEAST OFTEN PRESET;:- pa

4

4Rahik the children according totheir attendance record.
MOST OFTEN ABSENT: 1

2

3,
7 4

LEASI1 OFilEN ABSENT:

Which childien we not

MOnday AM:
Tuesday AM:
Wednesday Am:,
Thursday AM:
Friday AM :,

5

6

7

8

9

YO

.7

4

A

s'
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APPENDIX B

'Criteri4.for External Review of IEPs
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Child's mane:

E*TAL REVIEW OF IEP5
.

Z

ti

258,.

Date of'last IEP meeting:.

Who was present:

Next IER Meeting?.

Who wrote the IEP?

DOES THE IEP CONTAIN:

1. A listing of annual goals? Yes No If so, hoW many?

a. What areas do the goals address?. (Check those that apply.)

Gross motor deVelopMept..- How many?

Fine motor development -How:many?

language development How many?_

Preacademics How many?

*

,Social.Develdpment. -How many?

held .skills HoWniany?.

Phyiical.development How many?

EMotiOnal development' How many?

ro

Are othet-areaS listed? (Please indiCate below:) 17

A , .

!
. o



A -1

manv7

.

-of short' term objectives?- Yes
-

.1 259

a. lelatareas do the objeCtivee address? (6.6011 those thdt apply.)-

vellkeGross-motor de- t How many.?. -/

How many?

-Language development How many

How many?'

How many?

HOw many?

Physical. development How many? :

Emotional development How.Many?

. Fine motor devel4ment

PreacademicS

Social development.

Self-help skills

c /

b.. Are other areas listed? (Please indicatd belOw.)

Do the,objectives/goals have recommended instructional materials and/
or strategies indicated? Yes NO

If so; give an example:

7 .

. kDo the objectiveshoali'inclUde a statement of expected' behavior to.lan
acceptable standard (criteriafor review)? Yes No

If so, giVe an examples

41
5. DO the objectiyes/goels..,have target coMpletion datesA:Miaated?.

. ,Yes No

If'so,.give an example:

Reviewpr's name:
. 3

I.
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APPENDIX C

Letteth of Conseh,

a. _Child-subject form

b. General ClaSsform
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Utter of Consent for Child-Subject

INDIANA. UNIVERSITY

ty.

Dear Parents:

er t the- neXts few weeks, I will be observing your child's classroom as
_pa. _of 'my dissertation study : I am writing to ask for your consent for
your child..to.-be-a, par of thIrt esearc.h. ..-! ''' .

,, 411, it.

DEVELOPMENTAL TRAINING CENTER'
2853 East Tenth Street
Bloomington, I rrdiana 47405
(812) 337-6508 - ,

261

Thechildren will simply go about;ibeir normal actiyitiet as I 'ObArve.. ,
For three morningS (April 22, 2 9," and 4M.:6),.._Ix:xilwill videotape the lessbris
and activities. :Duiilig--irhat time ;. Some of Ale children will be asked to
wear smookso which- wiilkericeal a microphone: so that their o es can also
be recorded. The Otictli will: grscr'be' used, by the to s as part of
their group lasso as -:T.4e1.1..2.;-:120-.Y.411,'*0.4id' time !diving week i Of April

14th. to get the ch dren used- pa the smoc1,0and the"camera.-e .. .

.
... ,i.

The names of the Childre,ti Will be tpI.tprkfi4Oitit_al--code names will
alwayAs lbe used. In addition,---t.the videotapes r%:. sly be ;Used -fclr, re-
search nserch and scholarlY purpfo'se.s; they :sill hot he blioshed nor appear.

the general public in ahy way.' ,
,

;-.
c., In addition, I would like yOur ,permisiion to look at your. hild's IEP,:

.so thaSi:f might gain more 1i:formation about the prograoi that was planned
last ..)7'gt.r.

...2,

. ' IP-
-s. ., . , . iv '

. . If you,would like your child ,.$537'.participate in this study,.,p14i1;ssejill
out and`....dtach the form .below shVVeurn it.Vo yodr-,C7hild'S,ohcher.,gt1411314 ...:

earliest convenienCe. -If you ,c1-YO'Cise not to .partisipate, :,fil no way will
,thg, education or care of your child be:affected. If you have any ..qUe'sr

. ,..ttons- please dbn't,hesitate'ro 'cont'adt her'.about; them: 2

/ ,29

SinCtrely,

(°:. .,Vicia4Pappas
AgfoCiate

.i.

i'l give..,cohsent.,,,;f cli.ill,...yg!s- , to;particiPate in
theresearch's st'udi, 1-4e, crilAcr.,..abo've14 1,:0tindetstand .2`thkt-,Zis will involve:

- . ' ". . *.'''` . f" '.. 1 .00. k '
.1:

-.
L'4 1. ;My child:' being videotaped during normal classroom activities.

slebea:. The posi,li,.ty.. of my child wearing a smock along with several
' .". " Other-. Children so thatatther,svoices can be rei-.4'deki...

3.- PermisSioWfor. the re-41arcrer tplook NY childn-iEP,
1

.. a4
I

I-further underste"nd hat all anfoimatton..bbo Y_-:thildpwi-41T%be "'keptk .

0 coiifidritial an 'that' videotapes' imill;,,,,qt.,,,pse 'ony, for ;re4earch 'Mid ..... ^`'' .,
scIffilai.,1Y; pun:po'se .,,::-F7inall;,;. I -unTerstai0 :Ad y/,', ask; .qt,tepilons -anti .A..

ti arti . n; t'Ve 'tediear-Ch . 2i f i'' 4.. .., honored -? 0 ,',_.,1.''"'t i, tp-
- i.,. , -.... -....v,

e_

receive .informa'tton about m' e
-'any tim-q.. terminate.-.

-, A, . .

-(Slegirlatu;e- of parent
. .

'.
"..a* t 01'



Letter of -Consent

INDIANA UNIVERSITY

4

Deal- Parents:

for* tbet *Students
DEVELOPMENTAL TRAINING CENTER
2853 East Tenth Street
;Bloomington, Indiana (7405
.1412) 337-6508

a ,

1,
Over the next feW weeks,' I will be observirig your' child's classroom as

-part of my dissertation study. .I am writi to ask for your consent for
your child to be a part of that resear4;*.....c. .. -1-,-.40, vile, .

. - . -,:,--.*-... . -.- -
. .

Thechildren will simply go about their normal actiut-tI as I observer.
',.. POr three-mornings . (April 22, 29, and May 6j, I will videotape the feSsons
,Ind` activities. During .that time, some of 'the children wil' be :asked to
wear smocks, Which wg_11 conceal` a -mictiophone so that their '4es can also,/

be /19,corded. - The smocks4-4awill also Alit used by the teacherS4as, :part of
their :group lessons, as well.- We wilt spend time - during the week of- April.
14th to'get,.the childrenAzsed to the smacks and tile camera.'-.ti a

... :

'he names of the children will be kept' confiwzfential:--rcode names will
, alWays. be used .., In addition, the videotapes. will only ,be used t* Tee
, .

search and. °s&holatly purposes; they will not be published nortapp r for
ItheVletieralpublic in ,any way. .,.

. .

262

If you would like yow chtad -partipate_ in ,t s ,study, please- fill
out and detach the.? form blow and return it, to You6r child 'A teacher at your

..'earliest convenience. If you choose not to participate:, in no way will
edtication, or,',-4.are of your child be affected. If }rou hay. any ques

, tto-ns, p.j.ease don tt .11esit-a o contact her about .th'em.
4

IkSi
ss

ricerelir,

.: - '

Vicki Pappas'
AL. a

11
. if Igeseach Associate

'3, A

-.

. i . e
.e...'

, .4111k. . 4., . A. ....-
; 0,a, j -,give consent fdr. my , to "participate in

,.,
4 ,, . the research study described wove. I understand that. this will .involve:

. -.
.,

My child, being videotaped 'classroom-activItles.
2. The posg.ibilitY of Myichild: wearliq.a ssid al)Ong.with several

'Other children scr--)thatt'-ellbir yoi .ari ..worded..
, &, .9`. '. ....

v . . . 4? . i . , 4 m.,.
'I further understandtc that all.t.infOf 4-tion- bout .mi., child will 13e allikp1 ;

,-confident-iai and that the videotapes will be d only fctr . research aft,d

sc itdatly 'pupp,oses. . Finally,...r understand .44 4t 'may .as16../q.uestiyons an
- calve) information. about my.thfld`,,s....pkrttcl,Pat..., in the rp.sewarch.. It. et :.
angtti* 1 NATIsh to termfinate 'm y. c'onsent-,--tis will":be 'honoth1-.- ,

..., , ' , . : 1.
' -7..,i'il . .:4t. . ,' t

, . x P
41. k --.1 .

.

t'''' .:''''

,. 1.!. ' ;' 's "r.
..... 14,-Date ) i., : , .. . ;;.

.

. .(Signature-,:of..irent or tuardian.),,

4 4". (/:

. .
$

' '
Zs 0 4%
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pF.NTIFTCATION INFORMATIOW:

Name;
Parent Name:
Address:

MICHAEL 131rthda.6.: 31 )// 7.5

Phone

I.EP 'Beginning Date: ion 1/73E13,- Exit Date: 6/6480
School of Enlliment on .11;eginning Datt-.2. Ilniveysiey

Program and Level: CH/Pre-S

Date oteMeeting: 10/11/79

Perpons Who Will Implement IEP:
-Teacher

Speech /Lang age Fa tholog s-t

'Case Conferedce Commiteef _

COOrdinatot of ETementuy Special' Ej ,
,

Coordinator of Pre5chooffr
: Head Statl Teacher Heid Star

Teacher Sepcj al- Worker

E I eMen ry -Preschool

Psychafbg i s t r:
Alr Palen

Educational Services to be ,Provided:
- . -,

^

1)Spe.cialiied-Programs, and Servi.ces:,
Communication Handicapped "r..!

2) Particitibion in Regular 'QraiPses and Programs:
4.,

.

t f....t.r.t.b_t4r.re
. . .1---w;.5 c,.. 0 )-No(-) -.)Q.sr ,,:.w_c c.. _ \d ' .4), ' ' ).

tya lliat ion and. Review.: '
. ,.: .

i: . . .
. :. .

1)"Approp:riate .criteripn tests will bt....administered for short -term
'.objectives thr'oughOutthi 9641061 year: -4Recorrds will 1pse kept of the

.. , , .

criterion -testS and the date' of' iniv..iaetOn and completion of.each .:
:
oilsec[tie . :;..

,.

.
\ ,. \/ ,

2)_Diagnostic tests in Reading and 'Malh. will be adithinisteredte-achs - A

, .
- a gr ingkjo ter-mihe: present likrormance: level -as- well RR serve as.,,-,e, ..'..4:;f; I '''.. ,,,

6 -, ;,:-... 4" '' ,' ' 41 "baSiit
. ''!:: , .

Pyalu,sti -4 ,.... ... .. it - ,.% ..ie 'of. ..T.." .' ..

. .,.. ,

' i . ( ..z., of4 . ..
r ''' ,-.

, . ..
i 1...

:, 'dr : 11° I ''

, 4 . -(..
.,. or '

.1 { , e " ; <, IL' . ,....P .... ot44.
.

1. .. 18 ;
L.A ..t . ' -.: '.. , - .

-us

/-

, ,
,-: i. 4 0. fli% , .::. ;

v . ,../.
'V, it,' - ... ,.. e _: .4: .r.... I

1,. . 114. i rr: *:
r r °) '.., .. ..... I. t.. : f.t. 1' .i ., :.

- 4 .".. "." :. - ' ' , 'a .t.. .. ';A:7! -ot .i?;.,' .
...; ,

Ts
..., .. ..,
.3,4 i .,.- ' .

!vt' t . .40 ,,;., .. 'IL / ir, ., A' , ..71,.. :,
' .-.> ,4; 1 .! ,,e if.: 0 b...,;, .,..,' '4. .,,i, al, ;,

..

a :.

. t
-

fir:

;. ,.-...

f , .

r? '.

r ; efr .." .; ... .

1
Si . ,

f
S

,
. -1 ,

.,' ''''' 0-'Co:. .:-- '. :, . . .i..

41L'' t
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PREREADiNtSS

PRESENT PE

PRB '30

AB 47
PRB '48;

PRC. 23
PRC 16

...PRC 27

PRC 43
PRD 85

PRD..83

rkp 87
PRE'

PRE 39-

c
OBJECT! VE'.,

.PRB

P B3
PRB 34

PRB 4'1

PRB .46

PRC 36
PRC 40
izRC 61

PRC 66
PRC 67
PRC '70

PRE 28
PRE 29

ti
RFORMAiICE.-. LEVEL

Play wi th one other child, each doing seperate
Say "please" and "thank yoe: when remi nded
Attenipt to help Parent with tasks by doing
(holding dustipan)
Name 4 toys
point to.12 familiar objects when named.
Name y body: parts on a doll other' pel(sohi,

Carry out a serles bf- two 'related commands
Go to the bathroom in time, undrosses, wipes
and dresses unaided- 1

activity

a part of the choro

)

Help set table by.correctly placing plates,...*pki-ry3, and urons-i 1
with verhal cues
Har-7,) up clothes on. hanger

C07 a ci rc 1 e

J-latch geometric form with picture of shape

Take part in game, pushing car or r olling ball with anctht.:r child,
2-5,mindt j -

Actively explore' nv i ronment -

Takes part in manipulative game (pullS'stri4, tul-ns hand4)
another person
Play with 2 or 3 peers., -

Attend ka music or stories 5-10-minute
Answers "whe(e" r.questioMs

.

Point to ptc uref of carrion object described by its use (10)
tarries. out series- Unrel ommands
Tci is how comn4on objects, -are used
E XpresSes ture occurrences wi tb Y11.0 no lo," "have t

Tells two we s in order of occurente

sti

Draw a verti
Draw .N horiz

line in. imitation .

al line .inpimitation
.

BEHAVIOR"

-PRESENT ffRFORKANCE'LEVEt
c

.>,

1,1 tr'Cf EA _ ..16r k q etly Idi.kihoUt di.stu'rbing o-lher .i...-'5, ; ..

". BE.B 1421 Resp?nd.p.o.si V i ykly. 10 ...6vor fure4 -0.f . f r..i(".r;'1/4.1shrp. f ,Y,...

ge 18. Use acaebtableA?ble''mann,ers., . .,. r ... .7 i .

1 f3tc.,15,,..i Dres's ......sak.! 1,f . i fi_ci 0..6 ;.2ntly '... . -: .'.. .

%.

'''iP

1tt.,' tSLC 5, .1;., u9e ',:04frir.2..-o9.1,.) r t,i': 1 es.t; yc,.'' h a s': '16.1-:t(cti ci iric.".; "thank you" , NV.Ig

)' .-' ---, -:. z. 'it."1 .-.., T i *. 1 ,;,,,,,,; .,

' '

'

, "want to"
44;

4.

'''' ir,`
..-.

t-i 4.
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...

:.t
BEl' 44 "; I ncrease attenO.on span t any one
3EI;i 39 Set,k. out friendships with others

Pract ice self control regularly

HANDWRITING

PrESEINIT PCJIPIRMANCE LEVEL
.

HA .1"8 Form a ci re
HAA .12 ffraw h IinC from
HAA 114 2 Draw f rorn

'OBJE,CT`l VFS

HAA 20
HAA 21

. 22-
HAA 67

=

.HEALTH

.
task for. ur to t

.

top ttr, ttottom

'Form v rang
Form -a . sq.ua're
Form a recramg le
Prii ra w rth proper p-c.gz;$u re on

PREIIENT 'RERFV6ANcE LEVEL,

HEA..P05
HEA 25
HEA 140
HEA 74. :

OBJEt.TiVES
et IF.

Finisil completely his

4.

wr i .

nq i ns"t r t`inaL:641&-_

Demcrryt rate correct' hand wa'sbj no
Ktee,g, hands (et- i nqerna s , body ; ha i cI-ean
DeliAsllale the use of a earth and brdsh
DemAn.s.t rate the use '6f toothbrush and toot hp.-;

meals
r

"SPEECH HEARING, AND LANGIJAGr.'

PRESENT PERFORMANCE LEVEL

SPLAI /2 /whiVi quo', tLon -
-

-:'SPF 105 'ice three .:acrd phra.,,cs f 1 nen t -.pee s t rbc4 u rod

4110S14: '1 2'). 1:)roiNce 1 uor-(1., i n PI !tent ,pocch i ane( speech

BjE C:i k-V-F

4 Ili

0, SPkA1'.. 81
SPLAI
SPLAI, 85:

"., S P1 Al -88
50

'S.PSA 55 ,

SPSD

,s17,50

.4.

Answe'f- /.wha_t / clue',
, c .

,, i n mi 4.r.rvir a t ix a I- I y. -co r r e c t ,, ri n t i; II( e

An'sweiz' /where'ti: quest ion% 0-1 a gr:imrlati ca I 1 y rorreet ..entenrci,
Pchster- /1/4-1Y/ que,t ions' i n a g ramm.psta I 1 yycof r-;:ct .c.'nrehce

As"31.-443- /howi.,fry.: ions i n .i'igrativi'll i ea 1 y corrqct. ,,,cn t enc.(' _ -

§ to t.s;t! oppos i i e -a analog i es If-i re -i-s hi-4V .77- i-ce i 1 co 14)
, . ,, je .2; ... . ., ...

GrOup; pi.c Lures i'() L.0 . ca t c,g(i't 1 os -. ., . elt .

- , ,,,. ..
Identify. col"§rs , . k., .. ,- ,

r . , .°

DigTions trat6 Unde4+44-id i nq ( through - tat in6 -, aci i tioi, and.. point. I n(1)'of
.

the 'AI f ference, be-0,01(2n -,ame an114d i f iferera ,... . :. . ,:
..-...
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Michail ,

READING

a

PRESENT-URTORMANCE. LEVEL.: , ".-
. '
RED. 04 Select.'a 'Matching picture _from a f ielel "of three

OBJECTIVES:

'RED 12 Identify basic color,,
RED 13 State basic colors

4.

1

267.
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411.OhaelTS Revised IEP Objectives -(December)

.
.

!..4,CYTOR SKILIS:

Jill put papei4clip- on paper'.
Jill crease paper -with f
Jill ccFplete.puzzle oi

II Will trace. letters of ,n
-5) 'draw a perfsoh.

Ti3,1 paint and. make with clay
'

gers -
4.15,piedes

recognieable 'objects ,
%SKILLS :

1) :Jill dress unwpervised eXcept for&;lp with
..-2) Jill, unzip sefArating front, Z'ipper

3) All turn 'socks right side but .

) 'Completely, care for: toilet* needs '4

.

:difficult fastenings
-a

SEC AIJD LA/CM/AC:1E SY,ILLS: ,

. .. .., .

ask.. questions about ,persons Wand things I 1 ..
relate experiences; wjth same Understarrding. t..f--sqCluetais and olostuv

,!'

1) 1
2) 1

.3)
Li.). repe'b.t a sequence of, Li` nUnibers.

74 .
}(1,CLEFfs,E Al 1"),C(-'3DR-.=:,liEr.15:ti;

towlo. and street 0.ddress .

4.-

1) .;i1.1 na-ie body narts of been;-fingernails, elb,ows, and ankle
2 ) ..:i11:-,na.me colors:of orange, purple, brown, black.;-pindrrey,:and.
3! .all name rectan714to.nd diatnorid 0 ,.. .

Li) "'.*Iill know concerts of yesterday 'tomorrow and tomorrow night.
5) Will sort .(small_ medium, °large) by' size '
6' :all understand "stop" and-..:1go";
7). '..Till try to read-booksyfram memory

-.TEV-11-111IG

GR0S.$ "'!r.c,TnRt
.

-1) 6 blop
.

2) ill s4,0 or r,p41.9p.
3.) i11 catoh.a large ball

Fr.,:_;.-;!CfrO?. SKIT

. "'.- 1) 4i1.1:ve7bd. ,about what; h4s:
12) the`...name of, or,faetg
})es`,-ii11 use elaborate Ors"6.4eriede'd' seritenCeS 1. .

" ,

white

A) Classiioation/Seriatiep .;... - P., i .;.

'Jill discriminate ,,et,;feen mpre and le,ss :-`-'-'.'.



f :

group by. size,
clisririinate *orders ,b

Repre,sentation:

'dito-up 4.ir function or
6

_

all dr .eignp4.e *Snares witAut'-'a model
in -.174-!ate' f tst '.Letter Of oifstr ziame

4. I, 4-:rint own- n4 me -from-model .- -
-

size (bigge
40
:..

*

next bieSt, smallest

4-brunt and Point ito 6 objeCts
2-)-.. di'llInatch, 2 sets :of ,objects

in ;imitation'

ifit"). which had .".more." "less"
--4/111:courlt obi&of,s--alou8,. no. assista;ce

4
) Tempora?.. Relations4 r .

30- :111 idept-ify roui-ine ;events
74.2,3'' will riSoall recent 'past . , -

- . -

3) Y.174, pall. major. events in .the' ddstant,,,past:
t.t.)4_ 7.e4r41 tirle't and- "short; tine"

6 ne4
° A

. .A.

-"' ` o ."1 .1 et -, fi ': * - . 1,. t . -.
.; ' : A )91 Fp ed iT1 R. : . - - .; .

- N
1,. , c o i ,. --. Ar

,

. 1) `,- dll :use knife to cutqwith fork)-
. , 2) 1111' tine alit eating- utensils '(Spcoirgi ltnitel,, folc, !sand. r.16.-teS )

% .. ,
*,3 )2 ..:... ill cle ar place at table % 4,.. "" -?. . . 13}

4) ; ,3i1.1 help- set min- place t .t.1-,)le-- ' '.
.. ... :., .- ,.. , ..

. ,..

P

270.

. ' P n.. .

P---D-esSirig: Q.

1)....,-"T3,ll unzip. clothing, '.,.,
..2) '";r-il,l'o.inpriltton clof-1:ing

'1'.. Ziiilt.iinblickle belt .

)4) , Will snap cloth\nw .,.

5)..iti_li 'zip 41Othels ;'"7 ... '
. . ,6°) "...rill buckle belt!. ..k.

r. , ri 4 : 1 -
)'r . .

.9 e. t )..ng t:
r-e4.1 e ,

. , ,: ,., , ;
-nee 8s .

..
iia( an 4 * a -5' are ,r.self ;,*

.! ) -4dtt,P.TI*. e

,71
"' ,1; 4f ° !6' ;1*

?) c3:11-6P.F17-PY;.-7, ;:e (. ;-

.1;') f:11' r bath"
4 Z) a.Ad:

ban:daj3kedchief ,

ql*.

28
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E) Safety

1) Will avoid playing with matches
2) :all avoid playing with or stepping on broken glass
3). .gill handle sharp objects properly

P9T(;iNCE,

GnSS klf TOR SKILLS :

1) Will stand on one foot for 10 seconds.
2) Will stand on either foot for 10 secOnds
3) Will walk backwardtoeto heel times,,.

L) Will walk upstairs carrying object in one hand without holding rail

4 0,5) Will skip'on one foot
6) Will jump one ,jump with jump rope
7) Will walk to stationary playground ball and_ kick

8) gill walk balance board with hands at-side, ,

9) dill bounce playground ball 2 or more.times with both. hands
10) ',All wIlkto rhythm

11) Will ride and steer wagon with one foot
12) Will ride small bike with training wheels

11-.., r
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DEVELOPMENT OF THECONTRACTUAL IEPP

Since two Ids existed for the child-subjectr an initial one

developed prior to' his entry into the presc*1 program and a second

one developed six weeks later to account for the insufficiency of the

273

former; it was necessary-to reconcile the two into a composite docu-

ment which would reflect the individualized education program con-

sidered to be in effect for Michael by his teacher, his parents, and

the rest of the case conference committee. This was accomplished by

7'. reviewing the objectiveS1 of the first,IEP-i-O-asseSs-their relationship

to those of the second, in terms of the following conditions:*

1. Which were identical to the newer objectives?

2. Which were precursors to-the newer objectives?

3.. Which were sub-categories of the newer Objectives?

4. 'Which were unique to the first. IEP?

Seventeen of the objective's that the teacher felt Michael had

already attained were determined to be precursors to skills indicated..

in the second IEP; the objectives were considered to be superceded

by the newer ones and excluded from the^contiacfual plan. Examples of. 4'

these types of objeCtives included: "identify and state basic-
. -

colors," .:."print with propet pressure on writing instrument," "answer-

wht. questions in a grammatically correct sentence,." Of.the temaining

objectives, five were added , to already-existent categories of the
. .

second IEP, and nine were identified'as unique t.6 the first. Since

Ch
the teacher has not considered any of these nine.accomplis ed Na lY a

I

greater than 80% level, they were added to theicontractual pi n as a
A . , r

new category, Social Development, and inclUded bOth/sociaiizatioh and

'_s. Ih all, the cohtr Twr_op plan included 877apNctives, '

,

roma cOmparaiive two IEPs deyeloped for the

291
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child-subject. This prOcesaand results were validated by two inde,

pendent analysts as well as the teaCher-sUbjeCt.-

Because the IEPs used different category labels, many objectives

overlapped categories from one to another; especially in the areas of

Speech and Language; Readiness,GeneralEnowledge and Cumprehension,

and Reading. For example? "identify colors" in the first IEP, while

on the second, "will name colors of orange, purple, 'brown... was

listed -under General - Knowledge' aria Comprehension. Similarly, "tells

two events in order of sequence" was a' Readiness 'objective on the
.

first rEP, while "will relate experiences with some upderstanding of

4
sequence and closure". Was a Speech and Language skill in.the second.

Therefore, -a second reconciliation was made, again verified by inde-
x

-.pendent analysts and the teacher-subject, to label Categories, with

titles that reflected both the organizationand topical listings in

the IEPs as well as the Thesaurus. The reconciled, contractual-plan

is found on the folldwing page's of this Appendix,

R.
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The Contractual LE
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Cbjectives Derived from the Pubjeetrs Individual Ediication Program

1.0 Language /Cognitive. Deiieloprnent

1.1 Speech and Language Skills

1.1:1' will,use elaborate or extended senpbnces.
1.1,2 Will ask questions about persons and things.
1.1.3 Will relate experiences with some understanding of

sequence and closUre.
1.1.4 Will verbalize about:that he has drawn or scribbled.
1.1.5 Expresses future occurrences with "going to," "have

to," "want to.h
1.1.6 Will learn "long'time" and "short time.'
1.1.7 Will identify routine events.
1.1.8
1.1.9 Will recall major events in the distant past.
1.1.10. Will know concepts of yesterday; tomorrow, and

tomorrow night.

1.2 Cognitive Skills

1.2.1 Will name colors of orange, Ptliple, brown, black,

pink, grey, and white.
1.2.2 Will name rectangle and diamond.
1.2:3 Will name body parts of heel, fingernails, elbows,

and ankle.
1.2.4 Will give,. town and street address.
1.2.5 Will understand."stop" and "go."
1.2.6 Will,repeat,a sequence of 4 numbers.
1.2:7 Will count;5 objects aloud, no assistance.
1.2.8 Will count and point'tb 6 objects in imitation.
1.2.9 Will matCh'2 sets of,,objects.
1.2.10 Will tell,-which has "more" or "less."
1.2.11 Will discriminate orders by size (biggest, next

biggest, smallest).'
1-2.12 Will sort (small, medium, and, large) by size.
1.2.13 Will group by size.
1.2.14 Group pibtures into categories.
1.2.15 Will group objects by function or use.
1.2.16. State oppoSite analogies (fire is hot - ice is cold)
1.2.17 Demonstrate. understanding (through stating, yaCting,

and pointing) of the difference between small and
different.

2.18 Will paint, and make with clay, recognizable objects.
1:4119 Will try to read booksfrOm memory.

Will tell the name of, or fAbts

.2.21
. 2 . 2 2

story.
Will indiate first letter of
Will complete puzzle with 11-15 piec

293
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2.0 Social Development: Socialization.

2.1 Take part in game, pushing car or rolling ball with another
child 2-5 mintues.

2.2 Takes part in manipulative game (pulls string, turns handle)
with another person.

2.3 'Play with 2 or 3 peers.

2.4 Seek out friendships with others.

3.0 Social Development: Behavior.

3.1' Actively explore environment..

3.2 °Increase attention span at any one task for up to
minutes.

3. Attend to music or- stories 5-10 mintues.

3.4--Carries out series of two unrelated commands.

3.5 Practice self-control regularly.

4.0 Motor Skillv Fine.

4.1 Will put paper clip on paper.

4.2 Will crease paper with fingers.

4.3 Will draw simple shapes without a model.

4.4 Will.trace letters of name.

4.5 Will print in name from model.

4.6 Will draw a person.
VO

Self-Help Skills.

5.1 DresSing.

.5.1.1. Will dress unsupervised. except
difficult fastenings.

for help with

5.1.2 Will zip clothes.
5.1.3 Will unzip clothing.
5.1.4 Will unzip separating front zipper.-
5.1.5 Will unbuckle belt.
5.1.6 Will buckle belt.'
5.1.7 Will snap clothing.
5.1.8 Will unbutton clothing.
5.1.9 Will turn socks right side out.



5.2 Feeding.
277

5.2.1 Will help set own place at table.
5.2.2 Will use knife to cut (with fork).
5.2.3-- Will use all eating utensils (spoon, knife, fork,

and glass).
5.2.4 Finish completely his meals.
5.2.5 Will clear place at table.

5.3 Hygiene and Grooming.

5:3.1 Will brush and comb hair.
5.3.2 Will keep nose clean with handkerchief.
5.3.3 Will blow nose on verbal command.
5.5.4 Will dry body after bath.

5.4 Tbileting.

Will indicate toilet,needs.
5.4.2 'Will complete toileting and wipe self.
5.4.3 completely care for toileting needs.
5,4.4 Will display general toileting independence.

5.5 Safety.

J
5.5.1 Will handle sharp objects properly.
5.5.2 Will avoid playing with and stepping on broken glass.
5.5.3 Will avoid playing with matches.

6.0 Mot Or Skills: Gross.

';61 Will hop.

6.2 Will skip of gallop.

6.-1 Will skip on one foot.

-6.4 Will jump one jump wits jump rope.

6.5 Will stand on eitheu fob- for 10 seconds.

6.6 Will stand on one foot for 10 seconds.

6.7 Will walk to rhythm.

6.8 Will walk backward toe to heel 6 times.

6.9 Will walk balance board with hands at side.

6.10 Will walk upstairs carrying object in one harm without
holding rail.,

6.11 Will catch a large ball.

6.12 Will bouch playground ba11.2 or more times with both hands.

.1
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6.13 Will walk ,to stationary playgrognd ball and kick.

6.14 Will ride and steer wagon with one foot.

6.15 Fit 11° ride snail bike vtith trainir wheels.

ti

4

.s

C
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APPENDIX G

Sample Unitized Transcription of Teacher' terviews

41.
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oPJ42e-a :,

ct:

a

Teacher CbTectiVes for 4/214.-5/2

Olte: 4/R/n-
'

Int erOiewr Vicki IPaciin

Patty ,.Allison

280i.

eT

VCP: ere with Susan ant! Sherrie to talk -about what chiec-.

tive'.. they have for vichael ter-this week.

VeItt. repeat some from last week, are also we'll avin.

som for .this week. I'll still be working with lAchael's ercup.

and nett week. Sherrie will he workinn with michrel's cro6p. So.

1...7 gue'rs (o most
tk pi

work on hetrinn tell a story, jus

the talkinn toclay...) OK. Re will

is lanotiaqf activity, actually.

T

1.

fr

Unit also. it involves a lot of reasonirp. ano concept ability.

rrkrri
nrri job.:

: tittte it nn it this' morft-finn (--rd Fe d c. nr-f.ttv

VC_: %ol.. you --- could you just oive i-in exanrle of what you

mi(Iht ernect as a sion of accomplishing that?

T 7k ; r p-7 n9 L S very tPacht,..r-nirerted activity. I riallY

the -..upsti,orfs a.rf_ ((tact-in; ouest ions to the ct lc rrn.'

wr lo,r4 t first-ricture. de lahel who we zee ,Vr. the

1 1ni c'ture. C'. 6le cio, throuo ) the nageS. ''a no we talk ; t out tte
MI

BEST CGr MAI1MLE
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story. Ir lt.':; this is P story they know,: "),K.

fpr vichaelii? having a.cci.,-mr11.9 shred this activity, t? 3 4-f irk

, ' 4 I' .
. fA is_

-brohpt.ty it wiAl ta.1\91p fmw weeks. woul'' FP i if he 'ectualtY al. il

. .

honk in front of hiQn ane he Could nretty well tell me-thE "s.tpry.
-

flirvino through the rlaf7s. kith-probably some cues yet 'freer' me.

281
So "'y recuiremtnis

.

rA.1P vicheel still is not -r- he's Thal but". it'll. ha- cif"

Ticuttft 'c'ause he's noino to have to use euit a tit of loneuahe. '

3 V C P !At.-T, Me SC it woulr he more than iust t ah. line whr-tts
,A14,

.

nrni,, in one rictu re. Ttts strinqind twc or three or four

h-nether.

T: In a seruence really is the most imoortant have to.

hp--in with m-4ine! sure that 1.ikefIlt71 the characters.) Inc plso.
PA

that

nerhans d little bit of Fat the characters say, rot just ..hat'

kftrr..npri r.nxt. Put, try to rick a story that has a Lot of

renetitinn. (....). It's. hard. It's abstract. Th'e chilorcn

=1l verv.unec to \Sherrie or I sitting or feecinc_infor.rti

tem. F,o now doing rive the" .clues. wkich

be rirturr.s. 4.d cues to rive me tack what they see. They think

oicture ) K

Met 49 c

!P Y4.rrfr il lot or Oracin') our shapes ThiS. ttis .-(:ek.
.

.

. .

rrPlly isn't ;-.. necessi.ty any more. 'AK. 1 will see how well "ike

NA 241, m 2011 1101'2011.- M ;-0X-

-7-
[r OD): a Srivare.11Cory a tri;vri. 1

.....

car coby a circlP. arid

.44
ICnry a rect-Pr(I.T. IT think I have a oretty Gone ioea of ,..-

WI
ow. you* L=l have no dots there. or t rolkon, lines?

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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i-.. f'c!. Jwst a. whit.r. rice of paper wilt i: ttack st a e. cc
"...-', _ . .

no t- ints 'trot* tee. ('r cue. -(1.x ccot 9 I bi.i ll v i C; c
1-

: - r

..., .

...,..

..
:-.-3 r1-1*-!CE, f-f e r and ....p.c r c 1 l .

-7

*4 ncPC

Wr:.rk.e t" ryn. urc-L.co

3 4Pr't t colors
Colors

1-1.o fkr--ratch inem.
20

T

L t

F

'ost of the kids, arc': rrally a,t,te to

.'K. Sd now we'll r.o o ste;'::f.urther

F y me games with them.

Arc' if you show t!-,fi.'R ra. vutr

r r
r f thoy'tl f.ir . one.

T: r a Pr...

--JACT- 2-0 7
i

T

,-11n149 rass is .:-rren
slur' rictae('s r0ecoy for .thpt. sayinr, t sun's:

.",- might get a. littl.c-t t into Ljeneralizinc; to other ttin;.s..A .

(coley

f r' --. .

Yfah.

Le, wta .else in the roe'', micht

Frir.ht ,le,t to that. we'll work istis .rek
'4

Cr'Ilt ue
o

ix- wrc'kc of crhorq.

to'-work

tAl-Y AVAI1ABLE

an tiis throughout ttc whole rffit u.1

Left arir, . ri iht cent/ c t (
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The Phenamenological Plan
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. The Phenomenological Plan_

Goals/Objectives Derived from Teacher Intent
284

1.0 'Broadening his skills of indepeildence--,he has to learn to do a job
without ,adult reinforcement. (M,

e

1.1 To know what is expected of us as a student, in this classroom --
things having to d with school;a feel for what school's all
about, survival skills to enter kindergarten; to be able to han-
dle a tremendously stimulating environment; how to find their
way around the Classroom. (M,

-1.1.1 Knowing how to handle materials- -using a greater variety
of materials. '(M)

1.1.1.1 Working with folders. (MG)

1.1.1.11 Putting a paper in a folder. (MG)

1.1.1.1
2

G
e
tting a paper. (MG)

1.1.1.1
3

Closing a folder. .(MG).

1.1.1.1
4

Putting the folder on the floor. (MG)

1.1.1.2 What° to do with crayons. (M)

1.1.1.3 What to do with paste. (M)

1.1.1.4 What to do with a,pencil. (M)

1.1.2 Doing work independently: (M)

1,.1.2.1 To be able to look at a certain thing and decide
for yourself how to use it. (C)

1.1.2.11 When work time begins, you're sitting
down in a learning center with three
other kids and you're on your own. (M)

1.1.2.1
2

He needs.to know when he sits down at
a little table with a board and chips
and colored water, wb.at he's supposed
to be doing. (M)

1.1.2.2 Can he attend to task ,t1Dut a teacher. (M)

1.1.2.2
1

Completing tasks with decreasing sup-
-

ervision. (M)

1.1.2,3 IA: WOrking out a proiblem himself. (M)

1.1,3 How to play.appropriately. (C)

1.1.3.1 Initiating play on their own--Shertie and I were
busy and that he must play'by himself-indepen-
dence. (C, M)

302
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1.1.3.1
1

Finding a toy--picking an'appropriate
toy all by yourself, with as little
adult intervention as po$sibl, or
contact. (C)

1.1.3.1
2

Finding something to do when he, comes
in--coming in, hanging up ,their coats
and getting something to do; then what
do we do (after we hang up our coatS).
(M, C)

.1.1.3.2 Playing with something appropriately--how do
we play with toys: (C)

1.1.3.2
1

StiCking with something (at play). (C)

1.1.3.2 What do we do with new toys--I have
2

kids in here now that, can handle a new
toy, ... I didn't even_say anything
about it; watching how (a new toy):ds
being played with and hopefully (doing)
the same- (C)'

1.1.3.2
3

Not hitting the wall or throwing, dishes
at the wall. (C)

1.1.3.2
4

Not running around the room. (C)

1.1.3.3 (Putting toys away).

1.1.3.3
1

Putting a toy away when you're., through
with it. (M, C)

1.1.3.3
2

Putting a toy away when the time indi-
cates that it.'s time to stop-71isten-

.

ing for directions when it's time to
put toys away. (C)

1.1.4 To develop some type of listening skills. (M, C)

1.1.4.1 Coming to Circle listening. (C)

I 1.1.4.2 Listening in group work. (C)

1.1.4.3 TA: Learning to sit down and listen to a story.
(C)

1.1.5 (Run errands).

1.1.5.1 Being able to deliver messages. (0)

1.1.5.1 'Being able to go and get, the graham crackers.
(M)
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1:1.6 (Other classroom situations

286

1.1.6.1 Being able to make a transition. (C) o

1.1.6.1 To go 'from a grodp and be able .'to
find something all by ydurself to
playwith. (C)

1.1.6.1
2

Coming back from a mainstream,activi-
sty by themselves. (0)

1.1.6.2 How to move from one place to another as a group.
(M)

1.1.6.2
1

How to walk in a group up to the 'lunch'
room. (C)

1.1.6.3 IA: Learning to dress himself. (C)

'1.1.6.
31

IA: Putting on their coats. (C)

.

1.1.6.3
2

Hanging up your coat all by yourself--
what do we do when we come in and we
have a coat. Where do we put our
'coat. (C)

A \1
1.1.6.3

3
Lacing his-shoes. (M)

1.1.6.3 4 Buttoning. (M)

1.1.6.3
5

IA: Zippering. (C)

1.1 6,.4 (Personal care).

1.1.6.41 Getting a Kleenex. (M)

1.1.6.4
2

IA: 'Brushing teeth. (C)

1.1.6.4
3

IA: Combing their hair. (C)

1.1.6.5 How do we use the bathroom--using the toilet.
(M, C)

1.1.6.5
1

Getting your pants down. (C)

1.1.6.5
2

Pulling pants up. (C)

1.1.6.5
3

Flushing the toilet. (C)

1.1.6.5
4

Remembering the rule that we leave
the light on and the door open for
other k
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1.1.6.6 (Bus)

1.1.6.61 Getting off the bus. (C)

1:1.6.6
2

Coming up the steps. (C)

1.1.6.6
3

Coming into the root. (C)

1.1.6.7 (Snack time)..'

1.1.6.7
1

doming to snack without a-reminder.
(C)

1.1.6.72 Knowing what to do with food--feeding;
self-feeding. (C)

1.1.6.7
2.1

Eating crackers. (C)

1.1.6.72.2 Drinking juice. (C)

1.1.6.8 Learning to eat in the cafeteria--what behavior
is expected in the lunchroom. (M, C).

1.1.6.8
1

Take their tray,through:the.lipe. (C).

1.1.6.8
2

Find a seat at the lunchroom tabie7
(C)

1.1.6.83 Carry their lunch tray back., (C).

J.1.6,8_ Empty-their lunch tray--put the sil-
verware in one place, the milk carton
in another, and their tray in another
place.. :(C), _
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:2J0 They've got to have those (school readiness) skillsj-(pre-academicsl.
,(C).

,KrT 2..1 Naming (common objects)--show me the lobject]i word cue provided.

J')

2.1.1 Working on letters. (MG)

2.1.1.1 Identifying first six letters of the alphabet.

(M)

2.1.2 Identifying (naming) all of the colors in our crayon
box--all the eight colors. (M, MG)

2.1.2.1. Recognizing purple1 (M)

2.1.3 (Naming) shapes.

2.1.3.1 Identifying (naming) rectangle. (MG)

2.1.3.2 Identifying (n4ming)' dialond': (MG)

2.1.3.3 Naming triangle2; (M)

2.1.3.4 Naming square. (M)

2.1.3.5 Nami VIVI.
(A)

2.1.4 Picking numbers out of a group, not particularly what
it represents.._ (MG)

2.1.4.1 Identifying (naming) ambers one,- two, th

fc ,r, and five.. (MG)

2.1.5 NaMing textures. (M)

2.1.6''Knowing very sophisticated body parts. (MG)

* .

2.1.6.1 Knowing fingernails. (MG)

2.1.6.2 Knowing elbows. (MG)

2.1.6.3 Knowing heel. (MG)

2.1.6.4 Knowing. ankles. -(MG)

2.1.7 Labeling (naming) money -. (M)

2.1.7.1: Does he know a penny? (M)

2.1.7.2. Does he know a nickel? (M)

2.1.7.3 Does he know a dime? (M)
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2.2 ,(Knowing personal information) -- memory items; no cues (MG):
1

12.2.1 Talking about' mOnthand day.of,bitthday--himbeing able
to say (his birthdaY'S) in March and the day, March 27th.
(M)

() 2.2.2 Knowing where they live--knowing address. (MG)

2.2.2.1 Knowing the name of their street. (MG)

2.2.2.2 Knowing the town they live in. (MG)

2.3 Counting all by himself (rote). (M)

2.3.1 Working .on number's. (MG)

2.3.1.1 Counting to 5. (MG)

2.3.1.2 Counting to 20. (M)

2.3.2 Working on counting objects, like buttons.,.bottlecaps.

(M)

2.4 IA: Saying his ABC's to a,eertain point.

2.5 Fine motor/eye hand activities. (MG)

2.5.1 (Tracing/copying/wri I.

2.5.1.1 Tracing shapes. (M)

2.5.1.11 Tracing triangle. (M)

2.5.1.1
2

Tracing square. (M)

2.5.1.13 ,Tracing "V". (M)

2.5.1.2 TraWing tiffs name. (M)

2.5.1.2
1

The last two letters. (M)
.

2.5.1.3 Copying gtapes, (froM.a model). (M)

2.5.1.3 Copying triangle.: (M)

2'.5.1.3
2

Copying square. (M)

2.5.1.3
3

Copying circle. (M)

2.5.1.3
4

Copying a rectangle. (M)

2.5.1.3
5

Copying a line. (M)

2.5.1.4 Copying his name. (M)
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2.5.1.5 Writing his own name (without tracing). (M)

2.5:2 (Using school materials).

2,5.2.1 Cutting out shapes pasted on paper." (MG)

2.5.2.1
1

Cdtting out triangle. (MG)

2.5.2.12 Cutting out square.. (MG)

2.5.2.1
3
Cutting out circle. (MG)

2.5.2.2 Cutting out Shppes drawn on a paper. (MG)

2.5.2.2
1

Cutting out triangle. (MG)

2.5.. 2.2
2

Cutting out square. (MG)

2.5.2.2
3

Cutting out circle. (MG)

2.5.2.3 Putting on and taking o'f sm. pr ,ter

(MG)

'2.5.2.4 Working with nail' and wood and hammers. (MG)

2.5.2.4
1

When the nail is already in the wood,
hitting it with a hammer. (MG)

2.5.2.4
2

Holding a nail, hit the,nail with a
. hammer without cracking his thumbs.

(MG)

2.5.2.5 (Working with clay).

2.5.2.5
1

Putting a couple of pieces of clay
together. (M)

2.5.2.5
2

Making something with clay that his
friends and I can recognize. (M)

2.5.2.6 Unscrewing nuts and bolts. (MG)

2.5.3 Doing puzzles. (M)

2.6 (Dealing with) more sorts of abstract kinds of concepts.

2.6.1 (Dealing with) opposite concepts. (MG)

2.6.1.1 More and less. (MG)

2.6.1.2 In and out. (MG)

2.6.1.3 Happy and sad. (MG)
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.1.31 Getting a picture of a "happy face and
a sad face' and saying one is happy and
one is sad. 4M)

2:6.1.4 Up and down. (MG)

2:6.1.5 Tall and short. '(MC.)

2.6.1.6 Top and bottom. (MG)

2.6.2 (Dealing with) the concept of pairs. (MC)

2.6,2.1 Finding a pair of cats. (MG)

2.6.2.1
1

Fir''' pail c . ,, -1 u,, out six

sets of pairs L1 spread, out and mixed

up. (M)

2.6.2.2 kpair of dogs. (MC)

2.6.2.3 A pair of pigs. (MG)

2.6,2,4 A pair of houses. (MG)

2.6.2.5 A pair of chairs. (MC)

2.6.1 (Dealing with) concepts of small, medium, and large. (11).

2.6.3-1 Comparing the biggest with the next biggest with
the smallest. (MC)

.

2.6.3.2' Small, medium, and large nsing concret=e objects:.
(MC)

2.6.4 (Dealing with) concepts of right and left. (M, MG)

2.6.4.1 Knowing his left hand and right. hand.. (M)

2.7 (Matching/Sorting)--model provided.

2.7.1. Sorting shapes. (M)

2.7.2 Matching colors in crayon box. (MG)

2.7.2.1 Matching purple--sorting purple. (M)

2.7.2.2 Put three colors in a-container, then pick
out purple. (M) ,

2.7.2.3 Finding a color in the room that looks like
the color you have. 040

2.7.2.4 Generalizing colors to other things, like'the
sun's yell6w and the 'grass is green. (M)
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2.7.3 Grouping (sOrting) objects by size. (MG)

Small, mediumxand large sizes. (MG)

2.7.3.2 ( Using) four sizes, making the'diffednces he''
tween them a little hard to ,discern. (MG)

2.7.4 Grouping (sortinlg) pictures'into categories. (M)

2.-7.5 Matching textures. (M)

2.`) Playing a game reason--something like Candyland; where you
actually have to reason out your next mbve. (MG)

2.9 Adding parts to a man (what's missing). (M)

2.10 Having his language skills developed to where they should be
for his-age. *(M)

2.10.1 Expressing some of these more ,difficult concepts. (M)

2.10,1.1 What do you do when you're sick?. (MG)

.2.10.1.2 What do you do when your hands-re dirty? (MG)

2.10.1..3. What do you do when you go into a room thht's
(dark? (M(:)

2.10.2 Making yourself understood. ,(C)

2.10.2.1 Initiating some langULge on his Own, but with A'
lot-of.eues. (M)

2.10.2.2 (Using a loud enough voice). (M)

IM Being able,-o have a conversation.

2.10:2.4 Answering the phone.

'2:10.3 (Storytelling).

2.10.-3.1 Talking about the story. ,(C)

2.10.3.1
1

Labeling who we see in the picture.,
(c)

2.10.3.1' Knowing the characters.
1.1

(M)

2.10.3.1
2

What the characters say. (M)

2.10.3.2 Tellinga story without props--just using pic-
tures. '(M, MG)

2.10.3.2
1
- Stringing two or three br four pic-
tures together in a sequence. (M)
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If he actually had a book in front of.
him and he could pretty well tell me
the story, flipping through the pages,
With probably some cues from me. (M)

TA: Mayhe even reading. (M)

2.11 Visual perception.

2.11:1 Papers--visual motor; Frostig,. (A1G)

2.11.2 'Left to right progression. (MC)

2.11.3 Same and different. (MG)

2.11.3.1 iA: Looking at pictures and being able to tell
,.usjf it's different. (C)
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3.0 What it means to get along with each otherteaching children about
each otter; general socialization; Ole social interactions and the
social beHaviors: 4(C', MG)

3.1 Tofeel good about himSelf--self-eonCept, self-esteem. (M)

3:1.1- Initiating things--tp do his own thing (beyond the s'truc-
ture'd setting).. -(M)

3:1'.2. To coptinue to hold his own in a group of children so he
doesn't slip back and become the baby andifiave people do
things to him. (M)-

3.,2 Getting the idea of a group. (C).

3.2.1 We're Desch and Sherrie's class, we're preschool, hooray
for us. (C)

3.2.2 Learning how to take turns. (0-

3.2.2.1 Handling the daily disappointments of not get-
ting a turn. (M)

3.2.2,2 Waiting for a toy. ,(C)

.3,2.2.3 IA: 'Sitting and you can tell him you'll be
with him:in a minute. (M)

3:2.2.4 Learning to play a group game. (M)

3.2.3 IA: Learning.how to work with other children. (C)

3.2.4 IA: Playing with other children., (C)

Caring about each-other--their kindness.toward.each other;
the children and,their feelings for each other. (C)

3.3.1 Iluing sensitive to each others'.needs: (C)

3:3.1.r Giving help when help is not asked. (C)

3.3.1.1
1

If Marsha drops her bottle on the
floor, and somebody picking it up.
(C)

3.3.1.1 If April's sitting in7her chair and'
2 ,

her tray's 'empty oftoys, a kid put-
ting a toy in. (C)

3.3.1.2 Learning how to share. (C)

3.3.2 Having respect for each other. (C)

What do we do when we want something? (C)

3.3.2.2 How do we approach somebody? (C)
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-3.3.2.3 How do .we talk to a 'teacher? (C)
,

1

3.3% 2.4 How do we talk to another child? (C)

3.3.2.5 Saying .they're sorry- -when they knock somebody>
.down, without (the teacher) constantly "being on
their case. (C)

O'n
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4.0 IA; Cross motor skills.' (MC) .

4.1 Working 'oil p,laygrbund skills. (M)

4.2 Learning to play a group. game. )

(to

rA

10"7*-A...

O

nV

1.-
;'E -11VA

° 641.,+
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APPENDLX I

_COnventions for Transcription of
Audiotapes -and Videotapes 4
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1.) Symbols:
1111

(.s...) or

298

CONVENITCNS, FOR TRANSCRIBING

a pause; when placed at the end o1 an utterance, it
means, that the voice trailed off, leaving an
incomplete thought or sentence

a break; when placed at.the'end of an utterance, it

means tha e speaker cat off-or interrupted the
thought tterance!

(...can I...) words were unintelligible at this point; when words
are inclU , they are the transcriber's "best

guess" of.what was said in the phrase or sentence(s)

questions or canments.made by the researcher.

speaker gave special stress to that which is

underlined

'

Underline

2.) Identifying Speakers:

Use three-letter abbreviations, followed by a colon to indicate which
child is speaking: , .

Mic: What's for lunch?

For other7than7children, use the following. abbreviations:
T: = teacher
IA: = instructional associate
VCP: = .researclitr

= volunteeT
. ,

At times when many ..are talki,ngra8 in-,a group conversation, it may be

necessary to indicate to wham the speaker is'talking within a

parenthesis:

T: (to IA) We'll need to nork on tha . (To Mic)

Will you get your foldel?.

*3.) Format Conventions:

In typing

Mic:

T;

IA:

text, line up-the verbatim transcripts as follows:

Begin what the child said in the 15th space.
Continue by lining it up as shown hete.

Begin what the teacher said in the 15th space.
Continue'as abos're...

Begin in the 15th space and continue as above...

Single space within a unit or an event: Insert a double space Mien
there's a change in the event. Start a new line -wheneverlitt's

with,necessary to line up verbatim account, a setting descri ion

and/or a teacher. retrospection.
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APPENDIX J

Rules for Unitizing the Videoscript
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An agenda is
identified by:

BEGINNINGS:

CONTINUATION:

300

RULES FOR UNITIZING AGENDAS

*Saving Michael does in the classroara

*Where all'parts Of the action carry Michael to
some particular end (constancy of direction).

*Where there o faltering or stopping of the
_.unidirecti low. (equal potency):.

*Is at a molar level-- what Michael might,say
he was doing if-he were asked.

*Bracket an agenda as beginning every time
Michael attends to a person, qpject,, or event
in the classroom.

*Cues to determine attending:
-Looks at -New Topic or Song
-Acts
-Manipulates
- Reaches for
- TUrns toward

-Talks about
-Listens to
-Approaches
.-Leans toward
-Tugs at

-*Do not include precursors (these will be

"circumstances").

*As long
intent.

*It's a
vis-a-vis
situation

as Michael appears to have the same

recOgnizaMle intent of Michael
a classgoom activity or learning
(personal, social, or academic).

*It's eventually relatable to an objective.

. -

*To decide if onesagenda is contained within
another, follow the "potency" rule- -the whole
must have greater weight than any of .its

parts. If the part has more weight, it is most
likely another agenda. If it has the same

weighti, it shouldn't ,be an agenda, or the

enclosing unit is mis-named or mis-identified.

*In conversations, indicate each shift in topic
as a new agenda.

*Different actions are different
agendas---e.g., "naming colors" is different
from "coloring a pic- ture," although both may
occur at the same time.

3 1 8



ENDINGS:
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*If actions occur nearly 'Simultaneously, mark
them as one agenda---e.g., reaching for a glass
of juice and drinking it.

*If undecided, ask if it's codable as two
different objectives or one: Trying .cs' fix'
vest. (self-help); and asking_ for help
(problem-solvihg). These, then would be
unitized as two agendas.

*Enclosing unit ,should
enclosed unit.

not be redundant to

*All of Michael's activities/utterances must be
in a unit; not _necessary for other children,
although they probably will be contained in a
"circumstance."

*When you're having trouble deciding:
- If person changes, it may be a new unit.

- If verb changes, it may be a new unit.

- If the location changes, it may be a new.
unit.

.

- A change in topic/song/fingerplay is a
new unit.

*An agenda ends when Michael ceases to
engaged in it.

*Cues to determine ending attention:

- Looks away, from -Ceaseg acting
-Withdraws from -Ceases talking
-Walks away -Begins new

activity
- Changes to new topic/song -Puts away
-Leaves

*The "circUmstance" may continue, but the
agenda stops when Michael does.

*If unit is interrupted, but then is resumed
use this symbol for the bracket:

If unit is interrupted and doesn't resume, use .

this symbol:



TITLES:
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*Use desdriptive words to ,carry forth the'

nature of the agenda.

*Write the pbrase in terms of Michael's

behavior.
*Make the first word an "ing" word:

"Claiming a chair ".
"Showing teacher a book"
"Getting a cookie"
"Listening to children talk"

*Indicate if .Michael was initiator or recipient
_by 'using active or passive forms:

"Being helped by teacher"
"Asking teacher for help"

*If agenda continues onto a second,page, repeat
the title and enclose it in parentheses:

'(Asking teacher to help)

1
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RULES FOR UNITIZING CIECUMSTANCES

A circumstance is
identified by: *The context surrounding one of, Michael's

agendas.

*Constant in direction; a unidirectional--
classroom event.

*Is' at a molar level - - -not "free
also not "line one of song." .

*May be a precursor to an agenda and /or may
Continue on beyond an agenda.

Play," but

BEGINNINGS: *Bracket a circumstance with' a dotted line,
surrounding the agendas.

*Each time you have an agenda, check to see if
you can identify a circumstance.

*Mark only those circumstances related to
Michael's agendas.

*Michael can start a circumstance; it can be
identi- cal in duration to an agenda.

*If you can identify the precursor portion, do
so. If not, start the circumstance where
Michael is involved.

CONTINUATION: *In the same psychological diction.

*Until it stops in and of itself (e.g., teacher
calls an end to Snack) or if Michael's new
agenda creates a new circumstance (e.g., going
to the toy table to find a new toy).

*Since circumstances are to be related to what
is happening to Michael, they may continue in
the classroom but should not be marked as
continuing to affect Michael.

ENDINGS: *If it ends in and of itself, indicate with a
bracket:

*If it continues beyond Michael's newest
agenda, mark it as break:
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*Cues to determine endingS:
-a person- walks away
-a change in topic/song
-a new activity begins
-a teacher announces a new event/activity.

*Write in capitals.

*Use. a noun phrase:
410ACHERPRESENTATION CF PLAY MAMMALS"
"ARRIVAL OF GYM TEACHER"

. "CALL FOR SNACK TIME"
"GOOD MORNING SCIG"
"ANIMALS ON PLAY TABLE"

*If a circumstance continues onto a second page,
repeat the title and enclose it in parentheses.

(DISTRIBUTICN OF JUICE)

322°
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APPENDIX K

Sample Unitized Videoscript
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51.11I W LIZSCRII"TION

PACE: ):

TFACIIER BETAOSPECTION

!iir: ',Item

1.)! ..)
.

1 alest through, She can play,

!,;c !:!;c,

.! 11; ;

!,rzi!

,..odd Circle.

Ir

Mici S,h1:ra, : !..ho, ta ee teacher.

i'.. .,,in., to bo trhio..,J, ;JO.

i ..,int ho !.e3.-..et, i:ids...

;..; 1. Lzut to 'oe Ied'her.

iht :.,!. u,r,eu, j61 .,e, ac ;r1.1t the' l',1:k together, April

nee,. , ..!. !.ei; )

son:
I c,,,i't.

rj

0.

Oodh, i bruit tt.

,; iii airight,7 he'll ut It fixod,

IL ? it .hat Ethic (,i;,) Bosch,

rJ

0

324

,Ii:: ;,haeol_hany Chilaren

all clap in tIitho;; Nicholds his

foot,

Nic: (happy ti7.e.)

(:;e hive hadillrappy time)

Mio: (In our Circle)

'lie stands and raises his hands.

NI: and the other three children go cm

tacit group table where there are cans

.siting, Mic takes oneand looks in-

side.

Nit goes lover to Soc's chair, then

looks in T's materials box for the

group.

hie mOveS,mater13:$ over by his chair.

Fit is down an', begins taking out

clothespins ",yttlecaps from, can,

T has core to cable,

T leaves to help Apr.

Al: four children lnelu to detach hot-

tlecnos from clochespies.

A ithespin has broken.

M:c trli!s to open a ciothespin by using

his teeth. He keel'; It there,

4

IA: lie didn't get tno excited.

1

';(12! :.no did ynu hurt that puttiog ti -.r. all e,

the table like thot,.did yen in ti 1t tne

woold start manipulating thee:

T: Yeah. I Yinted them to stt eN, get

started without the fakernl that 1.1s.iaing en

rcfnte, some cf Its St iii gni.d

:la,gas) Ilecaose 1 kno!. w:th Sher .-, e

c'e:e theri'ols a let t!,ZI 1 haJ to :a, yod

imw. Not to help Shot' !et rga,:y, hht with

'nos that wercu'r being ( )

AeA als!, It teorhes the kids to

things an their ch,T. 10 pet we A?

:rt, the rlteriAls, rellly. And

kw, they need to do CAI,

I: wislt, clothespins'

111: I don't know,

':'rak. Clothespins auipps, I C4!irc
4

r1:..1111,. It s4is, AA, of cry, ;:,

to'

ko.! he sd miltio, the; know llw to

BEST' Nrf !Naga '325



VIDEO DATE; .114_2__

ViDEDfAPE TRANSCRIPT

1: Hot in your mouths, guys. Please. Come.on, Jeff, I'll

he there in 4- secnd.

IDesch...1 woUt more.).

1: NI your clothespin on you can.

:lc: 00-eh,

I; I 4%1'.(1 ;11A tA do OCA. (to Jeff I didn't ask you to

du this, did 1? 1 said put your clothespins on your can.

del! I lost did it.

Me; Woat's in there, please..:(on the...)

T: Sondra, I believe these are ev dap here.

Those aren't mine.

hat's minel

ran you fix It?

Mo. ho, [loch )11. I broke it.

Son: (, Thanks, HIchael...)

Ili, Jwilise, teat's so nlce'what you're doing,

!lie: 1 want a with

'don: I (fixed) it ,team.

I'' did. 0;1. Jeff's is ready to go. Denise is ready, to

Mil NI, illkel

H. crime yen have 50m1ca'si

1: tel you shouldn't have. Cdvca, Sondra, gut th6 on

tlnacti hy, vele goingitoJIne fun today! We're cuing to

oih some halimors and nails,

Yu:

T: Illi, are we golog to have fun,

sr-

ya

Si' TTING DESCRUTIGN

Soo his finished and moves her can my.

!Tic tikes Son's can and eqties it into

his.

MIc has knocked over Son's empty An.

Mic rummages through'his can for cloth-

espins and works to attach them to the

tin of the can. .

Son has just put her can into the-T's

materiais,bhx, T gives it back to her,

f puts the broken clothespins in Son's

can.

T comes back to table and sits.

1 gives Son back some clothespins from

Mies :an,

'I' is pitting folders out. Jlic finishes

and over to the box where she's

gettin6 then from.

ONUS!

TEACHER RETROSPECTION

VCP: So what you would have liked to have WA

was !lie here, was that he wodd have sat :ion.' °-

played a little hit, 6ut then ended up puttin

clothespins around the rim lif the can, withol

having to - --

T: Without being told. Yes.

VCP: Juf has got sore started, now.

T; Yeah,

.VCP: Sr what, now this Is reaiip flue motor 4,

4.11?

T: Yeah.

VCP: lial what you're using it fir, tliough, is

gaining independence, working, on your own?

1; Yes.

7: He'd (limped Son's lu his can! (laughs)

iv
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t

IDEu'l APE TRANStRIPT.

'(...0;et
going In talk, about, three pigs, illchael, have a

Nic:

LH(?)

, I -see.

I': Jef oie We do I

To,

T (to, le() 1,'er I I (,,, put for a die...)
: lhaq (...onr..). pencils?

:
IL If you give Cindy. the little chair and

you .rdie rile hig chair. That might be better.

Son:

SEITING DESCRIPTION TEACHER RETROSPECTION

So,n) t about: tliln one, 0.110, is tI,at hard to

Iaause It' s-viieu? Alright, 1e0s.'talk ahoot right

.11:1 left a,,1 lot's.nave +icor eyes up ,here,

RcrI;aly 1,0):,; up ym. right hand. OK.

that's you left hand; Coed, OK, Denise; that s

gond!

'ondra, S yodr1;it hand,
i] Lie a 51116g On your7right hand,' ..,

tit y 11, our right hand Co do ppers'. did, will
hei, 11(2'11 take it off :half through.

Strllig no.

T. rVU '4,1;1; to hand HT your 1.114, hand? 0

:' Saaahli

'l;;' ,ra s usos'll'ut left 1001, We'll put a Strin,
a. r ri!.k 11;111l,

Ira!

I:

): it lot'
'Ii N.

I: oh, 004

ihc sits again

T collects cans.

T+pOshes inNf''s chair, .

del- refers, )ro'plcces of string T has

out,

glUes instructions to volunteer,

tile has one of ISon's clothespins, She

takes it -from him. tile watches Nan.

T gives Son a clothespin.
1

,ilic ralse:s.his -right -h and;

ilie'clialiges'in his left hand as del

changes To conPect Ills, (del ,is slain)

Opposite

ilk pots his hated

T tics a string on jef's right hand.
Mlc ruses his right' hand again.

Nic raises his right hand again,

Son put nit hUr tight hard; ,

Jo( has continued to inake noises.

Jef has the last string in his Hut,

corf Amu

tr

Oh, what I should hive dowere. is 'comment

on what they did. I suredldu kdo that. ".

because they all did a good lohi This the

fact that you coord talk about it In terms

of what you' dot first and. then (

IA: ( ) the only on$ right.

I

4 , -
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Rules fot Matching Agendas to'Objectives
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RULES FOR MATCHING NENDAS TO IEP OBJECTIVES

General Rules

1. There are three possible codes to give to each agenda:

a. Its match to a.contractual IEP.objective.
b. Its match to a phenomenological IEP objective.,
c. It is a non-match to objectives on either of those IEPs.

2. For each agenda, indicate the number .of the objective it matches
on the cohtractual, and/or the phenomenological plan under the

appropriate column(s). If it doesn't match any objective, put an
"X" in the non- match column. .

/1
<- 3. Code your agendaS independently. Then come together to check

agreement. For those you disagree on, try to reconcile the

differences. .Refer to the transcript and/or the videotape.
DocuMent your reasons for coming to a decision. Bring agendas you
are unsure about to me.

4. Code things that Michael may do incorrectly as an:example of .a
particular objective being attempted as, well as things he. is

doing. E.g., he counts five objects incorrectly; code' this as
"cbunting to five" as he is working on'that skill.

5, In general, if you match an agenda to objectives in both plans,
the ob- jectiveS will be in similar categories. C

64 Don't.use the Gross Motor objerf-4

7. Use of name/identify'

If Michael is given a cue (e.g., "Where is the red crayon?"),
;code the agenda as a labeling objectives.

b. If Michael has no cue (e.g., "What color is this?"), code the
agenda as a non-match/extenSion.

8.\ Use of sOrt/grOup,/matching

a. IfMiChael is given a model set to group things into, code the,
agendai as a sorting/matching objectives:

b., If Mi4ael has to form his own categories without a model,
code the agenda ;as ;h /extension.

9. Poems, finger plays, and songs.

6. 'axxl,Morning Song and closing song: code as sense of group,
teacher intent only (3.2.1)

b. Some have inherent learnings; code appropriately (e.g.,

Clapping Song works on understanding directional terms; Old
Woman and Miss Muffett poems work on language and rhymes).
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c. Some songs deal with role-playing and pretending (If You're

Happy/Sad and You Know It); code as non-match.

Specific Rules for Contractual Plan Objectives

1. Speech and LangUage objectives. (1.1} do. not include -conversations,

unless the conversation illustrates the spetific grammatical skill

being worked on or the topic.

1.1.1 Code when responds to a teacher-initiated question, when teacher

is trying to get him to talk; don't use this. for interactive

conversations.

1.1.2 Code when Michael initiates the questions.

1.1.8 Code when Michael discuSses past activities, not learnings.

2. Under Preacademic (1.2), be careful of naming, matching and sorting

(See # 7-and # 8 above).

1.2.7 Code when counting 22, to 5.

3. Under Socialization (2.0), many agendas will illustrate examples of

Michael learning how to do these things. Code them as examples of the

skill.

2.3 Include role -play with another child.

2.4 Cook 7 interacting with another; Also when spontaneously greets

-Ime a greeting does not have a . ;orresponding teacher intent.

4. Uhuer Behavior (3.0)

3.1 Code-only. when Michael explores thingS without teacher inter-
. vention; being curious.

3.4 Code when an explicit command by teacher; not following,direc7

tions.

3.5 Occurs during% transitions; do not code when Michael is taking

turns.

5. Under Self-Help (5.0), folding and tying agendas should be coded as

Specific Rules for Teacher-Intent

1. Under Playing Appropriately,(1.1.3)

1.1.3.1 Code when Michael plays by himself independently.

1.1.3:2 _Code when he's at free play, no in a structured situation.

1.1.3.3 Include also putting materials away.
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1.34/.1 Code when Michael initiates:

9 1.3.3.2 'Code when the situation/teacher initiates.

2. Under- Listening Skills (1.1.4), code when Michael: is attending to

directions or teacher; not for mhen he's listening and watching chil-

dren orl.,events. He needs to be listening-to receive direct instruction

or to follow directions in this category.; listening and watching as a

general activity should be coded as a non - match.

3. Under Run Errands (1.1.5)

1.1.5.1 Code if gets items other than graham crackers as well.

4. Under. School. Readiness12.00'

2.1 Code if names objects (with a cue); code naming children,

animals,,etc. as .a non--Match/extension;

2.1.2 Includes 'the basic eight colors.

Code if he counts by rote.

2.3,2 Code if he counts things; matches with contractual objectives

1.2.7 or 1.2.8.

5. Under Language (2.10)

2.10.2. Usually referS to Conversations.

2.10.2.1 Similarto contractual .1.1.1.; responding to a teacher ques-

tion.

2.10.2.3 Code if the conversation is extended; there is no contractual

plan match for this.

6. Under Storytelling (2.10.3)

2.10.3.1 This does not inCIUde merely naming animals or objects in

pictures.

7. Under Sodialization (3.0)

3.1 Code as self-concept if he receives praise.

3.1.1 Has to be related to self-concept, not other initiations

(e.g., bringing folder to show visiting teacher his work).

3.2.2.2 Can also be coded when he's waiting for a turn.

3.3.2 Code when says-please, thank you (manners)..

.

3.3.2.1 Code when he asks for a turn, or for help, but not when he

asks for more; can also code "grabbing" here (skill not yet

achieved).
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Agendas to Code as Non-Matches

1. Anything on pre-reading.

2. Anything on pretending; including pretending songs and qpems.

3. Use of props,* such asfoam blocks, sock puppets; but not materials
such as scissors, paste.

4. Any cleaning-up activity; e. after snack or teacher,directed.

5.. Safety.

6. Seeking attention.

7. Eating M & Ms,' when used as a re-enforcement.

8. Listening io'a conversation.

9. Carrying out a direction.

10. Wanting more of anything:

11. When people' do things for him (e.g., .unbuckling his overalls) as a,
facilitating action.

12. Scooping, folding, or tying agendas.

13. Any extensions of specifically-named objectives.
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